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Abstract 

The Javan gibbon, Hylobates moloch, is an endangered ape species endemic to the island of Java, 

Indonesia. Java is home to more than 141 million people, whereas there are thought to be only a few 

thousand gibbons left. The contrast between the gibbons’ specialised ecological adaptations and 

human population density has framed Javan gibbon conservation as contingent upon protecting the 

last contiguous forest fragments from human encroachment or forest conversion. Multilateral 

agreements propose strategies that combine ex situ gibbon management with in situ gibbon 

protection to meet the perceived needs of gibbon conservation. In situ conservation is broadly 

associated with historical notions of wild animals, while ex situ conservation broadly connotes 

captivity and human dependency. This strategy combination is increasing in application, yet few 

studies qualitatively address the processes and outcomes. This thesis examines how distinctions 

between in situ and ex situ characteristics influence silvery gibbon conservation processes that 

integrate both approaches in West Java, Indonesia. I argue that the differentiation in semiotic 

qualifications of the gibbons affects the material conservation applications.   

Acknowledging the complexity of West Javan environmental history and socio-political contests over 

forests and resource access, I applied a political ecology approach to understanding the situated 

contexts in which silvery gibbon conservation is embedded. Political ecology as a discipline asserts an 

agenda of understanding how socio-political relationships shape environmental conditions and 

highlights how power imbalances allow for dominant discursive explanations to overshadow 

alternative narratives. A political ecology analysis of in situ and ex situ silvery gibbons asks how the 

two are treated differently, and with what range of outcomes. I applied case study methodology to 

my interviews, observations, and to document research in order to investigate how integrated in situ 

and ex situ strategies influence single species conservation processes in a place-based context. Silvery 

gibbons were selected for the case study as they are characterised as a flagship, charismatic 

megafauna species representing West Javan primate conservation. Furthermore, The Aspinall 

Foundation had just implemented a programme to release ex situ gibbons into in situ habitats. Silvery 

gibbons offered a timely opportunity to explore material and semiotic framings of in situ gibbons as 

distinguished from ex situ gibbons, in discourse, narratives, and practices, and to record and analyse 

their outcomes.  
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What I found in the work on silvery gibbon conservation by The Aspinall Foundation, TAF, is that the 

in situ/ex situ approach corresponds with protected areas management that align with fortress 

conservation. There are many complex factors shaping conservation in West Java, and protected 

areas are increasingly isolated fragments of historical forest ecosystems. Yet the conceptual 

boundary-making required to differentiate between an in situ gibbon and an ex situ gibbon, and 

continual management required to uphold the distinction, is akin to the nature/culture binaries 

inherent within fortress conservation.  My research shows that privileging in situ as the desired status 

for a gibbon reinforces notions of wilderness. The discourse of wild nature persists despite the 

growing recognition of the Anthropocene. Where the nature/culture dualism was challenged, 

questions of nonhuman agency arose, pointing to limitations of the in situ/ex situ approach and of 

political ecology approaches to understanding conservation interventions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This thesis examines how conceptual distinctions between in situ and ex situ conservation influence 

silvery gibbon conservation processes that integrate both approaches in West Java, Indonesia. In situ 

is defined by the Convention on Biological Diversity as species populations in their natural 

surroundings, whereas ex situ refers to animals in captive situations (CBD, 2002). In the following 

chapters, I argue that single species conservation strategies that integrate the two deserve attention 

and critique to answer the question of how the two conceptual frameworks affect the outcome when 

combined. I show that as the process currently functions, the in situ and ex situ binary reifies the 

nature/culture divide. Increasingly fragmented forests in West Java set up a juxtaposition of human-

induced environmental degradation and threatened ‘wild’ silvery gibbons. While acknowledging that 

decreasing forest landscapes and increased resource extraction limits historical gibbon habitats, 

discounting the material and semiotic meanings of ex situ gibbons creates a hierarchical 

nature/culture divide within our understandings of the species. I argue that the differentiation 

between in situ and ex situ gibbons delimits the single species conservation approach to the manner 

of fortress conservation. As biodiversity conservation approaches are calling for more protected 

areas, and backlash regarding social impacts of protected areas on marginalised persons resists 

fortress models of protected areas management, a single species approach lends renewed support 

for a landscape level conservation strategy that seeks to separate people from wildlife.  

The study is timely and necessary for several key reasons. Foremost is the increase in the combined 

application of in situ and ex situ conservation processes for single species approaches without a 

similar increase in research to assess the outcomes of such interventions. In situ has been historically 

prioritised, and even those organisations that specialise in ex situ animal conservation reinforce the 

hierarchical preference by emphasising the goal of relocating ex situ animals to in situ places (Collard, 

2014). Literature to date privileges notions of a wild nature as the climax habitat for an animal, used 

to justify conservation interventions that release captive animals into protected areas (Pritchard et 

al., 2012; Conde et al., 2011). This study highlights that the entrenched bias towards in situ divides a 

species’ characteristics into diametrically opposed categories of either wild or captive (Braverman, 

2014).   
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Throughout the thesis, I demonstrate how the conceptual demarcation of in situ from ex situ gibbons 

leads to tendencies to homogenise groups of peoples, animals, and places. I argue that the 

homogenising practices delimit the range of conservation activities that can be explored or 

manifested into ones that reinforce the Cartesian divide. This thesis employs a political ecology 

approach to problematise homogenous groupings of ‘locals,’ ‘wild’ gibbons, ‘captive’ gibbons, and 

nature/culture binaries. I argue that these semantic scales represent another form of boundary 

production and maintenance. I demonstrate how these boundaries are transformed into built 

representations as Memorandums of Understanding, an ex situ primate centre with walls and guards, 

and territorialisation of protected areas. The boundary formations can then be used to defend 

against conflicting, contradictory, or contraindicative cases that fail to conform to the groupings. The 

production of bounded categories facilitates the privileging of preferred category outcomes, in this 

thesis the translation of ex situ gibbons into in situ gibbons.  

Problematizing the compartmentalization of gibbons into wild or captive raises questions about how 

nonhuman agency is being obfuscated. In this thesis, I follow recent scholarship that understands 

agency in relational terms. “Agency becomes an emergent property of network associations rather 

than a property inherent in discreet entities” (Bakker & Bridge, 2006, p. 19). Equally, Bakker and 

Bridge point out that nonhumans also impact the way social relations unfold (2006). This includes 

interspecies social relations excluding humans (Kawa 2016). A relational conceptualisation of nature 

opens the possibilities for examining a process for a wider range of practices, forces, actions, affects, 

and effects. It sees resources as co-produced, and having emotional or transcendent inputs rather 

than simply the instrumental inputs used to explain relationships between humans and nonhumans 

(Bakker 2010). This study contributes to political ecology arguments challenging the tenants that 

nonhuman species fit into cohesive categories, and that their relations to social processes can be 

separated (Mansfield 2003). I argue that configuring in situ versus ex situ gibbons is a move to deflect 

importance from the gibbons themselves and instead focuses on the meaning that humans create, 

the conservation of gibbons.   
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Finally, this study contributes further to debates on how semiotic boundary formation and 

maintenance are replete in every step of the process of moving an ex situ gibbon to an in situ nature 

(Collard & Dempsey, 2014). I demonstrate that combined in situ and ex situ single species 

conservation relies upon material and semiotic territorialisation of animals, spaces, and their habitats 

in ways that trend towards fortress conservation models. I argue that various natures are made, 

remade, discovered, and proliferated in this study, but that the goal of ‘rehabilitating’ a gibbon ‘back 

to the wild’ is a boundary-making process designed to protect particular natures over others. 

Ultimately, this study contributes to explanations for the current move back to fortress conservation 

techniques despite backlash from scholars, marginalised persons, and activists. The persistent desire 

to sustain the notion of wilderness and pristine nature is a practice of refusing acceptance of the 

Anthropocene, and to a degree, even limiting engagement with places that accept it.  

This research aims to contribute to understandings of the processes and outcomes of species-based 

conservation interventions, specifically those combining in situ and ex situ conservation. These three 

objectives support the research aim: 

• To investigate whether there is any relationship between combined in situ and ex situ 

conservation and protected areas management.  

• To explore how material and semiotic understandings of silvery gibbons influence the 

translation of ex situ gibbons into in situ gibbons.  

• To highlight the role of the nature/culture discourse in shaping the 

 implementation and interpretation of silvery gibbon conservation.  

From these objectives a central research question arose: 

How does the differentiation between in situ and ex situ influence processes that combine both for 

single species conservation approaches? 
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In this thesis, I show how silvery gibbon conservation in West Java is a dynamic, relational, and 

diverse process. Ultimately however, I answer the question by arguing that distinguishing between in 

situ and ex situ gibbons creates a subjective space to support the separation of people from wildlife, 

and thus influences processes to become more exclusionary in managing protected areas. I explore 

multiple locations to understand how silvery gibbons are understood, physically and conceptually. 

The way in which the gibbons are transformed into a flagship species, or a representative animal 

meant to stand for biodiversity conservation in the places they inhabit, reflects our own social value 

systems for prioritising our resources, emotions, and awareness of the complex realities facing such 

rapid and widespread environmental change. 

In Section 1.1, I provide an overview of the situated context of silvery gibbon conservation in West 

Java, Indonesia, and how some of the debates that are central to this thesis connect to that context. 

In Section 1.2, I argue that a political ecology approach can offer novel insights into the discussions 

on single species conservation approaches. My research design, methods, and objectives, including 

the some of the ethical considerations of this study, are briefly introduced in 1.3. I justify the utility of 

a case study approach to support my methods and foreshadow how it will contribute to answering 

the research question and objectives. Finally, Section 1.4 provides an overview of how the structure 

of this thesis supports the development and presentation of my argument that combined in situ and 

ex situ single species approaches trend towards fortress conservation.  
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Figure 1.1.  Juvenile Hylobates Moloch, Silvery Gibbon. 
(Photo taken 2012. Photos are my own unless otherwise stated). 
 
 

 Situated Contexts and Debates Over Species Conservation 

Understanding how differentiating between in situ and ex situ animals shapes single species 

conservation processes requires a situated context through which the research is interpreted. I argue 

that the rhetorical dichotomies between in situ and ex situ situations rely on one another, because 

without the idea of a pristine nature that the animal inhabits, captive animals do not incite the same 

drive for conservation involving interventions into those perceived ideal landscapes. In this section I 

review some of the critical contexts that shape silvery gibbon conservation in West Java, Indonesia. 

The scholarly, historical, and ecological factors surrounding the species as an endangered ape 

needing intervention for their protection are instrumental to the justifications for a programme to 

introduce gibbons that have been in human care for most of their lives to forests.   
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1.1.1 The Resilience of the Cartesian Divide  

To better understand why the dividing practices and re-combinations impact human-gibbon 

relations, I reflect on longstanding debates regarding Western struggles with nature versus culture. 

The continued desire to treat ‘nature‘ as an ahuman biophysical system permeates through decisions 

in conservation, restricting or monitoring human relationships with natural resources, flora, and 

fauna, despite grappling with the dualism for years (Davis & Zanotti, 2014; Williams, 1980; Haila, 

1999). The dichotomy has become embedded in the diction, rhetoric, and theory about human 

interactions with the biophysical world. It is difficult to even write about or discuss the concepts 

without still referring to this divide. In this paper, nature signifies the recognition that it is a 

constructed notion.  

Though problematising the binary is a well-trodden topic in political ecology and conservation 

literature, the persistence of the practice necessitates sustained attention (Horigan, 2014; Castree, 

2011; Escobar, 1998; Kohn, 2013). Furthermore, by linking the debate clearly to the processes of in 

situ and ex situ conservation, I highlight how the binary is continually reasserting itself, and how 

doing so trends species conservation towards models that reify notions of wild nature. I show how 

the gibbons are translated into consumable imagined ideals of nature by rehabilitating them from 

captive animals to wild apes. Parallels between the binary of in situ and ex situ and the 

nature/culture dichotomy are unpacked and problematised in this study. I employ the tools of 

political ecology approaches to reveal conflicting, dynamic, and relational narratives of silvery 

gibbons and their associated spaces.  

1.1.2 Controlling Forests, Controlling Peoples 

The historical context of West Java, Indonesia, is essential to understand some of the narratives on 

human/forest relationships that situate gibbon conservation in protected areas of West Java. 

Humans are thought to have arrived on Java less than one million years ago, but the arrival of Hindu 

and Buddhist kingdoms provide the first evidence of inland forest clearance (Whitten, Soeriaatmadja, 

& Afiff, 1996). It is believed that the Hindus introduced managed production of teak trees such that 

by 1000 A.D. there were over 1 million hectares (Whitten et al., 1996; Boomgaard, 1988; Smiet, 

1990). These historical references suggest that the modern romanticism about recent deforestation 

of Java is exaggerated, as human structural alteration of the forests has been practiced for hundreds 

of years. 
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Figure 1.2  Map of Java, Indonesia. 
(Retrieved online at www.welt-atlas.de) 

The Dutch East India Company or Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie as it is known in Dutch, (VOC) 

conquered Jakarta in 1619, renaming it Batavia (Boomgaard, 1992). The VOC started taking stock of 

Javanese forests, first categorising them as either teak forests, or jungle forests. Control over 

designation and access between elite and poor as a relation to control over resources and power still 

shapes human-forest conflicts in conservation and production forests (Peluso, 2011; Peluso, Afiff, & 

Rachman, 2008). The structural and social system of managing forests as either for state production 

and profit, or as jungle, has persisted (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006a). In this study, I show how the 

historical territorialisation of forested landscapes infiltrates current protected area management for 

silvery gibbon conservation in ways that both challenge and reinforce the boundaries for the nature 

reserves, and impacts resulting knowledges about gibbons and gibbon habitats. I argue that silvery 

gibbon conservation becomes a novel mode for proliferating and legitimising environmental 

governance, (re)producing boundary maintenance, and control over resource access. Gibbon habitat 

loss is explored as more than just degradation but as a set of complex interrelationships of power, 

identity, and ecology (Gellert, 1998). The histories of distrust, fear, and resistance situate the 

nature/culture histories of the forests where I study Javan gibbon conservation processes. I expand in 

more depth on these multi-scale influences on the socio-political relationships between the Javanese 

and forested landscapes in Chapter Five.   
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1.1.3 An Ape in Peril 

Constructing a silvery gibbon conservation strategy that combines in situ and ex situ elements is 

foremost a practice in connecting a gibbon to a habitat. The Javan gibbon, Hylobates moloch, is 

considered Java’s most threatened primate, and one of the world’s most endangered apes (Whitten 

et al., 1996). Researchers have only known for 35 years that silvery gibbons are endemic and 

confined to Java (Chivers & Gittens, 1978). Thus far research has found that gibbons are not capable 

of surviving in forests that are fragmented and respond poorly to habitat conversion (Whittaker & 

Lappan, 2009a.). This relationship means that the presence of gibbons in a forest is indicative of a 

healthy, floristically rich forest (Asquith, 2001). The framing of the ecological knowledge on gibbons 

as objectively requiring primary forest vegetation and sensitivity to human disturbance sets the 

context for human-gibbon competition for forest resource access. An in situ gibbon is immediately an 

ape in peril, losing its available in situ habitat. Its needs are incompatible with human activity, thus 

protecting the silvery gibbon becomes an exercise in defending it from human presence. 

There is a strong tradition in conservation literature of exploring the tension between single species- 

based conservation and human threats. From these writings, I make several important observations. 

Firstly, many studies call for increasing the quantity and volume of protected areas, or the level of 

regulatory enforcement in existing protected areas to ensure a particular species’ survival (Hoyt, 

2012; Revuelta et al., 2015; Read 2014; Soh et al., 2014; Nel, Pung, & Hughes, 2013). The move 

towards protected areas reflects academic critiques that habitats (i.e. landscapes), not species, are 

more productive. The difficulty in measuring success and failure of biodiversity within a large 

landscape keeps species at the forefront of conservation biology. Secondly, the literature regularly 

acknowledges the need for buy-in and support from ‘local’ communities who access that animal 

habitat for their own resource needs. However, attaining ‘local’ support is often described as a 

necessary step in order to secure species conservation, or as compensation for losses, rather than as 

equitable or just consideration of the costs of conservation (Ferrer & Legaspi, 2015; Clark & Vernon, 

2015; Wilson et al., 2015; Rastogi et al., 2012; Silveira et al., 2014).  

Thirdly, there is a current increase in combining in situ and ex situ conservation, and nearly all involve 

zoological organisations (Moore & Wihermanto, 2014; Owen, Wilkinson, & Sozer, 2014; Kierulff et al., 

2012; Wedana et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2013; Pritchard et al., 2012; King, Rasolofoharivelo, & 

Chamberlan, 2013). This increase may reflect the desire for zoos to assert their relevancy for single 
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species efforts in ex situ habitats, or simply that few other organisations have the capacity or will to 

participate in ex situ conservation. This thesis is a timely contribution to the growing interest in 

understanding implications of single species in conservation interventions, especially those that 

combine two divergent framings of animals into one approach. I argue throughout the study that in 

situ gibbons are continually framed as preferable to ex situ gibbons, heightened by justifications that 

the Javan gibbons are at their climax state when separated from humans. 

1.1.4 Protected Areas 

Protected areas play a significant role in biodiversity conservation. The rhetoric of conservation has 

become the answer to the crisis of biodiversity loss, and political ecologists have demonstrated that 

protected areas have become a form of control over landscapes and resources (Cortes-Vasquez, 

2014). The externalised global narrative of extinction of rare, endemic, and charismatic species has 

superseded localised explanations for environmental change. The discourse of a threatened nature 

supports the creation and expansion of protected areas as a technical solution, with participatory or 

compensatory schemes as mitigation against social resistance (Adams & Hutton, 2007; Lestrelin, 

2011). The ideal for nature to be the antithesis and antidote to human activity, was the impetus for 

the creation of the first national parks (West, Igoe, & Brockington, 2006; Brockington, Duffy, & Igoe, 

2008). The nostalgia for wilderness as sublime manifest into new ways of designated landscapes to 

conserve the ideals of Nature and restricting human activities.  

Yellowstone National Park, in the United States, was established in 1872 using a conceptual model of 

nature and humans as separate. This gave rise to the notion of managing the spaces as territory to be 

defended against unwanted human intervention (Spence, 1996). The produced knowledges of nature 

as pristine wilderness untouched by humans, created the cultural and political practices of 

designating protected areas as exclusionary territories (Vaccaro, Beltran, & Paquet, 2013). While 

protected areas were first institutionalised in the United States, they are now one of the most 

globally pervasive means to structurally enforce the nature/culture binary discussed in section 1.1.1. 

Management of the protected areas varies from strict eviction of all human presence, known as 

fortress conservation, to more open and participatory models of human access and governance. 

Fortress conservation works in equal parts to manage the borders of the protected areas both 

conceptually, by maintaining the romantic idea of nature as free from humans, and practically by 

evicting anybody or anything deemed to threaten that notion (Vaccaro et al., 2013). In this thesis, I 
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argue that fortress conservation represents a wilful maintenance of the nature/culture dichotomy in 

practice, structure, and meaning. I demonstrate how the differentiation between in situ and ex situ 

habitats helps to reinforce these representations.    

Fortress conservation, through the process of territory making and strong marginalisation of groups 

of people, is remonstrated as modern colonialisation of the West over the rest (Kroeker-Maus, 2014; 

Neumann, 1997; DeSanto, Jones, & Miller, 2011). Conceptually, it sustains the fetishism of nature in 

the eyes of the West by maintaining the idea of nature as Other through tourism based on romantic 

fantasies of indigenous cultures, reifying colonial assumptions about non-Western customs (Grove, 

1996; d’Hauteserre, 2004). Materially, international institutions support, indirectly or directly, 

nationalistic agendas of excluding locals from using land in ways the government sees as competing 

with its own needs and profit, through violence and exclusion of the park as territory (Wilshusen, 

Brechin, Fortwangler, & West, 2002). Such coercive tools for conservation are iterative efforts, 

requiring continual inputs to sustain governance over the territory (Adams, Hodge, & Sandbrook, 

2014). I show that in situ and ex situ are iterative processes that ultimately support rather than 

challenge these forms of control.  

Conflicts put even greater tension on the material and semiotic maintenance of the boundaries, as 

communities or individuals challenge the imposed borders of protected areas, disagree over land 

ownership rights and how the land should be used (Holmes, 2014). The cumulative weight of so much 

resistance, conflict, and violent protest against fortress conservation models eventually gave rise to 

new practices combining conservation and development (Sachs, 1999). In recent years, there has 

been a return to fortress conservation in a backlash against failed or immeasurable conservation and 

development programmes (Znajda, 2014). The revival is borne from the argument that spending too 

much energy and resources on people has meant that the original cause for action, biodiversity 

conservation of endangered species, becomes lost in the process (Miller, Minteer, & Malan, 2011). I 

argue that ultimately, combined in situ and ex situ gibbon conservation contributes to the move back 

to the barriers by championing the needs of the charismatic gibbon over the costs to marginalised 

persons and communities.   
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 Contributions to Political Ecology Theory 

As I am interested in the relationships between protected areas, single species conservation, and 

combined in situ and ex situ interventions, an approach to this research should be able to look at 

both narrow contexts and broad multi-scale processes. Political ecology is well placed to offer 

insights into the social and perceived ecological roles of silvery gibbon conservation. Blaikie and 

Brookfield are credited with proposing (1987) that their political ecology methodology reveals the 

microeconomics of the environment at multiple scales (pp. 27). Political ecologists are seen as 

developing their field not only from political economy theory, but also in reaction against cultural 

ecology, striving to point out the political dimensions of nature/culture relationships, and 

demonstrating the heterogeneity of individuals within cultural groupings (Durham, 1995). Since 

inception, political ecologists have addressed how hierarchies of personal and institutional social 

frameworks have affected environmental change at multiple scales, drawing from theoretical 

advancements in anthropology, sociology, and geography to argue against an essentialist version of 

Nature as separate from culture (Escobar, 1999).  

In this thesis, I draw upon particular debates within political ecology to answer the question of how 

differentiating between in situ and ex situ conservation influences the processes and outcomes of 

combined approaches. Problematising the nature/culture dichotomy, scalar dynamics, agency, and 

territorialisation of socio-ecological spaces are key debates within the sub-discipline that are 

essential to this study. I argue that each of these components are essential to the composite 

relationships driving silvery gibbon conservation, with the governance becoming a tangible 

expression of the theorised meanings related to human place and purpose vis-à-vis gibbons. Firstly, I 

explore how the dominant narratives of wild versus captive gibbons attempt to obfuscate apolitical 

natures and dynamic inter-relational naturecultures. Attempts to dislodge the dualism, or at least 

make room for other representations, are not the sole realm of political ecology, nor a recent debate 

(Tsing, 2005; Castree, 2011; Escobar, 1998; Kohn, 2013). However, political ecologists have long tried 

to problematise the dualism, in order better understand the materiality of resource use as relational 

to human/nature interactions (Seagle, 2013). Following these approaches, I analyse how knowledge 

is produced, controlled, and shared within silvery gibbon conservation processes to manage the 

agenda of protecting the animals from human threats and thus reproduce and manifest the 

nature/culture dualism.  
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Scalar politics, exemplified in this thesis through the lens of participation in the silvery gibbon process 

and the creation of an ex situ space for gibbons, are intertwined with related critiques of 

homogenising groups of peoples, places, and animals to allow for generalisations and the appearance 

of unanimous support. This thesis is limited in the depth to which multi-scale networks are explored 

as a result of the complex and wide-reaching histories of the international and national institutions 

involved. However, the study does problematise the ‘local’ and ‘ex situ habitats’ and reveals 

heterogeneity, power dynamics, and political economies that shape decisions and applications 

between gibbons, residents, conservationists, government representatives, and organisations. The 

positionality of each was negotiated, tested,  and reformed along the conceptual boundaries of an in 

situ habitat for gibbons and perceived ex situ gibbon characteristics. I argue that the attempt to 

control neat scales for gibbon habitats, multilateral agreements, and humangibbon interactions is an 

expression of environmental governance, leading into the political ecology debates on 

territorialisation.     

Political ecologists read governance regulations as a form of knowledge production, and enforcement 

as an expression of power, giving certain knowledges primacy and legitimacy over others (Vaccaro et 

al., 2013). Political ecologists have always been attuned to the environmental movements and social 

justice, including the rising tide of biodiversity conservation interventions. In this groundswell of 

global concern for the scarcity of animals, not only were landscapes reimagined as scarce and 

delicate spaces, but animals also became viewed as worthy of protection from human-related threats 

(Dwyer, 1996; Philo & Wilbert, 2000). In the past decades, how species are protected has been 

shaped by the moralistic plight of a globally interconnected web of species, as well as the conceptual 

re-framing of our own relationship with wildlife (Philo & Wilbert, 2000). Boundaries, blame, and 

responsibilities are divided up along new articulations of knowledge about humans/nature. The tools 

of political ecology are able to address how power imbalances have shaped the discourses used to 

justify interventions by Westerners concerned about the degradation of nature to save endangered 

species and the spaces identified as habitat. I argue that within these negotiations over material and 

semiotic boundaries are insights into the agencies of the peoples and gibbons least able to assert 

their power in the process.  
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 Research Design 

The central research question is: 

How does the differentiation between in situ and ex situ influence the processes that combine both for 

single species conservation approaches? 

In this research, I seek to address how these questions contribute to the debates in the literature by 

critically analysing the processes of combined in situ and ex situ conservation through a qualitative 

case study on silvery gibbon conservation interventions overseen by The Aspinall Foundation (TAF) in 

West Java, Indonesia. Historically, qualitative research approaches have accepted knowledge 

production as situated, socially constructed, and influenced by experience or perception (Butler-

Kisber, 2010). Increasingly, these approaches have shown “that meaning and human practice merit 

scientific interest as genuine and significant phenomena in their own right” (Weinberg, 2002, p. 13). I 

selected case study research as the methodology best placed to examine the complex social 

processes of single species conservation interventions. Simons (2009, p. 21) defines case study “as an 

in-depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the complexity and uniqueness of a particular 

project, policy, institution, programme, or system in a ‘real life’ context.”  

A case study approach is underpinned by a theoretical perspective, perhaps more so than other 

qualitative methodologies, as the theory shapes the research question, methods, and interpretation 

(Anfara & Mertz, 2014). There are strengths and limitations to this mode of inquiry. One potential 

weakness is that the range in scope is so variable, but the most common critique of case studies is 

that they cannot be reproduced. However, case studies allow the researcher to become immersed in 

his or her surroundings and gain a nuanced, detailed perspective (Creswell, 2013). Furthermore, the 

immersion can reveal subtle conflicts, connections, or complications that less intensive modes of 

inquiry could miss, qualities that I argue are central to understanding the nature/culture and in 

situ/ex situ relationships. 

The subject of my case study is a “revealing example through which the lineaments of the object can 

be refracted” (Thomas 2011, p. 514, emphasis in original). The subject is not intended as a 

representative sample but is the opportunity to examine the analytical framework (Wieviorka, 1992). 

In my research, the case study subject is TAF’s silvery gibbon conservation interventions in West Java, 

and the object is the process of combined in situ and ex situ strategies for species-based 
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conservation. The object is dynamic, evolving as the theoretical framework is used to repeatedly 

question what the subject of the case reveals about the object throughout the entire research 

process (Thomas, 2011).  

The case study subject, TAF’s silvery gibbon conservation interventions, and object, the processes of 

combined in situ and ex situ conservation strategies, took place in site-specific locations. These sites 

were a nexus of TAF activity, locations of intervention into landscapes that gibbons inhabit, and the 

influence of TAF conservation processes for in situ and ex situ gibbons. There were three primary 

locations: Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, the Java Primate Conservation Project centre, and 

Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve. The first is a protected area that has undergone heavy deforestation 

within its borders, save for fragments where intense biodiversity co-inhabit spaces have not been 

disturbed. These spaces are sacred to humans, and the beliefs and rituals practiced here have 

intertwined human and nonhuman species together. The second is the primate centre built by TAF to 

house its ex situ gibbons, including those intended to be released back into protected areas to 

become in situ gibbons. The third site is a tea plantation, Dewata, that is permitted to persist within 

the core of one of the largest continuous protected areas remaining in West Java, in exchange for 

help to maintain that protection. It is this site that TAF has deemed appropriate in situ for releasing 

its gibbons.  

The theoretical framework for the case study, and its sites, had to be capable of facilitating inquiry 

into sociocultural dynamics of environmental processes and outcomes. As justified in Section 1.2, I 

selected political ecology for my theoretical framework. Political ecology drives the context through 

which the qualitative research elicits in-depth and involved perspectives on human-environment 

relationships and interactions. This approach allowed me to share the lived experiences of individuals 

whose experiences countered the narratives told by dominant discourses, and to explore the situated 

contexts (Robbins, 2011; Campbell, Haalboom, & Trow, 2012; Hurley & Halfacre, 2011). As I am 

concerned mainly with a contextualised, in depth understanding of the processes of species-based 

conservation, my methods were selected to offer as much detail and richness to the theories about 

conservation interventions as possible. I argue that the best tools for this are semi-structured 

interviews and observation, supported by secondary sources and document analysis. Each was 

chosen to be informative and revealing and to contribute collectively to an iterative, reflexive, and 

thorough research process (Blum, 2009). 
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The ethical considerations of this study foreground the importance and responsibility of reviewing 

the positionality of myself within the research framework. Every researcher carries particular 

perspectives, characteristics, or experiences that may influence how he or she frames, conducts, and 

interprets the research (Hopkins, 2007). There are also ethical considerations in how the researcher’s 

role may affect others, as neutral research is a fallacy. There can be an inherent difficulty in balancing 

the rights of the researcher who has obtained permissions to conduct a study, with the rights of 

those who may be affected by the research (Richards, 2014). There is a genuine need to acknowledge 

that institutions or individuals may either benefit or lose from the process of research or the results 

of publication (Silverman, 2013).  

My background and experiences shaped my positionality and was important with respect to how I 

related with and was perceived by those I encountered in the research process. Language, skin 

colour, mannerisms and culture are all distinguishable at every level of interaction in West Java. Even 

other Westerners would count me as an outsider, knowing full well before meeting me that the odds 

were against my having been born and raised in that setting. However, identity is not fixed in any 

single place or social setting and therefore the label outsider is only limited in its usefulness to 

critique my position (Cerroni-Long, 1995). Furthermore, my gender, female, may have been a barrier 

to some insights into male-dominated societies or communities, and West Java and the gibbon 

conservation activities are both male-dominated (Arendell, 1997; Presser, 2005). Gender may have 

not only limited my access to certain information, and influenced how others saw me, but also how I 

may have perceived others (Mead 1986). Personal characteristics also shaped my positionality. These 

included my age, my tendency to be quiet on first meeting a new person or persons, and my comfort 

around primates and animals as many Javanese persons are not. I have a great deal of respect for the 

fluidity and continually changing dynamics of the lives of those included in the scope of this research, 

both in terms of my own interpretations and the changing perspectives of those around me (Enguix, 

2014; Mannay & Morgan, 2015).   
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My research was born from a desire to understand how combined in situ and ex situ conservation 

strategies shape single-species conservation from a social, political, and ecological perspective. My 

personal traits, education, professional background, and experiences shaped this study. I am a full-

time zoo director who oversees breed-for-release practices that combine in situ and ex situ 

conservation at this institution. Additionally, it is important to note that my positionality as a 

Caucasian American female engaging in field research in a non-Western society was likely to have an 

effect on my own interpretations of cultural meanings and expressions, and in how I was perceived. 

Finally, though I attempt throughout this thesis to challenge the nature/culture dualism replete in 

conservation rhetoric, the terminology is long embedded in my cultural linguistics and it is difficult to 

acknowledge or engage without unintentionally reinforcing the dualisms. I have made a conscious 

effort to address the reification of my positionality and to understand why and how it informs my 

interpretations. 

 Thesis Organisation 

This thesis is organised into chapters that progressively build from the theoretical framework 

grounding the research design, to a description and justification of the methods, and on to the 

context, results, analysis, and conclusion. This chapter foregrounds the significance, relevance, and 

contributions of this thesis. I situated the research question and objectives within critical debates on 

conservation of single species, within socio-political contexts of change in West Java, and 

understandings of the tensions between the framing of nature and culture within in situ and ex situ 

conservation. I showed how these contributions have led to the argument at the core of this study; 

differentiating between in situ and ex situ gibbons leads to conservation processes that trend 

towards fortress conservation.  

In Chapter Two, I set down the foundation of political ecology theory, describing and evaluating its 

conceptual roots, theoretical justifications, and agenda as it pertains to the nature/culture dualism. I 

examine some of the inherent assumptions that have been problematised within political ecology, 

and how these aspects are dealt with in this thesis in approaching the case study. I address some of 

the perceived strengths and limitations of the approach, its broadness and depth, and justify my 

application of political ecology to silvery gibbon conservation. I acknowledge that political ecology 

theory is a broad, ever expanding sub-discipline, and as such, have not employed all of its tenets in 
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this thesis. I justify my selection based upon the research question and case study. Where some 

aspects are limited, I see opportunities for future research and expansion on this study.  

In Chapter Three, I apply the political ecology framework to species-based conservation and the role 

of protected areas, exploring how inequities, resistance, and conflict have created movements 

towards, away from, and back to fortress conservation. Understanding the broader context of the 

meaning of a species, an endangered species, and biodiversity conservation is essential to unpacking 

the processes by which an international zoo-based charity, TAF, came to release gibbons born in the 

United Kingdom into forests on the edge of a tea plantation in West Java, Indonesia. Though 

academia has long critiqued the viability of single species approaches, non-governmental 

organisations continue to be attracted to the benefits of charismatic megafauna’s social momentum. 

The concept and rationale for a flagship species is explored to show how emotive and subjective 

conservation processes are in the face of uncertainty. I apply critiques of the nature/culture binary to 

in situ and ex situ species conservation, to foreground the parallels in semiotic boundary formation to 

physical territorialisation of gibbon habitats in later chapters.   

In Chapter Four, I return to the research question, objectives, and aims of this study. I describe and 

justify the methods, methodological approach, and tools used to research TAF’s silvery gibbon 

conservation intervention. I cover the theoretical justification, ethical considerations, data collection, 

and analysis, all of which seek to offer a richly detailed investigation of the processes of single-species 

conservation.  

In Chapter Five, I set the context through which all of the research must be analysed, reviewing the 

socio-ecological histories of Java, Indonesia, and human-forest relationships. I argue that these 

contexts are essential to unpacking the naturecultures explored in Chapters Six and Seven. After 

examining these wider webs of engagement, I incorporate some research-based discourse analysis 

on the knowledge production of silvery gibbon ecology and conservation and The Aspinall 

Foundation. Multi-scale agreements on the requirements and processes for combined in situ and ex 

situ conservation are laid out, foregrounding the following chapters analysis of gibbon habitats and 

humannature dialectics.   

In Chapter Six, I begin by situating Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve within the histories of political 

economic change, uncertainty, and syncretic cultural beliefs. Interviews and observations present key 

evidence that Sancang defies the binaries set up by protected areas boundaries. The outcomes are a 
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proliferation of naturecultures, environmental degradation, misplaced explanations for change, and 

contests over meanings, rituals, and access within the reserve. I uncover some limits to political 

ecology, but in doing so, contribute to emerging debates that are questioning assumptions of agency 

within the approach. Knowledges presented about the silvery gibbons also reveal some conflicting 

opportunities for species-based conservation in Sancang. I conclude that although there are apparent 

reasons for excluding Sancang as a viable release site for ex situ gibbons, discounting the social 

capital, knowledge, and histories at Sancang reveals an inherent bias within in situ and ex situ species 

conservation towards controlling meaning and enforcing boundaries.  

In Chapter Seven, I offer further empirical evidence gained from narratives of the ex situ gibbons and 

their chosen in situ release site, delving into the negotiated, contested, and complex interactions that 

have come to support TAF’s processes and outcomes for silvery gibbons. Agency resurfaces, this time 

in complicating the rehabilitation of ex situ gibbons at the TAF primate centre. In this chapter, the full 

extent of the arguments over differentiating in situ gibbons from ex situ gibbons is shown to result in 

agreements that categorise not only gibbons, but peoples, places, and scales. Unpacking these 

homogenising practices show how territorialisation is manifest through expressions of power, 

resource access, and knowledge. Despite this, peoples’ resilience asserts that conservation support 

can come from certainty, even disenfranchised certainty, as well as the uncertainty seen in Sancang. I 

argue that TAF’s selection of Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve as a suitable in situ gibbon habitat is an 

iterative, high maintenance performative governance logic that must continually re-make its 

boundaries and exclude alternative narratives, contests for meaning, and understandings of silvery 

gibbons.  

I conclude the thesis in Chapter Eight. I synthesise some of the key conclusions from the case study. I 

link analysis of the results to the theoretical concepts from Chapters Two and Three in order to 

present some of the critical theoretical outcomes from all of the boundary-making practices that 

contribute to the process of (re)making wild gibbons, reiterating gibbon habitats, and proliferating 

the nature/culture binary. I conclude that there are inherent hierarchical preferences for in situ over 

ex situ, and associated differentiation between in situ gibbons and ex situ gibbons. I argue that as a 

result, processes that combine the two approaches trend towards fortress conservation models of 

conservation.  
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I also discuss some of the practical applications from the findings, that the trend back to the barriers 

may receive renewed support as institutions that specialise in ex situ animal management seek to 

justify their conservation positions. Opportunities for further research lie in a more detailed analysis 

of the multi-scale networks of conservation, delving into some of the wider scales of national and 

international engagement in single species conservation. Continuing the research through to the 

post-release phase would also benefit understandings of the complex naturecultures, and nonhuman 

agencies, that proliferate in the processes of releasing ex situ gibbons to in situ habitats. I conclude 

with reflections on the ethical considerations of this study, my own role, and my hopes. I hope that 

this study, and future research, affords a better understanding of the meanings of being a gibbon, in 

and out of place in West Java, Indonesia.   
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Chapter 2: A Political Ecology Approach to Conservation   

Interventions 

 Introduction 

The first chapter introduced the research question driving this thesis, and the correlating 

components in the study design. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how the theoretical 

approach adopted for this thesis, political ecology, is appropriate for uncovering some of the 

outcomes of species-based conservation projects that combine in situ and ex situ efforts. I argue 

throughout that The Aspinall Foundation, TAF, distinguishes between an in situ gibbon and an ex situ 

gibbon purposefully, and as a result, they reinforce fortress conservation exclusionary practices and 

top-down management. This thesis advances political ecology critiques of conservation interventions 

by arguing that combined in situ and ex situ conservation projects inherently reproduce the 

human/nature dichotomy and thus correspond with protected area approaches in the manner of 

fortress conservation to preserve species’ habitats. Political ecology literature has often critiqued the 

inequities of biodiversity conservation interventions to save endangered species, but few studies 

have turned the lens to the role the species in captivity may have on in situ programmes. I argue in 

this chapter that the tools and theories developed by political ecology on the topics of conservation 

interventions help unpack and challenge the mechanisms and knowledges that shape silvery gibbon 

conservation.  

Political ecology literature is broad and continually expanding. Canvassing the breadth of its history, 

evolution, and contributions to theory and practice is a selective task. Its foundations draw from 

separate disciplines that have unique influences. Furthermore, not all scholars explicitly identify their 

work as political ecology, but still adhere to some or all of its core principles. However, there are 

clear landmarks, defining moments, and notable scholars that have significantly shaped the field. I 

begin my literature review by briefly covering the influences, beginnings, and early themes of political 

ecology as a foundation for understanding the situated knowledges within the approach. I then focus 

in greater detail on political ecology’s stance on discourse, conservation interventions, and forms of 

resistance, drawing connections between the literature and this thesis. I acknowledge that my 

experiences have shaped the way I ask questions about the motives, outcomes, and processes of 
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material and semiotic human-environment and species-environment representations. I gathered 

data and evidence, and in the process of analysis had to assess and reassess how personal biases 

affected my ability to represent the data effectively and convincingly. My contribution to political 

ecology literature, that human-species landscapes are being shaped by persistent forms of fortress 

conservation, is impacted by my experiences, education, and goals of contributing a constructive 

analysis of current species conservation strategies. 

 Dividing Practices and Re-Combinations, or: Nature/Culture 

Human-gibbon relationships, as applied in this thesis, refer to the physical and semiotic hybrid spaces 

where humans, gibbons, and nature overlap. Conservation interventions studied in this thesis employ 

these three words separately on some occasions, combined in others, but always with implied 

reasons for why they are either disassociated or combined. To better understand why human-gibbon 

relationships are impacted by the dividing practices and re-combinations, I reflect on recurring 

Western struggles with nature versus culture. Legacies of these are the desire to orangise the world 

around us and the Cartesian divide.  There is the strong influence of Christianity promoting the belief 

that humans were created separate from all other life. The industrial revolution is credited by some 

for the fetishism of nature and the need to create  national parks (Cronon, 1996; Bromley, 1991). The 

continued desire to treat nature as an a-human biophysical system permeates decisions in 

conservation (Davis & Zanotti, 2014; Williams, 1980; Haila, 1999). 

For centuries, Western societies have built belief systems that emphasise separation of humans and 

nature (Cronon, 1996). Modern translations of nature versus culture continue to glorify narratives of 

pristine wilderness full of charismatic species, highlighting the tragedy and degradation of nature’s 

dwindling Western and non-Western landscapes. Endemism of island biodiversity, such as 

Madagascar’s flora and fauna, exemplified by lemurs, allows for imagined human-free landscapes full 

of exotic wildlife to vilify forms of resource extraction  such as mining or forest conversion (Seagle, 

2013). Wapner (2014) argues that conservationists, even those heavily focused on social justice, 

persist in characterising nature as either a source of wellbeing for humans and flora and fauna, or as 

a medium against which injustices and degradation are framed. This idea is  seen in critiques of how 

conserving the Australian outback was not seriously considered until Aboriginals were able to regain 

their land titles and indigenous leaders began to challenge Western conservation values (Figgis, 

2012). Attempts to dislodge the dualism, or at least make room for other representations, are not the 
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sole realm of political ecology, nor a recent debate (Tsing, 2005; Castree, 2011; Escobar, 1998; Kohn, 

2013).  

However, political ecologists have long tried to problematise the dualism to better understand the 

materiality of resource use as relational to human/nature interactions (Seagle, 2013). Political 

ecology’s suggestion that environmental change was the result of political economics or power 

inequities was a significant departure from accepted discourse,  and a challenge to both the accepted 

wisdom and the people in positions to support that discourse. Nature/culture dualism has been 

debated for centuries, and occupied Plato, Socrates, Hobbes, Rousseau, and many other great 

Western philosophers (Horigan, 2014). During the Age of Reason, the desire for human’s rational 

mind to conquer nature fuelled colonialist empire-making modelled after a ‘civilised’ West and 

portrayed the rest of the world as wild with uncivilised peoples (Adams & Mulligan, 2012). The desire 

to conquer nature and the uncivilised became associated with patterns of heavy resource 

exploitation and colonial expansion. Alexander Von Humboldt, credited as one of the founders of 

geography, problematised the dichotomy in his canon Cosmos (Von Humboldt, 1811). He argued that 

while physical forces play a role in shaping landscapes, human practices increasingly strain 

environments through overuse (Von Humboldt, 1811). 

 Given the times and his social status it’s notable that Von Humboldt argued against social injustice 

and cultural marginalisation, claiming that entire livelihood strategies were altered or changed by 

environmental and political factors alike. He argued that subjugation by colonial powers had 

destroyed not just peoples but landscapes (Walls, 2009). Several decades later, when Alfred Russell 

Wallace published the theory of natural selection at the same time as Charles Darwin, their findings 

problematised the role of humans in a debate that became known as Social Darwinism. Wallace 

wrote extensively against Social Darwinism and inequity of land rights, thus acknowledging that 

human social patterns also exercise selection through power, not just natural variation (Wallace, 

1878). He argued that deforestation and erosion shaped climate patterns in the tropics and linked 

these patterns to widespread logging resulting from European colonisation of tropical areas (Wallace, 

1878). The significance of the works of these bold scientists is that they challenged the concept of 

apolitical pristine environments and raised issues of social justice shaping land-use practices. These 

arguments continue to resonate with political ecology approaches to studying contemporary 

human/environment relationships.  
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The relevance of political contexts on environmental knowledge became all the more evident in the 

wake of the Second World War (Quarantelli, 1987). A new field called hazards research, initially 

funded by government officials and real estate/property industries, was formed to explore why some 

people refused to evacuate a threatened zone and persisted in known places of danger (White, 

1974). The most notable aspect of hazards research is that it focused largely on American societies. 

Until Hazards Research gained momentum, studying subsistence societies in Third World countries 

had still allowed for Westernised disassociation between humans and nature by portraying those 

interconnected relationships as belonging to societies far away and less developed. Demonstrating 

inequity in power, access to resources, and access to knowledge inside Western borders implicated 

all humans in the human/nature recombination, thus significantly challenging the nature/culture 

dualism. 

2.2.1  How the Politics of Access Led to the Recombination of Nature/Culture 

The threats of World War II influenced Western culture. Ideas of a resource rich world began to be 

replaced by questions concerning scarcity and degradation. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962) is 

one of the most recognisable indicators of a modernist cultural shift in which society and nature were 

accepted as intertwined. Her book specifically noted the direct threat that the human actions were 

having on wildlife populations, causing outrage and spurring the politicisation of endangered species 

protection. Concurrently, the space race was also impacting thinking about human place on global 

Earth. When the first photographs Earth from space were seen in 1972, the world suddenly seemed 

much smaller (Peet, Robbins, & Watts, 2011). Environmentalism transcended borders; it became 

global. This chapter is not the place to canvas all cultural historical events of environmentalism, but 

the iconic Silent Spring and image of the globe are indicative of the moralistic overtones of scarcity 

that began to permeate Western notions of environmentalism.  

Landscapes were reimagined as scarce and delicate spaces and animals became viewed as worthy of 

protection (Dwyer, 1996; Philo & Wilbert, 2000). In past decades, species protection was shaped by 

the moralistic pleas of a globally interconnected web of species, as well as conceptual re-framing of 

our own relationship with wildlife (Philo & Wilbert, 2000). Boundaries, blame, and responsibility are 

now being divided along new articulations of knowledge about humans/nature. The tools of political 

ecology can address how power imbalances have shaped the discourses used to justify interventions 

by Westerners concerned about the degradation of nature to save endangered species and the 
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spaces identified as habitat. These interventions often take the form of placing restrictions on 

resource access to who is allowed this access, who is not, and why it will save a species.  

Resource management began to be wilfully reproduced as a form of control over the ‘natural 

resource’ as well as the people and places associated with that resource through patterns of access, 

extraction, and profit (Tsing, 2005). Regulations are a form of knowledge production, and 

enforcement is an expression of power, giving certain knowledges primacy and legitimacy over 

others (Vaccaro et al., 2013). Scott Gordon (1954) proposed an economic theory of common property 

resources, constructing an argument around the decline in fisheries that said that only rules and 

regulations could manage fish stocks in a sustainable manner. In other words, only the enforcement 

of a particular codified information set could conduct conservation. Without regulation it is possible 

for an individual to over-extract a resource, receiving all of the benefits of doing so while the 

collective users bear the cost of the diminished supply pool. This theory was famously coined the 

“tragedy of the commons” by Garret Hardin (Hardin, 1968, p. 1244). The tragedy of the commons 

continues to be used to prioritise biodiversity hotspots, claiming that high population growth in 

hotspots increases pressure on remaining diversity (Cincotta, Wisnewski, & Engelman, 2000).  

Hardin’s theory was intended to be neo-Malthusian; clear support that overpopulation in the 

developing world was directly causing environmental degradation (Hardin, 1968). Ehrlich (1968) also 

blamed the developing world for issues of overpopulation and predicted environmental demise as a 

result of human expansion. These arguments were simplistic, reducing complex dynamics to a simple 

binary of cause and effect. The inevitability of degradation proposed by Hardin and Ehrlich denied 

the adaptive resilience that cultural ecology and systems theory had pointed towards (Robbins, 

2011). The tragedy of the commons called for technological and management interventions by extra-

locals, a legacy that continues to be accepted as necessary based on the assumption that locals lack 

the ability to regulate themselves effectively (Blaikie & Muldavin, 2004).  

Critics of neo-Malthusian and common property theories grew, and alternative explanations for the 

disparate accumulation of wealth, access to resources, interclass and extra-local webs of relation, 

and the role of the state began to be explored (Watts, 2002). James O’Connor (1987) demonstrated 

that capitalism under-produces costs to environmental conditions, costs to personal conditions, and 

the community infrastructures that all go into providing the resources required for production. The 

result is that one or more of these conditions may deteriorate, at the same or differing times, in 
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varying degrees, while economic growth continues (1987). O’Connor argued that capitalist 

production cannot control the biophysical world, but that the state can play a role in mediating the 

contradictions of underproduction. O’Connor brought the debate back to the issue of disparity and 

access to resources by noting that the struggle for capitalist economic growth is one of meaning and 

material power, and that there are many tensions between actors who have different values of the 

conditions of production (O'Connor, 1998). Ultimately, he discounted objective causal accounts of 

the environmental crisis of resource scarcity and over consumption, and used political economy 

explanations to show the positionality, negotiations, and uneven power balances between degrees of 

profit and suffering. 

Scholars began to methodically connect land use at the local level with wider scales of political 

economic structures in a way that linked pieces from resource theory, hazards research, systems 

theory, and cultural ecology. Neil Smith (1984) consistently argued for the discursively mediated 

position of Nature, and how the unique positionality of all individuals shapes their engagement with 

valuations of resources in fundamentally different ways. He theorised that as a result, there is  

inherent unevenness to capitalistic development, and that the disparity is tied to biophysical and 

political economic processes (1984). Smith also argued that capitalism is destructive, and creatively 

modifies and manufactures material facsimiles of the environment one example being manmade 

chemical pesticides (Smith, 1996). Hecht, (1985) analysed the rapid deforestation of the Amazon in 

terms of state economic and development policies by combining class arguments and the structural 

state role of Marxist political economic theory with ecological data (Hecht, 1985). The move to 

expand the inquiry to interdependent scales of relation was as important as the rejection of 

deterministic models of resource management, because the theories and methods argue against 

nature/culture dualism in both format and content.  

Eric Wolf (1982) famously applied Marxist assumptions that humans are tied to nature, including 

other organisms and biophysical processes, through their social relations. Wolf coined the term 

political ecology as a combination of political economy and cultural ecology (1982). In Wolf’s work we 

can see momentum to explicitly argue that the environment is highly politicised and co-produced by 

human/nature relationships (1982). After Wolf, Piers Blaikie and Harold Brookfield (1987) developed 

early methodologies and theoretical frameworks in their foundational work, Land Degradation and 

Society. Blaikie and Brookfield defined political ecology as a field that “combines the concerns of 

ecology with a broadly defined political economy” (Brookfield, 1987, p.17). They question the 
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construction of legitimacy in environmental science and highlight the marginalisation and injustice of 

social conditions created by dominant discourses (Forsyth, 2008). The political ecology built by these 

early scholars drew from political economy on a global scale, through which class struggles were not 

just the problem of the nation-state but reflected the First World and Third World interactions of 

development and underdevelopment (Biersack, 2006).  

2.2.2  Reacting Against Apolitical Landscapes 

As much as political ecology owes its roots to political economy, the approach is also a reaction to the 

apolitical theories in cultural ecology. Julian Steward (1972) coined the term cultural ecology for his 

studies of homologous cultural/landscape phenomena. While Julian Steward was one of the first 

academics to attempt to systematically study connections between topology and human practices 

across landscapes, his work and that of other cultural ecologists is critiqued by political ecologists for 

failing to take into account structural inequity in human/nature interactions (Biersack, 2006). Cultural 

ecologists view human/landscape processes as dialectic, but they create bounded categories for 

particular cultural types that assume homogenous constituents (Sutton & Anderson, 2013). Humans 

were viewed as any other species, trying to regulate energy and nutrients (Ortner, 1984).  

Cultural ecologists even developed metrics for comparing behaviours between cultures and 

borrowed ecological concepts of niches and adaptation to explain social relationships (Vayda & 

Rappaport, 1967). Andrew Vayda and Roy Rappaport shifted the emphasis from human culture being 

the primary analytical unit to arguing that humans are just one of many species interacting with the 

biophysical processes and landscapes (Vayda & Rappaport, 1967). While the dialectic between 

nature/culture was being more systematically explored, it was not yet considering the role of human 

power and control over each other in these debates, something political ecology would later argue is 

essential. Vayda and Rappaport’s work neutralised the role of human agency and structural 

articulations of inequity by reducing all behaviours to adaptive devices vis-à-vis their environments. 

Critics attacked the apolitical acceptance of empirical human behaviour and environmental change 

proposed in cultural ecology (Bryant, 1998). Failing to incorporate wider scales of influence and 

interaction into their economic and production systems became seen as narrow and incomplete 

(Ortner, 1984).   
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From this perspective, political ecologists were seen as developing their field not only from political 

economy theory, but also as a reaction against cultural ecology. They strived to point out the political 

dimensions of nature/culture relationships, and to demonstrate the heterogeneity of individuals 

within cultural groupings (Durham, 1995). However, Andrew Vayda and Bradley Walters took issue 

with political ecologists’ tendency to assume that politics are central to every biophysical condition 

and their failure to uphold engagement with ecology (1999). I return to this debate later in the 

chapter. Tension between the ecology and the political have persisted, but it is important to 

understand the shaping of political ecology as influenced by these interdisciplinary interactions. It is 

easy to look back on the folly of some the conclusions of the field of cultural ecology, but as Michael 

Dove points out, retrospective critiques of this sort deny the significance of the studies in their time 

(Dove, 1999). Each of these developing fields has influenced political ecology by addressing 

compartmentalisation of nature and culture, (Vaccaro et al., 2013). Competing theories on the same 

topics also demonstrates that there are multiple and contested knowledges about how to frame, 

analyse, and explain human/environment landscapes.  

 Against an Apolitical Nature  

Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) first proposed in their political ecology methodology a “chain of 

explanation” to reveal the microeconomics of the environment at the local, regional, national, and 

even international scales (pp. 27). Their post-structuralist approach sought not to determine whether 

dominant narratives are true or false, but rather to understand causation for the inequality that had 

become established through social processes with particular political goals (Kim et al., 2012). Since 

then, political ecologists have addressed how hierarchies of personal and institutional social 

frameworks have affected environmental change at multiple scales, drawing from theoretical 

advancements in anthropology, sociology, and geography to argue against an essentialist version of 

Nature as separate from culture (Escobar, 1999). In this section, I explore some of the foundational 

themes and concepts that influenced the political ecology framework that are relevant to unpacking 

West Javanese landscapes as relational networks through which silvery gibbons are managed as a 

resource to be conserved. 
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2.3.1  Agrarian Landscapes as  Conceptual Spaces for Political Ecology Agendas 

Emphasising alternative narratives of ecological conditions and problematising unified scales of 

interaction were some of the earliest achievements of political ecologists. There was a resurgent 

interest in agrarian studies, especially the plight of peasants, indigenous groups,  the overshadowed 

roles of women in households, and in any other marginalised group not taken into account in the 

commanding explanations (Martinez-Alier & Guha, 1997; Rocheleau et al., 1996). Activism, rebellion, 

and resistance by the disenfranchised against the mechanisms of power over environmental change 

further contradicted any notion of homeostasis. Now alternative knowledges were not just about 

reinterpreting historical and ecological conditions but speaking for the powerless. Researchers 

replaced the Marxist macroeconomic explanations of the politicisation of nature with microeconomic 

studies of marginalised individuals, thereby scrutinising scalar analysis of ideas like household and 

local as well as national (Moore, 1993).  

Peasant politics, or agrarian themed political ecology, continues to assess how scalar relationships 

effect control over resource access, and can both fortify and resist the environmentality of groups of 

people or scales of human-environment interaction (Gray L. & Dowd-Uribe, B. 2013; Moore, 2012; 

Borras, S. McMichael, Pl, & Scoones I., 2013). In Chapter Five, the tensions between national 

authoritarian control, decentralised power, and individual resistance are explored in depth for the 

context of how alternative knowledges explain the processes of deforestation in pre-colonial, 

colonial, and post-colonial Indonesia. Peluso (1992) argued in Rich Forests, Poor People that the 

majority of peasant politics are about contesting the loss of resource access, and that to see how 

current conditions arose it is necessary to take into account multi-scale historical changes. Conflicts 

became a way to benchmark historical change in management or power over access rights.  

Today scholars continue to argue the relevance of dichotomised thinking, marginalisation, and access 

to resources (Fairbairn et al., 2014). The tensions between customary practices and contemporary 

resource management schemes have become increasingly political by turning agrarian landscapes 

into sites for multi-scalar governance and identity struggles. Scholars of Bolivian agrarian change 

argue that neoliberal politics are re-territorialising agrarian landscapes under indigenous guises, 

creating expanded environmental governance (Zimmerer, 2013; Reyes-Garcia et al., 2014). By co-

opting some of the language of indigeneity, Bolivian politicians create an environmental nationalism 

as a means of state control. Resistance and reinterpretation of the intended meaning is challenged 
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on various landscapes through other non-state groups, academic institutions, and individuals 

(Zimmerer, 2013). By labelling socio-ecological agrarian landscapes by ecotypes, zones, or indigenous 

territories, the policies manifest valuations of those spaces, and thus into governance over peasant 

livelihood strategies (Lave, et al. 2014). The result is a relationship that moves socially produced 

concepts such as primary forest and indigeneity into material dividing practices (Simon, 2011).  

Agrarian political ecology consistently draws attention to how power relations are reflected in social 

perceptions of and interactions with environments and argues that studying environmental change 

cannot be a solely objective practice (Fabinyi, M., Evans, L., & Foale, S., 2014). Many of the concepts 

of boundaries, marginalised peoples, resource access, and definitions of ecotypes with corresponding 

values have influenced the extension of agrarian political ecology themes onto protected areas 

development. Neumann’s (1992) work in Tanzania was foundational in applying political ecology 

approaches to assess the forms of state and non-state control over spaces designated for 

“protection” from particular human activities. Agrarian political ecology focuses on the loss of 

resource access by individuals who do not fit within more powerful valuations of resource 

management, and protected areas literature builds on the discussions over boundary maintenance, 

resource access, and marginalisation. In Chapter Three, I expand on political ecology critiques of 

protected areas creation and management, and the ways in which the nature/culture divide becomes 

reified through contests over protected and non-protected spaces, species,  human livelihood and 

heritage practices. 

2.3.2  Voicing Alternative Narratives 

The chains of explanation for human/nature relations analysed by political ecologists have been 

largely created by problematising nature and other categories as pre-given knowledges (Escobar, 

1999). Early political ecology literature argued for alternative explanations of degradation and 

change, and in doing so challenged the nature/culture binary by exploring the uneven interactions 

driving ecological and social changes instead (Turner, 1993, 1999; Zimmerer, 1991). Scholars analysed 

the epistemology of the natural sciences and how the social biases of culture, gender, and status 

shaped the framing of studies about environmental change (Rocheleau et al., 1996). The purpose was 

to illustrate that particular perspectives actually further vulnerability and delimit political responses. 
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Dianne Rocheleau’s (2008) studies of gender and class in forestry, agriculture, and resource 

management in Kenya and the Dominican Republic reveal that assumptions about homogenous units 

are not scientific issues of geographic scale, but socially reinforced stratifications of access and 

control (Rocheleau, 2008). Her studies were valuable for showing that sciences’ produced scales 

were capable of reinforcing rather than revealing inequity. In addition to these insights, the 

developing recognition that vulnerability exists not just on class or gender lines, but also within them, 

was established by examining differing levels of access to resources within rather than between 

households (Rocheleau et al., 1996; Townsend, 1993; Schroeder, 1993; Agrawal, 1992). Breaking 

down the idea of a homogenous unit began to happen at multiple levels, from the family unit 

upward. Where unity had been assumed, difference and change were revealed (Forsyth, 2008). Now, 

political ecologists could problematise Nature as a historically privileged idea, backed by scientists 

‘objective’ evidence of non-equilibrium nature, or the refusal of a climax state of nature that then 

achieved stasis.  

Hybrid landscapes and dynamic ecosystems ran counter to many environmental narratives and 

policies that relied on views of a stable nature to blame certain people and practices for degradation. 

The non-equilibrium theory challenged the nature culture dualism by refuting the idea of an 

untouched pristine nature that had been stable and pure before human degradation. Karl Zimmerer 

(1994) was one of the first to grasp the significance of the new theories of ecological instability. In 

what he called “new ecology” Zimmerer argued that human geographers could capitalise on 

ecology’s new acceptance of a nuanced, heterogeneous nature (Zimmerer 1994, p. 114), though risks 

of the notion of continual change included the defence that degradation could be naturalised. 

However, the strength of the theory created the opportunity to re-examine other previously 

accepted ideas about nature. The possibility that humans shaped current systems opened the 

theoretical door for political ecologists to put forth their research on alternative constructions of 

landscape, hydrological, and species diversity.  

Fairhead and Leach (1996), in their seminal work on deforestation in Guinea, demonstrated an 

alternative construction in thorough and convincing research. In Kissidougou, Guinea, colonialists 

conferred that the patches of forest they encountered around the villages were remnants of once 

extensive forest landscapes. Primary forest loss had been envisioned as a permanent landscape 

change, bringing a sense of urgency to hedging deforestation rates, instead of the actual historical 

evidence that forest had grown over the years as a direct result of the locals deliberately planting 
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trees, at a cost of declining grasslands that were historically dominant (1996). By defining the 

parameters of the discourse on deforestation, colonialists limited the policy options to deal with the 

problem. The absorption of the local preference for forests into the narrative of a formerly forested 

landscape in Kissidougou is a move to displace ecological uncertainty. Fairhead and Leach (1996) 

highlighted that climax vegetation was a cultural preference not an ecological certainty, and that 

values and power shape land management and conservation preferences. Human preference for 

perceived ideas of nature permeates conservation then and now, and the protection of silvery 

gibbons in West Java are not immune from the desire to control the variables and imagine densely 

forested areas with little human presence.  

The pervasive attempts to keep natural sciences as ‘objective’ as possible embeds the separation of 

humans and nature in both methodology and analysis, with a correlating value judgment that these 

studies are accurate, and relevant pictures of change. Furthermore, the continued illegitimacy of 

‘social’ science as being overly subjective and therefore not replicable or testable is another means of 

separating research between humans and nature (Forsyth, 2012). Political ecologists are not trying to 

discount the validity of ecological or biological knowledges but are trying to demonstrate that the 

application of that information has been used to systematically manage human-resource access 

(Lave, 2012). In West African grasslands, drivers of increasingly arid landscapes are portrayed as the 

result of intensive livestock grazing. Alternative narratives argue instead that it is a result of 

controlling access to water, historical and contemporary cultural contests over the land uses, and 

even modern trends in global climate change (Goldman & Turner, 2011). Rebecca Lave (2012) calls 

for political ecologists to take it even further, and assess how knowledge is produced prior to its 

application, for example how knowledge on stream restoration in the United States has undergone 

its own transformations over the decades. Lave suggests that the causes for the change in water 

stream science relate to tensions between state and privatised information production, with overt 

policy implications for water governance (2012). In Chapter Five I explore  how scientific explanations 

for the distribution and population of silvery gibbons has shaped current processes calling for 

combined in situ and ex situ strategies for their conservation. I also explore who has contributed to 

these knowledges.  
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2.3.3  Problematising Scalar Narratives 

Neil Smith (1992) argued that scale served as a framework through which social processes were 

enacted, and that this platform is contested, changing, and relational. Subsequently, the phrase has 

engendered two forms of analysis. The politics of scale may either refer to the production of a scale 

within a particular space, or the production between spaces (Brenner, 2001). Human geographers 

reject the ontological existence of scale and argue that the way of ordering the world in terms of 

local, regional, and national is a human practice (Brown & Purcell, 2005; Marston, 2000). However, 

conservation biologists grapple with scale as a core issue within their processes, recognising that 

creating boundaries around socially produced spaces and calling them scales is a human construct, 

yet they struggle to marry this with human assessed biophysical markers (Dallimer & Strange, 2015). 

The desire to be able to categorise human activities, and nonhuman species, is directive at the 

conservation level, and recent research continues to attempt neat scales for studying biodiversity 

conservation (McGill, B. J., Dornelas, M., Gotelli, N.J., & Magurran, A.E, 2015). Zimmerer and Bassett 

(2003) propose that it is engagement with scale that has separated political ecology from other 

disciplinary studies on nature-society interaction by highlighting simultaneous and diverse processes. 

The reaction against treating bounded cultural groups as homogenous has led to political ecology 

critiques of other categories, including the reliance on local as a scale sufficiently small enough to 

understand diverse political dynamics. 

Critics propose that focusing on the local has, in terms of the politics of scale, limited the engagement 

with other scales, causing a habitual adoption of the local in approach, and has even led to a broad 

characterisation of local (Brown & Purcell, 2005). Political ecologists’ attempts to defend the 

vulnerability and marginalisation of peoples have caused them to stand up for the ‘local’ in the face 

of global capitalist structures (Walker, 2003). One significant problem with this tendency towards 

predetermined sympathy and defence of the ‘local’ is that it conforms the local to a category; 

contributing to oversimplification and generic assumptions about the people and places that local 

refers to (Bryant & Bailey, 1997). Widespread application of ‘local’ as the scale against which to 

compare other social and ecological processes oversimplifies individuals’ heterogeneous identities, 

agency, and struggles (Dahal, Nepal, & Schuett, 2014).  
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Gray, Gruby, and Campbell (2014) use their research on international marine protected areas 

governance to advocate for scales as relational, political tools used to control governing processes 

over natural resources. They argue that decisions over which scales are emphasised in ecological 

conservation processes help unpack who is constructing those scalar narratives, how, for what 

purpose, and with what outcomes (2014). Similarly, urban political ecologists problematise the city 

for being treated as a bounded site (Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2015). To get past the issue, this branch 

of political ecology moves past considering the city as a place or the research subject, and instead, 

focuses on the multiple processes, networks, and disparate and overlapping layers of interactions 

(2015). Other scholars have argued that scalar forms, including the state as well as organisations in 

addition to sites as objects of study, such as ‘local’ and ‘city’, are too often accepted as cohesive 

entities, and that political ecology is a useful tool when applied systematically for understanding the 

ways that scale is a permeable, politicised property (Swyngedouw & Heynen, 2003).  

Scale in this sense is understood as a territorial network constantly undergoing pressure, disputation, 

and having to redefine and maintain its internal, external, and relational properties (Ioris, 2011). 

Marston, Jones, & Woodward, (2005) suggested that perhaps scale was not useful for political 

ecology anymore, as it creates a tendency to frame scale as hierarchical and had grown reliant on the 

fixed conceptions of scale to base arguments against. Defences of the on-going engagement with 

scale suggest that failing to incorporate the processes by which scales are produced undermines 

analysis of power dynamics and the overt and covert application of scale by groups and individuals to 

manage their agendas (Harris & Alatout, 2010). The emphasis on processes has led to a theoretical 

distinction between politics of scale, where scale itself is questioned, and scalar politics, where the 

relational interactions are examined (MacKinnon, 2011).  

By no means isolated, species conservation efforts continue to be studied for how government and 

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) fail to take into account ‘local social structures’ (Rastogi et 

al., 2014; Haenn et al., 2014), while inherently making the same mistake by assuming that the ‘local’ 

is the correct level to understand participation. I later demonstrate in this thesis how TAF employs 

the generalisation of ‘local’ scale to tick the boxes required for activity permissions for gibbon related 

activities. I also problematise the organisational scale of TAF, and relational negotiations between 

managed and produced scales of ‘local’ government and ‘local’ communities framed against situated 

Indonesian histories of decentralisation. I explore how the ability to control the human-gibbon 

relationship at a ‘local’ scale plays a central role in the positioning silvery gibbon conservation, and 
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why this material and semiotic co-produced boundary formation has significant influence on the 

tendency of TAF to trend towards fortress conservation models.  

 From Degradation and Identity to Critiques of Conservation through 

Protected Areas 

Within the agrarian political ecology literature is a recurring theme of revealing assumptions on how 

humans living proximally to the ‘degraded landscape’ have contributed to that decline in richness, 

and how these assumptions have led to external attempts to manage their current and future access 

to those resources. The dominant explanations for environmental degradation exploit particular 

articulations of human/nature dichotomies to justify or defend interventions into particular spaces. 

In this section, I set forth what I view as relevant and important insights into the intended, and 

unintended, consequences of the proliferation of protected areas to stop the degradation of 

biodiversity richness. The power relations, the material and socially constructed meanings over 

nature and wildlife, and the erasure of particular kinds human presence from landscapes, has faced 

growing pressure to acknowledge marginalised peoples, endangered livelihood strategies, and the 

social costs of creating particular models of land use in the name of biodiversity conservation (Carrier 

& West, 2009a). The degradation thesis, and correlating social struggles to articulate or control 

identity, continues to foreground political ecology theory on biodiversity conservation (Cullman, 

2015). It is necessary to show the links in the narratives, and policy outcomes, of the discourse on 

degradation before focusing on critical literature regarding protected areas. Much of the justification 

for intervening in West Java in the name of silvery gibbon conservation takes as accepted that 

Javanese landscapes are degraded, threatened, and under pressure from resource extraction and 

overpopulation. I discuss throughout this thesis how TAF’s approach toward species conservation is 

closely tied to the dualism, and the particular consequences of how human/gibbon relationships are 

controlled, and by whom.  

2.4.1  How the Degradation Thesis Created Space for Conservation Interventions 

Environmental degradation, the pervasive marginalisation of peoples most directly affected, and the 

connection of power, persist as core topics in political ecology literature, in agrarian, Western, non-

Western, and urban landscapes (Kim et al., 2012; Willow, 2014). Landscapes and resources, including 

living organisms, are still deteriorating. The disenfranchisement of the most vulnerable people 
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persists, despite prolonged and significant attention from many disciplines of research (Gray & 

Moseley, 2005). Fairhead and Leach (1995) challenged dominant degradation narratives because 

they were a misrepresentation, but other researchers built on their foundational arguments to begin 

analysing the solutions to degradation. Interventions into these ‘degraded’ spaces, with 

corresponding ‘development’ schemes proliferated as the environmental movement took shape 

(Bassett & Zuéli, 2000). Conflicts over interpretations of desirable landscapes demonstrate the 

politics involved (Andersson, Brogaard, & Olsson, 2011). When human livelihood practices are 

blamed for degradation there is an inherent schism created between the human/environment. 

The problem with reinforcing the Cartesian divide is not only the incrimination of the most 

marginalised peoples, but also the delimitation of possible solutions to those that further entrench 

the division. This essential contribution of theoretical political ecology forms a basis of my own 

analysis of combined in situ/ex situ conservation strategies, which I expand on throughout this thesis. 

Policies are often inappropriate and fail to achieve the desired effects, since the narratives that 

informed the policies are based on a myth (Adger et al., 2001). In British Columbia, a dramatic decline 

in mountain caribou populations is blamed in scientific discourse on logging and habitat 

fragmentation, while alternative narratives suggest that recreation activities, over predation by 

wolves, dam building, and climate change are all exerting forces on the dynamics of caribou 

movement (Bixler, Dell'Angelo, Mfune, & Roba, 2015). It is the movement from agreeing that 

external forces are contributing to the rapid reduction of caribou numbers to what it is to be done 

about it that shapes the species’ conservation.  The selection of policy is often tied to who can 

influence the policy makers, in this case loggers and recreation tourism businesses (Bixler et al., 

2015).  

In East Pokot, Kenya, narratives of conflict over pastoralism and regional discourses on wildlife 

conservation have brought about the creation of three new protected areas, despite evidence that all 

three have historically been low in wildlife density compared to surrounding areas (Greiner, 2012). 

Conflicts have escalated between ethnic groups within two of the areas, while the third has had some 

reported success in easing ethnic conflict (Greiner, 2012). Clemens Greiner (2012) argues that extra- 

local interest in charismatic megafauna has caused the conflict by adding novel value to what was 

already an ethnically contested land resource. As a result, solutions that focus only on the ethnic 

territorialisation fail to take into account the extra-local drivers of resource demand and control. I 

believe that adding ex situ gibbons back into in situ habitats is an example of trying to add value to a 
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protected area landscape. Understanding multiple conceptions of the valuation of that landscape vis-

à-vis gibbon conservation will be useful for analysing the processes and outcomes of TAF’s 

interventions.  

Solutions oriented conservation interventions are also critiqued for sustaining the appearance that 

policies have been successful and achieved their desired effect, by silencing the alternative narratives 

that reveal resistance or failure. Iwokrama International Centre for Rainforest Conservation is a 

Guyanese protected area that was established in the wave of protected areas creation during the 

1990s.  It continues to be seen as an example of multi-scale governance with support from 

indigenous communities and ‘local’ communities, despite evidence that the failure to recognise 

indigenous land titles has resulted in logging in the protected area considered to be illegal, proving 

that authority and participation are relative concepts (Gregory & Vaccaro, 2014).  

Conservation and development processes persist because of their ability to project the notion of 

collaboration, implying a sense of cooperation and fairness, while political ecologists point out that 

these perceived successes hide more pernicious systematic processes of securing the material 

interests of some groups over others and  marginalised individuals (Khan, 2013). In Central Apennines 

in Italy, ten years of managing a protected area through policies and enforcement have delimited 

options for shepherds and farmers to participate in decision-making (Piermattei, 2013). The 

economic effect on the farmers is increasing as time progresses and the protected area is seen as 

more successful in its longevity, resulting in expanding the exclusionary areas in the name of 

conservation without increasing the voices of the marginalised (Piermattei, 2013).  

In West Java, policy responses historically were enacted to manage and control access to resources, 

to offer cash crops through new technologies of intensive farming, and to create incentives intended 

to win cooperation with development schemes for remaining forestlands (Peluso, 1993b). The forests 

remain in the control of the government, and incentives are designed either by the government or 

external NGOs to uphold their own purposes foremost (Dermawan & Resosudarmo, 2002). 

Smallholder participation is channelled through the multi-scale power structures in such a way that 

rather than addressing conflict, it absolves it by using the language of community-based 

management (Kubo, 2008). Benefits from development stay controlled by those with power while 

the rhetoric of the interventions claims participation across scales. The degree to which this occurs 

varies widely across a spectrum of genuine attempts at engagement and participatory conservation 
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to exclusion and control. In this thesis, I argue that where a conservation approach falls on this 

spectrum is related to whether or not the nature/culture dualism is reified intentionally, or if co-

constructed representations of a human/environment shared future are explored openly. 

The rhetoric of conservation has become the answer to the degradation narrative, and political 

ecologists have demonstrated that interventions by NGOs and government policies have become a 

form of control over landscapes and resources (Cortes-Vasquez, 2014). Externalised global narratives 

are privileged over localised experiences, and the discourse of a threatened nature becomes 

hegemonic (Leach & Mearns, 1996; Adams & Hutton, 2007). Conservation policies built from the 

degradation discourse have been argued to favour economic growth and modern technological 

solutions over traditional knowledges and practices (Lestrelin, 2011). Neo-liberal critiques have much 

to say about the economy of conservation, and this thesis acknowledges the significance of their 

contributions, and will touch on them again in chapter four, on the context of West Javanese 

conservation landscapes. Here, having established that the degradation discourse has created a 

platform from which conservation narratives intervene, and that political ecologists have 

problematised the perceived human/nature relationships, I further explore how identity, through 

ethnic, gender, or class recognition, can shape associated interventions.  

2.4.2 Identity: Formation, Maintenance, and Subversion 

Conservation interventions relying on the degradation thesis for either a landscape or a species, have 

been characterised as having a tendency to rely on authoritarian control to practice exclusionary 

policies for resource management (Bixler et al., 2015). Examining the impacts of conservation 

interventions on localised identities, especially as backlash against early protectionist models, has led 

to escalating awareness that changing people’s behaviour and gaining their support for different 

livelihood strategies relies on adapting or forming new identities (Carrier & West, 2009b). Engaging 

with cultural meanings of shifting identities and human/environment relationships offers critical 

insights into the processes of collectivization, homogenisation, discrimination, marginalisation, and 

resistance. (Carrier & West, 2009b). Even if conservation is seen to be a shared goal, what exactly is 

being conserved may vary between the different actors. In some cases, they may or may not be 

aware of each other, or even be concerned with the desires of each other (Hurley & Halfacre, 2011). 

A political ecology approach to studying identity in environmental and resource issues focuses on 
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individual and group recognition as a process, through which identities are made and remade, rather 

than seen as complete identities or static constructions (Thoyre, 2015).  

Identity as an expression of the human/environment relationship has been reformed, articulated, 

and wielded to achieve the autonomous or composite goals against outside pressures. Conklin’s 

seminal work on the activism of indigenous Amazonian tribes demonstrated that the power of 

identity is well understood by developed and developing groups, resulting in the commodification of 

authenticity (Conklin, 1997). For several Amazonian tribes, body image became a symbolic 

representation of a social identity, a political commodity in the fight for environmental rights, and a 

way that the tribes could communicate visually to the outside world (Conklin, 1997). However, the 

tribes themselves might be divided in their participation and desire to be involved in gaining external 

accolades as legitimate or authentic. The Masaai in Tanzania are globally recognised for a 

characteristic style of dress and perceived relationship with charismatic megafauna wildlife on the 

African savannahs, tying their identities to the wildlife that have historically shared landscapes with 

Masaai (Goldman & Milliary, 2014). However, today group recruitments struggle with participation 

when the self-conceived value of a group’s identity, versus what they view as a more dominant 

identity, still causes marginalisation. Within-tribe dynamics influence who participates, when, and 

how (Goldman & Milliary, 2014). Risk occurs when translation of local cultural values into stereotypes 

that outsiders will recognise or typify in their own language, as this may constrict options for 

adaptation to changing conditions and behaviours of current and future generations (Bryant, 2002). 

Furthermore, it hides the internal contests within an identified group to articulate individual 

identities, or alternative and changing constructions of the collective identity.  

Political ecology theorists reflected on the appropriation of the concept of indigeneity for ways that 

the construction of identity both elicits and constricts opportunities for resource access and self-

identification and operates within multi-scale power dynamics. Tania Li’s study of the conflict of the 

building of a dam in Lake Lindu, Indonesia, saw the appropriation of indigeneity by a relatively 

middle-class, cohesive, educated group of persons at the cost of the disorganised, vulnerable 

subsistence farmers whose livelihoods depended on the resources provided by that lake (Li, 2000). In 

the Philippines, attempts at empowerment of indigenous tribes may have actually contributed, 

whether purposefully or accidentally, to their further marginalisation, by translating a unique culture 

into the language of international discourses of indigeneity, that was then manipulated by NGOs and 

states to support their own biodiversity conservation priorities (Bryant, 2002). When indigenous 
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groups form a collective identity to negotiate political power, through land title control or continued 

resource access in the face of national or multinational conservation agendas, there is the risk that 

through formal channels of recognizing those rights, the histories of inter-tribe and intra-tribe 

conflicts and mobile settlements patters become replaced with bounded territories and bounded 

group identity (Gregory & Vaccaro, 2014).  

The assertion of autonomy based on identification with a cultural history, when legitimised by the 

state, reiterates the authority of the state, and is an assertion of power over territory (Bryan, 2012). 

In some cases, the state itself may co-opt the identity, and nullify opportunities to draw on identity 

for negotiating territory and resource access. The Bolivian government, for example, has managed to 

co-opt indigenous phrases as a means to push a nationalistic conservation agenda. This weakened 

the strength of the people from whom the phrases were co-opted. allowing the articulations of the  

government’s identity and conservation agendas (Reyes-Garcia et al., 2014). 

In Chapter Five, I explore how identity and indigeneity has played a significant role in the situated 

context of West Java, Indonesia. Themes of  control over identity as a form of resistance and a form 

of governmental power will be explored in the political transitions from pre-colonial, colonial, and 

post-colonial management of forests and natural resources.  

Clare Gupta (2013) has studied how Botswana’s national policies to alleviate financial repercussions 

on rural livelihoods resulting from elephant conservation has demonstrated that identity can be a 

powerful motivating force overriding more economically beneficial uses of time. Some individuals 

living adjacent to Chobe National Park, renowned for its elephants, have chosen to continue farming 

and face crop destruction by the elephants. These persons wish to maintain their cultural traditions, 

even if they are combining their agrarian practices with other livelihood incentives, or only investing 

what they perceive to be the lowest level of energy and cost into sustaining their traditional farming 

practices (Gupta, 2013). Gupta’s research demonstrates that identity should not be oversimplified or 

assumed as a form of resistance against authoritarian conservation interventions but is in itself a 

value that helps explain behaviour that does not conform to other political-economic explanations. 

Instead identity contributes to an array of socio-economic dynamics shaping elephant-human 

conflict. In her research, the elephants are not part of the identity-formation of local residents; they 

are a factor in changing the cultural practices that constitute particular cultural agrarian identities.  
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Wildlife is not always a clear-cut concept, and the role wildlife play in identity formation can be 

indirect, as with the elephants of Chobe, or can be a projection of identity via human relationships as 

with the charismatic megafauna fostered by the Masaai. In each instance the roles of the species in 

identity are unfixed in relation to how humans negotiate the human-wildlife dynamic, and the human 

valuation of animals is connected to constructions of place (Granfield & Colomy, 2009). The risk in 

political ecology literature is that understanding meanings of animals, in terms of how they relate to 

power struggles over landscapes, loses focus on the agency of the animals themselves (Hobson, 

2007). Non-captive horses of the North Americas have been imagined and legislated as either feral or 

wild, domestic breeds or native species. The constructed distinction between these, the debates 

demonstrate, belies evidence that the horses, in their own agency, fail to fit neatly into the 

categories of either human-free or human-managed (Notzke, 2013). Wild horses have been framed 

by some marginalised groups as icons of their regional identity and used as a symbol to make political 

agreements over land rights, and to win autonomy for stewardship of the land and the animals 

(Rikoon, 2006).  

Claudia Notzke (2013) brings political ecology theory on the relational aspects of horses back to the 

debates on wild/captive and human/nature dichotomies, but offers perspectives of nonhuman 

agency, arguing that the horses have no awareness or response to indigenous identities, government 

population management policies, or ecosystem boundaries. The role of the horses in indigenous 

identities is also destabilised, as Notzke shows that the Xeni Gwet’in peoples shift their usage and 

reliance on the horse's daily, seasonally, internally, and externally (Notzke, 2013). Notzke is not trying 

to weaken identity formation or maintenance but argues that the cultural role of horses greatly 

overshadows how the horses have persisted on landscapes that are politically charged, inconsistently 

managed, and undergone varying degrees of human interactions. Yet, ultimately, the construction of 

the horse as charismatic, emblematic, and iconic of particular identities, is essential to the long-term 

nonhuman agency of the species. In the next section, I explore the emergence and tensions of 

political ecology theories of agency and particularly nonhuman agency. 

2.4.3  Nonhuman Agency in Political Ecology 

This chapter canvasses the trajectory of political ecology theory. I have demonstrated that the sub-

discipline is built upon several core assumptions. The first is that that nature is constituted from 

socially produced relationships, and that the valuation (particularly economic) of nature is what leads 
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towards disparity in economic and political outcomes. Having established the argument that there is 

no apolitical nature, and challenged the nature/culture dichotomy, political ecologists set about 

examining the claims made about changes in environmental conditions and resource availability. 

Broadly, political ecologists have sought to analyse the claims explaining environmental change, to 

understand how these claims arose, and to illustrate intended and unintended outcomes of these 

narratives. Finally, it is shown to be an agenda driven discipline, using its core theories to push for 

greater equality, social activism, and more diverse knowledges and practices. In this section, I explore 

how political ecologists, in their desire to reveal nature as transformed by human labours and 

politics, grapple with the notion of nonhuman species having roles in shaping the social production of 

nature.  

The underlying premise of political ecology, that nature is a social product, has created difficulties in 

examining the “ecology” in “political ecology”. Walker (2005) questioned what happened to critical 

engagement with ecology within political ecology. He argued that the sub-discipline has tended to 

privilege social explanations for environmental change at the expense of understanding biophysical 

processes (2005). By treating the ecological world as a backdrop for environmental politics, there is a 

corresponding devaluation of nonhuman species’ roles in affecting change (Turner, 2016). Some 

political ecology literature has attempted to redress this imbalance by recounting examples wherein 

biological processes have created obstacles, been uncooperative, or conversely helped accentuate 

the opportunities for capitalist accumulation (Bakker & Bridge, 2006; Blomley, 2008; Robbins, 2007; 

Barua, 2014). The ability of ‘nature’ to affect change in unpredicted ways has driven exploration into 

the active role that nonhuman beings, species, and processes have played in environmental politics 

(Lorimer, 2014; Lorimer, 2012; Mansfield, 2004; Bakker, 2010).  

Literature, that predominantly takes nature as socially constructed and produced, has a 

corresponding dominant understanding of agency. Political ecologists have traditionally viewed 

agency as the scope of choice under which a person may act, or at least believe they have the option 

to act, against the confines of external demands (Uggla 2017). The tensions faced between these 

external demands and his or her own autonomy are mediated by performances (Uggla 2017). From 

this interpretation, understanding a person’s agency is similar to understanding if they are a subject 

to governmentality or environmentality, sharing a sense of responsibility to act in a certain way 

(Foucault 1991; Agrawal 2005; Bickerstaff, Simmons, & Pidgeon 2008). Whether or not a person will 

act or identify themselves in a particular way is a performative expression of agency.  
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This view of agency reinforces the political ecology view on how labour, class struggle, and capital 

shape struggles for access to and control over natural resources (Watts & Scales 2015). The same 

structuralist perspective on agency is also credited for downplaying the role of nonhuman agency, 

seeing nature as a material input into human productivity (Lorimer 2013).  

I argue this view of agency considers a person’s actions only through the lens of how a person feels 

they are able to “have some impact through their behaviour” on their environment or within 

assigned expectations (Bickerstaff, Simmons, & Pidgeon 2008, pp. 1313). It acknowledges agency only 

with a conscious intent, or agenda. When this definition is accepted within political ecology, it also 

means that engagement with agency is ad hoc to the agenda of political ecologists’ desire to 

understand constructed meaning (Bennett, 2010). This double-bind of seeing agency as tied to 

conscious (and thus by connotation largely human) agendas reinforces the hierarchy that human 

natures, or socially produced natures, take pre-eminence over biophysical entities and processes. 

Nonhuman relationships are viewed within the confines of how they are or are not useful to humans 

(Bakker, 2010). Conflating agency with agenda is causing some within the discipline to warn that 

political ecology is at risk of becoming anachronistic as well as anthropocentric (Gabriel, 2014). Some 

doubt whether political ecology can fully progress beyond its ontology of nature as a human 

construct (Srinivasan & Kasturirangan, 2016). Others argue that taking nonhuman perspectives into 

consideration does not preclude a political context or anthropomorphic interpretation (Menon & 

Karthik, 2017).  

Braun (2008) argues that these overly constrained views of agency do little to engage with the 

relational subjectivities of socio-natures. The possibilities for understanding complex political and 

ecological processes from novel perspectives are advanced, and there is less likelihood to 

misinterpret the reasons for change, contest, or relationships (Rocheleau, 2015; Bakker, 2007).  

Agency is no longer beholden to a particular outcome in a network, it is one of many expressions that 

arise in interrelations and assemblages (Royle, 2017). Under this more expansive definition of agency, 

the full scope of co-constituted naturecultures are able to be explored.   

In this thesis, I follow recent scholarship that understands agency in relational terms. A relational 

conceptualisation of nature opens the possibilities for examining a process for a wider range of 

practices, forces, actions, affects, and effects. It sees resources as co-produced, and having emotional 

or transcendent inputs rather than simply the instrumental inputs used to explain relationships 
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between humans and nonhumans (Bakker 2010). This study contributes to political ecology 

arguments challenging the tenants that nonhuman species fit into cohesive categories, and that their 

relations to social processes can be separated (Mansfield 2003). In later chapters I will argue that 

configuring in situ versus ex situ gibbons is a move to deflect importance from the gibbons 

themselves and instead focuses on the meaning that humans create, the conservation of gibbons.  

In a relational understanding of agency, “Agency becomes an emergent property of network 

associations rather than a property inherent in discreet entities” (Bakker & Bridge, 2006, p. 19). 

Equally, Bakker and Bridge point out nonhumans also impact the way social relations unfold (2006). 

This includes interspecies social relations excluding humans (Kawa 2016). There is currently an array 

of influences drawing from actor-network theory, anthropology, ecology, and biology, in addition to 

extensions of established political ecology theories on territorialisation, boundaries, 

commodification, labour and capital, and governance, each attempting to reinvigorate the 

discipline’s resilience by studying nonhuman species (Royle, 2017; Barua, 2016; Gabriel, 2014; Watts 

& Scale, 2015; Lorimer, 2013). Examples of the agency of animals were at first explored in terms of 

how it affected human agendas.  Conservation programmes were challenged by animals that are able 

to move outside the protected area boundaries (Sneddon, 2007). In other cases, the animals were 

not found where expected, or changes in their behaviour altered the outcomes of a programme 

designed to make them visible at certain locations and times (Barua, 2017). Questions of agency has 

also been revealing not of species but of resources, such as water that does not cooperated with 

large, extensive, and expensive governance models (Bakker, 2004). Decades of research into 

conservation and development schemes have shown that humans are not very good at thinking 

beyond themselves, to the detriment of nonhuman species and ecosystems (Menon & Karthik 2017). 

As these early studies gained attention, some scholars began to turn attention away from the 

human-centric agendas seeing the diaspora of agencies involved in co-producing naturecultures. 

Once agency is no longer defined as having intention, or agenda, and is instead modified to mean 

having any purposeful behaviour, “it becomes possible to recognizes that humans are not the only 

ones with agency in such interspecies relations” (Kawa, 2016, pp. 90). Then, agency becomes a way 

to understand how multiple elements relate (Royle, 2017). In this thesis I explore the context of how 

silvery gibbons are made into charismatic megafauna, turned into emblems for endangered Javan 

primates, and characterized as in situ or ex situ, “all attributes that exist outside the bounded 

confines” of the gibbons (Latour, 2004, pp. 23).  
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Studying the agency of the gibbons can reveal how the organisms are innocent of the human 

characterizations of being silvery gibbons and yet how hard humans try to make legible and thus 

control another being’s agency. 

Paul Robbins turned from studying the role of society in shaping agriculture to the role of plants in 

shaping society (2007). His work on lawns demonstrated that grasses have their own agency, their 

own ability to act in ways that elicit responses from humans, other species of plants, and even 

animals (2007). Robbins turned lawns into grassy agencies and in the process demonstrated that the 

acts of the grasses play a significant role in the interactions, and govern the activities of the humans 

that seek to maintain them. Others have built on the idea that plant species in home gardens are a 

relational web of “nonhuman and planty agencies” (Doody et al. 2014, pp. 125). Weeds disrupt the 

planned responses of humans with active participation in gardening. They exhibit unpredictable 

growth and reproduction, exploit conditions provided to them, and even confound notions of 

unwanted invasive species or desirable native species (Doody et al. 2014, pp. 125). In Kyrgyzstan, 

walnut groves are a complex mixture of self-reproducing and grafted plants, generating human-tree 

partnerships spanning generations whereby the walnut trees in their own agency have affected land 

titles and resource access (Fleming, 2017). The shift beyond human exceptionalism has been useful in 

moving traditional rebukes of the nature-culture binary, where the environment and nonhuman 

species are the backdrop against which humans struggle, into discussions on how those nonhuman 

species actively shape the political landscapes against which humans struggle (Fleming, 2017).    

Framing animals as participants contributing to the construction of environments and environmental 

politics also challenges the boundaries between humans and animals (Bakker, 2010).  Royle (2017) 

draws an interesting differentiation in ecology between niche and habitat to demonstrate animal 

agency. The habitat is a place, such as the rainforest a silvery gibbon lives in, and is a human 

interpretation of an environment. A niche “is a set of conditions that an organism encounters that is 

relevant to that organism” (Royle 2017, pp. 1437).  The forest is the gibbon’s habitat, but its niche is a 

continuous canopy of trees between sea level and 1500 metres. Within this range there are sufficient 

fruiting species of trees present to allow for food intake to exceed the energy expended searching for 

that food. If the habitat does not fit the animal’s niche, then the animal may not survive. However, 

organisms have the agency to challenge niches, by engaging in a relationship with its habitat to 

define its niche (2017). Some animals exert significant agency on their environments to modify them 

sufficiently to be habitable, as beavers do, or worms do. A worm both “creates a niche but is 
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simultaneously also an object of what it has created” (Royle, 2017, pp 1439). Moreover, it modifies 

the environment substantially enough that other organisms are continually exposed to and 

accustomed to those changes. Studying a worm’s agency from this perspective produces a fuller 

account of the relational processes intersecting humans, nonhumans, and ecological changes. The 

worm is an excellent example of nonhuman agency co-constituting a relational environment with 

many other species and processes, rather than simply providing a soil aerating service. 

Nonhuman agency in political ecology has also led to novel examinations of the tradition’s 

conservation and development critiques. After all, the charisma of nonhuman animals continues to 

motivate humans to act (Bennett, 2010). In Barua’s recent analysis of endangered Asiatic lions, he 

argues that lions have been commodified as a result of human management of access to the lions as 

a resource for the elite and a risk to the marginalised poor (Barua, 2017). Barua argues for the lions’ 

own agency in shaping the human-animal dynamics, with lions changing their behaviours and activity 

cycles in response to human activities. Humans then modified their own activities as the lions 

became at different turns reclusive, nocturnal, and wary or gregarious, fit, and bold (2017). The 

liveliness of the lions, which are considered property of the state, has seen lions resist their 

commodification. The lions choose to move outside the protected area managed for them, and into 

spaces where their lion liveliness impacts on impoverished human communities (2017). “Lions may 

lead a commodity life, but their potential to deterritorialise capital’s capture of their living labour 

remains immanent in their quotidian rhythms” (Barua 2017, pp. 281). Interestingly, whereas Lorimer 

(2013) had critiqued the Marxian structuralist histories of political ecology as a limit to engagement 

with nonhuman agency, Barua applies these concepts to his arguments for commodification, and the 

work-life of the lions as objects of eco-tourism and revenue, to direct effect for nonhuman agency.   

Similarly, Collard and Dempsey (2013) explore how primates are commodified through value creation 

of the perceived wildness of a primate. Collard (2014) advocates for nonhuman agency in her 

experience at a wildlife centre in Guatemala that is rehabilitating ex situ primates for release in situ. 

The emotional relationship, in this case between herself and some monkeys, plays a role in her 

explanation of the consumptive desires of an imagined wild primate, and the practices that are 

enacted to move the monkey from wild to captive. Though her work does much to draw attention to 

how ex situ conservation fixes the identity of the primates in a way that demeans their dignity, 

sentience and diverse agency, she hinges her arguments on the commodification of ex situ gibbons 

against an, albeit problematized, wild nature. I argue that her concessions of a collapsed nature-
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culture, and scepticism of bounded labels for a primate’s place, is nonetheless something that is 

emotively reinforced when she concludes “Consequently, I retain the term wild life to refer to an 

uncaptive life” (Collard 2014; pp. 154, emphasis in original). Collard continues to cling to a semantic 

and material difference in a primate that is either ex situ or in situ. Tying a nonhuman animal’s 

belonging to a physical environment thought to be outside the social-relations of human (yet reliant 

on human-animal relations to perpetuate it) is a process of territorialisation of landscapes in the 

name of conservation (Wood & Young, 2016). It also excludes acknowledgement of any nonhuman 

agency under any arrangement except the imagined scenario of a biophysical pristine nonhuman 

environment. 

The differentiation between wild and uncaptive is arguably based on a non-instrumental value, the 

imagined joy of being uncaptive, yet this emotional reaction is also key to its commodification or 

translation into an item of instrumental human value (Bakker, 2010). Blood diamonds, an emotive 

term, have shaped diamond commodities trade, for example, as consumers push for environmental 

extraction measures that have more pro-social relationships (Bakker, 2010). A full understanding of 

the political ecologies of primate conservation relies on an understanding, not only of the 

environmental politics and economies of conservation, but also of the non-instrumental values and 

nonhuman charisma of the primates (Lorimer, 2005). In the studies into commodification of the 

primates at the rehabilitation centre in Guatemala, Collard’s exploration of the agency of the 

primates offers important insights into understanding the relationships between humans and 

nonhumans under neo-liberal conservation interventions.  

Transporting the animals to new places and giving them categorical names is part of the process in 

which humans place shifting meanings onto the nonhuman beings (Mansfield, 2003). By making an in 

situ monkey, one is able to promote that monkey as something more than what it is, a conservation 

success story.  While exploring the transition from ex situ to in situ, Collard examines monkey 

properties and monkey agency. In doing so, she is not just seeing the monkeys as inert commodities, 

but as having both a material and a meaningful form (Mansfield, 2003). I argue that Collard may also 

be reinforcing non-innocent ways of creating distance between an in situ monkey and an ex situ 

monkey. Referring to an ‘uncaptive’ life carries significant subjective connotations that are not 

dissimilar to problematized in situ conceptualisations. Later in this thesis, my observations of the 

gibbons encountered in this case study draw from the discussions of Collard and Dempsey regarding 
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the commodification of combined in situ and ex situ primate conservation. The discussion contributes 

to arguments for seeing nonhuman agency as co-produced, relational, and dynamic assemblages.  

At the onset of this research, I viewed agency within the traditional suite of assumptions about 

nature as socially constructed. The central research question is about processes of combining in situ 

and ex situ species conservation, with the intent to understand more about the processes and 

outcomes of these increasingly prevalent programmes. I expected to explore how gibbons were 

effected by the processes, but had not given sufficient consideration to how the gibbons may affect 

the processes.  Full engagement with nonhuman agency sits outside the aims and objectives of this 

research, however, this study will contribute to emerging discussions within political ecology on how 

taking seriously the heterogeneity of nonhuman agency progresses our understandings of 

conservation processes. 

 Concluding Remarks: From Nature to Culture and Back Again 

The conceptual separation of humans and nature has been entrenched in academic and everyday life 

for much of the past, and in many ways this divide still exists. Nature persists as a symbolic idea of 

the biophysical environments we live in. Everything that may be understood about the environment 

says as much or more about what we understand about ourselves as it does about the natural world. 

The intention of this chapter has not been to deconstruct or dismantle the work of those who have 

devoted themselves to studying and protecting the environment. Rather, the goal is to trace the flow 

of knowledges, discourses, narrations, and actions that have shaped how we interact with and 

conceive of our biophysical surroundings. What we know today is seen through the lens of the past 

and present, while conservation has become a movement that generates planning for the future.  

The direction a future path will take is inherently dependent upon what we acknowledge to be 

essential to the environment, and what we exclude as unknown or of lower priority. In this chapter, I 

laid out the conceptual tools I used to analyse how the processes of silvery gibbon conservation are 

shaped by the nature/culture dualism. I have demonstrated that political ecology as an approach 

offers the insights, tools, and framework necessary to investigate human-gibbon relationships. I 

argued in this chapter that the tools and theories developed by political ecology on the topics of 

conservation interventions help unpack and challenge the mechanisms and knowledges that have 

shaped silvery gibbon conservation. In addition, I analysed how the dualism is reified in practice 
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through assumptions about the local, and manipulations at the global, and why knowledge about 

human-gibbon relationships can reveal the intended and unintended outcomes through alternative 

narrations.  

Tracing the development of the political ecology discipline with an explicit focus on how it has 

contributed to understanding the conceptual crisis of biodiversity, and the corresponding rise of 

interventions in the name of species conservation, has culminated in a closing debate about 

nonhuman agency. For the remainder of this thesis, nonhuman agency refers to a relational 

assemblage of network associations. Imagining nonhuman agency as co-produced problematizes the 

notion of a nonhuman species as a static and bounded entity. In the next chapter, I explore in greater 

depth the debates on conservation strategies, from fortress conservation to open participation and 

back again. Political ecology literature has canvassed these trends, but I argue that species-based 

efforts have received less focus than protected areas and resource management models. I apply the 

lessons from the literature to the lineage of species-based conservation and problematise the 

dichotomy of in situ and ex situ. Conceptually, captive and non-captive animal management are both 

influenced by the nature/culture dualism, and I argue that attempts at recombination in practice lead 

to strategies that reproduce the inherent division in novel ways. 
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Chapter 3:  In Situ/Ex Situ, or Finding the Right Nature for Silvery 

Gibbons  

 Introduction 

The argument at the core of this thesis is that species conservation models that seek to combine in 

situ and ex situ conservation, but fail to resolve the dichotomous framing, trend closer towards 

fortress models. In the previous chapter, I introduced political ecology as an approach that has long 

use in undermining the dualism of humans and nature through demonstrating it as an artifice of 

particular discourses. I have established that degradation narratives have created the political and 

biophysical landscapes used to justify conservation interventions, and that counter narratives offer 

alternative explanations for patterns of human/nature experiences. In this chapter, I narrow the 

scope to evaluate how knowledges become practice within species-based conservation. I argue that 

the same way that control over resources such as water, food, or forests have become a mode of 

governance and power, species have been made legible eligible to regulate human interaction with 

them in ways that prescribe certain relationships. I demonstrate that in situ and ex situ conservation 

strategies, long disparate, are recombining, bringing chosen knowledges of in situ into selected 

practices of ex situ, creating novel manifestations of the nature/culture dualism.  

Applying the political ecology critiques of conservation and development themes from the previous 

chapter, in this chapter I analyse in more depth the knowledge frameworks that enable in situ and ex 

situ species conservation. Additionally, I investigate why development components became 

incorporated into these practices as a tool for turning some knowledges into practice. The degree to 

which development couples with conservation varies on a spectrum with fortress conservation on 

one end, and open participatory governance on the other. The form of development varies widely 

from financial to technical to structural. I do not review critical theory on all models within the 

spectrum; rather I focus on the functional role of developmental components. The social forms of 

controlling which knowledges become practice funnel through this spectrum and are essential to 

understanding later in this thesis why TAF is able to selectively disengage from the discourse of 

development, and with what outcomes. 
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Investigating more deeply the ways that humans have tried to understand, study, and design 

protection for select species benefit from the political ecology premise that human and environment 

relationships are dialectic and co-produced. The approach also allows for multiple forms of 

knowledge about species and conservation, as both socially situated and competing (Walker, 2005). 

Lisa Campbell, in a political ecology study of sea turtle conservation, remarks that “different accounts 

of ecology as a representation of biophysical reality exist” as both articulated and material practices 

(Campbell, 2007, p. 313). Even the concept of a species is a negotiated term and unpacking the 

process of designing policies around a chosen manipulation of available knowledge translates 

discursive debates over biological entities and processes into material outcomes (Peet et al., 2011). In 

the course of the chapter, I show that tensions within the biological and ecological sciences, and the 

social sciences, highlight the politicised aspects of conservation. While this chapter deals mostly with 

attempts to control meaning and practice, the later chapters seek to offer differing accounts of 

silvery gibbon conservation, and human-gibbon relationships. These accounts provide evidence that, 

try as TAF may to use the silvery gibbon as a mode of control, the lived experiences of the people 

show that the binaries reified by TAF cannot account for all of the personal decisions they make and 

are made for them regarding human/gibbon interaction. 

3.1.1 A New Science 

Thomas Lovejoy first used the term biological diversity in the forward to Soulé and Wilcox’s book, 

Conservation Biology, advocating use of the term for referencing the richness of species in a region 

(Soulé & Wilcox, 1980). Wilcox’s (1984) publication for the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature (IUCN), described biological diversity as the sum of all life forms’ variety, including the 

systems, processes, and biological organisms. By 1986, E.O. Wilson had contracted the term to 

biodiversity, which is testament to its steady rise in usage by that time (Wilson, 1988). In 1987, 

biodiversity conservation was a key topic in the now famous Brundtland Report, Our Common Future, 

(Brundtland et al, 1987) as part of the United Nations World Commission of Environment and 

Development 96th plenary meeting. The Brundtland Report gave a direct call to action for 

government and non-government organisations to create new policies designed to address 

human/environment issues such as biodiversity conservation through economic and social 

development schemes (Redclift, 2005). The report is credited with moving the term into policy 

practice and legitimising NGOs as a primary means to do so (Redclift, 2005). The Brundtland Report 
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coupled development with conservation and spurred a co-produced dialectic between conservation 

and development that endures today in a staggering array of formats and processes.  

The move to take the novel field into the realm of policy quickly created a discourse around 

biodiversity conservation, normalising the social actions that were designed as responses to an 

identified issue of declining biodiversity (Bryant, 2000). Biodiversity conservation, and the crisis of the 

loss of biological diversity richness, is a socially constructed concept with the moral implication that 

intervention is necessary (Guyer & Richards, 1996). Often referred to as “alarming” and rooted in 

“concern” the moralistic tones “gave rise to a demand for policy” (Boisvert & Vivien, 2012, pp. 1163-

1164). Environmental degradation, as discussed in Chapter Two, was already a moral imperative for 

interventions with respect to people’s access to resources. So what does biodiversity add to the 

interventions? The addition of biodiversity, I argue, fuelled renewed action on a global level, making 

the loss of species richness a collective issue rather than localised problems of resource 

management.  

In the remainder of this section, I trace what I view as the conceptual genealogy of how biodiversity 

conservation came to its culmination as a crisis driven field. Next, I discuss why its coupling with 

protected areas was the initial, and still enduring, preferred strategy, and the conflicts this pairing has 

created. I move still further to analyse why coupling with development has created a discourse so 

strong that there is an entire spectrum along which biodiversity conservation processes may operate. 

From there I question to the role of individual species within biodiversity conservation strategies, 

both in situ and ex situ. The collective of these parts brings us to the conclusion, that species-based 

conservation strategies afford particular benefits as an intervention, but with them come inherent 

tendencies that draw them closer to fortress conservation models than alternative conservation 

strategies.  

 The Anthropocene 

Conservation biologists became the new scientific experts of biodiversity, with the two fields 

concurrently building upon each other (Meine, Soule, & Noss, 2006). Important to this thesis in 

particular is that the knowledge base for conservation biology was initially species oriented, first 

deriving from developments in captive breeding of species and genetics and then applied to the 

ecosystems and biophysical processes upon which the species rely (Redford, Jensen, & Breheny, 
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2011). What separates conservation biology from earlier interests in naturalistic studies of 

degradation is an openly reactive positioning against the increasingly evident threat of extinction of 

species (Meine et al., 2006). The reactive quality of conservation biology has caused many critics to 

refer to the field as a crisis driven discipline, influenced by the emotional concerns over 

environmental conditions rather than objective science (Miller et al., 2011; Redford et al., 2011;).  

Within the natural sciences, rhetoric in discussions characterise the situation as “alarmingly 

widespread taxonomically and functionally,” and the “rapid disruption” is largely linked to “growing 

concerns about the impacts of anthropogenic pressures” (Laurance et. al., 2012, p. 290). This context 

has important implications for how knowledge of biodiversity is produced and situated within a 

larger discourse of extinction and how the associated blame is placed on human activities. What is 

troubling about biologists’ calls to arms, is that the openly stated correlation with human activity and 

biodiversity loss, openly stated by the conservation biologists, has rarely been matched with scholarly 

research that combines the two (Adams, 2004; Wunder, 2001). It has been at the least conceded, and 

at best agreed, that the contributions of social science research have relevance to conservation 

(Mascia et al., 2003), yet the two fields continue to be approached by academics as “diametrically 

opposite” (Persha, Agrawal, & Chatre, 2011,). 

Policies aimed at giving the two fields equal consideration as dialectic “are rarely based on careful 

analysis or evidence of factors that lead to improvements across desired sets of social and ecological 

outcomes together” (Persha et al., 2011, p. 1606). Instead, these fields too often remain disparate. 

Indeed, even within social science research there is uneven consensus on whether research is “for” 

or “on” conservation (Sandbrook, Adams, Büscher, & Vira, 2013). Following Bryant (2000), this 

research takes a discursive approach to understanding how species-based knowledges are based on 

particular modes of thought. As a result this approach has implications concerning access to gibbons, 

accumulation of gibbons, and knowledge recognition of gibbons, which is in line with the research ‘on 

conservation’ by Sandbrook, et al. (2013).  

Characterised by human domination, the Anthropocene is a time period proposed by Crutzen and 

Stoermer (2000). The widespread loss of biodiversity is one of the indicators of the dramatically 

increased rate of environmental change cited as distinctly more global, much quicker, and more 

severe than any previous epoch (Steffen et al., 2011). Ogden, et al. (2013) argue that it is not just the 

ecological and biophysical changes that are marked in the Anthropocene, but also new global 
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assemblages, marked by multi-scale governance and an era in which ecologists can no longer study 

their ecosystems in isolation from global networks of socio-ecological change. In this vein, the rapid 

spread of biodiversity conservation processes should include reflection on the impacts of their 

governance aspects. “Few causes seem to mobilise support today like biodiversity conservation,” and 

“concern [….] led to an explosion of environmental advocacy institutions, governmental and 

nongovernmental organisations, and programmes regulating the effects of human activity on 

nonhuman species” (Wolford, Lu, & Valdivia, 2013, p. 87).  

Ogden, et al. (2013) argue that natural scientists who accept the Anthropocene, and within it 

biodiversity conservation as a crisis of human domination, must consider their research and agendas 

within the context of global social and economic networks. It is yet another call for cooperation 

between the natural and social sciences, and a plea for more recognition of inequality in the face of 

environmental change. With biodiversity decline has come social resilience and innovation, creating a 

rich but rapidly expanding set of still novel experiences through which humans are exploring their 

positions vis-à-vis biodiversity conservation (Sodikoff, 2012). People are demonstrating they are able 

to adapt, and create new actions, senses of self, and livelihoods that differ from the ones imposed 

upon them by the biodiversity conservation discourses (Singh, 2013). This thesis cannot address all 

scales of its interaction in depth but frames the knowledges of silvery gibbon conservation in the 

context of the wider global assemblages of species conservation, the biodiversity crisis, and thus the 

Anthropocene.  

3.2.1  Hotspots 

Biodiversity is believed to be unevenly distributed across the globe, some places are much richer in 

diversity than others (Mittermeier, Myers, Thomsen, Da Fonseca, & Olivieri, 1998). Areas with the 

greatest concentration of endemic and rich species and ecosystem processes, combined with the 

greatest threat of extinction due to fragmentation of landscapes and exploitation, are known as 

hotspots (Myers et al., 2000). It is further argued that the majority of these hotspots are tropical 

forests, under great threat from deforestation due to human activity, and reliant on the fate of the 

protected areas encompassing these tropical forests (Laurance et al., 2012). The crisis narrative 

inherent to stories of biodiversity richness decline amplifies the risks of extinction and degradation in 

hotspots (Soulé, 1985). Scientists inform policy makers and governments of the most critical areas in 

need of intervention and action based on human threat, not human need (Holland, 2012). 
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The states and their NGO partners are then able to claim that they are creating a protected area for 

the greater good, either the intrinsic value of global biodiversity, or the economic needs of the nation 

(Holmes, 2014). The identification of areas as a hotspots allows conservation to operate globally with 

the  implication that the responsibility for their management should not be local (Rodriguez et al., 

2007; Ojeda, 2012). Carrier and West (2009b) point out that the extrapolations made of species 

richness to an area, while well meaning, result at best in an abundance of good-intentioned, well 

meaning, but often misguided practices, and at worst an entrenched pattern of hiding inadequacies 

in order to self-sustain institutional interests. When ecological frameworks are the baseline for 

constructing biodiversity knowledges, any social information that does not conform may be 

discarded as irrelevant or inconvenient (Bryant, 2002). Conservationists herald the increased area of 

land under protection to protect biodiversity and call for more in the coming years (Naughton-Treves, 

2012). Location, it seems, is everything, and hotspots identify spaces where the biodiversity crisis is at 

its worst. Hotspots turn knowledges on species richness into the practice of protected areas.  

 Fetishism of Nature: The Legacy of Early Protected Areas 

Protected areas are not an outcome of biodiversity conservation; rather they began with the rise of 

the Anthropocene. Scholars often indicate the Industrial Age, beginning in Europe, as the origin of 

the Anthropocene (Zalasiewicz, William, Steffen, & Crutzen, 2010). During this period of 

industrialisation came the romanticism of nature as pristine, beautiful, and unspoiled by humans 

(Williams, 1980). Nature fetishised as the sublime, untouched innocence, in contrast to human 

dominated cities erased all historical reality of human activity on the landscapes re-imagined as 

natural (Grove, 1996; Cronon, 1983). Nature became imagined as the opposite of culture, 

purposefully (Davis & Zanotti, 2014). Thus, it could become something to be consumed. 

Commodification occurred through the dissemination of images and travel advertisements, through 

the creation of industries of management, tourism, and technical expertise, and more recently, used 

to negotiate international agreements (Castree, 2003). Taken further, contemporary protected areas 

are bartering chips, trees are commodities traded for credits, or offsets for other activities by state 

and non-state actors (Sullivan, 2012). 

The ideal of nature as the antithesis and antidote to human activity, was the impetus for the creation 

of the first national parks (West, Igoe, & Brockington, 2006; Brockington, Duffy, & Igoe, 2008). 

Yellowstone National Park, in the United States, was established in 1872, using the conceptual model 
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of nature and humans as separate, giving rise to the notion of managing the spaces as territory to be 

defended against unwanted human intervention (Spence, 1996). The produced knowledges of nature 

as pristine wilderness, untouched by humans, created the cultural and political practices of protected 

areas as exclusionary territories (Vaccaro et al., 2013). Native Americans that had long lived within 

(and outside) the boundaries of Yellowstone were evicted to maintain the fetish of nature as a 

human-free wealth of majestic wildlife and beautiful landscapes (Spence, 1996).  

The wilful separation of humans and nature through these first national parks quickly spread across 

Western societies and gave birth to the protected areas movement as fortress conservation. Fortress 

conservation works in equal parts to manage the borders of the protected areas both conceptually, 

by maintaining the romantic idea of nature as free from humans, and practically, by evicting anybody 

or anything deemed to threaten that notion (Vaccaro et al., 2013). The concept of nature and 

humans as separate remains embedded in contemporary biodiversity conservation, now supported 

by technical experts, who buy into the “view of the world that sees the past as a glorious unbroken 

landscape of biological diversity. It continuously works to separate people and nature, at the same 

time as its rhetoric and intent is to unite them” (West & Brockington, 2012). Since the inception of 

Yellowstone, protected areas have endured as the primary strategy for conservation values and 

practice (Sheail, 2010).  

Political ecologists have criticised fortress conservation as a territory making practice (Adams, Hodge, 

& Sandbrook, 2013; Lowe, 2006; Vaccaro, 2005). Territorialism, in this sense, refers to the attempt to 

shape actions, manage access, and enforcement of control over a particular geographical or 

biophysical space (Sack, 1983). The earliest parks were dependent upon state control to enforce the 

boundaries and created a legacy of governance and claim over landscapes (Neumann, 2004a). Extra-

local persons and institutions have, and still, dominate governance of protected areas (Peluso, 1992). 

The environmental movement’s imagined collective public good creates space for biodiversity 

conservation to be seen as everybody’s concern, near or far. The move to perceptually de-politicise 

the boundary-making practices facilitated non-governmental technocratic governance over protected 

areas (Brockington, Igoe, & Duffy, 2008). Multi-scale management has been achieved through 

international NGOs, and financing by political agreements between nation-states and the World Bank 

or other multilateral financial institutions (Duffy, 2006).  
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West Java is no exception to this pattern. I argue in Chapter Five, silvery gibbon conservation is 

embedded within the context of biodiversity conservation as a global negotiation between 

multilateral organisations and nation-states. Fortress conservation, through the process of territory 

making and strong marginalisation of groups of people, is remonstrated as modern colonialisation of 

the West over the rest Kroeker-Maus, 2014; Neumann, 1997; DeSanto, Jones, & Miller, 2011). 

Conceptually, it sustains the fetishism of nature in the eyes of the West by maintaining the idea of 

nature as Other through tourism based on romantic fantasies of indigenous cultures, reifying colonial 

assumptions about non-Western customs (Grove, 1996; d’Hauteserre, 2004). Materially, 

international institutions support, indirectly or directly, nationalistic agendas of excluding locals from 

using land in ways the government sees as competing with its own needs and profit, through violence 

and exclusion of the park as territory (Wilhusen et al., 2002). 

I concentrate more deeply in Chapter Five on longstanding conflicts between the Indonesian state 

and its citizens regarding access and use of Javanese forests. I situate the aid given by TAF and the tea 

plantations to the Javanese government in patrolling protected area boundaries and excluding 

people, an explicit condition of the permissions for silvery gibbon conservation. In this sense, silvery 

gibbon conservation is assisting the state in extending its control over an otherwise historically 

uncontrollable landscape. This thesis is not intended to contribute to literature on neo-colonial 

critiques of conservation but emphasises that the context is essential to the analysis of the 

dichotomous separation of nature/culture as a form of control that benefits from fortress 

conservation more than participatory models (Adams, 2003).  

3.3.1  Resistance and Conflict in Protected Areas 

Fortress conservation, as embodiment of the nature/culture dichotomy, reflects the position that 

there is no positive relationship possible between livelihood strategies of rural peoples and 

biodiversity conservation (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). The maintenance of the protected area and 

protection of wildlife, therefore, requires the eviction of any human inhabitants, by force if necessary 

(Wapner, 2014). Once the park has been ‘cleared’ of dwellers, it then takes continual human 

intervention to maintain the protected area, monitor biodiversity, and manage the conservation 

(Wapner, 2014). The irony is not lost in political ecology critiques of fortress conservation, which are 

quick to draw attention to the social inequity and injustices (Robbins, 2011). Such coercive tools for 

conservation are iterative efforts, requiring continual inputs to sustain governance over the territory 
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(Adams, Hodge, & Sandbrook, 2013). Conflicts put even greater tension on the material and semiotic 

maintenance of the boundaries, as communities or individuals challenge the imposed borders of 

protected areas, disagree over land ownership rights, and how the land should be used (Holmes, 

2014). Violence against the state, NGOs, and even the land itself has characterised the creation of 

protected areas where people had to be forcibly removed from their ancestral homes (Stevens, 1997; 

Neumann, 1998; Brockington & Igoe, 2006).  

Political ecologists have further argued that these injustices are not shared equally by marginalised 

communities, but that impacts are felt disproportionately along gender lines, between ethnic groups, 

and through class structures (Holmes & Brockington, 2013). Even when indigenous rights are 

incorporated, there is still the possibility that some indigenous groups are better represented than 

others, and that further still, the most marginalised ethnic communities are not necessarily the ‘most’ 

indigenous (Li, 2000; Sylvain, 2002). The resentment and hostility are often long lasting, making 

opportunities for reconciliation difficult (Stern, 2008; Seeland, 2000). It is also often perpetuated, as 

in the case of Native Americans who have had their histories erased from Yellowstone National Park, 

while also having their heritage paraded in the forms of crafts for sale, performances to be consumed 

by tourists, or symbols of the Wilderness they have been told cannot include them (Spence, 1996; 

West, Igoe, & Brockington, 2006).  

Failure to take the complexity into account adequately has been a source of conflict as diverse actors 

struggle to have their viewpoints recognised, and the regularity of this tension has called into 

question the sustainability of conservation projects (Hurley & Halfacre, 2011). The cumulative weight 

of so much resistance, conflict, and violent protest against fortress conservation models eventually 

led state and non-state institutions engaging in biodiversity conservation to reconsider their tactics 

(Vaccaro et al., 2013). In the backlash, the recombination of nature and culture, in name at least, 

gave rise to new practices combining conservation and development (Sachs, 1999). The use of 

development, from the situated context as an addition meant to address the conflict and resistance 

against fortress conservation, is a tool to ameliorate the grievances and address injustices. By 

reframing the rhetoric as conservation for the animals and development for the people, so to speak, 

conservation may continue without dissolving the territory: rather, it is a novel iteration of the 

territorialisation process.  
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 Conservation and Development 

The discourse that marries conservation and development into a conceptually fruitful and successful 

partnership is born out of the same foundations as biodiversity conservation: international 

institutional forums including the Brundtland Commission’s “Our Common Future” (1987), World 

Parks Congress, and the IUCN (Bushell & Eagles, 2007; Fisher, Maginnis, Jackson, Barrow, Jeanrenaud, 

2008). Based on the pervasive link between poverty and environmental degradation, development 

and conservation schemes were envisioned as a way to resolve issues of resistance towards 

protected areas and address injustices, without dissolving the protected areas boundaries (Bennett, 

2015). The logic is that improved economic well-being will lead to less environmentally degrading 

livelihood practices at its best, or at least that development programmes will be incentives for 

recipients to accept the costs of conservation (Marcus, 2001).  

Portraying conservation and development schemes as win-win scenarios, as the Brundtland Report 

does, obscures the complexity, heterogeneity, and contradictory accounts of how such processes are 

enacted on the ground (McShane et al., 2010). The tension between the perceived resource needs of 

wildlife versus the livelihoods of people has created questions over the trade-offs of trying to fulfil 

both (Neumann, 2004). After all, there is a strong political difference between those whose livelihood 

interests are connected to the landscapes in questions, and those who are interested in these spaces 

as an ecological system to be conserved (Menzies, 2007). Often, the globalised concern for 

endangered species takes precedence over the localised needs of people (Brown, 1998). If 

development supersedes conservation goals, it becomes confusing over whether conservation or 

development is the means or the end; the result is based on who has power to assert their 

knowledge, or their version of nature into practice (Wells, 1995; Escobar, 1998). After several 

decades of trying to combine conservation and development, Holland (2012) points out that thus far, 

there is as little conclusive knowledge about the results of reducing poverty via conservation as there 

is about these projects reducing the risk of species extinction.  
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The addition of development schemes to protected areas biodiversity conservation processes has 

been an interpretive exercise. The goals, as already stated, are to reduce poverty in two ways: 

1. If specific livelihood strategies are blamed for environmental degradation, alternative 

livelihood strategies are offered. (Brown, 2002).  

2. Offer incentives to convince people to accept the exclusionary boundaries of the park without 

conflict, and/or cease environmentally degrading activities (Hirsch et al., 2011).  

There is extensive literature critiquing the first, regarding ecotourism or other employment schemes 

with often unexpected negative outcomes (Ojeda, 2012; Coria & Calfucura, 2012; Duffy, 2013; West, 

Igoe, & Brockington, 2006). Incentive schemes assume compatibility of conservation and 

development and retain top-down management for managing pre-existing protected areas (Castro & 

Neilson, 2001).  

Incentives can be essentially payment schemes, mitigated offers of schools or health care facilities, or 

they can be subtler, working to change attitudes to accept predetermined agendas (Roth & Dressler 

2012; Büscher, 2014). In the latter sense, it is the knowledges that are being commoditised, and 

consumed by recipients to accept the practices of conservation (MacDonald, 2010). Cultivating 

conceptual incentives requires monitoring and maintenance, controlling interpretations and 

managing instabilities (Mosse, 2005). I argue in later chapters that TAF relies more on the rhetoric of 

successful material incentives than on actual implementation or measurable outcomes.  

Integrated Conservation and Development Programmes, or ICDPs, are problematised for failures to 

address complexity, heterogeneity, and power imbalances within the communities living in the 

physical spaces outside of protected areas, sometimes labelled ‘buffer zones’ (Hirsch et al., 2010). 

Wells & McShane (2004) pointed out that in practice, ICDPs are often limited in their longevity, 

funding, ability to identify and incorporate appropriate participants, and an overwhelming tendency 

to focus on the type of development offered rather than the lived impacts produced, a by-product of 

excessive ambition and unrealistic views of the win-win scenario. Despite often ambiguous 

outcomes, practitioners continue to hold on to the belief that ‘local’ people will surely support the 

protected area once they see that it offers economic benefits, and once they see the value, turning 

into protectors themselves (Honey, 2008).  
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Targeting recipients of development has also been challenged. The people in closest proximity to the 

decline are not necessarily responsible for controlling the factors propelling the degradation 

(Fletcher, 2012). Blaming the people closest to the protected areas is an oversimplification of the 

wider economic drivers affecting livelihood strategies, as well as broadly assuming that all people 

participate in the undesired strategy equally. This theory becomes important later in the thesis where 

I discuss the struggle of the Sangcang to adapt to conditions after deforestation. Incentive schemes 

blame these individuals who engage in unwanted behaviours, forcing them to bear the cost of 

development by forbidding those behaviours, while the benefits of the development programme are 

often spread out among the wider community (Cornwall, 2006). ICDPs offering incentives to a 

community through payments or alternative strategies reflect a false perception that the community 

distributes its goods fairly and will balance out the losses of those who are blamed. When economic 

incentives are designed to meet community needs, the designers are assuming that the recipients 

“are predisposed to self-sacrifice for the group good, which has given great currency to the idea that 

rural development is best stimulated through peasant communes, cooperatives, and cooperative 

activity” (Dove, 1983, p. 89).  

Such inequality is in itself a worthy critique of ICDPs. However, offering such blanket incentives has 

had other unintended outcomes. In some cases, people accept the alternative strategies and 

development incentives as an addition, not a replacement, to their current behaviours (Gezon, 2006). 

In other cases, the benefits attract a migration of people to the area hoping to receive a share, thus 

placing increased pressure on available resources (Langholtz, 1999). Equally as troubling, when new 

opportunities are offered, there have been notable cases of the elite controlling access to these new 

channels, leaving the most marginalised even worse off than they were before the ICDP was 

implemented, or having to resort to even more extractive or degrading practices than they were 

previously employing (Fletcher, 2012). Some ICDPs have tried to address the internal complexities 

within development recipient groups, but incentives continue to be employed (Krause, Collen, & 

Nicholas, 2013). 

ICDPs endure, as optimistic conservationists continue to seek “synergies” and ways to openly 

“negotiate trade-offs” to achieve successful models of conservation and development (Romero et al., 

2012). Tension between nature and culture persists, with one always being balanced as a trade-off 

for the other, rather than truly reflecting the integration it purports to champion. 
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 Neoliberal Conservation  

Fortress conservation, characterised by top-down and centralised control is contrasted against 

increasing calls for decentralised conservation inclusive of heterogeneous knowledges and practices 

(Springate-Baginski & Blaikie, 2007; Dahal, Nepal, & Schuett, 2013). Multilateral institutions, 

governments, and NGOs considered that decentralising control would potentially lower resource 

costs of maintenance, reduce local resistance, and allow them to publicly promote themselves as 

equitable agencies of empowerment as well as conservation (Brosius et al., 2005; McCarthy & 

Prudham 2004). Neoliberal conservation is the overwhelming trend, delivering the environment as a 

marketable form of governance (Roth & Dressler, 2012). Neoliberal conservation has generated an 

expansive body of literature, in turns promoting, analysing, and critiquing the spread of deregulated 

conservation in terms of neoliberal economics (Brockington et al., 2008). 

Neoliberal conservation translates trends in the neoliberal capitalism encompassing the world into 

global environmental frameworks: decentralisation, commodification, and the privatisation (Roth & 

Dressler, 2012). Nature, and protected areas as symbols of Nature, is commoditised as something to 

be negotiated, traded, and sold, often with little input from or regard for affected parties near the 

protected areas (MacDonald, 2010). The rise of new protected areas, owned privately, is growing in 

some regions, territorialising landscapes further in the name of conservation (Reid, 2011). Despite 

the promise of decentralised governance,  a critique of neoliberal conservation is that it fails to 

depart from conservation and development in its outcomes: territorialisation still occurs, inequality is 

exacerbated, the benefits are not shared equitably, and the costs remain heaviest for the most 

marginalised (Pokorny, Johnson, Medina, & Hoch, 2012; McElwee, 2012). Once again, the promise of 

a win-win solution has propelled a surge of interventions. Indeed, McElwee (2012) argues that the 

neoliberal tactics do little to lessen the hold of centralised power. 

This thesis is not a contribution to the ‘neoliberal environmentality’ (Fletcher, 2010), but while I 

argue that TAF operates more closely to fortress conservation, the cooperative support from the 

Indonesian government and DeWata tea plantation, which I explain in more depth in Chapter Five, 

operates within the contemporary context of global neoliberal conservation. A neoliberal study of 

silvery gibbon conservation would require full engagement with all the scales of interaction, including 

site research at other TAF locations globally. This study does not focus on critiquing neo-liberal 

conservation and scalar politics, rather,  its scope is focused on the sites where silvery gibbons are 
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actively being protected in West Java, Indonesia. Similarly, I acknowledge that there are other 

strategies for biodiversity conservation of protected areas that have been well researched.  

Community based resource management, polycentric governance, and other participatory based 

schemes are intended to share the decision-making power across multiple scales and amongst 

individuals with varying degrees of political capital (Margles, S.W., Peterson, R.B., Ervin, J. & Kaplin, 

B.A., 2010). These strategies have held important implications for biodiversity conservation processes 

but have not been incorporated in TAF’s conservation efforts in West Java. For this reason, they have 

been excluded from analysis. Yet the proliferation of techniques and strategies, and changing tactics 

over the years, are testament to the complexity and politics of biodiversity conservation processes. If 

fortress conservation is at one end of the ideological spectrum, next ICDPs, then community-based 

resource management and polycentric conservation are at the other end. It is debatable where on 

the spectrum neoliberal conservation fits in reality rather than in theory. As it is ideological, it will 

remain at the end of the spectrum furthest from fortress conservation based on its claims of 

deregulation and denaturalisation. However, the critiques of neoliberalism are worth retaining, as 

they hold considerable overlap with the critiques of conservation and development and even fortress 

conservation. Neoliberal conservation retains Nature as fetish, commoditising nature and thereby 

reifying culture as its binary.  

 Returning to the Fortress  

In recent years, there has been a return to fortress conservation, in backlash against failed or 

immeasurable conservation and development programmes (Znajda, 2014). The revival is borne from 

the argument that spending too much energy and resources on people has meant that the original 

cause for action, biodiversity conservation of endangered species, becomes lost in the process 

(Miller, Minteer, & Malan, 2011). The costs are simply too great, and the possibility of achieving 

meaningful conservation and development combined is too difficult (McShane et al., 2011). Rather 

than continue to face on going criticism, overwhelming resource costs, and unresolvable conflict, 

choosing a hard line and acknowledging the costs of that line is argued as preferable to ongoing 

uncertainty (McShane et al., 2011). Fortress conservation, then, has made a comeback among circles 

that have critiqued more participatory and de-regulated methods for failing to achieve conservation 

goals (Fletcher 2010). Several decades of community-based participation practices have been seen as 
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unsuccessful, problematic, and resource draining schemes. (Durand & Vázquez, 2011; Dahal, Nepal, & 

Schuett, 2014).  

The return to fortress conservation means a return to territorialisation, including defining and 

managing the behaviours and activities permitted in what is arguably a political as well as 

geographical space (Holmes, 2014; Wilhusen et al., 2002). Fortress conservation, still seen as 

overriding the rights, beliefs, and practices of marginalised humans, is bolstered in its return by the 

endurance and strength of the narratives of nature, wilderness, and love for charismatic species 

(Brockington, 2004). The return of the fort is a reinstatement of the nature/culture divide and seeing 

the world in this way allows species conservationists to justify the trade-offs involved (Wapner, 

2014). The movement ‘back to the barriers’ has not been incompatible or disassociated with 

neoliberalism’s turn towards privatisation and renewed fetishism of nature (Pochet, 2014; Hutton, 

Adams, & Murombedzi, 2005). The result is an increasing setting through which species are returned 

to the forefront of the biodiversity conservation agenda.   

Protected areas, of all management types, now cover more than 13% of the global landmass (WDPA, 

2012). Despite this, there are calls for more protected areas needed to save rare species (Cantú-

Salazar, Orme, Rasmussen, Blackburn, & Gaston, 2013). The global interest in biodiversity 

conservation creates the political climate to support protected areas, with even critiques 

acknowledging that in order to save species, some fortress conservation is likely still necessary 

(Brown, 2002). Even more interesting is how the global discourse on conservation, after several 

decades of association with development, has married the idea so strongly that even in cases of 

clear-cut fortress conservation, the discourse of a win-win solution has prevailed, no matter the level 

of engagement with development (Benjaminsen & Svarstad, 2010). The profit from discourse versus 

the reality of practice benefits TAF in a very similar fashion, as the win-win rhetoric becomes a 

hegemonic conceptualisation of species conservation (2010). 

To this point in the chapter I focused on political ecology perspectives on protected areas, which 

consistently acknowledge that species conservation, or biodiversity, is often cited as a reason for the 

creation of protected areas. Much of the literature reviewed draws on the relationships between 

humans and wildlife in conflict or harmony as qualitative evidence of the successes or failures of the 

conservation process. There remains a gap in political ecology literature in assessing the success of 

protected areas management schemes in terms of species population rise or decline. In the following 
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sections, I analyse the role of a species, conceptually, in its political use with respect to conservation 

and policy processes.  

 Contests over Species, and Why it Matters 

The prevalence of species as the focal tool for tackling a larger dilemma like biodiversity conservation 

belies the lack of consensus on the definition of a species- there is little agreement on what factors 

play the most influential role in deciding and defining the parameters of a species. “Nature is not 

necessarily neatly packaged” (Tattersall, 2007, p. 12). The ambiguity within the field of taxonomic 

classification has profound implications for the politics of which organisms receive protection over 

others. The process of labelling a species is a political statement of what ideas move from subjective 

to objective, and the construction of the objective becomes obscured by its authority as a fact (Stott 

& Sullivan 2000). Identifying species allows humans to fulfil their desire to order the world around 

them, in a decidedly Western knowledge framework (Wheeler et al., 2004). The politics of which 

taxonomy is supported by scientists or by critical political bodies is a debate of meanings and of 

difference, with political consequences. The contention over bounding a group of organisms within a 

label of a particular species has been critiqued for the political ramifications of where on the 

taxonomic classification that organism falls (Carolan, 2008).  

In defining a species as distinct it is argued that the veiled power of objectivity is an allusion, due to 

the necessity of accommodating legislation, funding and conservation mandates (Latour, 2004; 

Hendry et al., 2000). Known within the sciences as the ‘species problem,’ species are accepted by the 

public as normative for understanding biodiversity, and moreover, are legislated into practice by 

political bodies (Isaac & Purvist 2004; Carolan, 2008). Species retain a special role in science, despite 

their troubling vagueness, because this unit has the capacity to “illustrate a nature that needs to be 

saved” in a way that genus, family, and order does not (Lowe, 2004, p.511). In his study of How to be 

a Fig, Daniel Janzen states, “A fig is not a FIG is not a fig” (Janzen, 1979, p.41). Janzen is arguing that 

there are many species of figs, but each is not valued by humans in equal measure. Importance is 

weighted at the species level where function and value can be related in specific terms and images 

that draw human recognition and valuation. 
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At the species level an identity can be assigned a role, or utility. In the case of the Preble’s mouse, 

this may be to control zoning, route conservation funding and processes, and enter into a body of 

legislation that is then nearly impossible to be removed despite contradicting evidence of the 

classification of the organisms (Crifasi, 2007). Social scientists are quick to argue that “once a species 

has entered into the realm of biodiversity calculation, it hardly ever emerges again as unworthy of 

protection; transnational biodiversity ideologies inhibit such reversals” (Lowe, 2004, p. 510). The idea 

that a subspecies, or a species, can be treated differently in practice simply based on its taxonomic 

classification has been critiqued as a tool of politics, and yet another form of boundary maintenance. 

The inherent power of a rare species is far from lost on conservation biologists, and the perceived 

benefit of being labelled more threatened or endangered than previously thought has caused 

taxonomic inflation (Tattersall, 2007). 

Scientists are aware individuals and institutions are more likely to support conservation, both 

politically and financially, if the species in question is considered at high risk (Caro & O’Doherty 

1999). The Order Primates in the past 30 years has increased from just over 180 species to 464 

species, with only a few dozens of those being genuinely novel species designations or discoveries, 

and the rest are the result of dividing one previous species into several, and elevating sub species to 

full species status (Rylands et al., 2011). Of those primates, nearly half of them are listed by the IUCN 

as being of conservation concern (IUCN Red List, 2012). Primates are commonly used as a target 

species in biodiversity conservation (Lambert, 2010), justified biologically as important seed dispersal 

animals in a forest and thus integral to floral dynamics, and as culturally significant to both local and 

global audiences for multiple reasons and purposes (Haraway, 1989). The acceptance of taxonomic 

classification of these new primate species allows them to become candidates for conservation 

programmes, as taxonomic uncertainty or conflict can be a cause for rejecting a species as a 

conservation candidate (Smith et al., 2012). 

For example, within the primate family, the Philippine Tarsier is considered to be a flagship species 

for Filipino conservation, but taxonomic confusion is thought to have impeded conservation action by 

the government and NGO’s (Brown et al., 2014). The normative values of a species are, I argue, an 

extremely political decision that moves subject knowledge on organism diversity into positivistic 

objectivity through bounding the organisms into a fixed and static identity, before once again placing 

them into subjective conservation processes. Flagship species are a conservation strategy that openly 

relies on the subjectivity of species concepts to play on emotional appeal of certain organisms. I 
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argue that silvery gibbons are a flagship species for TAF, not chosen for conservation because of 

positivistic perspectives on their role in biodiversity or within the taxonomic Order Primata, but for 

their charisma and appeal.  

3.7.1 Flagship Species 

There are many species strategies employed by conservation biologists, but I argue that TAF’s 

technique is not fuelled by keystone species, indicator species, umbrella species, or such biological 

approaches based upon positivist assumptions of the role a particular species plays in ecosystem 

function. Rather, they use charismatic megafauna species and employ the flagship species approach, 

one supported by conservation biologists who recognise the need for global buy-in (Smith et al., 

2010). TAF is not a single-species entity, but each species they work with is charismatic, and in this 

thesis, I assess the silvery gibbon as a representative of TAF’s species-based activities, and of TAF’s 

use of flagship species for its West Java conservation practices. Flagship species openly make use of 

the charisma of certain animals in capturing our imagination and stirring an emotional response to 

their vulnerability (Verissimo et al., 2011). 

A flagship’s ecological function is far less important than its ability to attract attention and funding 

from public audiences based on its visual or imagined appeal, or charisma (Walpole & Leader-

Williams, 2002). Flagship approaches are unique because literature on the approach is still largely 

contained within the same publications as literature on the more positivistic approaches to species-

based conservation, yet the flagship approach is openly based upon non-positivistic assumptions. 

Indeed, the approach has been championed by these quantitative scientific domains as vital to 

gaining public support (Verissimo et al., 2011). The support for the smuggling of subjectivity into their 

positivistic domain is that many of the alternative approaches such as keystone, umbrella, or 

indicator species have failed to do this, largely through a failure to prove their efficacy (Roberge & 

Angelstam, 2003; Branton & Richardson 2011; Carignan & Villard, 2002). The lack of clarity in trust 

and success for particular practices in species-based efforts grounded in positivistic methods has led 

many scientists to argue that multi-species and multi-landscape approaches are preferable (Chase et 

al., 2000). This thesis does not analyse the trade-offs between species versus multi-species or multi-

ecosystem, because I believe that the type of fortress conservation conducted by TAF shows no 

evidence of consideration of these approaches.  
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Defined by conservation biologists, charismatic species are well known, easily identifiable, and 

generally associated with a particular region or hotspot (Konteleon & Swanson, 2003). Although 

there are no ecological criteria for choosing a flagship species, the approach is hoped that 

conservation of the target species will have protective benefits for other aspects of biodiversity 

conservation in its habitat (Andelman & Fagan, 2000). Flagship species conservation programmes 

operate under the assumption that organisations and institutions can raise funding and awareness 

from audiences who may have never seen, know much about on a detailed scientific basis, or interact 

with that particular animal (Smith et al., 2010). Iconic megafauna such as the panda bear, tigers, 

elephants, gorillas, etc., and the tropical forests or great savannahs they are from invoke romantic 

ideas of nature to the, often-Western, donors and institutional backers (2010).  

The tendency for many donors and in turn, organisations, to repeatedly rely on the same suite of 

charismatic megafauna does not spread conservation action to other less well-known or less 

attractive species that are possibly much more endangered (Verissimo et al., 2011). For this reason, 

the reliance on subjective social representations of species knowledge, as in charismatic species, 

warrants scrutiny (Campbell, 2007). How we construct species knowledge, and attribute charisma to 

species to attract attention, shapes the possibilities for addressing the most critical and sensitive 

species and ecosystems. Flagship approaches have been criticised by both social scientists and 

conservation biologists as limited in scope and creating conflict amongst sympatric human 

communities who resent changed access to resources as a result of the species’ conservation (Joseph 

et al., 2011; Meijaard & Sheil, 2008). 

I argue that recognition of social conflict by conservation biologists is limited, as they continue to 

cling to the belief that flagship species have the “potential to change citizen behaviour, including 

participation in conservation and support of fundraising” (Douglas & Verissimo 2013, p. 98). Many 

practitioners continue their refusal to acknowledge what social science criticism has levelled as value-

laden interventions by external parties, or fundraising campaigns with little regard for the human 

marginalisation in the name of the charismatic megafauna (Frazier, 2005; MacDonald, 2004). When 

faced with conflict, practitioners continue to expect that with time, the local communities will be 

won over by the external leveraging of the species as a positive symbol of their shared biophysical 

region (Barua, Gurdak, Ahmed, & Tamuly, 2012). In other words, persisting to expose these 

communities to messages of conservation is thought to be able to, if not immediately, then 

eventually through “tenacity and vigilance”, translate to a willingness to support conservation 
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(Douglas & Verissimo, 2013, p. 110). I argue that this thought process, associated with external 

symbolism of a charismatic flagship, is compatible with fortress conservation models like TAF’s that 

dabble in the discourse of win-win conservation.  

The seemingly benign adoption of subjective emotional appeal into the scientific realm of 

conservation biology has turned the decline of a group of organisms bounded by human taxonomic 

nomenclature into a political practice of defining the value of a species, and with it, appropriate 

human-wildlife relationships (Srinivasan, 2014). To biologists, the ‘conflicts’ are issues to be solved 

rather than acknowledging they are political struggles over values, resource access, and livelihood 

strategies (2014). Circling back to earlier arguments in the chapter over boundary formation and 

legibility, flagship species become tools to achieve the territorialisation of nature, and with it the 

forms of control over human-wildlife and human-landscape relationships. Analysing species 

conservation illustrates not only how knowledge is produced and legitimised by the erasure of 

conflicting knowledges through conservation processes, but also what future knowledges may be 

formed (Gabriel, 2011). 

Political ecology argues that meaning is “produced as much by what is omitted as by what is included” 

(Gabriel, 2011, p. 132). Scientific knowledge on what a species is, and where its habitat is, makes 

these concepts into reality, a process James Scott describes as making legible, visible for action (Scott, 

1998). Jatna Supriatna, a leading Indonesian primatologist, believes that species concepts are the key 

to conservation, and charismatic flagship species are the tools for garnering funding, interest, and 

support (Lowe, 2004). The Javan gibbon, Hylobates moloch, is considered Java’s most threatened 

primate, and one of the world’s most endangered apes (Whitten, Soeriaatmadja, & Afiff, 1996; IUCN 

2011). Since 1924 the species has been protected under Indonesian law, and for several decades 

under CITES Appendix 1 (Andayani et al., 2008). But despite this, the gibbons are threatened by 

habitat loss, a strong pet trade industry in Java, and hunting for a protein source (Atmoko et. al., 

2008). Supriatna argues that the gibbons’ charm can by harnessed by conservation organisations to 

entice locals, eco tourists, and the government, to protect the species and its forest environments 

(Supriatna et al., 2010). At this stage, there are two leading organisations employing silvery gibbons 

as flagship species. The Javan Primates Conservation Project, JPCP, and The Javan Gibbon Centre. 

Both are both based in West Java but funded and founded by international zoo-based charities. They 

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Five, but here it is important to note that the connection 

between western zoological ideologies over the role of species in conservation, and the processes 
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enacted for silvery gibbons as a flagship species, are essential to the core argument of this thesis: 

that the combined in situ and ex situ strategies trend closer towards fortress conservation than more 

participatory strategies.  

 In Situ/Ex Situ: The Multi Scale Practice of Species Conservation 

Rather than canvassing the history of zoos, I begin with the understanding that zoos, facing pressure 

from the public to justify the ethical grounds for keeping animals in captivity for human recreation, 

have increasingly adopted the rhetoric, and to varying degrees the practice, of their role as important 

advocates of and practitioners for species conservation (Hanson, 2002; Hancocks, 2001). Zoos have 

capitalised on their experience as breeders of charismatic endangered species to showcase their 

profile as conservationists of iconic wildlife, and in some cases breeding with the intent of 

reintroduction into the habitats they were once collected from (Hanson, 2002). The terminology then 

for the animals housed in the zoos and other captive situations is known as ex situ, whereas in situ is 

defined by the Convention on Biological Diversity as species populations in their natural surroundings 

(CBD, 2002). There are other conceptualisations of in situ and ex situ, but I remain focused on 

conservation references, and the accepted assumption that zoos are the most globally recognised 

and powerful ex situ agents (Martin et al., 2014; CBD 1992).  

The Convention on Biological Diversity prioritises in situ conservation over ex situ conservation (CBD 

2002), placing a hierarchy on the political status of each. In situ conservationists use this point to 

criticise ex situ processes as resource diversions, limited in scope, and a last resort for endangered 

species (Conde et al., 2013). Zoo professionals have countered these arguments by proposing that ex 

situ conservation can successfully combine with in situ conservation, and that the continued decline 

of many of the in situ charismatic species is evidence that there is a need for such a comprehensive 

strategy (Pritchard et al., 2011). Making form meet function, social scientists have challenged zoos to 

match their collection planning with their conservation alignment, going so far as to comment “there 

is no excuse for having such species in their collections and not conducting conservation activities 

with them” (Fàbregas, Guillén-Salazar, & Garcés-Narro, 2012, p. 67). There are a number of zoos that 

are making strides, but it is not yet ubiquitous (2012), and indeed it is this platform that TAF uses to 

justify its combined in situ / ex situ approach.  
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The emphasis on natural surroundings is evidence of persisting trends to preference nature as other, 

and prioritising it reinforces the imagined notion of Nature and the desire for ahuman nature to be 

preserved (Braverman, 2014). Ex situ is openly anthropomorphic, but in situ is able to maintain the 

chimera of authenticity (Fa et al., 2014). Theoretical literature is quick to point out the similarities: 

that there is strong taxonomic bias in both social science and biological sciences towards the 

charismatic species, and that conservation from both sources embraces the anthropogenic qualities 

of charismatic megafauna (Fa et al., 2014). Privileging nature seems to be essential to conservation 

narratives, because without the idea of nature as separate it is difficult to imagine what conservation 

means (Braverman, 2014). 

By extension, without in situ conservation's correlating association with wilderness and the values it 

assumes, ex situ becomes a meaningless description of an organism’s habitat. The concept of natural 

surroundings of a population of organisms also denotes specific places, or native origins, or a species 

(Fleishman et al., 2011). Thus, exotic species, including humans, are increasingly vilified as 

threatening in situ conservation, and contesting it has become an ideological and intensely political 

battle (Davis et al., 2011). Challenging the dichotomy between in situ and ex situ is a political 

challenge against the dominant modes of conservation through exotic/native practices. These 

political challenges extend to the domination of big international NGOs and even legal agreements 

on in situ landscapes, as well as the scientific valuation of species concepts, nativity of species, and 

the tension between static versus dynamic notions of a species. I believe the hierarchical preference 

of in situ is even reinforced by zoos: by emphasising the goal of returning ex situ animals to in situ 

places, they are themselves suggesting that in situ is the superior habitat. Later in this thesis, I 

demonstrate how Damien Aspinall uses this concept to justify his conservation process and further 

reinforce the divide between in situ and ex situ. The ex situ animal cannot be an advocate for 

conservation if there is no referential in situ. 

The continued maintenance of in situ and ex situ is thus upheld on both sides, simultaneously reifying 

the nature/culture dichotomy. I argue that it is this pattern that trends silvery gibbon conservation 

closer towards fortress conservation, because the in situ spaces chosen for silvery gibbons by TAF are 

highly managed places as well. Braverman (2014) argues that the intensive level of management in 

the exclusionary models of protected areas call into question the validity of the differences between 

in situ and ex situ. I explore this tension between managed control and conceptions of wild nature in 
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the sites that TAF selects and rejects as viable in situ conservation spaces, despite the presence of 

silvery gibbons in each of the sites. 

 Conclusion 

In this chapter I traced how particular knowledge frameworks have become translated into 

conservation practices. I grounded the practices integral to my research, fortress conservation and 

combined in situ ex situ conservation strategies in the theoretical literature, arguing that the dualistic 

patterns borne out of nature/culture tensions are reified through the processes of flagship species 

conservation. I argued that the territorialisation of space through increasing legibility and visibility 

shows similarity to the process of bounding groups of organisms into named taxonomic species, each 

with conflicting evidence of why the borders should be challenged or accepted, and the political 

outcomes of such enforced boundaries. In the next chapter, I put forth the methodology used in my 

research. I use the theoretical arguments and frameworks established in Chapters Two and Three to 

inform the methodological inquiry. 
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Chapter 4: Research Methods 

 Introduction: Methodological Approach 

The purpose of this study is to uncover some of the outcomes of species-based conservation projects 

that combine in situ and ex situ efforts. I focus on the silvery gibbon. They are not the sole species 

involved in The Aspinall Foundation’s, TAF’s, efforts, but I believe they are the charismatic flagship 

species for TAF’s West Java project. The pervasive application of species-based conservation, despite 

uncertain achievements, necessitates that the processes continue to be studied. Analysis of how 

species protection is framed, understood, and defined is crucial if there is to be improvement in 

conservation policy, practice, and management. My research focused on field-based, ethnographic 

research methods in order to assess combined in situ and ex situ modes of conservation by TAF in 

West Java. The results give insight into the persistence of species-based conservation interventions 

and the material and semiotic representations of human-gibbon relationships. I argue the two are 

related through controlling modes of knowledge representation and reifying nature-culture binaries.   

The complexity and depth of species-based conservation within the context of human-environment, 

gibbon-environment, and human-gibbon relationships requires a methodology that accepts 

knowledge as dynamic. For this research I developed a methodological approach that supports a 

nuanced and contextual understanding of how knowledge production is controlled, disseminated, 

accepted, adapted, or resisted. This chapter examines the theory driven research design principles 

selected for answering the thesis research question. Beginning with a discussion of the epistemology 

of political ecology which I employ to inform the theoretical perspective of this thesis, I then progress 

to how that perspective shaped my methodological approach.  
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My applied approach directed the particular methods used, which were semi-structured interviews 

and observations. I examined the ethical implications of the research aims and objectives. A careful 

consideration of the ethical role of participants is included. Finally, the methods for analysis and 

results and their associated representations of participant and researcher perspectives are discussed, 

highlighting how they make room for alternative knowledge constructions that challenge the 

dominant narratives. Combined, my methodological approach was designed to address the research 

question:  “How does the differentiation between in situ and ex situ influence processes that combine 

both for single species conservation approaches?”. 

 Methodological Approach 

4.2.1 Qualitative Approaches: The Epistemology of Subjectivism  

Historically, qualitative research approaches have accepted knowledge production as situated, 

socially constructed, and influenced by experience or perception (Butler-Kisber, 2010). Increasingly, 

these approaches have shown “that meaning and human practice merit scientific interest as genuine 

and significant phenomena in their own right” (Weinberg, 2002, p. 13). Political ecology as a 

theoretical perspective drives the context through which qualitative research approaches elicit depth 

and involved perspectives on human-environment relationships and interactions. Political ecology 

allows for sharing the lived experiences of individuals whose experiences counter the narratives told 

by dominant discourses, and offers more situated contexts through which to problematise common 

correlations or assumptions about causation (Robbins, 2011; Campbell et al., 2012; Hurley & 

Halfacre, 2011). To achieve insights into the relationships between human perspectives and actions, 

qualitative methods hold to several core elements. In qualitative studies the researcher is the 

primary mode of data collection and analysis, driven by a theory through which interpretation 

provides meaning to human experiences, phenomena, and perspectives through detailed description 

(Gerber & Williams, 2002). 

Importantly, qualitative research openly acknowledges the subjective nature not only of the 

researcher role, but also of the participants, and values this subjectivity for the holistic and deep 

results it can elicit (Gerber, 1996). Political ecology has historically employed subjectivity to “expose 

the forces at work in ecological struggle and document livelihood alternatives in the face of change” 

(Robbins, 2004, p. 13). The emotive qualities are seen as evidence of the ways that power is replete 
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through resource access and usage contests, and changing ecologies, in a way that rejects apolitical 

explanations of environmental conflicts (Robbins, 2011). The theory that there are no apolitical 

explanations for ecological struggles drives the qualitative approach used in this thesis to argue that 

combined in situ and ex situ conservation strategies reproduce dualistic systems and therefore edge 

towards fortress conservation policies.  

In contrast, quantitative research approaches attempt to maintain a sense of objectivity that is built 

upon assumptions of an ultimate truth and scientific supremacy that political ecologists have 

repeatedly challenged as the source of discursive power over environmental struggles (Forsyth, 2013; 

Goldman et al., 2011). Quantitative research is designed and read to assess one reality, whereas 

qualitative methodologies allow for the possibility of multiple realities composed of knowledges that 

are often contested, fluctuating, negotiated, proliferated, and sometimes subverted to a dominant 

discourse (Clifford, French, & Valentine, 2003). Political ecologists have expanded past their own 

classic linear structural explanations of political economies to voice wider alternative narratives. 

These narratives focus on the role that subjective emotions play in negotiating environmental 

governance and break down the nature/culture dualism, while still recognising the role of structural 

forces in managing resource use and access (Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2013).  

Stemming from the single/multiple realities is the inherent openness of qualitative approaches to 

explore non-dualistic worldviews in which the theoretical experiences of individuals are not 

separated from their material circumstances (Gill, Waltz, Suhrbier, & Robert, 2014). Political 

ecologists and other social scientists have firmly established links between material and discursive 

meanings (Peluso & Lund, 2011; Li, 2005; Agarwal, 1992). The rejection of separating meaning from 

practice, as well as separating researcher from research subject, is in line with the research approach 

taken in this thesis. I demonstrated in Chapters Two and Three the strong correlation between 

semiotic and biophysical expressions of human-environment relationships. I argued that such 

dualistic thinking edged TAF’s species conservation interventions closer towards fortress 

conservation. Here I argue that only a theory driven qualitative research approach can offer insights 

into the struggle to control processes of species-based conservation and representations of human-

gibbon relationships by capturing participant voices in their own context (Creswell, 2014).  
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4.2.2 The Research Question 

The research question of this thesis is interpretive, deductive, and openly acknowledges the 

subjectivity of both the researcher and the research subjects. More often, researchers are welcoming 

the contributions of these interpretive insights in their analyses of the processes of conservation 

projects. Planning conservation projects must take into account a complex set of factors and, unlike 

the case with the older and more purely natural science approach, these factors are largely social, 

and are so in complex ways (Carrier & West, 2009b, p. 160). In this study, I am interested in how 

people’s individual experiences and perceptions of the silvery gibbon have impacted their 

relationship with the species. I aim to document novel expressions of human-gibbon values beyond 

the discourse of global intrinsic value for biodiversity and the economic cost of conservation to 

individuals or groups of people. The purpose is to demonstrate not only alternative explanations for 

human-gibbon relationships, but also why the structural chains of silvery gibbon conservation reify 

nature/culture dualisms through the combined in situ and ex situ strategies.  

My research approach also answers a call for more in-depth qualitative contributions to the role of 

species in nonhuman primate conservation and development interventions (Ganzhorn, 2011; Riley & 

Fuentes, 2011). Until recently, much of primate conservation research, policy, and practice has been 

conducted by scientists employing positivistic quantitative methodologies (Ganzhorn, 2011). As I 

argue in Chapter Three, conservation has long relied on the authority of objectivity to hide its own 

situated, political, and subjective history. More broadly, species have been used to make 

assumptions about ecological processes, and without adequate understanding of how these species 

interact with and are affected by anthropogenic forces (Ganzhorn, 2011). A positivistic methodology 

is not as well equipped to problematise the plural understandings within competing approaches to 

knowledge production, and increasingly primate conservationists are turning towards qualitative 

methods to explore the varied circumstances of human-primate knowledges (Ellwanger, Riley, Niu, 

Tan, 2015). While my research is not an attempt to contribute to ethno primatology, I do share the 

application of qualitative approaches to see how human-gibbon relationships are affecting the 

processes of silvery gibbon conservation, and the rejection of human/nature divisions (Malone et al., 

2014).  
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In summary, I embed the epistemology of subjectivity inherent to qualitative approaches into the 

theoretical perspective of political ecology in order to answer the research question driving this 

thesis. I chose the methodology of case study research, to promote a situated, qualitative and in-

depth approach , recognising the importance of the researcher role (Yin, 2013). Case study research 

relies heavily on context. This includes the research setting, research objectives, subjects, and 

participants, and their potential and actual positions and biases (including myself), of which not all 

may be immediately evident (Richards, 2015). The next section I defend the methodology  selected, 

case study research, as being necessary to ground my theoretical approach and offering rich context 

for the research setting that I believe is required to unpack the outcomes of combining in situ and ex 

situ species-based conservation. 

 Theory Driven Case Study Research 

4.3.1  Case Studies: In-Depth Context  

Case study research as a methodology relies on the theoretical perspective underpinning it, perhaps 

more so than other qualitative methodologies, as it shapes the research question, methods, and 

interpretation (Anfara & Mertz, 2015). Fields ranging from anthropology, medicine, law, and various 

social sciences employ case study research (Roberts, 1995). While this does not constitute a solid 

justification of the approach, it is indicative of the value it can add to research., There has been some 

confusion over the positioning of case study research in methodological approaches (de Vaus, 2001). 

It is easy to conflate case studies as methodology and method, and indeed scholars have used them, 

and argued for them, as both (Crotty, 1998; Simons, 2009). The confusion may stem, according to 

Creswell (1998), from the role that theory plays in research design. Creswell notes that the difference 

in inductive versus deductive research affects the role that theory plays in research design, and thus 

case study may be simply a method, or a research methodology (Creswell, 2003). In this study, I 

follow Anfara & Mertz (2015) in applying case study as the research methodology, underpinned by 

political ecology theoretical perspectives.  

Simons (2009, p. 21) defines case study “as an in-depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the 

complexity and uniqueness of a particular project, policy, institution, programme, or system in a ‘real 

life’ context.” Case studies are not exhaustive of all aspects pertaining to the case but specialise on 

particular issues in increased depth (Babbie, 2015). They are conducted in discrete periods of time in 
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real lived environments, and are thus embedded within the social, temporal, political, cultural 

contexts of that time rather than in manufactured experiments (Yin, 2013). Case studies are not 

always generalisable. They are unique and are bound by the parameters set by the researcher’s time, 

skill, ability, and resources (Blatter, 2008).  

Case study research as a methodology is inherently flexible in scope, allowing study design to be 

either narrowly bounded or broad (White, 1992). The study is bounded in time and space, is likely not 

replicable in all its details, may not be relevant to other cases, cannot be inclusive of all correlating 

issues, and is heavily influenced by the researcher’s faculties and positionality (Thomas, 2011). 

However, case studies allow the researcher to become immersed in the surroundings and gain a 

detailed perspective on the individuals and processes being interviewed and observed (Creswell, 

2013). Furthermore, the immersion may reveal subtle conflicts, connections, or complications that 

would be missed with less intensive modes of inquiry, qualities I argue are central to political ecology 

perspectives on the importance of alternative explanations for ecological struggles and conflicts of 

nature/culture relationships. The intensely situated context of a case study has led to disagreement 

over the applicability of research that is not generalisable (Punch, 2013). O’Conner et al., (2003) 

insists that it is the soundness of analysis that determines the validity of the study, not the 

generalisability. Analysis is interpretive (Richards, 2014), and I argue that this is an opportunity to 

enhance understanding at a deeper level and allow the readers to draw their own generalisations 

from the voices and narratives collected.  

In this thesis, I have purposefully chosen case study methodology, though it should be noted that my 

approach and design of methods is influenced by another methodology, ethnography. Ethnography 

typically involves significant investment of the researcher’s time observing or participating in the lives 

of people in order to portray it as accurately as possible from the subjects’ perspectives (Madison, 

2011). My research is not an ethnography. I do wish to present the context as richly as I am able, and 

I adhere strongly to the ethnographic principle of letting the words of those interviewed speak for 

themselves, but not the vestiges of classic ethnographic elements of positivism (Hammersley, 2013). 

Case study research is more appropriate to suit my theoretical framework, because while both 

approaches are lauded for their ability to reveal complexity and depth, my research question is built 

on the subject/object principles of theory driven case study, not on the desire to represent a social 

reality through extensive time as a participant observer (Van Maanen, 2011).  
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4.3.2 Case Study Selection: Silvery Gibbons and The Aspinall Foundation 

Following Thomas (2011, pp. 514), the subject of my case study is a “revealing example through 

which the lineaments of the object can be refracted” (emphasis in original). The subject is not 

intended as a representative sample but is an opportunity to examine the analytical framework 

(Wieviorka, 1992). In my research, the case study subject is TAF’s silvery gibbon conservation 

intervention in West Java, and the object is the process of combined in situ and ex situ strategies for 

species-based conservation. The object is dynamic, evolving as the theoretical framework is used to 

repeatedly question what the subject of the case reveals about the object throughout the entire 

research process (Thomas, 2011). The design of the subject and object helps to establish the reason 

for doing the study, or the purpose (George & Bennett, 2005). The continued application of species-

based conservation efforts, despite growing awareness that human-wildlife relationships are more 

complex and contested than most conservation discourse supports, necessitates understandings of 

the processes and outcomes of interventions (Roberge & Angelstam, 2004; Home, Keller, Nagel, 

Bauer, & Hunziker, 2009).  

 Suitable case studies should combine pragmatic and methodological justifications (Seawright & 

Gerring, 2008). The process to be used for a case study approach involves deciding the boundaries of 

the study, because even though the approach looks for depth, complexity, and connectivity. It is not 

possible to examine all aspects of species conservation, or even all aspects of TAF’s conservation 

interventions, which operate globally with many different charismatic species in multiple countries. 

Criteria for selecting the one chosen for this study was based upon contemporary strategies in 

species conservation that resonate with political ecology concerns over the human-environment 

relationships affected by biodiversity conservation interventions, and the pragmatic need to narrow 

scope of study down to an achievable case subject.   
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The criteria:   

• Had to be an external (international) intervention by a non-governmental organisation. 

• The intervention had to explicitly state the goal of species conservation. 

• Applied a target species technique, such as keystone, indicator, flagship, or focal species 

approach to support the intervention.  

• Had to combine in situ and ex situ conservation strategies. 

• The interventions would be either in planning and/or implementation phases, but not 

complete. 

• Had to be a location able to be travelled to from Auckland, New Zealand, within reasonable 

resource expectations.  

• Had to be a species I was capable of understanding information on, and given my primate 

background, a primate was preferred.  

 

The criteria were not excessively restrictive, but they were chosen to maximise pragmatic 

concerns and fit the political ecology theory driving the research question. The silvery gibbon, 

Hylobates moloch, as identified by The Aspinall Foundation for conservation interventions in 

West Java with the support of the Javanese and Indonesian authorities, and including 

community involvement, matched the necessary criteria for the subject. The case study 

subject, TAF’s silvery gibbon conservation interventions, and object, the processes of 

combined in situ and ex situ conservation strategies, took place in site specific locations. 

These sites were nexuses of TAF activity, locations of intervention into landscapes where 

gibbons inhabit and with influence on TAF in situ and ex situ conservation processes.  

 

There were three primary locations. Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, the Java Primate 

Conservation Project centre, and Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve. The first is a protected area 

that has undergone heavy deforestation within its borders, save for fragments where intense 

biodiversity co-inhabit spaces that have not been disturbed. These spaces are sacred to 

humans, and the beliefs and rituals practiced here have intertwined human and nonhuman 

species together. The second is the primate centre built by TAF to house its ex situ gibbons, 

including those intended to be released back into protected areas to become in situ gibbons. 

The third site is a tea plantation, Dewata, situated within the Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve. 
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Dewata is permitted to continue to exist within the core of one of the largest continuous 

protected areas remaining in West Java, in exchange for helping to maintain that protection. 

It is the site where TAF has deemed appropriately in situ for releasing its gibbons.  

 

I explore the situated context of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, and how its histories 

have shaped perceptions of species conservation opportunities within the park. Leuweung 

Sancang Nature Reserve was established by decree of the Minister of Agriculture, No. 370 / 

Kpts / Um / 6/1978 dated June 9, 1978. It is located on the southern coast of West Java, and is 

known both as Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, and in Bahasa Indonesia as Cagar Alam 

Leuweung Sancang. Sancang is 2,1257 hectares, intended to protect threatened lowland 

dipterocarp and mangrove forests, and remaining endemic populations of endangered fauna 

including silvery gibbons (Malone, Selby, & Longo 2014). Despite its protected status, it is 

after the designation of Sancang as a Nature Reserve that the most intense deforestation 

reportedly occurred (Malone, 2007). It is now a fragmented forested area, with the gibbons 

clustered around areas that have been protected from deforestation by sacred beliefs and 

rituals still practiced in the park today. The livelihoods of human communities near the 

reserve have been shaped by these sacred sites. In turn the animals’ livelihoods are also 

shaped by the presence and practices of the sacred sites against the wider political economic 

pressures on the remaining ecological resources in the protected area.  

 

The Java Primates Conservation Project is located in an area called Patuha, in South Bandung 

province. TAF signed a Memorandum of Understanding on 11 December 2009 that “launched 

a new project to save the endangered Javan Gibbon” with the forestry and conservation 

departments in Java, which is the JPCP (Appendix 1). It is a legal partnership with The Nature 

Conservation Agency of Indonesia, the government branch known herein as BKSDA, and 

Perum Perhutani, the Javanese production forest department, herein simply Perhutani. The 

land is leased from the Perhutani, upon which TAF has built its enclosures and habitats for its 

ex situ gibbons. It is on this site, and surrounding the centre, that I explored the questions of 

what defines a gibbon as ex situ, and how it becomes translated into an in situ gibbon. Here 

also I  recorded the thoughts of persons who live near or work with the gibbons concerning 

their own perceptions of gibbon conservation.  
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The third site is a tea plantation within a protected area. Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve has been 

protected since 1978 and is over 8,000 hectares (Minister of Agriculture Decree 

68/Kpts/Um/2/1978). Operating inside the park is Dewata tea plantation. Dewata tea plantation 

(hereto referred to only as Dewata) has special permission to continue its operation, despite laws 

against private companies operating within protected areas, because the company was already 

present and in operation prior to the foundation of the reserve in 1978 (BKSDA 2014). The unique 

arrangement means that in the centre of the reserve is a community of workers/residents who live 

inside the protected area, with the forest surrounding the tea plantation on all sides. 

 Ethical Considerations  

It is necessary to draw attention to the ethical trade-offs. I lay out in detail the consideration I have 

made for the ethical context of the study now, in advance of reviewing the methods. This is to 

foreground the importance and responsibility I gave to the ethics of this study. I see all aspects of the 

study design as cohesive, and that the ethics should overlap, and be held congruously. In this section, 

I review the ethical considerations of the field research in West Java, Indonesia.  

4.4.1 Case Study Ethics 

Since case studies are often conducted at a localised scale to obtain the level of detail characteristic 

of the approach, there can be an inherent difficulty in balancing the rights of the researcher who has 

obtained permissions to conduct a study, with the rights of those who may be affected by the 

research (Richards, 2014). There is a very real need to acknowledge that institutions or individuals 

may either benefit or lose from the process of research or the results of publication (Silverman, 

2013). Research participants may benefit by having their perspectives heard over issues that pertain 

directly to their communities and resources or misrepresent themselves purposefully to either 

benefit or avoid risk (Monahan & Fisher, 2010). My research offers an outlet for participants to voice 

their knowledge, opinions, and perspectives on Javan gibbon conservation and how it impacts their 

lives.  

There is a risk that the research may reveal class or ethnic differences in perspectives, unequal rights 

to access and use of resources, and uneven ability to leverage personal relationships to improve 

access to beneficial resources (Flores, 2015). If a group of persons is identified as engaging in actions 

or views for a particular conservation space that are contrary to what more a more powerful group 
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wants to enforce, there may be negative repercussions, or more likely, suspicion of the researcher 

(Hume & Mulcock, 2013). This is a potential effect of the research, but it is unlikely as the research 

objectives are not to document or report the location or identity of behaviours deemed 

inappropriate by the powerful group or any individuals therein. Nor is the research trying to affect 

policy on regulations of resource access in conservation spaces, only to contribute to theories on the 

processes and outcomes of combined in situ and ex situ conservation interventions.  

I have a great deal of respect for the fluidity and constantly changing dynamics of the lives of those 

included in the scope of this research, both in terms of my own interpretations, and changing 

perspectives of those around me (Enguix, 2014; Mannay & Morgan, 2015). As for protecting the 

sensitivity of all information collected, I followed procedures outlined in my ethics committee 

approval (Appendix 1). In this way I attempted to mitigate both the unequal benefits and risks of case 

study approaches.  

4.4.2  Ethical Consideration of Research Objectives and Aims 

I consistently build a case for the importance of understanding how rhetoric influences action, and 

that the act of building and disseminating information is not without political and environmental 

repercussions. I openly acknowledge that this thesis is a wilful contribution to that process. The 

research objectives and aims were carefully constructed to illustrate some of the social and cultural 

aspects by asking for individual experiences in direct and indirect participation and involvement in 

Javan gibbon conservation. In asking the question “What are the processes and outcomes of 

combined in situ and ex situ species-based conservation interventions?” I draw attention to the 

notion that species conservation is not a cohesive or unified process, and that with variability comes 

differing levels of costs and benefits. In doing so, I aim to contribute towards more equitable and 

appropriate conservation practices in the communities affected by the case studies.  

4.4.3 Ethical Consideration of Researcher Role 

Literature on the role of the researcher in the field is rife with language of ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ 

(Paechter, 2013; Kauffman, 1994; Brannick & Coghlan, 2007). As noted earlier in this section, there 

are ethical trade-offs to either role, such as confusion of the researcher role, or risk of creating 

conflict between yourself and others (Asselin, 2003). In this study, no matter of time would turn my 

status into an insider, however the distinction between insider/outsider is not necessarily useful. The 
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dichotomy ignores the way that individuals balance multiple identities daily in their lives, and that 

few people identify themselves in only one static mode (Mullings, 1999).  

Language, skin colour, mannerisms, and culture are all distinguishable at every level of interaction in 

West Java. Even other Westerners would count me as an outsider, knowing full well before meeting 

me that it was unlikely that I was fluent in Bahasa Indonesia or experienced with Sundanese culture. 

However, identity is not fixed in any single place or social setting and therefore the label outsider is 

only useful to point out potential barriers not guaranteed outcomes (Cerroni-Long, 1995). My female 

gender could be a barrier to authentic insights into male-dominated societies or communities. West 

Javan and gibbon conservation activities are both male dominant. (Arendell, 1997; Presser, 2005). 

Gender may have not only limited my access to certain information, and influenced how others saw 

me, but also how I may have perceived others (Mead, 1986). Throughout the research process, I was 

most often the only woman involved in conversations and interactions involving gibbon conservation, 

protected areas management discussions, or meetings organising access to observations. When in 

the process of observations, or even casual or happenstance interactions, women that were present 

would defer to any men of superior status if they were present. The women treated me with 

deference in front of my research assistant as well, unless they had earned their own independent 

statuses as respected elders, or professional experts such as teachers.  

Bucerius (2013) argues that trust is more important to gaining access to pertinent information or 

becoming privy to key activities than achieving insider status or fearing the role of outsider. The role 

that I established for myself in the field, and its ability to be understood by those around me, would 

be more important (Bucerius ,2013). It was likely that I would encounter scenarios, however benign, 

where my gender, situated in a dominantly Muslim culture, would have an effect (Bucerius, 2013). 

However, it has also long been demonstrated that these dissimilarities can be a strength. Dissimilarity 

may accentuate cultural aspects and would improve my understanding of some power relations in 

the field setting as much as the risk of misunderstanding cultural events or not noticing nuances that 

have meaning in the local culture (Powdermaker, 1966). Recognising these qualities, I was better able 

to be more aware of myself and exert energy to in situ settings that required I act as the situation 

required, not as I may have in a non-research setting. I modified my attire, allowed my male research 

assistant to initiate discussions, and let the actions of others guide my reactions. I sought advice from 

my research assistant in advance, or during an event, on how to best navigate a situation to remain 

respectful yet engaged.  
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Observation can be obtrusive and invasive, and care was taken to be sensitive not only to information 

gathered, but the rights and values of people being observed (Miller, Hengst, & Wang, 2003). Gaining 

a mutual understanding between myself and those allowing me to observe was a negotiated 

subjective state that had to be respected and cultivated, no matter how short or long a period of 

time I was in the research setting (Madden, 2010). This can be exhausting for both those being 

observed and the observer (Creswell, 2013). The ethical responsibility of observation should result in 

a situation in which no one who was observed ends up in a worse position than before I arrive. As an 

observer I needed to navigate these settings cautiously but remain as truthful in narrative as possible 

without causing any undo harm to persons or groups. No data is worth generating if it fuels a conflict 

or narrows possibilities for contribution by affecting cost to those observed. There were some 

potential interviewees that may have had novel insights or alternative perspectives, but the 

perceived risks to asking for their participation, or even seeking permission, may have drawn 

unwanted attention to the potential participant. This was at times due to gender norms, such as 

when a wife deferred to her husband who was also present. Other circumstances were when a class 

difference may have exacerbated the perceived risk of repercussions for an answer that was honest, 

but the less powerful person was uncertain if it would be the answer their class superioris, such as 

their bosses, may have wanted them to say. There were also instances where inter-institutional 

power struggles shaped decisions on when and where to conduct observations, when control over 

resources was disputed between agencies and my own observations could be seen as an expression 

of alliance with one agency over another. In these scenarios, I chose the precautionary route. I 

decided that the potential gains from the information that could be collected were not sufficiently 

important to outweigh the risks to the daily patterns, social norms, and institutional arrangements 

that were the social fabric of the lives I was only briefly involved with.  

4.4.4 Ethical Considerations of the Interview Participants 

As an extra-local, with only limited linguistic ability in the national language Bahasa of Indonesia, and 

minimal knowledge of regional dialects of Sundanese, the role of language is significant in my 

research. Many of the respondents’ blend Bahasa Indonesian with their regional dialect seamlessly, 

rendering my ability to navigate the language even more difficult. It was observed that the use of 

these bilingual skills when responding was intentional, conveying subject positioning and strategically 

invoking particular meaning and structure to the content (Kramsch, 2009). Respondents use of 
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language is part of the way they manage their impression for how they want to be perceived by me 

(Bromley, 1993).  

I made a strategic choice in revealing how much or how little I understood, though I argue I was too 

insufficient at it to ever be at risk of covert concealment akin to a misuse of trust (Hult, 2014). 

Instead, I used it to participate in cultural norms they value such as greetings and introductions, or 

more complexly to cue the translator that I wanted to follow up on something I found interesting or 

significant (Hult, 2014). The process of reflexively evaluating the ethical position of the participants 

vis-à-vis my own is one that existed pre-, during, and post-field experience, in analyses, and in writing 

this thesis (Giampapa & Lamoureux, 2011). My assumptions about what was occurring during the 

interviews might be insufficient to fully understanding the importance of certain points when read 

later out of context from the time they were shared. It was essential to constantly re-evaluate the 

meanings I derived from our interactions (Hornberger, 2006). The use of a translator added another 

layer of ethical complexity, as the participant would be navigating perceptions of the translator and 

myself simultaneously. 

The status of the interpreter had the potential to influence the openness of the participant during an 

interview (Temple, 2002). Alternatively, the interpreter may have failed to disclose information he 

felt may represent the respondent or their shared cultural values poorly, or to properly present views 

that he saw as inferior to his own values (Murray & Wynne, 2001). I would constantly seek to be 

conscious of these ethical positions by having multiple conversations to create familiarity and 

preparedness between myself and the translator as to the information requested, and the 

importance of the ethical considerations (Williamson et al., 2011). I asked the translator not to curb 

his feelings about what he heard or was asking, but to share what the participant said accurately and 

then later share his own viewpoint after interviews were concluded and we were alone. If he wished 

to offer more context for his valuation of the participant’s response, he had an opportunity to do so. 

Finally, due to the high number of people involved in conservation efforts of the Javan gibbon and 

other primates in West Java, not all were able to be included in my research. I was aware that 

differing social situations meant individuals may have had unequal access to me, and myself to them. 

Therefore, it is possible that some willing participants were excluded (Appendix 1).  
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4.4.5 A Final Note on Background  

I have former experience in research involving interactions with humans and am familiar with the 

seriousness of conducting research as an outsider in a foreign environment where English is not well 

spoken. I understand the sensitivity that is necessary when a community is gracious enough to allow 

a researcher the intrusion, and time expense, on their lives. Professionally, I have four years of 

experience as a wildlife rehabilitator of injured, orphaned, or confiscated wildlife at a facility that 

used its captive wildlife for community outreach and education. This experience allowed me to relate 

to the rehabilitation and education centres I researched in Indonesia. I have also been a primate 

keeper in a zoological institution and studied primates at a graduate level. This includes field research 

on the Red Ruffed Lemur, Varecia variegata rubra, in Madagascar. I am not an expert in primatology, 

but my experience with both in situ and ex situ populations in immersive settings gave me the skill 

set to collect detailed, contextual data.  

I have a deep and strong ambition to push both in situ and ex situ conservation biologists to consider 

more seriously the social-ecological struggles and the livelihoods and cultures that are at stake in 

species-based conservation, giving me the agenda that framed my interpretative lens. While some of 

TAF professionals may have regarded my experiences as giving me a trusted status, many may have 

simply been curious as to why I was there and was interested in their lives. They might only have 

wanted to talk to me for the novelty, as West Java is not commonly visited by tourists in comparison 

with other locations in Indonesia. Thus, my research questions, my interpretations, and my 

observations were shaped from a lens that was based on care and concern for topics I have 

experience in, but in a setting where both participants and researcher were unused to Western 

intervention for research purposes. My methods were structured to address all of the ethical 

complications addressed in this section through constant reflective analysis and careful research 

design and implementation.  

 Research Question 

How does the differentiation between in situ and ex situ influence processes that combine both for 

single species conservation approaches? 
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 Research Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this research is to contribute to understandings of the processes and outcomes of species-

based conservation interventions, specifically those combining in situ and ex situ conservation. In 

order to achieve this aim, my research objectives were as follows: 

• Investigate whether there is any relationship between combined in situ and ex situ 

conservation and protected areas management. 

• Explore how material and semiotic understandings of silvery gibbons influences the 

translation of ex situ gibbons into in situ gibbons.  

• Highlight the role of the nature/culture discourse in shaping the implementation and/or 

interpretation of silvery gibbon conservation.  

In order to achieve the aims and objectives, I assess the following aspects of the case study: 

1. Analyse the context of the most active sites of TAF activity for silvery gibbon 

conservation in West Java.  

a. Highlight the situated historical and contemporary contexts of the sites.  

b. Explore the relationship between the sites and protected areas management. 

c. Observe access to resources of the gibbons, or habitat identified by TAF as 

gibbon habitat, and whether TAF has any connection to the process. 

2. Document the formal discourse of TAF on the purpose and process of silvery gibbon 

conservation: 

a. Scrutinise the differentiation between in situ and ex situ gibbons in internal 

documentation and publications. 

b. Explore how the discourse is manifest into physical structural representations. 

c. Observe key events in which TAF negotiates with Indonesian members, groups, 

or individuals for the purpose of silvery gibbon conservation. 

3. Analyse the narratives on human-gibbon relationships on the processes and outcomes 

of TAF’s combined in situ and ex situ conservation: 
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a. Include exploration of residents with no decision-making role in the silvery 

gibbon conservation process. 

b. Include exploration of Individuals with an active role in silvery gibbon 

conservation, either through community position or employment with TAF or 

an organisation TAF is actively engaged with for silvery gibbon conservation. 

 

 Methods: The Toolkit for Applied Research 

Methods are tools through which to explore the case study and the theoretical framework that 

informs it and are secondary to a thorough understanding of those theories (Svensson & Doumas, 

2013). As I am largely concerned with a contextualised, in depth understanding of the processes of 

species-based conservation, my methods are selected to offer as much detail and richness to the 

theories about conservation interventions as possible. I argue that the best tools for this are semi-

structured interviews and observation, supported by contextual analysis in Chapter Five. Each was 

chosen to be informative and revealing, and to contribute collectively to an iterative, reflexive, and 

thorough research process (Blum, 2009). Lived experiences supported by historical contexts and 

multi-scale interactions will create diverse narratives of personal, institutional, ecological, and social 

influences (Vadjunec, Schmink, & Gomes, 2011).  

4.7.1 Field Research Time Frames 

Field research was conducted in two separate two-month blocks, with four months in between the 

first and second field blocks. The months in between served three functions: as an opportunity to 

transcribe and code interviews and notes from the first field block, as a time to contact and interview 

extra-local actors from the study site that were identified during research, and to reflect on the first 

block before returning to the second block. The last function not only helped validate findings by 

offering a chance to reassess integral themes and on how the research objectives are progressing, 

but also offered a chance to fact-check initial results from interviews with observations and back to 

the interviewees if necessary (Sandelowski, 2008). The total active research period was ten months, 

with supporting data collection from documents, interviews, or extra-local interviews projected to 

take place before, during, and after the field research blocks.  
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4.7.2 Observation as a Tool 

Observation is a complementary method to interviews by providing additional insights on context 

through visual engagement with the changing dynamics occurring at the study sites (Bonner & 

Tolhurst, 2002). Observation also allows the researcher to record what interview participants may 

not think to mention because they consider it mundane, uninteresting, or so commonplace that they 

take it for granted that the researcher is aware (Huen, 2009). Furthermore, observation is a window 

into practices that are non-verbal, or that are specific to only some individuals but not all (Huen, 

2009). The method is a source for validating interview information, and also provides the researcher 

with the means to self-check one’s own work for clarity (Labaree, 2002). During semi-structured 

interviews, observations give more depth to their narratives by noting the postures, body language, 

or behaviours (Ong, 2012). The goal is that the observations, combined with capable analysis, allows 

the researcher to reveal composite results to outside audiences (Garforth, 2012).  

Observations are not sources of a single truth, but document the constant constructions of identity 

and meaning, and to reveal the multiple daily truths that others navigate continually (Monahan & 

Fisher, 2010). The strength of observation as a tool is that enriches the knowledges of the 

interactions being studied and is by nature of the process iterative and dialogic (Maude, 2014). In 

addition, there are often wider influences on actions or events than are visible at that time and place, 

and this must also be taken into consideration when trying to make claims about observations (Reid, 

2003). Materials and actions can have multiple meanings, and researcher exercises a power in 

deciding which observations hold meaning and what the implications of that meaning are to the 

study (Hodder, 2002).  

Cornwell & Campbell (2011) use their own observations of sea turtle nest monitoring to create the 

narrative setting for their analysis of interviewee responses. Turner (2014) argues that political 

ecologists should not excuse the elements of engagement that give them the ability to situate what 

they observe within theoretical frameworks, as they allow us to move beyond simple criticism of the 

discourses on conservation and development. Turner is advocating for responsible, ethical 

engagement of political ecologists outside of the academy, but it is his acknowledgment that it is the 

observations from being there, and being seen by others, which gives him the agency to contribute to 

conversation in his study site throughout his career (2014). I do not pretend to have the ability to do 

the same, as his career has spanned twenty-five years in the Sahel, however, I take his point that I 
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consider carefully the effects that my observations may have on the people around me. Observations 

of silvery gibbons in TAF’s captive centre, at homes of individuals, and ‘ex situ’ in West Javan forests 

also help frame the context through which interview participants see gibbons, and their relationship 

with the gibbons. Only a small percentage of the interview participants may have seen more than 

one of these settings for the gibbon, and thus observations create a more situated setting from which 

to understand particular human-gibbon relationships.  

Political ecologists employ observation as a means to gain greater detail into the lived experiences of 

individuals and processes they are investigating, and more recently to observe wildlife that cannot 

participate in interviews (Notzke, 2013). Observing the gibbon/human interactions is an integral 

methodological tool to further question the ontological divide between nature and culture, a key 

component to the theoretical design of this thesis. Combined with the narratives shared in 

interviews, the observations may help break down hierarchical or dichotomous conceptions about 

nature as other (Lorimer, 2012). Observations offer an alternative explanation that cannot be 

included by interviews: that the nonhuman wildlife themselves co-produce the human-wildlife 

relationships (Haraway, 2003; Hinchcliffe, 2008). Political ecology approaches allow for a dialectic 

understanding of nonhuman interactions, and I argue observations are a key tool in this study to 

contribute to what Turner argues is an essential need in the field of political ecology at the moment, 

as current critics question the practical engagement with ecology in political ecology (Turner, 2015).  

In anthropology, ethnographers refer to the unique perspective of the observer as the ‘ethnographic 

gaze’ (Madden, 2010, p.100). The ‘gaze’ incorporates both the individual subjective influences of 

gender, race, background, and culture, as well as the more academically trained aspects which shape 

the way in which a researcher watches and selects from observations what does and does not 

constitute information (Islam, 2014). Hayashi & Tobin (2012) problematise the gaze, however, as 

often being too focused on the role of the individual, both researcher and those being observed, at 

the cost of understanding the relationship between what an individual is doing and wider community 

networks of engagement and interaction. Used appropriately, however, the gaze is simply a reflexive 

acknowledgment that there is a subjective element to what is interpreted as meaningful data, and 

what is excluded, and how that decision is made (Van Maanen, 2011). It is not possible to observe 

everything, and even less possible to truly record every facial expression, gesture, item or object, 

biophysical climate, etc. Instead, I write down those that seem to be to be important to the 
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theoretical framework I have chosen at the time that I witness the event or interaction (Madden, 

2010).  

4.7.2.A Observation in Practice 

Observation as a method is a partial tool; there is too much going on for any one person to capture 

entirely. It is a practice of selective and partial information recording (Tjora, 2006). Each researcher 

may have a different technique for recording, and here I review the procedure I employed to note 

down observations systematically and consistently, so as to avoid too casual an approach (Tjora, 

2006). I maintained the same system for the duration of each field research for continuity and 

facilitating consistent analysis of data at a later point. I tried to focus observations on two distinct 

areas, structural and behavioural. Structural elements are the physical structures either natural or 

man-made that make of the setting where actions take place (Corbetta, 2003). To avoid simple 

recording mundane information, the structural components were kept topical, relating to the 

research objectives (Tjora, 2006).  

In this study, structural setting creates the richly detailed context that political ecologists laud as 

offering insights into the struggles over resources, and to valuable theoretical contributions on the 

material processes and outcomes of conservation interventions (Schatz E., 2013). As gibbons cannot 

be interviewed, the structural setting they inhabit offers essential descriptions of the co-produced 

landscapes through which the in situ and ex situ interventions are enacted. Recording descriptive 

detail of the settings may not seem directly relevant at the time, but often the social aspects of a 

setting may be revealed through repetition or significant events (Yin, 2013). In this way, structural 

observations are not merely mundane descriptions. They are purposeful, theory driven observations 

based on the critical approach that there is no apolitical environment and thus are a worthy object of 

study. 

Structural observations may not always yield compatible results with behavioural observations, yet if 

they do, they may still contradict data gained from the interviews (Fortune, Reid, & Miller, 2013). 

Rather than being a weakness, such multiple realities, whether confirmed collectively or seemingly at 

odds, are consistent with political ecology rejections of a single objective truth, and consistent with 

the goals of this study to offer alternative explanations for the processes and outcomes of silvery 

gibbon conservation.  
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Behavioural elements are my own narratives of the interactions I observed daily that include 

observing the roles and tasks undertaken at the field sites, formal and informal interactions, 

spontaneous and planned events (Corbetta, 2003). Again, I used the objectives of the study as a 

guide for the topics I was interested in, and I recorded events considered notable or significant in as 

descriptive a manner as possible to identify who, where, when, why, timing, of the interaction or 

event (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993). Behaviour types that garnered attention were 

patterns of interaction, age groupings, positive or negative encounters with one another, gendered 

or status divisions, and in my own case, human-gibbon interactions (Hodder, 2002). I noted patterns 

of conduct, whether there is any outlier or distinctive behaviours that do not seem to conform to the 

most common patterns, as the comparative value of these outlier incidents can end up being salient 

information (Wolfinger, 2002). The importance of outliers or deciding something is salient is up to the 

researcher, but through thorough and consistent note taking, I can facilitate a more considered 

analysis of the field notes. Observational notes on these occurrences and descriptions are therefore a 

continually subjective and ethical impression of my own lived experience of the case study, as I see it 

unfold and attempt to represent it in my field notes (Tjora, 2006). 

4.7.2.B Turning Observations into Field Notes 

Field notes can cover a multitude of styles and techniques, but broadly is a record of observations 

through note taking (Tjora, 2006). Note taking may be done during the event or later in the day, and 

in this study, I employed the latter as it was quickly apparent that there was a reactionary impact 

from being noticed jotting things down in a book (Bernard, 2006). The risk is that the particular 

behaviours of interest may be altered by the research presence, and though this risk is always 

present, it is often magnified to a significant degree with the researcher is writing during an event in 

close proximity to the action (Wolfinger, 2002). I would jot down key words and time of event if I 

could discreetly catch a minute or two to myself a short distance away from the action being 

observed. Alternatively, I took photographs as reminders for later note writing, which seemed to 

garner less curiosity.  

 Every night spent at a field research site I wrote for one or two hours, as much as I could recall from 

throughout the day. In my notes, I always indicated clearly in writing, or with an asterisk, notes that 

were my overtly subjective interpretation of events, and those that were substantive descriptions of 

structural or behavioural observation that captured the meaning or event as accurately as possible 
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(Emerson, Fretz, Shaw, 1995). I also took photographs and videos and drew diagrams of settings, 

people, places, and events when possible as supportive observational data to the notes, as aids to 

describe a scene in more than one manner (Tjora, 2006). This method of recording observations as 

continuous, composite notes rather than mnemonics, shorthand, or jotted notes, indicated as 

reflections or descriptions, minimises risk of unrelated interpretation or changing memory at later 

dates (Wolfinger, 2002). 

Observations took place across the hybrid landscapes where the case study interventions were being 

observed. To do so, I obtained government permissions, ethical permissions, and the support of local 

landowners, residents, and employees of the research site (Reid, 2003). Observations began between 

6:30 and 7:00 a.m. daily and continued throughout the day until approximately 7:30 p.m. There were 

many days in which we (myself and my field assistant, or myself and employees of the Java Primates 

Conservation Project (JPCP) moved locations to a different field site to engage in activities related to 

gibbon conservation. There were prolonged periods spent in cars during which the setting was the 

vehicle, but conversations took place for hours between employees of the JPCP. Other times the field 

setting was the primate centre, the tea plantation, the forest reserves, and the communities located 

outside these settings. Whenever there was no particular event or activity occurring, observations 

were conducted by myself and sometimes with the field assistant throughout the day of the actions, 

behaviours, and patterns of the human/environment/gibbon interactions.  

4.7.3 Semi-Structured Interviews 

Interviews are one of the most common methods of qualitative inquiry in which the researcher and 

the interview co-produce interpretations on conversations (Holstein & Gubrium, 2002). Interviews 

are becoming increasingly applied in social science research for their ability to reveal contextual 

statements about the chosen topic on a uniquely personal level (Madden, 2010). The subjective 

framework facilitates exploration of situations and lived experiences, ‘using participant voices and 

experiences to interpret or explain’ an individual’s perception of a situation (Butler-Kisber, 2010, p. 

26). The method recognises that individual experiences hold different meanings to different 

participants, and are embedded in temporal, political, social, ecological, and personal contexts 

(Vadjunec et al., 2011). Interviews conducted in person allow for full expression of the nuances of 

humanity, through postures, laughter, small talk, or cultural norms (Shuy, 2003). The visual cues that 

are exchanged throughout an interview can impact the data, because encouraging body language or 
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signs of genuine interest can lead to more considered responses to questions (Shuy, 2003). In this 

sense, interviews are more than just data to be coded, or sources of quotations by passive suppliers; 

they are sources of co-produced data (Myers & Lampropoulou, 2016).  

There is a risk that the interviewee either has an agenda of his or her own in what they want to 

convey to me, or that they perceive I have a particular agenda, and give responses according to what 

they think is the right response for that agenda (Lundgren, 2012). Interviews are therefore partly 

performative, creating narratives that correspond with an identity the respondent is co-constituting 

through the act of the interview (Lundgren, 2012). These performances are also snapshots of 

particular moments in time, contexts that may not represent the views of the persons unequivocally 

(Denzin, 2001). The inherent subjectivity does not necessarily weaken the importance of the content, 

instead it can offer insight into the variability and depth of feeling people have about the material 

conditions of their experiences (Denzin, 2001). As political ecology argues for the importance of such 

alternative constructions as a way to contest the dominant discourses, I argue that the subjective 

aspects of interview processes, when matched with clear and consistent explanation of the decision-

making process is essential to documenting unintended and intended outcomes of combined in situ 

and ex situ species-based conservation interventions.  

Another essential component of the interview process in my research is the multi-lingual processing 

of the interview and translation. The relationship between the translator, the interviewees, and 

myself had the ability to shape data content, and ultimately the outcome of the research (Temple & 

Young 2004; Knight, Roosa, & Umana-Taylor, 2009; Shklarov, 2007). There is no fundamental single 

correct translation of an interview; instead pluralistic ways of thinking that are consistent with a 

rejection of positivistic science. It is still possible to strengthen arguments for multi-lingual research 

by creating a consistent pattern of co-creation during the interview and the transcription (Larkin, de 

Casterlé, & Schotsmans, 2007).  

I blended two strategies for cross-language interviews. The first, and the predominant strategy I 

employed, was having a practiced multi-lingual research assistant conduct the interview in the 

participants’ languages and translate the transcriptions into English for my own analysis (Knight, 

Roosa, & Umana-Taylor, 2009; Perreira, Chapman, & Stein, 2006; Hyman, Guruge, & Mason, 2008). 

Secondly, at times we incorporated interpreter-facilitated, by which the research assistant interprets 

each side during the interview, translating back and forth (Squires, 2009; Adamson & Donovan, 
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2002). I used one translator, my research assistant, for the duration, who is a native to Bandung, had 

experience as a research assistant to Westerners studying primates, and had, five years earlier, 

worked in the primate conservation sector of West Java. The matching of his qualifications with my 

own needs, as well as his own ability to leverage his credibility with interview participants, is also 

noted to assist with rapport (Temple, 2002). There is a risk that this rapport would limit the depth of 

interviews with respondents he has met personally, however the benefits outweigh this and there 

were very limited options for research assistants who were willing, experienced, and fluent in English.  

To establish a consistent interview process, I followed other researchers’ methods of preparing the 

interpreter thoroughly. I spent a few days of every trip in the field discussing the purpose of my 

study, his role in the study, reviewing the type of information we were targeting, and considering the 

ethical aspects of our interview process (Williams et al., 2011; Squires, 2009). We conducted mock 

interviews with friends of his to practice, and discussed afterward how he felt, what he interpreted, 

and practiced transcriptions. The preparation also allowed us to practice incorporating the second 

aspect, of interpreting along the way. We made the mutual decision that it would be exhausting for 

all 3 parties involved to do so and take time that could otherwise be spent letting the respondent 

share his narrative without constant interruption. Instead, we chose to rely on my ability to 

comprehend key words, and the understood agreement that anytime he felt something significant 

had been said, or there was a significant topic change, he would translate at that moment. This 

technique allowed us to keep flow of conversation more natural and relaxed, while ensuring that I 

could ask follow-up questions or ensure that some topics were not missed entirely. I argue that 

allowing for the three-way co-production of content supports a more in-depth cross-cultural 

dialogue, that ensures that my research on external interventions into these localised landscapes 

recognises the confluence of these multi-cultural and multi-linguistic aspects and embraces them as 

iterative dialogues (Murray & Wynne, 2001). Finally, by cueing to him that I trusted his judgment 

about deciding when to translate, or when it was more important to ask probes himself or let the 

respondent continue speaking for longer, I established a rapport with the translator that led us to be 

able to adjust according to the context, and ensured that interviews were more relaxed and 

supportive of open dialogue (Adamson & Donovan, 2002; Williamson et al., 2011).  

Social scientists interested in the human-environment dimensions argue that semi-structured 

interviews, as opposed to structured or completely open-ended, are useful for maintaining a more 

conversational manner with room for the interviewee to share their opinions unrestricted while still 
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asking a series of questions that cover key points (Liu, Kao, & Chen, 2015; Crupa & Burch 2011; 

Gandiwa, Lokhorst, Prins, Leeuwis, & Heitkönig, 2013) Semi-structured interviews may be guided by 

topics or specific questions but remain open-ended and flexible to ensure that responses are not 

limited to a fixed parameter (Ayres, 2008). Semi-structured interviews are designed to allow the 

researcher to listen, and to be non-judgmental and open to what the participant has to say, while still 

covering important questions (Longhurst, 2003). Therefore, they are an asymmetrical conversation, 

in which the researcher asks open-ended questions that draws out long descriptive or explanatory 

responses by the respondent. 

Interview questions are not necessarily asked uniformly of all participants, or in the same order. This 

allows the participant the opportunity to respond comfortably, and to address the topics that he or 

she feels are important (Creswell, 2013). This approach allowed me to access information and 

personal perspectives that might not be revealed from alternative methods or sources (MacDonald et 

al., 2013). The relatively loose structure of the method gives the interviewee the opportunity to make 

connections between ideas that the interviewer may not have brought up (Huntington, 1998). This 

method also supports the emergent, iterative process of the research design driving my case study. In 

seeking interviewees, I worked to gather interviews from a diverse range of residents with different 

relationships to the case study, so as to gain more reliable results (Bernard, 2011). 
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4.7.3.A Interviewee Selection 

At the broadest level, potential participants were those who lived in, worked in, or had ties to the 

case study sites. Next, the demographics of desired participants were defined as male and female 

adults above the age of 18. Adults make decisions on household livelihood strategies and have lived 

memories of change in the environment over longer periods of time. I then took steps to identify 

participants who fulfilled objective 5 of the study. They were either directly/indirectly involved in 

Javan gibbon conservation through the interventions or within visible and audible distance of the 

gibbon ‘habitats’, which I define as sites where gibbons are known to reside either by human control 

or historical presence. I sought 40 participants in the study. Participant identification was aided by 

the fact-finding trip conducted in June of 2011. With this step I established that there were enough 

individuals in the case study to compile an adequate population from which participants may be 

recruited, and that the methods described in the previous paragraph were suitable. To ensure that 

there was no coercion or undue pressure, we did not recruit individuals to participate at initial 

conversations, only discussed the research and what participation would entail (Rubin & Rubin, 

2011). 

We stressed that my identity was that of independent university researcher, and not as an agent of 

the government, TAF, or any other organisation in West Java. This would be a useful means for 

building ethical transparency between researcher and potential participants (Holmes, 2014). By not 

asking the head of the office to speak to the employees, I also avoided the pressure of authority to 

make employees feel obliged to participate (Rubin & Rubin, 2011). It should be stated that I had to 

negotiate, with the help of my research assistant, that no supervisors of companies, or government 

employees, could be bystanders to interviews under any circumstances. The ethical implications of 

this were very important and could have held strong bearing on the results of the study and validity 

of the data. The positive outcome was that after explanation of my concerns, all parties cooperated 

(Halse & Honey, 2005). 

4.7.3.B Interview Process  

I returned with my research assistant in January 2013 and once again explained the study, the goals, 

the format for the interviews, and the purpose of the Participant Information Sheets (PIS) and 

Consent Forms (CF) that needed to be signed. To facilitate this, a translator had signed the 
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confidentiality agreement assisted in verbal translation. Participants were provided time to ask 

questions, and I explained my own role in the project. I reviewed how I would protect the identity of 

any participants to the extent possible and to the extent they so desired (Butler-Kisber, 2010). The 

written PIS were in both English and Bahasa (Indonesian), and verbal information was given in Bahasa 

via the translator, in person, at the time of the interview. If the participant was not fluent in at least 

one of these two languages, I did not proceed with the interview. There were some participants who 

preferred to give verbal agreement on the audio recording at the beginning, acknowledging that they 

understood the form.  

All interviews were recorded with a digital audio recorder, and I took notes on the setting and any 

contextual information that would be useful for transcribing the interviews in rich depth and situated 

detail (Myers & Lampropoulou, 2015). I alleviated discomfort by conducting the interviews in a 

neutral setting, or a setting that the participant chose for his or her own comfort, at a time that was 

most accommodating to the participant. Initially I wanted all interviews to be conducted individually 

and in-person to avoid group-pressure to respond (Madden, 2010). However, my research assistant 

asked that with people who did not wish to be alone, as it was not a cultural norm to be alone, be 

allowed other listeners to observe the interview. He argued that it would make the interviewee more 

comfortable as being alone was viewed as abnormal or strange or suspicious in Sundanese culture.  

Allowing interested parties to listen would create more support for my presence by accepting their 

cultural norms and respecting their presence (Personal communication, 2011). This was minimised 

where possible, but I respected the assistant’s judgment per the situation and some interviews had 

bystanders listening.  

4.7.3.C Transcribing the Interviews 

Transcription is not a task of simply typing out what was said on the audio records, but a series of 

decisions made on how to construct the dialogues (McLellan, MacQueen, & Neidig 2003). Choosing 

whether to record pause non-word vocalisations such as ‘um’, laughter, the length of pauses, a 

comment made only directed at certain people, and if that included the duration of these 

components, as all can shape the tone and context of a phrase or statement (Myers & 

Lampropoulou, 2015). The format is also influential, in how to indicate overlapping or interjecting 

speeches, to present as if a play script, and how to label the speaker in a way that is consistent with 

the ethical format of the research (Hammersley, 2010). The composite of all of these choices results 
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in a constructed transcript, made by a series of subjective decisions that collectively represent the 

dialogue in a way that will rule out alternative conceptions of the same material and thus shape 

interpretation (Oliver, Serovich, & Mason 2005).  

In my own research there was a further level of complication the translation of blended Sundanese 

and Bahasa languages, translated by my research assistant into English, are languages he was fluent 

in but he was not a native speaker. His learned understanding of English was seen as an advantage as 

learned English guaranteed a stronger ability to accurately perceive English cultural meanings that 

differed from his own language contexts (Lopez, Figueroa, Connor, & Maliski, 2008). Although he and 

I had agreed on the style of transcription to be conducted, my interpretation of the documents is 

filtered through his representation of the dialogue. To manage this, we practiced transcription. After 

the first interview, he transcribed the interview that night, following the recommended method of 

listening through the entire recording and making notes on things he felt would be helpful for 

context (Lopez, et al., 2008). He then transcribed phrase by phrase, and he weighed possible variable 

cultural meanings to find the best contextual fit for the conversation. When finished, we read 

through the entire transcription with my notes from the interview as a comparative framework to 

ensure collective accuracy (Lopez et al., 2008). However, I did find that I was then reliant upon him 

following through this way when I was not present, risking summaries or abbreviations that may not 

exist, due to transcription fatigue.  

It is important to make clear consistent decisions for the transcribing process, so that although the 

results are subjective representations, the method is consistent (McLellan et al., 2003). We agreed 

that he would use parenthesis to indicate that he gave a contextual translation or an aside comment 

(Silverman, 2013). We also used the opportunity to make agreements on how to note laughter, 

pauses, or external noises, and agreed that that he would indicate notable pauses or sounds, and 

indicate pauses (often to draw a breath from a cigarette), with ellipses. We also agreed to note 

interjections by all speaking parties, and label them with nondescript labels to protect identity while 

maintaining accuracy of who spoke (Hammersley, 2010). My research assistant transcribed the 

remainder of the interviews independently and at a later date, though we communicated by 

telephone if he had any questions about verification of context or interpretation cross-culturally.  
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 Analysis 

Analysing qualitative data is far from a repetitive, technical process, instead characterised more 

accurately as dynamic, theoretical, and labour intensive (Basit, 2003). In qualitative research 

methodology, researchers use their own first-hand experiences from data collection to understand 

the results and come to conclusions through extensive deductive reasoning driven by the theoretical 

framework of the study (Basit, 2003). Codes are a technique used by qualitative researchers to 

examine the raw data and create categories for units of meaning, words of significance, patterns of 

phrasing, or even complicated phenomena that do not initially appear to have commonalities with 

other data components (Basit, 2003). Coding is not the analysis, it is the tool used to facilitate 

analysis (Basit, 2003). I employed coding to analyse the data from interviews and observations, using 

the software NVivo. The computer does not do the analysis or coding independently, but quickly 

searches, collates, and organises the data according to the concepts and categories created by the 

researcher (Miles & Humberman, 1994).  

4.8.1  Coding 

Using NVivo, I created a project named ‘silvery gibbon 1.’ I imported the interview transcripts, and 

observation field notes, into Nvivo. I then created provisional nodes of “gibbon knowledge,” “in situ 

conservation,” “ex situ conservation,” and “intervention activities.” From there I began line-by-line 

coding of interview transcripts, creating child nodes as themes, ideas, or key words emerged (Lopez 

et al., 2008). I used highlighting of entire quotations where excerpts where longer passages were not 

conducive to line-by-line coding but continued to code each line so as to not miss any segments of 

data by relying on clumped passages. Any quotations that are relevant and useful may be used to 

express an idea and to give voice to the participant, in their own words (Blum, 2009). Codes changed 

and developed, and the nodes became more detailed as I reflexively reviewed the themes 

throughout the process (Basit, 2003). Line by line coding was also conducted with field notes, and 

notations on whether they were descriptions versus my written interpretation of the events were 

maintained. The result was a nested set of nodes of themes, grown expansively from the original 

nodes into a thematic network of data (Arride-Stirling, 2001).  

After coding the data thematically, exploration of the text, yet another abstraction to interpretation 

begins (Arride-Stirling, 2001). Exploring the text entailed re-reading the original text, and the text 
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within the coded node, for connections, ideas, and understanding. I began to see connections 

between the themes of the text and the theoretical interests driving the study. These ideas were 

then framed back to the theories of Chapters Two and Three, and several more NVivo projects were 

created by copying the first iteration, and then exploring novel nodes and themes to delve, test, and 

consider the texts in different ways. Though time consuming, and at times creating self-doubt, I 

found that by the end the patterns that kept re-emerging began to inform my analysis.  

4.8.2 Textual Analysis 

In section 4.7 I argued that the best research tools for this thesis were a combination of semi-

structured interviews and observation. I noted that these two primary methods are supported by 

contextual analysis in Chapter Five. Here I discuss how texts used in Chapter Five were accessed. I 

briefly discuss what was available to me and what constraints were placed on my access. There were 

some gaps in available information, and I list strategies I employed to navigate or account for these 

barriers.   

There is no single method for text analysis, and in this thesis, I combined intuitive exploration with 

support from Nvivo coding (Bernard, 2011). As I have already discussed my methods for coding in 

Nvivo, I limit discussion in this section to how I selected texts, then how they were added to Nvivo for 

thematic coding. Much information regarding thought and behaviour on complex social issues occurs 

naturally in texts (2011). The texts incorporated into this study were chosen because of what was 

able to be gleaned about topics relevant to the research question. These texts included but were not 

limited to study site locations, silvery gibbons, silvery gibbon conservation, Javan primate 

conservation, The Aspinall Foundation, and Indonesian government agencies. Initial text searches 

were done on the internet by collating newspaper articles, media literature, organisational 

publications, tourist posts or publications pertaining to the study sites, and both state and NGO 

conservation agencies. This research proved invaluable, as grey literature, media literature, local 

literature, and organisational texts are increasingly archived on the internet. English translations 

were often made available by the source websites if written in Bahasa Indonesia, and these were 

cross-referenced against the Bahasa Indonesia versions run through external translator services.   

Once in Indonesia, I used a combination of targeted and snowball techniques. Libraries on primate 

conservation were available in Jakarta at the Schmutzer Primate Centre, and I was granted access to 

them via support from Made Wedana, TAF’s country director. I was also able to access the private 
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libraries of the Java Primates Conservation Project in both of its locations; Patuha, West Java and 

Malang, East Java. These were essential sources on primate conservation trends in Java, silvery 

gibbons, research by Indonesian scholars on the gibbon habitats, The Aspinall Foundation, and to a 

limited degree, the government’s involvement. I was able to study primary copies of locally printed 

TAF literature on the Java Primates Conservation Project, JPCP, and its own produced research on 

silvery gibbon populations and conservation.  

Access to any literature that might have been available at the government offices of the Perhutani, 

the BKSDA, and state conservation organisations was not overly successful. My meetings with BKSDA 

officers in Jakarta and Bandung province to obtain permits and register my whereabouts were careful 

performances of power and control. The officials in these offices made clear to me on several 

occasions that my freedom to conduct the field research was contingent upon their approval. I was 

granted access to the maps at the Soreang offices, under supervision, after three site visits explaining 

why maps of the protected areas of Leuweung Sancang and Gunung Tilu were helpful for my 

research, but I was not allowed to copy the maps. I was asked by both BKSDA and JPCP not to probe 

into Perhutani, as my research permit was limited to authority from BKSDA and the two state 

institutions did not seem to be open to reciprocal resource sharing. I thus only gained documents, 

primary and secondary, about BKSDA or Perhutani through the libraries I visited and internet 

archives.  

The following table outlines the types of information sought. The table shows what information I 

thought might be available versus accessible information, the locations the information was gathered 

from, and finally what was actually used in this study and why. The table is not an exhaustive list of 

individual texts gathered and consulted, as that would be too long to include here. Many more texts 

were gathered than were ultimately cited in the thesis. The table is intended as a representative 

sample to explain the methods of collecting the texts used in Chapter Five’s contextual analysis.  
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    Figure 4.1  Table of Sources for Contextual Analysis 

Type of 
Source 

What I Expected To Be 
Available 

Location of 
Sources 

Access to 
Sources 

What Was Used Notes 

Media 
Literature 

Online archives of larger 
stories and events 
Included media stories 
referencing the study 
site; 
 
The Aspinall Foundation 
 
The Javan Gibbon Centre 
BKSDA 

Internet Limited only by 
my ability to 
navigate key 
words and 
searches 

Examples: 
60 Minutes transcript of 
interview with Damien 
Aspinall 
Asian Centre for Energy 
 
Kent Online 
 

AOL Travel(UK) 
 

RadarOnline.co.id 
 

London Evening 
Standard 
 

Balittri: Indonesian  
 
Research Institute for 
Industrial and Beverage 
Crops 
 
The Telegraph (UK) 
 
Mail Online (UK) 
 

BKSDA Media Press 
releases 
 

GosspGaruSancang 
 

BandungUpToDate.com 
 

KOMPAS.com 
 

National News Indonesia 
Pikiran Rakyat Online 

Even where direct 
citations were not 
used in final draft of 
thesis, many 
sources were good 
contextual learning 
or helped me refine 
my search for 
sources I did use.  
 
Many sources were 
used for context on 
Dewata and on TAF. 
Fewer found in 
relation to Sancang, 
which is remote and 
less commercialized 
comparatively.  

Grey 
Literature 

Official Internet websites 
for: 
TAF 
JPCP 
BKSDA 
Perhutani 
Dewata Tea Plantation 
Javan Gibbon Centre 
IUCN 
Other conservation 
organisations in West 
Java 
 
Brochures, banners, 
signage, images 
 
Documentation on 
programme objectives 
and aims 

Open Access 
Internet 
Resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Collected 
onsite at 
facilities such 
as JPCP, 

Only limited to 
my ability to 
navigate key 
words and 
search terms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Open access, 
this was a 
productive 

TAF international 
websites, Howletts and 
Port Lympne zoos, 
BKSDA website, Javan 
Gibbon Centre, Perth 
Zoo, IUCN, Dewata Tea 
Plantation, Perhutani 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brochures, signage, 
banners, images.  
 

I had the most 
success with grey 
literature. I was able 
to collect primary 
data widely in this 
area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I used many of the 
public pamphlets, 
brochures, signs, 
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Type of 
Source 

What I Expected To Be 
Available 

Location of 
Sources 

Access to 
Sources 

What Was Used Notes 

Perhutani 
Patuha 
Resort, 
Dewata Tea 
Plantation, 
Jakarta Zoo.  

avenue people 
were keen to 
share this type 
of information 
with me.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Publications on primate 
conservation 
programmes in 
Indonesia. Most centred 
on Orangutans and 
deforestation issues in 
Borneo, Sumatra, and 
Kalimantan.  
 

banners, images, 
etc. on both silvery 
gibbons, the Tea 
Plantation, and 
Perhutani.  
 
I did not I use much 
information on 
other primate 
conservation 
programmes, 
projects, or 
documentation. It 
was difficult to 
translate, and 
mostly focused on 
issues of monocrop 
conversion for palm 
oil. Different 
context than West 
Java’s state forestry 
histories.  
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Type of 
Source 

What I Expected To Be 
Available 

Location of 
Sources 

Access to 
Sources 

What Was Used Notes 

Local 
Literature 

Local civic or club 
archives, meeting 
minutes, civic fliers, or 
pamphlets.  

Village 
leaders, 
village 
elders, Club 
leaders such 
as Nature 
clubs or 
Conservation 
groups 

Extremely 
limited, required 
access to 
“gatekeepers’ 
that were more 
time consuming 
to try and 
develop than 
research design 
had anticipated. 
In other cases, 
information was 
offered through 
oral 
communication 
rather than 
access to 
written 
literature. 
Required 
translation for 
resources.  

Some conservation club 
notes were verbally 
summarised but were 
ultimately not in a 
format that was able to 
be recorded 
systematically. Good 
rapport building for later 
interviews but not for 
textual analysis.  

Individuals were 
more interested in 
having me to a be a 
guest participant in 
social activities than 
allowing me to see 
historical 
information. This 
turned quickly to 
potential conflicts of 
interest or me being 
uncertain that they 
understood what I 
wanted to use the 
information for and 
was seen as a risk 
with limited field 
research time to 
devote too much 
time to gaining 
access to these 
resources.  
I sought, and later 
attained, interviews 
with some of these 
contacts instead.  
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Type of 
Source 

What I Expected To Be 
Available 

Location of 
Sources 

Access to 
Sources 

What Was Used Notes 

Reporting 
or 
Research 

More grey literature 
Indonesian research not 
readily available 
internationally. re by 
NGO silvery gibbon and 
primate conservation 
organisations. 
 
 
 
Indonesian research not 
readily available 
internationally.  
 

Jakarta Zoo, 
Schmutzer 
Primate 
Centre 
library. JPCP 
libraries 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
University of 
Bandung 
student 
thesis 
archives.  

Access to 
meeting reports 
and grey 
literature 
publications 
summarising 
agreed 
strategies and 
plans for 
primate 
conservation in 
West Java and 
silvery gibbon 
conservation. 
 
 
 
 
In exchange for 
giving a lecture 
to students I 
was given print 
copies of theses 
by students in 
the last ten 
years that were 
considered 
relevant to my 
research. Access 
was not fully 
open, but 
selected by 
professors for 
me and then 
printed and 
given to me 

Documentation on 
silvery gibbon 
conservation from joint 
meetings with primate 
conservationists globally 
were gained and proved 
essential to contextual 
analysis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reports in National 
Geographic Indonesia, 
archival copies. 
Master’s thesis and PhD 
thesis on silvery gibbon 
habitat surveys, silvery 
gibbon population 
analysis, and 
conservation of gibbons 
in Indonesia including 
combined in situ and ex 
situ conservation 
strategies in other parts 
of the country.  

I used and cited 
nearly every 
resource from this 
type of information 
gathered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of one 
cited in this thesis: 
Kadhafi A. 2011. 
Studi Karakteristik 
Habitat Preferensial 
owa jawa di Cagar 
Alam Gunung Tilu, 
Jawa Barat. 
Sekoloah Pasca 
Sarjana Institut 
Pertanian Bogor 
2011 
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 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I evaluate and justify the methodological approach, and methods, used in this thesis 

to frame, collect, and interpret information and data. The next chapter evaluates the historical 

context of the culture, politics, and geography of West Java, paying particular attention to 

human/forest relationships. Java’s forest management history shapes the context for silvery gibbons 

in ways that influence how species-based conservation projects attains permission to intervene. It is 

important to review the situated histories carefully before delving into Chapters Six and Seven, to 

create a richly detailed portrayal of the complex human/nature relationships that have altered 

Javanese landscapes in meaningful and influential ways. 
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Chapter 5: Silvery Gibbon Conservation in Context 

 Introduction 

Java has a complex history of landscape management that has had a profound effect on the way that 

species conservation has been framed. In this chapter I consider the unique historical, political, 

cultural, social, environmental, and ecological setting in which Javan gibbon conservation is situated. 

The context shapes consequences not only for the gibbon, but also for numerous individuals and 

groups of people whose access to resources is moderated by species conservation. Javan gibbon 

conservation does not operate in isolation but is subject to influence and change by a wide array of 

social and physical changes that are constantly shifting and negotiating meanings and conditions. In 

this chapter, I first consider the context of silvery gibbons as an endangered species. I then explore 

West Java’s background, the historically recognised stronghold of Hylobates moloch. Before 

narrowing the focus to the situated contexts of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, and Gunung Tilu 

Nature Reserve, the locations where I conducted field research on my case study. Finally, I 

incorporate the multi-scale positioning of The Aspinall Foundation, which I believe is essential to 

framing the organisation’s in situ and ex situ conservation processes. To do so, I follow political 

ecology approaches of evaluating multi-scale interactions, historical contexts, power dynamics, 

scientific agendas, social perspectives, and environmental conditions. This will include an in-depth 

look at the case study site in Patuha, as well as the regional and international locusts of action that 

are intervening in the name of Javan gibbon conservation. 

The goal of this chapter is to provide a context for knowledge production of Javan gibbons, and their 

conservation. What is not part of Javan gibbon conservation is just as important as what is, and this 

chapter will consider these components from the perspective that they are fluid constructions which 

can be shaped, have changed at varying points, and are constantly subject to differing power 

expressions. I argue that political ecology frameworks are useful for understanding how powerful 

knowledge discourses result in material and discursive outcomes for the gibbons, and for the people 

intentionally and unintentionally affected. I have established that species conservation strategies are 

a complex suite of social and ecological knowledges that are often presented as agreed upon, and 

objective. For example, Javan gibbons are considered to be an obligate arboreal species, meaning 
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they require continuous forest canopies for their survival. In this context, their conservation cannot 

be disassociated with the struggle for control over forests and forest resources in Java.  

I examine the combined in situ and ex situ strategies for silvery gibbon conservation. Both of these 

processes employ flagship species approaches, co-producing knowledge about what kinds of habitat 

a gibbon needs to survive in situ, who can manage remaining populations, and how to leverage 

internal and external support based on the subjective characteristics of the gibbons. Through these 

processes, uncertainty is overshadowed by the imperative for action, participation is managed 

through channels of power and access to resources, and evaluation of progress is seen through multi-

scale control of the gibbon’s perceived charismatic and ecological roles in the West Javan landscape. 

The context provided in this chapter previews the significance of this study in revealing how 

combined in situ and ex situ species-based conservation shapes theoretical and practical knowledges 

on human/nature relationships, I argue in a way that reifies the dichotomy and as a result trends 

closer towards fortress conservation models.  

 A State of (De) Forestation 

Indonesia is rich in natural resources, and the island of Java has long been valued as integral to 

Indonesia for its petroleum, timber, and alluvial soils (Repetto, Magrath, Wells, Beer, & Rossini, 

1989). Its geographic location, with Australia to the south and Malaysia and the Philippines to its 

north, have made Indonesia a historically important stopover between the Pacific and Indian Oceans 

(Colfer & Resosudarmo, 2002). This section is primarily concerned with how trade over timber has 

shaped human-environment relationships. Struggles to control the forests were not just about 

managing resources, but also the local populations. Maintaining maximum productivity and profit has 

taken precedent over conservation or environmental justice. Rights to property and resource are 

contests over practice and discursive power. In this section, I review Java’s early history, and the 

foundational influences that would shape the future of Javanese forestry.  

Humans are thought to have arrived on Java less than one million years ago, but to have been largely 

comprised of coastal settlements and migratory populations of hunters and gatherers, not creating 

permanent settlements until the last 2,500 hundred years (Bellwood, 1987). The first evidence of rice 

cultivation in West Java occurred approximately 1500 years ago, after the arrival of iron, which 

provided early Javanese populations with the first tools effective at clearing large trees (Bellwood, 
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1987). Written history begins on Java 2000 years ago, in accounts between coastal settlements and 

India, from which Hindu and Buddhist connections were imported (Manguin & Indradjaja, 2011). The 

arrival of Hindu and Buddhist kingdoms provide the first evidence of inland forest clearance, with 

temples being built forty kilometers in-land during the ninth century A.D. (Colfer & Resosudarmo, 

2002). It is also believed that the Hindus introduced teak trees, which arrived on Java from 200-400 

A.D., and that by 1000 A.D. there was over 1 million hectares of managed teak (Whitten et al., 1996; 

Boomgaard, 1988; Smiet, 1990). These historical references suggest that the modern romanticism 

about the forests of Java is a fictional narrative, as structural human alteration of the forests appears 

to have been practiced for hundreds of years.  

However, the narrative continues to confirm that Java was forested for nearly all of its lowland, 

upper, and lower montane landscapes (van der Kaars & Dam, 1995), reinforcing the cultural 

preference of forests as climax vegetation, as discussed in Chapter Two. The result is that current 

figures on deforestation and forest fragmentation portray remaining flora and fauna of Java as 

threatened, biophysical processes are changing, and ecosystems are deteriorating (Sodhi, Koh, Brook, 

& Ng, 2004). Heightening the sense of crisis, Java’s flora and fauna is characterised by high levels of 

endemism, and considered a hotspot of biodiversity (Myers et al., 2000). Today, it is assumed that 

the only remaining ‘natural’ forests are in the remote montane regions of Java; all other forests have 

been altered or modified by humans for specific purposes (Smiet, 1992).  

Human-modification of Javanese landscapes has been tied to political power struggles and cultural 

practices for as long as the written histories exist. This weakens the current crisis narrative that 

privileges the discourse of rapid, and recent, degradation. The Majapahit Hindu Empire had been 

changing Javan landscape through deforestation for harvesting timber, clearing land for agriculture, 

creating grasslands for thatching material, and maintaining hunting grounds since its rise to power in 

the 12th century (Robson, 1981). By the 14th century, Hindu kings had offered large forest tracts to 

family members and supporting officials, on the grounds that they clear the land and develop it for 

the purpose of creating tributary or vassal states to the king (Wessing, 1993). When the Majapahit 

fell in the early 15th century to the pressures of political instability and strife, Islamic influences had 

already been active in Java, having brought not just trade in goods, but in culture and religion as well 

(Robson, 1981).  
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Islam began to spread rapidly throughout Java, and through the shifting political and religious 

changes, refugees of the unrest fled to the more remote mountain regions of Java (Colfer & 

Resosudarmo, 2002). These refugee's settlers have remained, with their culture and practices, and 

sustained themselves by clearing forests on large scales to establish agriculture (Taylor, 2003). Later 

in this chapter, this time period when Hinduism was challenged, and Islam spread, will recur in the 

cultural histories of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve. Despite Islam being named as the dominant 

religion of Javanese people, it is recognised that interpretations and practices vary widely.  

As we will later see in Sancang, Islam is still blended with other religious rituals, and many scholars 

consider Javanese culture to be syncretic, resulting in centuries of political contests over meaning 

and practice (Geertz, 1976; Newland, 2000). Over time, these diverse expressions of historical 

influences, combined with local livelihood strategies, would become politicised in debates over the 

expression, recognition, and rejection of indigeneity (Li, 2000). However, as Li argues, being ‘native’ 

or indigenous is relational and dynamic, and it is the articulation of a group’s identity as imposed by 

others versus as self-articulated that can move a group into the discursive category of indigenous (Li, 

2000).  

By the 15th century, Javan ports began to be powerful centres for not just the Asian region, as Dutch 

and other European interests noticed the quality of teak for use in shipbuilding, and the extent of 

teak forests inland (Smiet 1990). The Dutch East India Company (VOC) conquered Jakarta in 1619, 

renaming it Batavia (Boomgaard, 1992). Initially, the VOC did not plant teak, but merely consumed it, 

either for its wood, or as fuel in the production of indigo and sugar (Whitten et al., 1996). Within the 

century a shipyard was built in Batavia, and a timber yard, to supply rapid expansion of Dutch 

building construction, furniture, and fuel (Boomgaard, 1992). The VOC’s interest expanded to include 

other resources such as coffee, tea, indigo, and sugar. This outgrowth into new resources accelerated 

the consumption of forestlands and altered dynamics between Javanese peoples and the associated 

landscapes.   

To accommodate the increasing demand for these commodities, the Dutch decided to control the 

land and the people, taking over by payment, force, or both. In many cases, Javanese sultans and 

kings did not submit peacefully, but were subdued and overcome by the VOC until they agreed to 

recognise the VOC as territorial rulers (Peluso, 1993a). Under the VOC, local people were no longer 

free to produce food and other goods for themselves, and to sell their surplus or cash crops to 
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traders but were instead forced to produce the commodities to be traded on the worldwide market 

and were only allowed to retain surplus from these quotas (Geertz, 1963). Intensive agriculture, 

concentrated in areas with dense population, created what Geertz refers to as agricultural involution, 

where total output of crops increased, but there was a decrease per capita Javanese (Geertz, 1963). 

The VOC started taking stock of Javanese forests, first categorising them as either teak forests, or 

jungle forests. These two categories are still prevalent today and refer to teak as a forest stand with 

economic value, and jungle as worthless and often dangerous (Peluso & Vandergeest, 2011).  

The Javanese elite continued to sell their own teak wood, illegally, and the Chinese also logged teak 

from forests not controlled by the VOC (Boomgaard, 1992). The degradation of forests has been a 

source of political contest, resistance against an external power, where landscapes were used to 

assert individual livelihood strategies. The Dutch began policing forests, and human/forest 

relationships using the military as an overt display of their strength and position over the locals 

(Boomgaard, 1992). There are records of instruction to cease logging in certain areas of west Java 

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, due to the degree of degradation that had been 

caused (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006a). However, such bans were not systemic or heavily enforced 

(Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006a). Conservation and concern over sustainability was limited to the 

purposes of long-term productivity of economically valuable teak wood, not for sake of sustaining 

ecosystems, species, livelihoods, or landscapes. 

Forests became contested sites for livelihoods, resources, power, and legitimacy, a tension that 

would not cease as the VOC weakened in the late 18th century (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006a). Peluso 

(1991) states that the VOC first went bankrupt in 1796, and then its charter for Java, which was 

considered trading property, expired on the 30 December 1799 (Peluso, 1991). There was no reprieve 

for the Javanese as the Dutch state immediately took over administration and made Java a colonial 

state (Peluso, 1991). Marshall Daendels was appointed governor-general, and he immediately 

created the first forest service, under which he claimed rights not only to the land and forests, but 

also to labour (Peluso, 1991). To maximise control, Daendel established regulations about use of the 

forest, banning the collection of deadwood for fuel and non-timber forest products (Peluso, 1991). 

Daendel imposed punishments for what he considered a misuse of the state’s forests, up to 10 years 

of imprisonment or a fine of two hundred rijksdaalders, or Dutch national dollars (Vandergeest & 

Peluso, 2006a). 
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Still, enforcement was difficult with no forest police, and the local’s needs to collect wood for fuel 

and other goods outweighed the risk of punishment (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006a). The Dutch 

persisted in erasing, ignoring, and overriding local customs and practices for land ownership, 

subsistence farming, and labour. As discussed in Chapter Two, political ecology theory sees defiance 

against Dutch rules and regulation as not just a physical struggle over resources, but an attempt over 

meaning as well. In this way, understanding the context of forests and conservation in Indonesia, and 

West Java, is tied to the historically contingent relationships between local meaning, extra-local 

meaning, and the forests where the symbolic contests were negotiated and expressed.   

Java was also subject, as a colony, to the political fallout of the European struggles over territory, 

resources, and power. Napoleon annexed Holland in 1811, and immediately the English invaded Java. 

The English appointed Stamford Raffles to be the lieutenant governor of Java. Raffles is known for 

writing the two volume History of Java, in which he described the extent of deforestation across the 

island as having uncovered nearly all the lowlands, most of the lower montane regions, and of 

degradation in many regions where intensive agriculture or over-logging had occurred (Raffles, 1817). 

Raffles was more lenient on the Javanese for resource use in forests, but he also implemented 

European forestry ideals, influenced by German forestry models, for replanting teak and maintaining 

production forests (Peluso, 1991). When England ceded Java back to Holland in 1816, the Dutch 

retained the legacy of scientifically managed forests to maximise teak production (Colfer & 

Resosudarmo, 2002). This would have had a substantial impact on silvery gibbon’s habitat range, as 

they are not known to be able to survive in such production forests, which lack the density and 

diversity of fruiting trees required by gibbons for food (Kim, Lappan, & Choe, 2011).  

In 1830, new systems, called cultuurstelsel were imposed on the Javanese, in order for the Dutch to 

export cash crops as well as logs (Whitten et al., 1996). Land that had traditionally been for 

subsistence crops was allocated to coffee, tea, cloves, and sugar (Kim et al., 1996). More and more 

land that had been worked and ‘owned’ by the Javanese was converted to plantations, and in turn 

they cleared more forests for subsistence production (Taylor, 2003). Agriculture intensified, as did 

population density, beginning much of the high concentration of human and crops that continues to 

characterised Java today. Cultuurstelsel was abolished in 1870, but by this point the Dutch had 

embraced the plantation system, and private companies took over management of the state-run 

plantations (Taylor, 2003). For many Javanese, the end of cultuurstelsel was in name only. Europeans 
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continued to expand private plantations into land that belonged to local peoples under shifting 

cultivation systems by arguing that the fallowed land was not being used (Taylor, 2003).  

The misunderstanding, blatant or naïve, of Dutch to comprehend localised livelihoods strategies is 

related to the Dutch perception that Indonesian people were primitive.  

In some cases, the Dutch simply overtook the property, but in instances where the ‘natives’ were 

considered too primitive, the Dutch began a process of resettlement (Dove, 2006). The resettlement 

processes were used to displace resistance to Dutch rule, and territorialise the landscapes. The 

process also involved the categorisation of local customs, labelled adat, to codify practices and 

appoint Western hierarchical positions within these categorised groups (Li, 2000). In regions that 

were further remote than Dutch control could manage, peoples remained diffuse and diverse in their 

practices and identities and belied the process of having their identities codified and labelled as 

indigenous (Li, 2000).  

It is important not to overgeneralise the impact on the Javanese. Drawing from the political ecology 

framework in Chapter Two, the degradation and pervasive marginalisation of the rural poor was not 

limited to extra-local European forces. More elite and powerful locals were able to sell or lease their 

land to the Dutch and receive payment for it, which they then used to either lease or rent land from 

less wealthy Javanese, and then re-lease to the Dutch for a profit (Taylor, 2003). Or the wealthier 

were able to hire labourers for their own land, only offering a small portion of the cash crops as 

payment to the workers, who had to use the money to purchase food and other goods (Peluso, 

1991).  

In some cases, the sultans or elite members of a community sold the rights to the communal 

property to the plantation owners, removing access for the poor residents (Taylor, 2003). Therefore, 

not all Javanese were affected equally by Dutch colonialism. These regimes of land use, and the 

striations they caused through Javan society, were situated and localised depending on the crops, the 

communities, and the reach of the Europeans. The legacy of a wide gap between elite and poor in 

relation to control over resources and power continues today, and still shapes human-forest conflicts 

in conservation and production forests (Peluso, 2011; Peluso et al., 2008).  
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Though forest services, laws, systems, overseers, and regulations had been in place for years, 1865 is 

considered to be the year that Java’s first formal, and state wide, forest laws were enacted (Smiet, 

1990). Legislation and formal regulations are ways of making the control legible, and strengthening 

its power (Scott, 1998). For the first time, non-teak forests were included in the scope of 

management as reserves for the state (Smiet, 1990). The difficulty in policing unused forests was too 

difficult, so in 1874, all forests not currently in management by the state were sold to private 

industries (Peluso, 1991). The following year, more laws on punishment for misusing forest products 

were passed (Peluso, 1991). Maps of forest boundaries, and markers in the field, were introduced, 

visibly drawing attention to the signs of power and command of the state (Li, 2000). Even homes had 

to be able to prove that they had bought the wood from the state, and the government burned down 

rural homes that were too old to show the tell-tale stamp proving it was purchased from the state 

(Peluso, 1991). Each of these moves is a tactic of legibility and control, associating control of the 

forest with control of the Javanese, and I suggest connects back to political ecology theories on 

managing human/nature relationships. 

Suppressing the Javanese was a co-process of forest management, turning forests into a symbolic 

expression of the tension between the state and citizens (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006a). It also 

reveals the association that unregulated forests and jungles have with resistance, rebellion, and 

insurgency against the state, as the poor have at times burned down the forests entirely in revolt 

(Peluso & Vandergeest, 2011). The planting of shade grown coffee underneath production forests, or 

the routine weeding of government saplings to encourage longer fallows able to be co-opted by the 

locals for their own crops, were all resistances against the state and private elites (Peluso & 

Vandergeest, 2011). These forms of contesting control were met with taxation, crop price regulation, 

and punishment for infractions, culminating in the development of the forest service to try and 

manage the people and resources.   

The legacy of Dutch forestry imprinted on the ecology of West Java, and on the social interactions 

between the powerful elite and the rural disenfranchised subsistence farmers. Political ecology 

literature has long focused on situated context of these struggles over meaning and expressions of 

power, and I continue to demonstrate how the forests of West Java continue to be important sites of 

struggle over resources, including the silvery gibbon. Teak is arguably the most important species in 

the history of Java. The Hindus who brought it to Java were the catalyst for the ensuing years of 

colonisation, and with it the intended and unintended social outcomes. For the silvery gibbon, they 
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are as marginalised as the disenfranchised rural poor, relegated to the unwanted jungle forests until 

the discourse of degradation cleared the path for a new sort of intervention into these last forest 

fragments conservation. The importance of this section has been to emphasise that Java is a syncretic 

island characterised by cultural diversity, religious diversity, and intense power struggles over 

resource access and control. The forests can be read as sites of conflict, resistance, and struggle over 

material and discursive nature/culture relationships, a theme established in Chapter Two, and which 

will continue in importance through the remainder of this thesis.  

5.2.1 An (Un)Certain State 

The elite Javanese had by this point plenty of time to adopt some of the language, education, and 

goods of the Dutch, but this had not unified them in acceptance of Dutch culture, or even in their 

own. The sultans were carefully trying to renegotiate their power, while the merchant and elite 

classes interested in reform and independence viewed the sultans as having too much power and 

control, similar to the Dutch (Schmutzer, 1977). Indo-Chinese were interested in reforming ties with 

their home land, as were Middle-Eastern heritage Muslims, and many other ethnic groups were 

starting to form alliances with other groups, all trying to maintain the appearance of cooperation 

with the Dutch, who were nervously trying to oppress any signs of opposition (Schmutzer, 1977). The 

Dutch were not a cohesive group by this point either. There were those who felt more allied with 

other Europeans in Java than with Holland, and wanted to create a new European state, rather than 

continue as part of Holland (Van der Eng, 1998). The centuries of religious, ethnic, and cultural 

diversity were culminating in unrest. An Indonesian identity was elusive, but the sentiment for 

independence from colonial rule was strong and widespread (Simons, 2001).  

In the 1920s, many people staged revolts and formed their own political parties. However, the most 

significant for Java’s history is the Perserikatan Nasional Indonesia, PNI, founded in 1927 and headed 

by Achmed Sukarno (Simons, 2001). Sukarno was a charismatic and well-educated engineer, who 

capitalised on the distrust of the Dutch and of the atheist communist sentiments of rival parties. 

Sukarno worked to create a national identity, and national sentiment, uniting across differences to 

present a national flag, anthem, and language to motivate solidarity (Sardersai, 2009). The Dutch 

quickly arrested and exiled Sukarno, but Sukarno continued to write and speak out for independence 

even as PNI fell apart when more leaders were imprisoned (Kahin, 2000). The Dutch continued to 
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imprison and exile political activists, but began to make minor concessions about representation, in 

an attempt to stall or assuage the situation. They were facing their own political troubles in Europe.  

In 1941, the Dutch were themselves in exile in England after the German invasion. The global political 

climate suggested that colonialism was faltering under the weight of the world war, but the most 

serious threat to Dutch rule over Indonesia was to come from Japan (Kahin, 2000). Japan was rapidly 

expanding its range and power, and overtook Java, burning vast hectares of Javan forest in its wake. 

This was yet another effect on the forest conditions as a result of multi-scaled politics and power, and 

not localised degradation (Tsing, 2005). Alliances were made, however, on the hope that the 

Japanese were temporary, and that Java would be returned to independence (Simons, 2001). Java 

was conquered in 1942 by the Japanese following a quick Dutch surrender, and the Japanese freed 

Sukarno, who immediately began to covertly gather support for another independence (Kahin, 2000). 

When the tide of the world war turned against Japan, Japan’s aggression and oppression against the 

rebelling Indonesians led to the 17th of August 1945 declaration of independence by Sukarno and 

Hatta (Kahin, 2000).  

The British, Dutch, and Japanese fought over territorial control of Indonesia, and the Indonesians had 

to defend themselves against all three armies trying to violently suppress rebellion and regain the 

colony (Simons, 2001). The creation of the United Nations, and a wary post-war political climate, was 

to be the pivotal global political change that Indonesia needed. On the 27th of December 1949, the 

rest of the world under the United Nations recognised the formal secession of the Dutch over 

Indonesia. Sukarno became the first President of Indonesia. The first constitution was passed in 1950, 

and Jakarta became the capital of the republic (Taylor, 2003). Sukarno, despite rising to power by 

admonishing Western forms of rule, based his political system on the Western model, adopting their 

same frameworks for the new legislation (SarDersai, 2009). His attempts at idealistic democracy were 

unfortunately ineffective, as the identities and interests of the new Indonesian citizens were too 

disparate, and he began to move towards a more autocratic position in an attempt to retain stability 

in the new nation (Simons, 2001).  

Sukarno adopted the Dutch forestry laws with no change, but he did pass the Basic Agrarian Law in 

1960. The law is an attempt to restore rights to land tenure to those who tilled it by recognising adat, 

and also placed a ceiling on private landholdings (Peluso et al., 2008). However, the long-entrenched 

systems of benefit and privilege to the elite were not so easily changed, and the diversity of 
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identities, desires, and beliefs of the Indonesian peoples led to instability. A general in the army, 

Suharto, began to stage coups against Sukarno in 1965 (Dake, 2006). Military massacres spread 

throughout the country, atrocities suspected to be in the hundreds of thousands. With backing from 

the United States, Suharto built anti-Communist propaganda against Sukarno, and the killings were 

enacted in the name of preventing the spread of communism (Simons, 2001). It was the bloodiest 

and most devastating period in the history of its people, and a tragic beginning to an independent 

nation struggling to find a place in world politics as much as in its own. Suharto overthrew Suharto, 

and in 1968 elections confirmed Suharto as Indonesia’s second president, stripping Sukarno of his 

power.  

 Suharto and The New Order 

Suharto took full advantage of the military in his rule, which is known as the New Order Regime 

(SarDersai, 2009). He reinstated private lands to American and British owners who had been stripped 

by Sukarno, welcomed in the assistance of western powers such as the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund and the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations 

(Simons, 2001). He used the military to crush all uprisings and posted military officials in elite 

administrative and political roles (Peluso et al., 2008). He allied with Western powers in the Cold 

War, using their interest in oil to rebuild the economy of Indonesia, while reaping profits from oil to 

be shared with his close relatives and friends (Peluso et al., 2008). I suggest that Suharto’s 

dependence on Western interventions to influence resource access and control in Indonesia has 

created the political legacy that will become relevant to conservation and development discourses, 

where global interests in biodiversity or resource management justify control over human-forest 

relationships at localised scales of interaction.  

Suharto also used dictatorship to unite the diverse peoples of Indonesia, brutally forming them into 

one nation, in the name of democracy and much to the initial favour of Western nations which 

rewarded Suharto with massive financial loans, technological knowledge, and military equipment 

(Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006b). All ethnic, cultural, and religious backgrounds were equally 

squashed, and any expression of disagreement or alternative practice was met with swift violence 

(Peluso, et al., 2008). Rather than creating a symbolic pride over nationalism, it encouraged identity 

itself to be akin to resisting dominance and inequality. The New Order reigned until the late 1990s, 

and its effects on Java’s cultural and biophysical landscapes are immense, and integral to an 
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understanding of the current context of human-environmental relationships in West Java. The New 

Order systematically destroyed traditional rights (Colfer & Resosudarmo, 2002). Suharto abolished 

Sukarno’s Basic Agrarian Law, and with it the recognition of adat.  

Suharto’s authoritarian methods were far more intrusive and damaging to greater numbers of 

Indonesians than the Dutch had been, who tolerated smallholder cultivation so long as profits were 

sustained. As Dove (1993) points out, controlling the forest resources included controlling the 

discourses about the forests, and this includes alternate frameworks for resource access. Unintended 

consequences include the loss of biological diversity and cultural ecological knowledge on these 

species interactions, and the continued practice of subversive logging as material and symbolic 

resistance (McCarthy, 2000). Some individuals continued to illegally log where de facto practices 

were able to overcome de jure in areas with less ability to enforce (McCarthy, 2000). The 

combination of wide-scale exploitation of forests by Suharto’s regime, and the need for subsistence 

farmers to clear land for cultivation or sale of illegal logs as resistance and livelihoods, produced 

scarcity of one of Java’s most valuable renewable resources, timber (Barber, 1998). Social conflict in 

this way supports political ecology theories that identity and livelihoods are often intertwined in 

agrarian politics, and the contests over the forests are as much about the rights of self as they are the 

rights to a particular resource. This history is essential to later analysis on human-forest relationships, 

and framing patterns of resistance or coercion seen in assemblages of human/nature interactions.  

Suharto used a clause in the national constitution, which allocated sovereignty of the state over all 

land and resources within national territory, thereby allowing him to claim any property or resource, 

public or private, in the name of the state (Fay & Sirait, 2002). Using the nation’s first constitution as 

a cloak for legitimacy gave Suharto authority to interpret any and all activities in forested areas as 

governable domain (van Langenberg, 1990). Coinciding this reclamation of land for the state was the 

formation of the Indonesian Peasant’s Harmony Association, a military based party which overtook 

all existing agrarian and peasant parties, violently punishing any groups that resisted (Peluso et al., 

2008). Suharto established the Perhutani, or Javan State Forestry Corporation, first in Central and 

East Java in 1961, extending it to West Java in 1978 (Peluso, 1993a). Suharto courted international 

support for his tactics, through the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and the Food and 

Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006).  
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Internationally, his promotion of Indonesia as one country, erasing all indigeneity, was a platform to 

construct an image of unity and harmony, co-opting the unique cultural diversity in order to give an 

image of solidarity. Political ecologists interpret these sorts of manoeuvers as the power of discourse 

in the face of alternative truths. Suharto classified approximately one million peoples as primitive and 

isolated (Li, 2000). He began to resettle peoples deemed indigenous, giving it a negative connotation, 

expanding the Dutch resettlement projects mentioned earlier in the chapter in a move to discourage 

cultural distinctiveness and force his notion of a common Indonesian citizen (Li, 2000). 

Distinctiveness was something to be overcome in the name of the state.  

Suharto mostly relied on historical Dutch systems of sustainability to pay lip service to conservation, 

while focusing on development in practice, and for nearly three decades since his takeover, Indonesia 

had one of the fastest growing economies (Sunderlin, 1999). The FAO worked to implement standard 

forestry practices in Indonesia, and the axis of power and control over forest product exports now 

moved all the way up to United Nations discourse on the power of sustainable development via 

economic growth (Vandergeest & Peluso, 2006). In Sumatra, extra-legal logging revealed power 

negotiations among lower level politicians, officials, and individuals seeking to make a profit for 

themselves off of the timber, or simply to make enough money to survive (McCarthy, 2000). In 

Kalimantan, acting outside the state’s authority reduced the autonomy of the state, but also failed to 

address inequality, as elites were able to extract the profits and control localised market prices and 

forest degradation continued to accelerate (Wollenberg et al., 2006).  

The disenfranchised were unable to secure legal land tenure for their historical claims to cultivation 

properties. Across Java’s remaining forests, fees for such titles were so high, and the paperwork so 

confusing, that it was beyond the education and economic means of the people who needed it most 

(Thorburn, 2004). Creating complexity and overheads that are prohibitive to the poor, and privilege 

those in positions of power who are able to manipulate, tax, or rob households of their autonomy 

and survival stability (Tsing, 2005; Thorburn, 2004). These inequities are entrenched across scales and 

through layers of political economic power struggles. The systematic marginalisation supports 

political ecology frameworks for analysing deforestation as a complex social ecology of power, 

identity, and ecology (Gellert, 1998).  

The histories of distrust, fear, and resistance situate the nature/culture histories of the forests where 

I studied Javan gibbon conservation processes. The situated histories of Indonesian citizens’ 
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livelihood practices, cultural beliefs, and identity continue to engender dynamic meanings and 

attachments to the biophysical landscapes, and what these assemblages mean vis-à-vis gibbon 

conservation processes. When Suharto first took over, the discourse of development purposefully 

dismissed indigenous knowledge. Soon the conservation movement, in reaction to the widespread 

global degradation in the name of economic development, began to turn to indigeneity as a solution 

for more sustainable practices (Brokensa et al., 1980). The United Nations and the World Bank began 

to commit themselves to supporting indigenous knowledge, and indigenous rights (Bicker, A., Pottier 

J., & Sillitoe, P., 2003). 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) now argued that the gross excess of power by Suharto and 

his elite had created incompetent environmental management (Robison & Rosser, 1998). 

Concurrently, small NGOs began to proliferate, emphasising their interest in community and 

development. NGOs became one of the only tolerated forms of open speech to the Suharto regime, 

so long as he was convinced they were apolitical (Corrothers & Surtyatna, 1995). Most were 

grassroots movements, working for agrarian rights, education, or financial loan access, cultivating 

government ties to influence policy at the national level (Corrothers & Surtyatna, 1995; Eldridge, 

1990). The combined internal and external pressure to address growing environmental concerns was 

beginning to affect access to international financial and technical support.  

Suharto established the Ministry of Environment as a mechanism to release growing tension and 

pressure from grassroots movements for environmental rights and conservation actions, and 

international pressure from financial aid organisations (Peluso et al., 2008). The appointed minister, 

Emil Salim, initially seemed genuinely engaged in environmental concerns, winning praise from 

international organisations as an advocate of human rights and conservation. Soon his open support 

of Indonesian NGOs began to create displeasure from Suharto (Riker, 1994). Despite government 

oversight, Suharto tolerated the proliferation for some years, as the money that came in from 

international and internal NGOs was increasingly important to Indonesia’s economy (Gordon, 1998). 

The World Wildlife Fund, for example, helped establish and fund at least 17 of the nation’s national 

parks (Gordon, 1998). The success of NGOs to achieve policy influence soon translated to NGOs as a 

vehicle for political activism veiled as environmental movements (Gordon, 1998). From 1980 the NGO 

Indonesian Forum for the Environment, WAHLI began using its national level position to challenge 

the government on endangered species, indigenous rights, and forest management, became an open 

threat to the New Order Regime and a sign of hope to the disenfranchised (Riker, 1994). At this time, 
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the Ministry of Forestry was at its peak of power and control, receiving funding from Suharto for 

maintaining production and profit. 

The Ministry of Environment was not given enough power to challenge the legislations and 

jurisdiction of the Ministry of Forestry (Peluso, 2008). The Network for Forest Conservation in 

Indonesia, backed by the international Rainforest Action Network, began to lobby against a 

government backed foreign investment project to convert 550,000 hectares of forest into eucalyptus 

and displace more than 15000 people positioned as indigenous (Riker, 1994). In other locations, 

Suharto oversaw the conversion of forests to oil palm plantations, rubber plantations, and tea for 

export (Cheyne, 2009). The environment became the landscape for political protest and struggle, 

with many seeing the conservation movement, and environmental protest, as one of the only means 

to challenge the New Order (Gordon, 1998). The devastating fires in Borneo in 1997 perhaps most 

dramatically exemplify this (Gordon, 1998). Fires had swept Kalimantan in 1982-83 as well, and the 

1997 fires are evidence that Suharto failed to learn any lessons about the political ecology of Borneo, 

and instead insisting that processes that worked in Java would apply to Kalimantan (Gellert, 1998). 

After centuries of appropriation of community or customary lands for privatisation by the state and 

international interests, Suharto’s New Order had achieved the worst degradation of Indonesia’s 

peoples and landscapes (Dauvergne, 1993). 

 The Reformasi 

In 1998, Suharto fell from power. The Reformasi replaced the New Order, and immediately peasants 

and agrarian farmers reacted to the fall of the regime by occupying the state forests and 

monoculture plantations. Many landless people chopped down the timber and crops, and replanted 

their own, and forest fires raged across Indonesia’s islands, especially Kalimantan, as an expression of 

frustration (Dudley, 2002). Quickly, deforestation spread as a form of reclamation (Applegate et al., 

2002). The Ministry of Forestry agreed in the terms of decentralisation to mediate governance with 

regional offices for the management of timber stands and other resources above ground level 

(McCarthy, 2000). During Suharto’s reign timber barons controlled more than 2 million hectares of 

Indonesian forests (Barber, Johnson, & Hafild, 1994). During the Reformasi, the IMF and World Bank 

pressured Indonesia to pass new regulations to decentralised the Ministry of Forestry (Ross, 1996). 

For the first time, laws were passed that created space for community-based management (Kubo, 

2008).  
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Breaking down the concessions and patronage system on paper is easier than in practice, however, 

and with many of the elites still maintaining direct ties to governing officials, they continued to 

control forests (Fay & Sirait, 2002). Now there were overlapping claims to land- those by the 

powerful elite, and those by the local farmers. Joint Forest Management was legislated in 2001, 

requiring the state to work with local governments to manage forested lands, excepting conservation 

areas (Uzair, 2008). To participate in the Joint Forest Management, a community has a group called 

the Forest Village Community Institute. The group is made up of several members who act on behalf 

of the community in making agreements on how forests should be used (Uzair, 2008).  

In Chapter Two, I discuss how political ecology theory has shown that assumptions of communities as 

homogenous, and benefits shared, may not fairly represent the needs and ambitions of all residents. 

Furthermore, the leaders are often those with power, making decisions for their own interest and 

cooperating with the state’s purposes (Uzair, 2008; Peluso, 1993b; Dermawan & Resosudarmo, 

2002). In this way, the state further legitimises its authority, and is able to claim adequate 

consideration and compensation of rights without sacrificing any of its own interests (Kubo, 2008). 

Another consideration of how the language of community-based management supports the 

continuation of elite and state power is how discourse has co-opted customary, indigenous, and adat 

laws to defend their own position (Afiff & Lowe, 2007).  

Some groups have been able to leverage indigenous and adat laws to appeal to broad national and 

international institutions even through savviness rather than need (Li, 2000). This was achieved by 

translating their practices into the language of the dominant discourse, often in scientific terms and 

within the rhetoric of government policies (Li, 2000). The drawback to this is that in order to gain 

some authority, the groups have to project the right kind of indigeneity. The group is “reformulated 

from the ‘backward’ and ‘alien’ subject of the Indonesia state to an Indonesia citizen with the right to 

participate in the political process of spatial design” (Afiff & Lowe, 2008, p. 81). Some groups have 

occupied protected areas as a symbol of their opposition to the creation of nature reserves on land 

they consider to historically belong to them (West, et al., 2006). Other groups have successfully used 

the international sympathy for indigenous rights to cultivate images of authenticity and prevent new 

projects for environmental management that would result in displacement of their homes (Li, 2000).  
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International organisations have continued to play a role in using funding to demand that 

conservation and localised land use rights improve transparency and accountability (Hapsari, 2011). 

The government, struggling to facilitate capacity building and resources support for the proliferation 

of decentralised governance, has allowed the international interventions in exchange for financial 

and technical support (Hapsari, 2011). However, it has been acknowledged that in terms of slowing 

rates of deforestation, the Reformasi has not succeeded (Thorburn, 2004; Obidzinski, 2005). Instead, 

deforestation rates have increased as state, private, and individuals all try to maximise their own 

resource access and political agendas (Peluso, 2011). In the next section, I examine the framing of 

endangered species within the wider context of forest conservation.  

 Locating Silvery Gibbons  

5.5.1 A Lone Javan Ape  

The intensification of conservation programmes by international, national, and community actors is 

resulting in rearranged conceptions of forest boundaries, property rights, and appropriate resource 

use (Tsing, 2009). Understanding how silvery gibbon conservation functions within wider frameworks 

of biodiversity conservation requires in depth context of the social and biophysical landscapes with 

which the species are identified. As discussed in Chapter Three, endangered species awareness 

gained global momentum as a crisis of biodiversity, and Indonesia was claimed as one of the world’s 

most valuable hotspots (Mittermeier, R.A., 2000). In their seminal publication on global hotspots, 

Myers et al. (2000) note that Post-Suharto only 7.8% of Indonesia’s original forest cover remains. This 

chapter has so far demonstrated that Javanese forests have for centuries been sites of 

social/environmental struggles for power amongst highly diverse cultural peoples. Within these 

nature/culture assemblages, locating a particular species can be a delicate task. Historical references 

to Javan gibbons, as well as regulations regarding its protection in Indonesia, shed some insight into 

how the species has been framed within the context of West Javan forests.  

The Javan gibbon, Hylobates moloch, is considered Java’s most threatened primate, and one of the 

world’s most endangered apes (Whitten, Soeriaatmadja, & Afiff, 1996). Since 1924 the species has 

been protected under Indonesian law, and for several decades under CITES Appendix 1 (Andayani et 

al., 2008). Descriptions of the species in Western accounts date back to 1798, 1893, and more 

recently the 1900s (2008). For at least 35 years, researchers have known that silvery gibbons are 
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endemic and confined to Java (Chivers & Gittens, 1978). While much historical data is sparse, it is 

clear that the gibbons live primarily in dense forest habitats and require continuous canopy to persist 

in an area (Whittaker & Lappan, 2009). Thus far research has found that gibbons are not capable of 

surviving in forests that are fragmented and respond poorly to habitat conversion (Whittaker & 

Lappan, 2009).  

Combined with a slow population regeneration rate of the species, rapid deforestation affects the 

meta-population of in situ gibbons at a faster rate than the species can offset by migration, 

adaptation, or reproduction. This relationship means that the presence of gibbons in a forest is 

indicative of a healthy, floristically rich forest (Asquith, 2001). The framing of the ecological 

knowledge on gibbons as objectively requiring primary forest vegetation sets the context for 

competition with the political economic resource pressures described throughout this chapter. 

Kappeler conducted the first systematic study of the species distribution across Java in the late 1970s 

(Kappeler, 1984). Javan gibbons face similar threats as many of the other 4-16 species of gibbons, all 

of which are native to Asia, and seven of which, including the Javan gibbon, are found in Indonesia 

(Supriatna et al., 2010). 

These threats are broadly generalised as habitat loss due to forest conversion for plantation and 

production crops as well as smallholder cultivation, swidden burning, and logging (Cheyne, 2009). 

Nearly all gibbons are also threatened by illegal hunting for food, pet trade, and traditional medicine 

(Cheyne, 2009). Obtaining gibbons for pet trade invariably involves killing the mother to gain access 

to the infant, thus damaging the species population dramatically more than just the removal of one 

individual and combined with habitat loss and fragmentation silvery gibbons are now endangered 

(Asquith, 2001). There is substantial variation in population estimates of in situ gibbons in West Java, 

but general agreement is that most of the remaining sub-populations have less than one hundred 

individuals, but total population estimates vary widely from 400 to as high as 5,000 (Nijman, 2006; 

Asquith et al., 1995; Supriatna et al., 2001; Djanubudiman et al., 2004). The Aspinall Foundation 

contributed its own species distribution and population estimates, favouring a conservation 

population between 1000-1500 gibbons (TAF, 2010). 

Silvery gibbon social structures are built around male-female pair bonds, averaging 3.3 in group size 

(Kim, Lappan, & Choe, 2012). These bonds have complex and variable degrees of monogamy, with 

sufficient evidence that mating may occur with members outside the bond (Malone & Fuentes, 
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2009). However, it is generally acknowledged that the gibbons, despite extra-mating variability, live 

in long-term pairs as well as infants and juveniles before dispersal (Malone & Fuentes, 2009). 

Therefore, when mothers and infants are removed for the pet trade, there is likely a displaced male 

remaining, who must find a new mate, as adults are not desirable for pet trade due to aggression. In 

fact, many of the infants that become captive are killed when they become adolescents and more 

aggressive and dangerous to owners (Cheyne, 2009). This pair bonding is also a concern for releasing 

rehabilitated gibbons back into forests. The gibbons need to demonstrate prior to release that they 

have the social skills to attract and maintain a mate, and to navigate social systems of territory 

defence (Cheyne, 2009).   

Gibbons are limited in their range to the presence of large bodied fruiting trees, not just closed 

canopies (Elder, 2009; Kim, Lappan, & Choe, 2012). At altitudes about 1500-1700 meters, the relative 

density of fruiting trees becomes sparse (Nijman & Van Balen, 1998). The rarity of available food 

makes higher elevations unsuitable to support gibbon populations. There is evidence that at the 

upper extent of Javan gibbon populations, habitat range is significantly larger than in lower 

elevations where food is more abundant (Kim et al., 2011). Group dynamics including feeding 

patterns, territory defence, mating, parenting, and distribution shed light on how gibbons utilise 

forest space (Geissman & Nijman, 2006). Competition with other primates also plays a role in 

evaluating suitable habitat and the availability of resources, as well as human-primate interactions 

(Whittaker & Lappan, 2009). Silvery gibbon behavioural ecology has only been studied using Western 

models of objective research for the past three decades (Andayani et al., 2008).  

There is very little research on local people’s knowledges, viewpoints, and perspectives on Javan 

gibbons, with the exception of Melissa Reisland and now long-term research by Nicholas Malone, 

both assessing the human/nature relationships at Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, a site included 

in this study as well (Reisland, 2013; Malone, 2007). This thesis provides a more in-depth picture of 

how combined in situ and ex situ conservation strategies, in the nature/culture context of West 

Javanese landscapes, are shaped by the complex human/nature relationships. Despite there still 

being many questions about the behavioural ecology of Javan gibbons, the crisis narrative of the 

hotspot of Indonesia, and the endangered status of silvery gibbons has created the political context 

for interventions.  
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5.5.2 Laying the Framework for In Situ and Ex Situ Gibbons 

In 1994, the first international workshop on Javan gibbons was held in Indonesia. It was supported by 

the IUCN, and focused on identifying threats, distribution, and remaining habitats, concluding that 

habitat degradation and poaching are the two primary threats (Supriatna et al., 1994). In 1997 a 

follow-up conference backed by the NGO Conservation International in partnership with the 

University of Indonesia met to explore the role that ex situ conservation centres could contribute to 

the species (Supriatna & Manullang, 1999). These international agreements have forged a multi-scale 

approach to Javan gibbon conservation, supporting international NGO intervention, including ex situ 

conservation, paving the way for zoo-based organisations such as The Aspinall Foundation to become 

involved. Conservation NGOs and primatologists have agreed to work together to manage the 

remaining gibbons as a population including ex situ and in situ, meaning that breeding managed in 

rehabilitation and captive centres will play an integral role in preserving the genetic diversity of the 

species (Gates & Baker, 2001).  

In 2008, an Indonesian Gibbon Conservation and Management Workshop was held in Bogor, West 

Java, bringing together a mixture of Indonesian government officials, Indonesian NGOs, and 

international NGOs, including several zoos and gibbon rehabilitation centres (Campbell et al., 2008). 

Representatives of TAF were present and participated in the Java Working Group. So many 

participants were there to focus on the silvery gibbon, that they split the representatives into in situ 

and ex situ groups to focus on their goals separately, whereas for all other gibbon groups the 

representatives worked collaboratively (Campbell et al., 2008). The four priority goals established for 

silvery gibbon conservation frame the dialogue of gibbon conservation. Taken from page one of the 

report on the workshop, they are:  

1. Minimise population isolation by preserving the meta-populations and connecting habitat 

fragments. 

2. Optimise law enforcement. 

3. Promote public awareness and education. 

4. Stop of control habitat loss and forest conversion. (Campbell et al., 2008).  

There is no mention of engendering positive associations between humans/forests/gibbons, only on 

policing the boundaries between them. In light of the history of Java’s authoritarian forest 

management and policing of human resource access in Indonesia that has been the subject of much 
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of this chapter, one wonders what sort of awareness and education is intended. TAF began its work 

in Java in 2009, a year after the gibbon workshop, and their future agreements with the Indonesian 

government, discussed in the following section, would build on these themes. 

The Javan gibbon group emphasised additional goals of ‘optimise rescue and rehabilitation centres 

and identify potential habitat for releasing rehabilitated gibbons’ (Campbell et al., 2008, p. 2). Multi-

scale institutional buy-in for combined in situ and ex situ silvery gibbon conservation is reflected in 

outcomes of this workshop, with full support from the Indonesian government to facilitate Javan 

gibbon conservation. At the time of the workshop the Perth Zoo had already built a rehabilitation 

centre in Bogor, called the Javan Gibbon Centre (JGC). The JGC was built after the 1994 and 1997 

meetings referenced, as well as the 2001 International Congress of the Primatological Society in 

Adelaide, all recommended an ex situ rehabilitation centre for breeding and release of rehabilitated 

gibbons and expressed desire to make the Javan gibbon a flagship species for Java (Gates & Baker, 

2001). The Perth Zoo founded the Silvery Gibbon Project, and has largely funded the JGC, with 

additional support from Conservation International. They released their first ex situ gibbons into 

Gunung Gede Pangrango National Park in 2009 and have released subsequent groups since then. This 

thesis does not focus on the work of JGC or the Silvery Gibbon Project, but the collective framework 

setting up the format of combining in situ and ex situ in Javanese Silvery Gibbon conservation 

worships and meetings demonstrates the TAF’s approach did not appear in isolation on the 

Indonesian conservation landscape.  

JGC and TAF do not share release habitat spaces, and personal communication with persons close to 

TAF’s Java Primate Conservation Project (JPCP) noted that there was, at one point, tension between 

the two organisations competing for in situ release sites (personal communication, 2011). The Perth 

Zoo and TAF cooperate with ex situ silvery gibbon population management outside of Indonesia, 

working as part of a global ex situ genetic management and coordinated breeding programme, and 

hold the two largest zoo based captive populations of silvery gibbons outside of Indonesia. The 

comments, though perhaps only referring to isolated or temporal relationships that have since 

shifted, reflects the strategic self-serving behaviour of NGOs. Critical scholarship on the behaviour of 

competition between NGOs suggest that the organisations become consumers of the resources they 

purport to protect (Stirrat, 2006; Da Fonseca, 2003). The result is a division of remaining resources, in 

this case the gibbons and their in situ landscapes for the individual NGO’s own consumption. The 

multi-scale landscape of NGO conservation, both in terms of shaping aid to Indonesia since the 
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1950s, and in current silvery gibbon conservation, is as important to understanding the complex 

context of TAF’s processes as the situated histories of marginalisation, degradation, resistance, and 

power over Java’s forested landscapes.  

The workshop held in 2008 for gibbon conservation has as its final recommended action of silvery 

gibbons the decree to  

Optimise rescue centres and rehabilitation centres to host confiscated Javan gibbons in order 
to be used for court process and identify the potential habitat for releasing rehabilitated 
gibbons (Campbell et al., 2008, p. 25). 

It is not uncommon for NGOs to work on similar thematic objectives in biodiversity hotspots (Bode, 

Probert, Turner, Wilson, & Venter, 2011). In optimistic terms, the JGC and JPCP can achieve more for 

silvery gibbons by working to achieve similar goals in similar ways. The accepted wisdom on silvery 

gibbon distribution has framed the remaining suitable habitats for larger populations of silvery 

gibbons to be extremely limited. The desire for each organisation to protect its own agenda and 

appear successful to international donors and institutional supporters has driven many NGOs 

working with limited geographic space to act competitively (Bode et al., 2011).  

In 2010 a meeting was held called the Javan Gibbon Global Cooperative Management Program 

Workshop. Held in Sukabumi on the Fifth and Sixth of August, it was a collective meeting to create a 

plan and achievable actions for silvery gibbon conservation. Representatives from TAF were present, 

including contributing member TAF Indonesia country director (unpublished DTV document, draft 

minutes, 2010, pp.4). Throughout the meeting, ex situ and in situ populations were divided as distinct 

sets of issue to be targeted for a composite gibbon strategy. The structural differentiation reinforces 

the binary of wild and captive across the multi-scale participants, creating new scales that correspond 

with in situ and ex situ. The meeting also repeatedly stressed that the actions required for the 

species’ protection include a strengthening of law enforcement on issues ranging from the captive 

pet trade and protected areas management, to and most revealing, within the “Education and 

Conservation Campaign” (unpublished DTV document, draft minutes, 2010, p.8). The minutes of the 

meeting record that within the Education and Conservation Campaign the problem is that 

“Awareness and law enforcement are weak”, with the action being to “Increase Law Enforcement” 

(unpublished DTV document, draft minutes, 2010, p.8). Indeed, in the conclusions one of the five 

principle outcomes was to “Increase effectiveness of law enforcement [by] securing national park 

border within district’s land use plan system” and to “improve capacity and knowledge of law 
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enforcement officers” (unpublished DTV document, draft minutes, 2010, p.10). These proposed 

actions speak strongly to notions of territorialisation, fortress conservation, and the ways by which 

conservation acts to strengthen government legitimacy and power under the guise of empowerment, 

outreach, and engagement.  

The meeting reflects the views of multiple organisations, institutions, and nation-state 

representatives, not just TAF. It is telling that awareness defaults to how to use territorial 

enforcement to separate humans from animals, something that I return to as a key feature of TAF’s 

approach in Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve in Chapter Seven. Collapsing education with law 

enforcement reveals what the education goals mean in terms of reproducing the nature/culture 

binary. When there are comments on education that excludes law enforcement, the flagship 

approach to conservation is strongly favoured as “boosting local pride by assigning Javan gibbon as 

district mascot” (unpublished DTV document, draft minutes, 2010, pp.10). At one point, a comment 

is recorded that gibbon conservationists  

really need to engender pride in local animals. This needs to come from within Indonesia. 
Locals need to think of this as a gallant offer for reintroduction of Javan gibbons. Can we 
survey locals about their feelings/values and significance for Javan gibbons? (unpublished DTV 
document, draft minutes, 2010, pp.13-14)  

The comment reiterates the role of the gibbon as a flagship species, but more importantly it also sets 

up a social hierarchy that frames the conservationists as generously providing a ‘gallant’ offer to 

bring pride to the local people. Such a bold comment demonstrates a privileging of conservation 

views over lived experiences of Javanese persons, and assumes that the interventionists can shape 

those views. It also covertly blames the ‘locals’ for the lack of gibbons in the area, that outsiders 

would give them a second chance to have gibbons again if only this time they will be proud enough to 

protect them. Critiques of the flagship approach have addressed such attitudes as invoking romantic 

ideas of the values of Western institutional backers and warrants scrutiny for relying on their own 

subjective social representations of what a homogenous ‘local’ wants, takes pride in, or contributes 

to the drivers for or against species conservation efforts (Smith et al., 2010; Campbell, 2007). 

The meeting’s notes outline that the broad criteria for release are made up of biological factors, 

disease risk, education, and protection (unpublished DTV document, draft minutes, 2010). In 

Chapters Six and Seven, I analyse two protected areas, and argue that each meets some of the 

criteria but not all. I argue that ultimately, the choice by TAF to release gibbons in Gunung Tilu Nature 
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Reserve reveals an interpretation of education, awareness, and local support that discounts the 

marginalised, favours those in power as participants, and reinforces notions of the homogenous 

local. I argue that Sancang offers genuine conservation awareness, but that TAF, and arguably 

notable in the 2010 meeting many other gibbon conservation representatives, see that criteria as 

secondary rather than equal to concerns over protection. In the next section, I analyse rhetoric and 

discourse of TAF on its own, as represented by its leadership and media roles at a global scale.  

 The Aspinall Foundation 

The Java Primates Conservation Project is not TAF’s only, or even primary, species-based 

conservation effort. Understanding the processes employed for silvery gibbons also require some 

reflection on the wider agenda of TAF, its discourse and action. TAF is named after John Aspinall, a 

professional gambler and socialite with a large private collection of exotic animals he amassed in 

England (TAF, 2013). When his collection needed a larger place to be housed, he purchased Howletts 

to be both his family home and wildlife park (TAF, 2013). Howletts was bought in 1957, and by 1973 

he had to purchase Port Lympne to accommodate his growing collection, both of which are now 

public zoos.  

TAF has been a registered charity since April 27, 1984, created by the founder, John Aspinall (TAF, 

2013). The purpose of the foundation was to establish a charity that could perpetuate and expand on 

his legacy of breeding rare and endangered species, especially charismatic megafauna such as 

gorillas, tigers, rhinos, and wild dogs. Since John Aspinall’s passing in 2000, TAF has been 

spearheaded by his oldest son, Damien Aspinall. TAF contributes to the funding and operating of 

Howletts and Port Lympne today, while also raising funds for operating their ex situ conservation 

programmes. Damien Aspinall is renowned for his videos of personal interaction, play, grooming, and 

handling including his own infant daughters, with the silverbacks and adult female gorillas. In 1987 

TAF began its first in situ conservation programme, focusing on the in situ populations of gorillas in 

Congo and Gabon. In 1996 TAF began releasing gorillas back into the protected areas, funding locally 

sourced men to act as patrol and protection over the released animals. 

TAF has housed silvery gibbons since 1984 (TAF Funding Brochure p. 17). The two zoos have the 

highest captive birth rate of the species in the world: 33 births (Aspinall Org., 2012). They house 50% 

of the global captive population in those two facilities (Aspinall, Org 2012). On December 11, 2009, 
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TAF signed a memorandum of understanding with the Directorate General of Protection and Nature 

Conservation, Ministry of Forestry. This document is the first formalised agreement giving The 

Aspinall Foundation permission to act within Indonesia under the country name of Java Primates 

Conservation Project, with the intent of conservation of Javan primates, beginning initially with the 

silvery gibbon, Hylobates moloch.  

Damien Aspinall remains the key spokesperson in media channels for TAF. Designed to distinguish 

himself from others, he frames all other zoos as contemptuous cages symbolising humanities “abject 

failure of us as a species” (Frith, & Frith, 2012). He feels that any zoos unlike his own “should all be 

closed” (Frith, & Frith, 2012), and that “The only reason to have zoological collections should be to 

protect endangered species and breed with the goal of releasing them into the wild” (Frith, & Frith, 

2012). He takes the argument to its conclusion, referring to his own zoos and his “ultimate wish” to 

“close them down” (Usher, 2015). When questioned about the role of zoos such as his and others for 

educating the public about conservation and species, he leaves no margin for misunderstanding: 

“People argue they are educational- well, stuff education!” (Jones, 2012). In the UK, Damian’s 

speeches to “stuff education” mentality has not translated into an absence of education programmes 

to be offered at his two flagship zoos, Howletts and Port Lympne. On the contrary, both zoos offer a 

wide range of educational opportunities to school groups of all ages, university and graduate level 

research, and interested groups/clubs/organisations. 

Damian’s rhetoric is declarative, moralistic, and deterministic. “The idea that zoos should be for the 

education or entertainment of mankind fills me with horror” (Frith, 2012). Yes, his actions do not 

always follow the same format. He is renowned for his close personal relationship with gorillas, 

tigers, leopards, rhinos, and numerous other charismatic megafauna. While in one breath disavowing 

human pleasure from wild animals, in another he exclaims “I don't think I could live my life without 

being surrounded by these animals” (Usher, 2012). His moral dislike for animals as entertainment 

belies the fact that the zoos, just like hundreds of others, advertise themselves as an exciting and 

educational family outing. He has five-star chefs catering for several onsite luxury accommodation 

options, and you can even rent out the entire zoo after hours for a party. In May of 2012 a rave was 

held on Port Lympne grounds, outside the entrance, for three days including the nights and giving 

ravers a pass to enter the zoo during opening hours (Doherty, 2012). Outrage at the behaviour of 

some of the partygoers towards the animals made international news, but TAF insists that money 

from these entertainment events is used to fund conservation (Doherty, 2012). The power of 
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discourse creates enough discursive space to allow for actions that may not only deviate but also 

outright negate that discourse, to no ill effect for its power (Adams & Hutton, 2007). 

 Back to the Wild! 

In 2012, Damian Aspinall announced in multiple press releases that the following year would be his 

Back to the Wild campaign. TAF enacted its Back to the Wild campaign in 2013, with the goal of 

reintroducing animals “into their natural habitats” (TAF, 2016). A promotional brochure to 

prospective donors for the Indonesian campaign highlights the silvery gibbon as the charismatic 

flagship species in need of protection from black market pet trade and environmental degradation in 

a land where “security and protection are virtually non-existent” (TAF, 2011). In a brief on the design 

and content of promotional material for the Indonesia project, the role of the gibbon is stated as 

follows: 

Why we are focused clearly on the Javan Gibbon, we believe that our work to save this 
species can only be of benefit to a wider group of endangered animals that survive nowhere 
else (TAF, 2011).  

The gibbon is centred as a flagship species for TAF’s species conservation work in West Java. As 

discussed in 3.7.1, a flagship species is the fundraising and public interest focus, used to garner 

financial and moral support for the conservation activities of an organisation that is then able to 

purport to have an impact on multiple species, without positivistic data to demonstrate validity of 

the claims (Verissimo et al., 2011; Chase et al., 2000). TAF has employed this approach in Africa as 

well, where the perceived benefit of protecting the flagship species has facilitated a management 

intervention that has led “to ecosystem recovery” (King & Courage, 2008). The impetus for this global 

TAF strategy of reintroducing ex situ primates to in situ habitats is that “among mammals, primates is 

the order the most threatened by extinction…monkeys are alarmingly hunted or poached…” (Le 

Flohic et al., 2015). Primate conservation biology has long identified habitat loss and 

hunting/poaching as endangering primates worldwide (Mittermeier, 1986; Cowlishaw & Dunbar, 

2000; Hockings, 2016).  

The Aspinall Foundation characterises Indonesian primate decline as a result of “illegal pet trade, 

hunting, and loss and fragmentation of habitat” (Wedana et al., 2013, pp. 31). The threats to silvery 

gibbons are blamed on some humans, while other humans are entreated to save the gibbons. The 

Aspinall Foundation may be well founded and in strong company in identifying habitat loss and 
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human predation on primates as threats, but political ecologists have long worked to destabilise 

oversimplifications for the complex socio-economic and ecological variables driving these processes. 

This chapter will explore some of the assumptions, and provide alternate explanations, for the 

conditions at the ex situ site or primate rehabilitation and the in situ habitat chosen as a gibbon 

release site.  

Arguments made in 2.4 demonstrated that the degradation thesis exploits the nature/culture 

dichotomy to justify conservation interventions, as The Aspinall Foundation has done in Indonesia, as 

well as in Congo, Gabon, and Madagascar. In each of these locations “The Aspinall Foundation 

initiated long-term protected area management projects in partnership with the respective national 

governments, which include site protection to eliminate hunting…” (King, Chamberlan, & Courage, 

2012, pp. 136). The goal in each project has been to “establish protected areas” with “improved legal 

status” (King & Courage, 2008, pp. 217). In Africa, there has been a clearly mandated desire to select 

specific locations.  

Project planners considered several ecological, sociological, and political criteria when 

selecting the general areas for the reintroductions. Within these areas they chose the specific 

sites due to the presence of natural barriers between the released gorillas and human activity. 

(King, Chamberlan, & Courage, 2012, pp. 136).  

TAF has also implemented the model in Madagascar, signing an agreement with the Malagasy 

government to create long-term protected areas in what they called isolated habitats (King & 

Chamberlan 2010). In each of these locations, primates bred in captivity are planned to be 

rehabilitated and released into the protected areas, thereby achieving the “re-establishment of a 

viable population” and “increasing the protection of the forest” (Wedana et al. 2013, pp. 38). In Java, 

the Indonesian government is perceived as incapable of providing sufficient protection against 

hunting and black-market trade, and so TAF has assumed responsibility (Wedana et al., 2013). In 

Indonesia, this has included hiring “two local guides” who are “employed to patrol the release site” 

as the forestry rangers do not patrol these protected areas (Wedana et al., 2013, pp. 37). The 

reference to ‘local’ guides, within the wider suite of global TAF conservation programmes, raises 

important scalar references in the framing of conservation processes. Not only is the nature/culture 

categorisation employed, but TAF also portrays a patterned production of scale between places, 

through which conservation is enacted at ‘local’ levels by the international organisation. Both 
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processes rely on assuming that a category is a loosely homogenous group, through which dynamic 

heterogeneity is subsumed within the politics of scale. 

The year 2013 was intended to be the largest release year in the charity’s history and was designed 

to raise significant media attention and funding. The animals chosen for the campaign were all 

charismatic, and the flagships for each country TAF releases ex situ animals to in situ habitats. This 

supports the discussions from Chapter Three on the role of the single species to be well-known, 

easily identifiable, and generally associated with a particular region or hotspot (Kontoleon & 

Swanson, 2003). The programme is advertised in West Java with brochures explaining the project, 

TAF, and the silvery gibbons. In the fundraising and project awareness brochure, a picture of the local 

agricultural mosaic outside the primate centre is captioned “in addition to hunting, a key threat to 

the survival of the Javan gibbon is habitat loss. The forest is cleared to grow cash crops such as tea 

and palm oil.” Palm oil is not a cash crop of the region, or even of Java, but of orangutan habitats in 

Sumatra and Borneo. However, the association of worldwide messaging of the loss of primate habitat 

to palm oil makes for an easy education message criminalising local human activity for global 

economic trends. 

In each threat to gibbons, identifying local humans as a problem needing intervention by non-locals, 

such as the Aspinall Foundation, becomes a pattern. But the solution can be achieved by supporting 

the charismatic “majestic species” (TAF Brochure, page 8): The Javan gibbon. Through conservation 

efforts to protect gibbons and their habitat, local people can be educated “to protect rather than 

exploit their rare indigenous wildlife” (page 10). Extra-locals can buy into the prospect of changing 

negative local practices, saving a rare species, and further protecting all the habitats and help fund 

conservation. 

In the brochure is a key justification of allowing the space for international organisations to be 

decision makers in Indonesian conservation: “Keeping Javan gibbons as pets is already illegal, but the 

law is not enforced as there is nowhere for the confiscated animals to be taken”. This formalised 

rhetoric creates sufficient space to avoid blaming other locals with power, i.e. government officials 

charged with conservation, justifies extra-local involvement, and to allow for what I call informal 

education. I continue to explore implications of this significant statement throughout the chapter. 

The Aspinall Foundation openly declares that their role in conservation in Indonesia is to provide “the 

expertise and resources necessary to undertake these initiatives that are not yet available in 
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Indonesia” (Brochure 14). Framing the lack of enforcement on a resource deficiency also takes the 

sting out of accusations of failure by the government to enforce the Act of the Republic of Indonesia 

No. 5 of 1990, the law prohibiting trade of protected species. It also turns the problem of 

noncompliance with international CITES agreement, which Indonesia has enforced since March 1979, 

into one of compliance.  

 Java Primates Conservation Project 

In this section I detail the formation of the Java Primates Conservation Project, JPCP, the Indonesian 

branch of TAF. Drawing primarily from document analysis, with some supporting comments from 

residents in and around JPCP where their interviews directly related to the contextual information on 

the foundation of the primate centre. The Aspinall Foundation, as a registered charitable foundation, 

was required to follow Law No. 8 of 1985 regarding Societal Organisations when they applied to 

operate in Indonesia. Furthermore, they are now held to the standards of Law No. 17 of 2013 

regarding Societal Organisations. Passed in July 22, 2013, it is widely regarded as an expression of 

increased power by the Indonesian Government, not a relaxation of the law passed under Suharto in 

1985 (Pickering, 2013). The laws mean that foundations, such as TAF, are bound in their operation to 

the national level scale regulations and controls over activity. They cannot operate in the vaguely 

determined realms of politics, law, or security, or cause any harm to the nationalism of the people 

through critique or inciting reaction (ICNL, 2014). Acceptable areas of activity for foreign foundations 

are defined loosely as “social, religion, or humanity” (ICNL, 2014). Wildlife conservation loosely files 

under this umbrella, as Indonesia recognises that conservation endangered species is a global issue.  
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Figure 5.1  Site map of JPCP. 
(TAF. Online Archive, BKSDA.) 
 

On May 25, 2010, TAF signed a further cooperation agreement with the Ministry of Forestry and the 

Perum Perhutani Director allowing for activity to take place on government land. Both documents 

state: “The purpose of the cooperation is to restore and preserve the endemic populations and their 

habitat in the forests of Java” (Appendix 1; Appendix 2). The scope and direction of the agreements 

covers both in situ and ex situ conservation throughout Java. Based on the Decree of the Minister of 

Agriculture No. 428/Kpts/Org/7/1978 formed on June 10, 1978, the Department of Natural Resources 

Conservation Centre (BKSDA) was charged with implementing Ministry of Forestry agreements on the 

protection and preservation of natural areas and biodiversity. BKSDA became responsible for 

implementing conservation parks, forest preserves and education as well as the protection of natural 

resources. The Perhutani were given oversight of ex situ management of primates, crocodiles, and 

deer in West Java due to the existence of these animals in lands held by the Perum Perhutani for its 

production forests (Perhutani, 2011). The most recent amendments to the Regulation of the Minister 

of Forestry Number P.40/Menhut-II/2010 dated August 25, 2010 divide the responsibilities: the 

breeding and distribution of wildlife is overseen by Ministry of Forestry, while the captive 

management can be shared locally with the Perum Perhutani. Therefore, rehabilitation as well as 

confiscation is the jurisdiction of the government, which in a way sub-contract out its work to TAF. 
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Importantly, the three parties are represented by a leader, sign the document, and are afforded 

rights. However, representatives of any sort from the local communities are not a party nor are they 

represented in terms of any written rights to active decision-making in the document. While multiple 

agreements in the articles refer to “empowering” the local residents, encouraging their development, 

and sharing education, these are not further defined (Appendix 2). The power structure reinforces 

the residual top-down structure embedded in Indonesian conservation histories discussed earlier in 

the chapter, still treating the rights of those with the least power with lip service more than decision-

making participation.  

Using a species as the symbol of the movement removes the political aspects of conservation. By 

making the issue about the animals, not the causes of their endangerment, Indonesian policy 

practices past and present are obfuscated. The Javan gibbon becomes a powerful actor, facilitating 

the legal basis of The Aspinall Foundation’s entity in Indonesia, under the Java Primates Conservation 

Project (JPCP). They are manipulated as being non-political, making them an essential asset to TAF 

gaining political permission to act in West Java. The JPCP is built on land owned by the Perhutani in 

Patuha, Ciwidey, south Bandung province of West Java. Though the land is leased for a fee by the 

Perhutani, Made Wedana, the country director for TAF negotiated a settlement payment and 

agreement with smallholder farmers growing coffee in that location under Perhutani permission, that 

they would abdicate their land and crops there and in future years so long as the JPCP is present. 

Signed on 17 March 2010 by twenty-nine farmers, they agreed that they would not plant any further 

crops and would have until the 31st of May 2010 to harvest any existing crops and vacate the land 

(Patuha Resort agreement with farmers, signed May 31, 2010).  

The agreements between TAF, BKSDA, and Perhutani follow the structural and economic dependence 

on Western interventions I argued in 5.3 was enacted by Suharto’s New Order Regime to influence 

resource access and control in ways that give the appearance of decentralised management while 

actually proliferating control over human-environment relationships (Simons 2000; Gordon, 1998). 

The state legitimised its own authority by formalising the agreements and dictating the terms of the 

TAF intervention, while also getting to claim that it empowered the JPCP to “involve local people” 

while remaining “in line with Indonesia’s national interests” (Appendix 1). I argue that these 

arrangements are more than just structural layers of intervention into the lives of those with less 

political power. Throughout the thesis, categorisation has been a theme, from designating a species, 

in situ and ex situ, to the boundaries of protected areas, authentic sacred rituals, legal and illegal, 
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wild and captive, local and global. Conservation relies upon neat scales to give direction (McGill et al., 

2015).  

The ‘local’ is used problematically as a homogenous term with no clear definitions of what 

constitutes eligibility as a ‘local.’ This is not a unique problem to TAF. As discussed in Chapter Two, 

labelling groups of peoples as locals allows for a façade of engagement without interacting with the 

problematic reality of heterogeneity. Broadly characterising the local creates a scale deemed 

sufficiently small enough to be seen as participatory, while assuming that all individuals within the 

‘local’ are sharing the advantages and disadvantages equally (Walker, 2003; Brown & Purcell, 2005).  

In this study, it appears that JPCP took local to mean those who had to be physically displaced when 

considering the implications of the site location. JPCP facilitated a meeting on 17 March 2010 

between TAF, some Patuha farmers, and Perhutani officers. Individual farmers who had vegetables 

and coffee crops growing on the plot of land designated by Perhutani to be leased for the primate 

centre agreed to forfeit their agroforestry claims to the crops in exchange for compensation. The 

farmers were granted until 31 May 2010 to harvest existing vegetable crops, not permitted any new 

plantings. They were compensated for coffee plants based upon the age of the plant, such that “the 

farmers agreed after compensation and harvest or grace period ends to no longer perform activities 

at the location” (Appendix 2, p. 1, translated from original). In this way, a predetermined sympathy 

for the category of recompensed farmers overrides the reality that of the 23 identified farmers, only 

those with coffee crops received financial payments, regardless of whether or not they also managed 

to harvest existing coffee beans as well. The long life of the coffee plant outweighed the potential use 

of the land for alternative vegetables, as it turns out the JPCP kept the coffee plants to harvest for 

their own future profit. The costs and benefits were not dispensed equally across all farmers, yet they 

are all labelled local, as a homogenous unified group.  

The agreement was in the presence of Perhutani officials at a Perhutani facility, purposefully 

revealing the façade of decentralisation of resource rights, as a mode of controlling the concessions 

while appearing to support the more compensatory practices post-Reformasi. This is confirmed by a 

resident, a former farmer who states that “The owa’s husbandry was my ex-farmland…but it was 

taken by the Perhutani for the husbandry…thank God I accepted the compensation” (Interview 24, 10 

February 2013). Another one, when asked about whether the presence of JPCP impacted his life 

responded “I don’t know, I don’t mind. It belongs to the government” (Interview 15, 8 February 
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2013). Though TAF paid the compensation, Perhutani holds the perceived power. The decisions over 

how local is emphasised and engaged were made by one set of persons with a bounded idea of a site 

(Gray et al., 2014). The process says more about how TAF and Perhutani are constructing the scalar 

narratives for the purpose of silvery gibbon conservation than it does about the people displaced 

from their farmlands. These processes are relational, as the displaced farmers have not left the area 

after receiving compensation, but instead formed new perceptions of that space, new interactions 

with the land, and had to renegotiate their livelihoods to varying degrees.  

The compensation of the vegetable and coffee farmers and reclamation of their lands at the JPCP site 

reveals how silvery gibbon conservation processes are also translated into a form of bio-politics. 

JPCP, with authority given from Perhutani and BKSDA, is executing the power to “make live and let 

die,” in this case selecting gibbons’ lives and letting farmers’ crops die in centralised decisions made 

to govern human-nonhuman relationships (Foucault 2003, pp. 241). A coffee farmer just a short walk 

from JPCP recalled that “his friend was farming there, and he got the compensation” and when asked 

who owns it now he responded that ‘‘the owner is the foreigner...is it right? Ya because I don’t know 

exactly’’ (Interview 13, 8 February 2103). This person is aware that there is foreign influence at the 

site, but the uncertainty over who, given that the location is within eyeshot of the coffee plants this 

farmer owns, demonstrates that the bio-politic of gibbons extends to information sharing. Those 

without direct dealings with JPCP have been excluded from participation of knowledges about the 

purpose and operation of the centre.  

In a large banner housed at the entrance building to JPCP as well as in its MoU with BKSDA and 

Perhutani, claims that outreach and awareness are part of the goals of the facility. Translated, the 

third paragraph states:  

The Aspinall Foundation incorporates a diverse programme in an effort to achieve effective 
non-commercial conservation breeding, educational awareness, ecosystem management, 
local capacity building…. (see Figure 5.2) 
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Figure 5.2  TAF Banner. 
(Image taken 22 June 2013) 

Beyond the scalar implications for human livelihood strategies as locally relevant to the space 

designated for JPCP, there is also the category homogenisation of the setting as ex-situ space for the 

gibbons. TAF staff explain in a publication on rehabilitation of apes, that primates “may be kept in in 

a sanctuary providing a closed and protected area that serves as a permanent or long-term refuge or 

be released into the wild so that they can live naturally again” (Le Flohic et al., 2015, pp. 2). The 

language of the information banner at the JPCP centre is also replete with category making practices, 

calling attention to captive versus wild gibbons. In doing so, TAF is producing value differences 

between silvery gibbon organism by creating categories of wild or captive, in situ or ex situ (Collard & 

Dempsey, 2016). The dividing practices reinforce a hierarchical preference for these differences, 

revealed in the language of rehabilitating an ex situ gibbon (Braverman, 2014).  

The rehabilitation process of assessing what is a natural, wild gibbon, will be analysed in following 

section, but here what matters is how the overall positivistic tone of the banner hides the 

complexities of ‘local’, ‘wild’, and ‘rehabilitation’ within categorical labels. No part of the banner 

acknowledges problematic aspects of heterogeneity within categories, either human or nonhuman, 

or inequity. TAF defends its ex situ centres as providing “job opportunities for local communities 

often living in remove areas of high poverty” (Le Flohic et al., 2015, pp. 20). The projection of ‘local’ 

allows TAF to manage its agenda under a guise of homogenous benefit. The ‘locals’ do not necessarily 
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see themselves as the objects of local separate from TAF, Perhutani, or BKSDA, however. One person 

reversed the label, stating that “The Perhutani, they [are] also local people, the Perhutani Officers. 

They [are] mostly from Babakan Jampang village” (Interview 15, 8 February 2013). The comment 

shows that ‘local’ can be applied by multiple persons with differing interpretations, in this case a 

nearby village is considered local whereas TAF refers to farmers who were directly on JPCP land as 

‘local.’  

The costs and benefits of being ‘local’ are not necessarily interpreted in the same fashion either. TAF 

assessed the costs to farmers in terms of the type of crop, but other costs were raised. One person 

felt that there have been costs to residents who did not farm on that space but used it to travel to 

the forest it is adjacent to: “The people who collect some firewood, once it was free, now are afraid. 

There is a ‘break’, that is the term”. (Interview 16, 9 February 2013). Constructing a boundary around 

a socially produced space is a translation of a human construct of ex situ. The primate centre 

becomes a physical marker around a perceived biophysical difference between a captive gibbon and 

a wild gibbon. 

Another young farmer, who cultivates his own cabbage on a small plot opposite the south entrance 

of JPCP and works as a paid labourer for multiple other nearby farmers, saw the centre as a positive 

barrier. “Honestly I like the owa’s cage existence. Why? Because the wild boar cannot get into my 

farmland because they become stunted by the fences” (Interview 23, 10 February 2013). To another 

there were no measurable resource costs or benefits, but the person valued the emotional 

perspectives: “It becomes rambunctious by their sounds, ya it is fun sounds uwaaaa uwaaaa” 

(Interview 18, 9 February 2013). One of the displaced farmers also saw a qualitative social outcome, 

“I like it, sometimes my children/grandchildren wants to see them, I bring them there” (Interview 24, 

10 February 2013). This thesis does not adequately assess the political-economic trade-offs, but the 

comments suggest that there is more complexity and trade-offs to the creation of JPCP than 

acknowledged in TAF references to ‘local’ engagement. The decision by governing authorities to 

protect gibbon livelihoods while enforcing the termination of prior human claims to the space is a 

process that should not be viewed as an equilibrium transfer of use from one to the next (Li, 2010). 

Rather the structural presence of JPCP manifests materially the categorical boundaries of ex situ 

gibbon space and human, subverting the relational and dynamic human-environment relationships 

involved in livelihood strategies and family life.  
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 Conclusion 

In this chapter I establish that Java has a long and troubled history of controlling access to forested 

landscapes and resources. The forests are sites of contest, resistance, meaning, and power. I have 

framed silvery gibbon conservation within the complex situated histories of the peoples, struggling to 

identify, wield, and assert their own identities in order to maintain survival on one extreme, and to 

reap excessive profits on the other. Silvery gibbon conservation processes are embedded in the 

multi-scale agreements made to exchange financial and technical resources for access to the forested 

landscapes. Indonesia has come to rely on external contributions to achieve its conservation goals, 

yet centuries of inequality, profits, and political turmoil have created a climate of distrust, corruption, 

and increased degradation rather than a slowing of deforestation rates. I have approached the 

situated landscapes from a political ecology perspective to highlight how degradation cannot be 

explained solely by over-extraction, but must include the multiple narratives of identity, conflict, and 

nature/culture relationships. In the next chapters, I offer evidence on my case study, using data from 

my field research and employing methods discussed in Chapter Four. l examine two primary locations 

for TAF’s silvery gibbon conservation, weaving in the context of the ex situ gibbons at JPCP to create a 

composite picture of combine in situ and ex situ conservation processes.
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Chapter 6: Examining In Situ and Ex Situ: Or Arguing for Multiple 

Conceptions of Silvery Gibbons  

 Introduction 

In Chapter Five, I argue that the struggle for control over forests and forest resources in Java shapes 

silvery gibbon conservation, a species considered reliant upon continuous canopy coverage. I 

discussed the discourse behind The Aspinall Foundation, TAF, designing conservation interventions 

that release ex situ animals into in situ habitats, to take them ‘back to the wild’. In this chapter, I 

analyse Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, a site characterised as fragmented, degraded, and 

holding a remnant gibbon population. Despite this the beliefs and livelihood strategies of Sancang 

residents counter presumed explanations of hunting, deforestation, and lack of conservation 

awareness. Sancang is a place that blurs the boundaries of protected areas and naturecultures yet 

proliferates conservation knowledges and species knowledges in important ways for understanding 

the conceptual divide I argue exists between in situ and ex situ species-based conservation.  

In Section 6.2, I explore the framing of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, herein also referred to 

simply as Sancang, as an extremely valuable gem of endemic biodiversity that is rapidly deteriorating 

in size and richness (Reisland, 2013; Srimulyaningsih, 2012). The explanations of Sancang degradation 

predict continued fragmentation and human disturbance, framing silvery gibbon conservation as 

potentially incompatible here because the protected area is too degraded by people. A political 

ecology explanation frames the persistence of degradation as owing to the wider Indonesian histories 

of resistance, forest conflict, corruption, and power instability (see Chapter Five). The results in this 

chapter support theories from 2.3.1 that competing multi-scale power dynamics contribute to 

disenfranchisement of marginalised persons and that current conditions reflect these historical and 

contemporary contests over resource access. The narratives contribute to a strong body of political 

ecology literature that argues that it continues to be important to reveal the costs of this ongoing 

degradation narrative because there are still marginalised peoples, endangered livelihood strategies, 

and social costs to the political economic changes (Carrier & West, 2009a; Grey & Mosely, 2005). I 

argue that the unique context of Sancang warrants close attention to frame the remainder of the 
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chapter’s narratives on the lived perspectives of humans, gibbons, conservation, and relational 

naturecultures. 

In Section 6.3, I explore how the sacred rituals practiced in Leuweung Sancang align with political 

ecology theories on conservation agendas. My results contribute to emerging discussions within 

political ecology on engagement with nonhuman agency. Through discussions of the positive 

relationships created from the spirituality of the waterfall and the legends of the tigers of Sancang, I 

contribute to critiques of conservation interventions that rely on the degradation narrative. The 

sacred rituals and traditional practices revealed alternative explanations for naturecultures in 

Sancang that are relational, dynamic, yet also under pressure from wider Javanese political 

economies. I suggest that the humanenvironment assemblages might offer conservation 

opportunities that outweigh purely ecological critiques of fragmentation and degradation by  

capitalising on positive humanenvironment relationships. The narratives of humananimal and 

humanforest relationships also highlight how some persons are advocating for nonhuman agencies. 

The stories of Leuweung Sancan as co-constituted by the trees, the animals, the water, and the 

people exemplify the relational assemblages that contribute to a fuller, deeper understanding of the 

political ecology of silvery gibbon conservation in West Java.   

In Section 6.4, I explore Sancang residents’ knowledges on silvery gibbons and their perceptions 

towards gibbon conservation, drawing from discussions from 3.7 on how constructed species 

knowledge can be used to promote species conservation. I discuss how residents use behavioural and 

biophysical characteristics to identify a species, and how specific knowledges are produced in the 

effort to define the species (Tattersall, 2007; Wheeler et al., 2004). The delineation of the species 

allows the creation of a need to be saved and constructs human value to the organism at a species 

level (Lowe, 2004; Janzen, 1979). I explore residents’ perspectives of what gibbons, and gibbon 

conservation, mean to them. TAF has stated the silvery gibbon is, and should be, a flagship for its 

own work. Interestingly, Sancang narratives are not incompatible with the goals of flagship 

conservation from 3.7.1 to leverage knowledge as conservation support.  

I argue that JPCP’s built framings of in situ versus ex situ gibbons conforms to flagship approaches 

that trend towards fortress conservation methods of territorialising access to the flagship species 

(Douglas & Verissimo, 2013; Barua, Gurdak, Ahmed, & Tamuly 2012; Joseph et al., 2011). I 

problematise a brief intervention into Sancang, wherein JPCP collects data designed to distinguish, at 
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a zoonotic disease level, in situ and ex situ gibbons. I consider how the construction of ‘in situ’ is a 

manipulation in Sancang that reveals and problematises some of TAF’s built territorialisation 

surrounding in situ versus ex situ gibbons. I conclude, ultimately, that the narratives from this chapter 

reject divisions between nature and culture, humans and gibbons, in ways that are at odds with the 

TAF discourse on in situ and ex situ silvery gibbon conservation.  

 Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve 

Throughout the thesis I demonstrate the relevance of situated histories to understanding complex 

social environments. In Chapter Five the wider contexts of syncretic cultures and the importance of 

forests in Javanese resource access framed international interventions into West Java, including for 

biodiversity conservation. In this section, I explore the situated context of Leuweung Sancang Nature 

Reserve, and how its’ histories have shaped perceptions of species conservation opportunities within 

the park. Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve was established by decree of the Minister of 

Agriculture, No. 370 / Kpts / Um / 6/1978 dated June 9, 1978. It is located on the southern coast of 

West Java, and is known both as Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, and in Bahasa Indonesia as 

Cagar Alam Leuweung Sancang. Sancang is 2,1257 hectares, intended to protect threatened lowland 

dipterocarp and mangrove forests, and remaining endemic populations of endangered fauna 

including silvery gibbons (Malone, Selby, & Longo 2014). In Figure 6.1, the legally recognised 

boundaries and location of Leuweung Sancang are shown, including the major ecotypes and features 

within the reserve. The blue arrow indicates the location of the waterfall Cikajayaan, fed by the 

Cipangisikan River. Cikajayaan will be repeatedly referenced in the narratives and stories about 

Sancang, as an important location for spiritual sacred rituals practiced at the river and the waterfall. 
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Figure 6.1  Location and Boundary of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve in West Java, Indonesia. 
(Malone, Selby, & Longo, 2014) 

 

Despite its protected status, it is after the designation of Sancang as a Nature Reserve that the most 

intense deforestation reportedly occurred (Malone, 2007). Legally, the nature reserve requires a 

permit to enter the forest, so small-scale extraction is just as illegal as large-scale logging, and even 

entering the forest to perform sacred ritual is illegal (Zerner, 2003). The period of decentralisation 

was a politically turbulent period, and widespread forest clearing by extra-local illegal logging 

companies took all but the most challenging geography to access (Curran et al., 2004). One resident 

recalled “the worst was the President Gus Dur Era. That’s the worst for the forest. Not only in 

Sancang, it was everywhere” (Interview 2, 29 January 2013). It is thought that in the late 1990s to 

early 2000’s at the fall of the New Order Regime as much as 43% of the reserve was logged (Malone, 

2007).  
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6.2.1 Alternative Explanations for Deforestation 

Academic interpretations of the degradation of Sancang reflect the tensions between nature and 

culture, and the perceived role of regulation in resource access. Srimulyaningsih (2012), in a study on 

the reasons for the local extinction of Banteng, characterises the local population as unregulated in 

its actions, and unsupportive of the presence of the Banteng. Another study, by Centurioni (2010) 

classified human disturbance and unregulated human settlement inside the protected area as 

hindrances to applied conservation. The latter two studies conclude that Sancang, despite its 

biological richness in endemic Javan and Indonesian species, is framed as deeply fragmented due to 

uninhibited local resource extraction, lack of regulatory oversight, and a community with low levels 

of support for conservation. The resident who remarked on the severe deforestation during the Gus 

Dur era had seen not only a lack of regulation, but even open encouragement, “It was as if it was let 

by the policemen. When the forest was cleared away, the policemen [were] present, the encroacher 

also brought the chainsaws” (Interview 2, 29 January 2013).  

However, he argues that this era is past, and that now “The local people, especially who stay in the 

border area, if given the counselling/awareness to conserve both the plants and the animals, they 

will be ready to help” (Interview 2, 29 January 2013). Another resident, the Sancang village leader, 

also expressed his willingness: “If there is a programme from the government, for example ... I’ll be 

ready as the head of the village to protect them, to protect or preserve the animals such as owa” 

(Interview 1, 29 January 2013). Whether or not these expressions are true or simply optimistic hopes, 

what is interesting is the assumption that some outside intervention would be the source of the 

education, or the programme, rather than a self-led or self-organised action. More nuanced and 

more recent explanations for the deforestation point to wider chains of political economies. Sancang 

village residents faced with uneven government support and economic instability altered their 

behaviours, and opportunistically sought to capitalise on resource extraction, including logging, and 

agricultural planting, within the protected area (Reisland, 2013). The village leader discussed a 

reforestation project run by the BKSDA, and his desire for it to continue, rationalising  

Lest the forest is cleared away, we become hungry. So, let’s preserve the forest, I have 
proposed many times to replant…but there is no proposal from the community…they were 
given the tree seedlings ya from the BKSDA. (Interview 1, 29 January 2013).   
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The expectation that conservation resources are provided by government programmes indicates an 

assumption that change, in either degradation or restoration, is not self-produced. Perhaps this 

assumption is born from residents’ assumptions that external pressures drive change. A young adult 

resident explained the drivers of deforestation that occurred when he was only in his 4th year of 

school, that since then the water has become scarcer and the weather hotter, after the 

deforestation, which he exclaims was caused by outsiders: 

Most of them are outsiders. Formerly, the Sancang forest was protected by Sancang villagers. 
The outsiders from Tasik directly cut down the trees. Then there were protests, 
demonstrations, by the Sancang villagers until we catch seven, or nine. We caught the 
chainsaws and after that they were brought here but the encroachers escaped…ya then the 
Sancang villagers thought like this: Instead of cut down by the outsiders, the people from 
Tasik, we better cut down the trees. After that many encroachments more occurred. 
(Interview 9, 1 February 2013).  

 

The explanation asserts that Tasik residents are extra-locals. The conflict over the resource extraction 

between these groups typified as Sancang or Tasik is hidden in the rhetoric of locally driven 

deforestation, hiding the contests over legitimacy and power struggles for who can access the forest, 

when, and how (Goldman & Milliary, 2014). Characterising Sancang residents as a united group in 

degradation, and unwilling to support conservation, as the academic study on banteng conservation 

did, creates an assumed single scale of local (Srimulyaningsih, 2012). Instead, there are differing 

groups, person, and interests. One person gave his own opinion on why the banteng conservation 

failed:  

Since 2000 there was the rehabilitation, after the forest was destructed, right? Then there 
was the preservation...the onsite officer, in my opinion, are not clever enough. So, they took 
some tree seedlings from outside that not fit with the original habitat in here…then there was 
the buffalo preservation…ya in fact it failed, finally failed. Why is that so? Sorry, ya! Because 
among the forestry officers and the community and the plantations they were not 
unified/solid, in my opinion (Interview 8, 31 January 2013). 

 

 He is claiming that the conservation solutions were not successful because, in the first instance, the 

solutions were not ecologically relevant to Sancang, and in the second, there was no accounting for 

the power contests and differing goals and agendas. These explanations for conservation not 

succeeding support traditional political ecology arguments that point out that technological solutions 
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designed to address the degradation discourse assume that vast regions share homogenous cultures 

and ecologies (Lestrelin, 2011; Adams & Hutton, 2007). Conservationists assumed that the 

charismatic megafauna, banteng, would add value to the people (Greiner, 2012). Instead, banteng 

conservation added a new layer of complexity on what was already a contested resource, and the 

demand for the added value for banteng was created by extra-locals (2012). As a result, the solutions 

failed to take into account the differing interests of BKSDA, residents, and plantation owners, 

resulting in conflict.  

The narratives reflect themes from 2.4.1 that the discourse of hegemonic degradation and 

hegemonic nature continues to explain environmental change, and the conservation interventions 

designed to address the degradation fail because they fail to understand heterogeneous values 

(Willow, 2014; Gray & Mosely, 2005). Misunderstanding the power imbalances, and even ecologies, 

leads to failed solutions to degradation, and often further marginalisation of the most vulnerable 

persons (Fairhead & Leach, 1995). The dominant discourse of degradation has been complicated by 

residents’ accounts of the real conflicts over deforestation and conservation, and livelihood 

strategies have been similarly mischaracterised. Human livelihood practices of ‘local’ residents are 

blamed for the deforestation in Sancang. Diverse residents claimed that outsiders drove the 

deforestation. Fishermen working on the coast, where the reserve meets the ocean, felt that Sancang 

“was crowded by the illegal logger. They are outsiders, not local people that work in the coast. The 

outsiders just stole the wood” (Interview 4, 30 January 2013). Not only does this create a schism 

between human/environment, but it also hides wider political economic scales shaping livelihood 

decisions. In the next section, I examine some of the scalar and boundary narratives that shape 

residents’ livelihoods.  

6.2.2  Boundary Formation and (Re)Scaling Residency  

Drawing from the theory from 2.3.3, the nature reserve is a socially produced space for the purpose 

of nonhuman species protection, designed to reinforce the nature/culture dichotomy through 

boundary formation (Dallimer & Strange, 2015; McGill et al., 2015). In Sancang nature/culture 

boundary is heavily blurred by the spiritual practices and sacred rituals associated with the historical 

legend of Prabu Siliwangi. This legend will be discussed in the next section, but here is mentioned 

because these co-produced sociocultural histories of Sancang challenge the notion that the forest is 

human-free. As much as people reject the notion of a human-free forest, so too animals challenge 
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the borders of the reserve. One man noted that “in the past, when the forest was still undamaged, 

you would often see [gibbons] around here, right here, ya! Even up to this fig tree, the one right over 

there” (Interview 2, 29, January 2013).  

It was not until fall of the New Order Regime that the forest became such a delineated refuge for the 

animals, with fallow and clear-cut land acting as a buffer, and the displaced animals were hunted, 

“many of the Banteng became victims” (Interview 1, 29 January 2013). One fisherman recalled, “long 

ago, the Banteng used to walk along the coast, and meet with the leopards’ foot prints” on the beach 

(Interview 4, 30 January 2013). Political ecologists and conservationists have remarked that animals 

fail to conform to socially produced boundaries (Notzke, 2013). Yet, the enforcement of these human 

boundaries on wild animals has been argued to play a role in the restriction of wildlife populations to 

grow, disperse, or migrate, perpetuating the decline of populations and the social need for 

conservation management of those populations (2013).  

Just as the animals living within Sancang are imposed by socially produced boundaries, categories of 

humans living in Sancang villages are also constrained by terms such as ‘resident.’ I refer to the term 

residents when speaking about people who self-associate as living in and/or being from Sancang 

throughout this chapter, as a fish dealer remarked, “I am native, born in Sancang at the rubber 

plantation” (Interview 3, 30 January 2013). Political ecologists have been relatively good at 

recognising the symbolic restraints that linguistics imposes on words like ‘local’ or ‘resident’ 

(Zimmerer & Bassett, 2003). In this thesis, I use the term resident to indicate someone who either 

lives within walking distance of the nature reserve, or self-identifies as a resident, and that residence 

is a temporal category. One of the BKSDA officers, who identified as a Sancang resident, was born in 

Pangandaran region, but “in 1987 I was moved here. In 2000 I was moved to Garut, but in 2010 I 

moved back here again…with my wife and two children” (Interview 5, 31 January 2013). I 

acknowledge that the BKSDA officers, fishermen, kuncen, farmers, parents, children, spouses have a 

diverse set of opportunities and their own situated contexts that shape their current conditions, and 

that those temporal conditions may not remain in the future (Dahal et al., 2014).  

Being a resident does not mean that the person lives in that domicile all the time, or that his/her 

livelihood is sourced solely from the protected area and its immediate social communities. The 

patriarch of a family in Sancang self identifies as “native from here,” but goes one to say he has 

worked outside of Sancang “since 1982…ya about 25 years…in Bogor, Bekasi, and Jakarta, and 
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Bandung, Tasik, Ciamis, like that. I never stayed for long periods, I came back here every month” 

(Interview 2, 29 January 2013). In this way, not only are the ‘residents’ not static humans confined to 

Sancang, but Sancang itself is relational compared to the influx of its own residents and their wider 

networks, as well as pilgrims, researchers, hunters, spiritual guides, new families, leaving families, 

and so forth. I take the political ecology approach of focusing on the lived experiences and 

perceptions rather than the sites or persons as fixed subjects (Angel & Wachsmuth, 2015). Sancang is 

therefore not just one scale, it is a network constantly undergoing pressure, material and semiotic 

fluctuation, and having its qualities redefined through internal, external, and relational properties 

(Ioris, 2011). 

The fluid movement of residents in and out of Sancang further argue against a hegemonic 

characterisation of the ‘local.’ Moreover, their lived experiences demonstrate that there are multi-

scale factors shaping the livelihoods of Sancang residents. In 6.3.2, I explore how cultural traditions, 

and livelihoods based upon the sacred rituals, are also being shaped by multi-scale interactions as a 

result of the deforestation, with profound impacts on natureculture interactions and relationships 

within Sancang. First, I explain in more detail the histories tying sacred rituals to the animals of the 

forests of Sancang, and how these contexts challenge the nature/culture dichotomy.  

 Interpreting Nature and Culture 

Primatologists have hinted that the longstanding spiritual histories of Sancang offer opportunity for 

conservationists, a potential conservation re-connection between nature and culture within the 

protected area (Reisland, 2013; Malone, 2007). The sacred practices held within Sancang suggest that 

there are many reasons people enter the forest, and multiple ways to experience the spiritual, 

biological, and ecological riches. Their practices are not simply utilitarian connections between 

nature and culture. The sacred rituals are reiterations of co-produced naturecultures that have 

endured over generations and challenge boundary formation between humans and nonhuman 

species in Sancang. The narratives provide an alternate discourse that counters the dominant 

explanations of blaming Sancang residents for the degradation. The sacred rituals demonstrate the 

incompatibility of the co-produced naturecultures with an exclusionary, protectionist model of forest 

access. I argue that the narratives of sacred practices within Sancang challenge the nature/culture 

dualism in ways that help explain why The Aspinall Foundation did not select Sancang as a potential 

gibbon release location. Since in situ conservation requires some form of externalized nature to be 
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the ‘natural’ place for a gibbon, and Sancang actively (re)produces naturecultures that deny an 

externalization, incompatibilities between conservation processes that rely on the nature/culture 

binary and Sancang grow more relevant. 

The refutation of a human-forest divide along a protected area boundary does not mean there are no 

distinctions between spaces. Indeed, the sacred rituals create social natures at particular sites within 

the forest, and the distinctions of the social uses of these sites from other sites within the forest 

highlights how complex one forest can be (Mansfield, 2003a). The distinctions are mutable over time 

as they undergo a mosaic of relational interchanges amongst assemblages of animals, forests, water, 

contests over resource use and access, and spirituality. As discussed in 2.4.3, exploring nonhuman 

agencies are just as important to understanding a complex political and ecological process as the 

human agencies.  In Leuweung Sancang, nonhuman and human agencies are inextricable. The 

residents of Sancang recognize, value, and consider their interrelational histories with gibbons in 

terms of the agency of the gibbons, the agency of the forests, and their own lived experiences. The 

histories of Sancang are shared histories, co-constituted and dynamic. This section contributes to 

political ecology literature that problematizes perceived differences between human agency and 

nonhuman agency by showing how they are co-produced.   

6.3.1 The Legend of Prabu Siliwangi 

Sancang occupies a symbolic role in Sundanese, or West Javan, history. In section 5.2 the syncretic 

culture of West Java was related to the sweeping transition from Hindu to Muslim in the sixteenth 

century, which resulted in more of an amalgamation than a complete replacement. Sancang has an 

enduring history within this context as the site where Prabu Siliwangi, the Sundanese king of 

Pajajaran, took refuge in the form of a tiger in Sancang’s forests to escape conversion to Islam by his 

son, or brother, depending on the story (Wessing, 1993).  

Once upon a time, said my parents, that the Prabu Siliwangi was pursued by his son. Then he 
escaped to here, in Sancang, but it was mysterious whether he disappear of what at the end 
of the story. It was caused because his son wanted Prabu Siliwangi to become Islam adherent 
by Prabu Kian Santang (Interview 4, 30 January 2013).  

 

The legend is passed down through the generations in oral history, and despite there being variations 

in some of the details of the story, it is widely believed that “the last time and place that the Prabu 
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Siliwangi came until he ‘disappeared’ was here in Sancang”’ (Interview 8, 31 January 2013). Even 

some not from Sancang shared that “there are many histories remaining…that are all about Sancang” 

(Interview 20, 9 February 2013). The myth of Prabu Siliwangi favours a supernatural explanation for a 

significant cultural shift in Sundanese history. Sang Ratu Jayadewata, who reigned from 1482-1521, is 

thought to be the king that the legend is based upon (Wessing, 1993). Yet it is the myth of the Prabu 

Siliwangi who becomes a tiger and forever roams the forests that is relevant to cultural narratives of 

Sundanese history. Even modern experiences carry the themes of the legend within them.  

So, what I remember is we were on patrol at night. We got lost in block maranti. Me, [names 
protected of two more men], we were twirling in the middle of the forest until 10 o’clock at 
night. After we got tired, then came a tiger. Its maybe mystical, maybe, maybe it was 
somebody’s ancestor. Afterwards the path suddenly appeared visible. We were guided to 
escape, and it was about 11 o’clock. That was what I remember (Interview 5, 31 January 
2013).  

 

The narrator is a Ministry of Conservation, or BKSDA, officer, showing that in the Sancang region even 

some of the patrol officers believe in the mystery of humananimal encounters. The narratives 

highlight the tiger’s agency as both an ancestor and a tiger, mythical and material, in leading the men 

safely out of the forest. His narrative shows a recognition that animals have their own social lives; 

they are not inert things, and this includes the possibility of being something more than tiger 

(Mansfield, 2003b). What more than tiger may be is less important to the officer than the perceived 

outcome, in this instance an encountered relationship that facilitated the safety of the officers and 

the perpetuation of the value of the spirituality of the forest. The tiger is also an interconnecting 

representation of the openly acknowledged relational dynamics between people, forests, and 

animals in Sancang. “The forest should include the animals. If there are no animals, maybe it is not a 

forest, like if in the village there are no people, maybe it shouldn’t be called a village” (Interview 10, 1 

February 2013). This reflection is both a “culturally inflected distinction about biological things, 

including organisms and environments” and a social way of wrestling with the distinctions in 

meaningful ways that resist temptations to reduce nature to an abstraction (Mansfield, 2003b pp. 

339). The peoples who live in Sancang do not see the forest as simply a biophysical backdrop for the 

human activities, they consider their interrelationships as part of the constitutive meanings that 

assemble the forests as assemblages of flora and fauna and human histories.  
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Even though humans and their ancestries are intertwined with the animals in the forest, some 

residents believe that the forest is affected by humans, but the agency of the forest is not. “In the 

nature reserve, Sancang forest is still just a forest, not even a tourism forest, not actually…just forest” 

(Interview 8, 31 January 2013). Their beliefs recognize that human agency can modify a forest and 

forests modify human activities, but also that the forest has its own agencies extrinsic to human 

agendas. Their perspectives represent “non-dualistic understandings of agency” (Bakker, 2010 pp. 

716). Forest agency creates a niche wherein other species co-habitate and co-create their own 

nonhuman agencies, irrespective of human ideas of the forest as a resource for material and spiritual 

access (Royle, 2017). The forest is understood not as human-made, nor as a “product of social 

relations among human beings, but rather as a place of belonging and attachment to the physical 

environment” (Wood and Young, 2017 pp. 478).  

Residents near Leuweung Sancang, demonstrates that they can accept multiple perceptions of the 

forest simultaneously. A forestry officer also acknowledged these relationships, saying “if the forest is 

barren…the forest will disappear, the sacred value will disappear” (Interview 6, 31 January 2013). 

Socially constructed meanings of the forest are reliant upon the biophysical presence of the forest. 

Residents of Sancang recognize that there are parts of nonhuman nature that “retain independence 

and agency in their relationships with humans and thus there is mutual accommodation of ‘nature’ 

with human institutions and practices” (Turner, 2016, pp. 417).  

Much political ecology literature addresses social transactions of natureculture relationships, 

embedded within power struggles (Castells, 2013). The responses of humans, and of nonhumans, to 

human intentions are not always predictable. In Sancang, a protected area with the highest level of 

legal protection possible in Indonesia, the officers charged with defending park boundaries from 

human intentions to extract resources from the forest are instead swayed by the persuasiveness of 

the natureculture assemblages within Sancang. The BKSDA officer’s recognition that “Sancang, 

indeed it’s a place for pilgrims…” would make conservation intervention based on exclusion 

discordant with accepted beliefs and practices (Interview 20, 9 February 2013). Another BKSDA 

officer accepts that if they try to restrict access, pilgrims “still do it secretly, so we just keep on 

monitoring” (Interview 7, 31 January 2013). The tendency to focus analysis to nature/culture tensions 

of the negative impacts of human presence in Leuweung Sancang is not just a rehashing of power 

obfuscating complexity. It also ignores the possibility of engaging with how humans understand 
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ecologies and nonhuman livelihoods in non-transactional ways while still being relational (Rocheleau, 

2016). 

The spiritual pilgrims following the legend of Prabu Siliwangi for their own salvation are only a 

portion of the human presence within Sancang. Yet their practices challenge the dominant discourses 

that the forest is fragmented due to human activities. The pilgrims and their spiritual guides are not 

in the forest to remove trees or animals or other resources, nor are they seeking to reside in the 

forest long-term. “In the past many people dare not go here alone, and still there are very few 

human occupants…mostly visitors or temporary stays” (Interview 10, 1 February 2013). The comment 

indicates that sustained human occupation is not a widespread practice historically or 

contemporarily. Moreover, residents and the kuncen we spoke with consistently commented that 

the number of visitors is seriously declining.  

It has drastically decreased so much, since the forest was damaged. It is different from my 
father’s period, also different from my grandfather’s period. Ooooooooh, in their records the 
visitors in a day were at least 30-40. Now I report the average is only 500-600 visitors in a 
year. (Interview 8, 31 January 2013).  

 

The lived experience of human interaction currently in Sancang suggests that human traffic into the 

forest is decreasing, not increasing. Most of the spiritual tourists who make the pilgrimage to 

Sancang are Sundanese (Malone, Selby, & Longo, 2014). They believe that not only animals, but also 

the ecosystem, hold many sacred sources in the water, the caves, and the forest collectively, and that 

these qualities are restricted to Sancang and select other locations (Malone, Selby & Longo, 2014). 

Their beliefs break down traditional hierarchical conceptions that privilege humans as the dominant 

force in the social construction of nature (Lorimer, 2012).  

Importantly, accessing the spiritual ancestors within the animals or the water is not a feat just 

anybody can accomplish, “[the spirits] will not come to just offhand persons” (Interview 8, 31 January 

2013). If people want to intentionally reach the human essence of the animal at a particular moment, 

or for a particular reason, they need the help of the kuncen, or spiritual guides, of Sancang. The role 

of the kuncen will be discussed in the next section in greater detail. Here, the salient point is that the 

kuncen realise that many persons are not attuned to nonhuman agencies. For those that see 

environments as backdrops to their lives, they need the guidance of someone who has dedicated 

their lives to learning the non-linear and relational histories of the forest. Only a true kuncen is able 
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to access the power born from co-produced meanings that have been built over multi-species’ 

generations.  A kuncen remarked on his feelings: 

the owa was not separate from us, nor rare…but not separate….the Sancang forest can be 
recovered, can even be better…my hope is very high…my soul cannot separate from the 
forest (Interview 8, 31 January, 2013). 

 

The kuncen’s belief in the emotional relationships between himself and nonhumans plays an 

important role in understanding the complexities shaping human desires and the resource use 

practices within the forest (Bakker, 2010). Desire is inextricable from the nonhuman charisma, and 

highlights how the relationship with nonhumans is not solely instrumental (Lorimer, 2005).    

Globally, protected area models for primate conservation continue to be wary of multiple 

simultaneous value models, such as spiritual beliefs that have evolved from the legend of Prabu 

Siliwangi (Mugume et al., 2015). Instead, they correllate human access and activity within the forest 

with reduced primate populations (2015). Intentionally tying a nonhuman animal’s conservation to a 

defined and managed physical environment is a process of territorialisation of landscapes in the 

name of conservation, and to fix nonhuman agency to these processes (Wood & Young, 2016). The 

idea of a nonhuman habitat for wildlife is used to mobilize the possibilities of collection conservation 

action, and the self-identification of humans who specialise in realising that ideal through 

conservation (Wood & Young, 2016). Doing so rejects any reference to the non-instrumental values, 

the co-production of non-instrumental values between nonhumans and humans (Bakker, 2010).  

Sancang narratives complicate these conceptual boundaries, co-producing experiences, memories, 

and shared histories. I argue it is these blurred boundaries and openly relational humangibbonforest 

relationships contributed to the rejection of the site as a potential release location for The Aspinall 

Foundation’s gibbons. The narratives from Sancang residents are difficult to reconcile with a 

conservation process that relies on defining an in situ gibbon as one that is human free, when the 

kuncen himself denies a meaningful separation between himself and the gibbon, and the pilgrims 

defy the material separation of humans and the forest. When considered alongside the situated 

context from 6.2, what emerges is a complex and rich set of lived histories that defy nature/culture 

separation. The ideological divide between in situ and ex situ conservation is wholly incompatible 

with the relational naturecultures being produced in Sancang. In the next section, I delve deeper into 
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the ways in which the traditional beliefs are undergoing transformative replications and the impacts 

this is having on the people who practice the sacred rituals, the forests, the gibbons, and their 

relational processes.  

6.3.2  Cikajayaan: A Diverted Waterfall 

It would be a gross oversimplification of the complex changes occurring at Sancang to ignore the 

disproportionately growing physical evidence of human presence in the protected area against 

narratives of declining visitation. Despite narratives that the damage to the forest occurred several 

decades ago due to political instability, corruption, and multi-scale political economy struggles over 

power and resources, there was evidence throughout my field research that the people who are 

accessing the forest are having a visible effect on its composition. In this section, I look at the effects 

of the particular agenda of accessing Sancang’s spirituality. The pilgrims come from all over West Java 

to court spiritual favour hoping for promises of prosperity (Reisland, 2013; Malone, Fuentes, & 

White, 2010). I examine how their experiences are mediated through histories of forest access, 

resource access, and power struggles over the resource management at the sacred waterfall 

Cikajayaan. In doing so, I return to political ecology theories from 2.3 on scalar relationships effecting 

control over resource access in ways that both fortify and resist environmentality (Gray & Dowd-

Uribe, 2013; Moore, 2012).  

I discuss, throughout Chapter Five and again in 6.2, how multi-scale historical political economic 

changes led to deforestation and resource extraction from much of the protected area. Here I discuss 

how those contests over timber and non-timber forest products had the unexpected outcome of 

creating resource contests over access and control to the sacred sites.   

In the past, it can be said that the Sancang forest was has the haunted, ghostlike status. Now 
we don’t have scared feeling like that was in the past. It was scary not because of the ghost or 
devil, but it was because of the animals, those animals now disappear. In the past the forest 
was called the dense jungle forest, but now aah what forest ya?! (2, January 29, 2013). 

 

The resident is commenting that since the deforestation, the forest is less dense, and this has 

translated into less fearful. Peluso & Vandergeest (2010) commented that in Indonesia, deforestation 

was a way to convert jungles into forests, or to make the unknowns held within Indonesian forests 

visible, known, and thus less feared. There is now ample evidence that humans no longer fear 
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entering the forest. The entrance to the Eastern bloc of the park, the one that is used to access the 

sacred waterfall Cikajayaan, is clearly marked as a protected area boundary requiring a permit to 

legally enter the forest. Directly adjacent is another sign indicating the parking lot. There is a wooden 

stall with a platform for someone to sit under cover and a visitor guest book, as the last structure 

before the path winds towards the forest. Rather than looking exclusive and prohibited, the 

infrastructure is designed to accommodate visitors. All of this was constructed after the forest was 

damaged in the 1990’s. “Before then, the owa could be seen near the village” (Interview 2, 29 

January 2013). Figure 6.2 illustrates the entrance, taken looking towards Leuweung Sancang Nature 

Reserve. 

 

Figure 6.2  Entrance to Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve, East End. 
Note the ojek, the parking lot indication and the BKSDA sign newly installed September 2012. Sign says it is a restricted 
nature reserve; no hunting or taking of trees, plants or other organisms. Indicates that the sign demarcates the forest 
boundary.  
(Image taken 3 March,2012) 
 

The path takes about 40 minutes to walk. All of the trees are young, with the canopy not yet formed, 

corroborating the stories of deforestation occurring less than 15 years before. The path trends 

downhill until you come to clearing where there is the warung (shop) at a fork in the path. Next to 

the warung is parking for an ojek (motorbike taxi) service. Straight ahead is a staircase that descends 

into Cikajayaan, but a path to the right continues the motorbike trail, south to the beach where 

fishermen work the protected area’s stocks. The warung and ojek are both operated by the same 

couple. The husband was the son of a kuncen but chose not to be one himself. Instead he is an ojek 

driver who helps visitors reach the sacred sites physically through his taxi service rather than as a 
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spiritual guide. To fuel his business, he helped convert the dirt footpath into a paved motorbike trail, 

pictured in Figure 6.3. Now the sound of ojeks permeates throughout the forest from the entrance to 

the beach and back again. All within the park’s legal perimeter, the first impressions of Sancang are 

that access is improving and encouraged.  

 

Figure 6.3  On the Path to Cikajayaan. 
Note how new the concrete trail is, and the secondary fallow on either side of the trail with no full canopy to block the 
sun penetration.  
(Image taken on 26 January 2013) 
 

Traditionally, kuncens are hereditary, and always male. The ojek operator self-selected to not to 

become a kuncen. The reasons he cited were decreasing numbers of customers, external 

competition, pricing structure, and visitor perception.  

Ya it becomes less. More over now there are many kuncens. So many new kuncen now. 
Sometimes there comes outsider kuncens, coming as a wanderer and then claiming to 
become kuncen, so the visitors come to be cured but [are] disappointed. Now that the kuncen 
from the cities mess up with the local kuncen. They ask for some certain amount of payment 
to come to Sancang, but in fact the local kuncen did not ever ask certain payment, so it has 
been destroyed by the outsiders (Interview 9, 1 February 2013).  

 

The young ojek driver’s narrative reveals multiple complex multi-scale forces changing the practices 

and processes of the kuncen/pilgrim relationships. The breakdown of traditions has affected pricing 

structure, access to pilgrims, and legitimacy. The ability for external persons to assume the effects of 

kuncen is akin to struggles over indigeneity from 2.3.1, wherein persons are able to co-opt the 

language and practices of a group of people, and thus challenge for control of a zone or territory, in 
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this case the sacred sites of Sancang (Zimmerer, 2013; Reyes-Garcia et al., 2014). Kuncens are not 

claiming indigeneity, but I argue that the contests over livelihood strategies under indigenous guises 

are akin to the challenges faced over authenticity as a kuncen. The influx of extra-local kuncens has 

created local uncertainty about the security of being a kuncen for this man, who has chosen a 

livelihood that still brings people to the sacred sites but without the contests over meaning. An active 

kuncen argues that that authenticity is tied to traditional knowledge and is a prerequisite to 

becoming a capable spiritual leader:  

If [you] don’t know the local history, ya bullshit. In educated terms it’s called nonsense yea? 
All that I learned and was taught is hereditary. If there are three sons, it is not guaranteed 
that they all can be capable of becoming kuncen. Who’s the chosen?! Therefore, one of the 
factors should be mastery in the history… (Interview 8, 31 January 2013).  

 

To pilgrims with insufficient knowledges on what qualities a kuncen should possess, the hereditary 

kuncens are marginalised by the opportunists proclaiming themselves kuncen. The appropriation of a 

cultural identity at the cost of the disorganised and vulnerable kuncen whose livelihoods depended 

on the resources provided by Sancang’s spiritual past. In 2.4.2 on the formation, maintenance, and 

subversion of cultural identities is discussed in general. Here we see the disenfranchisement of 

kuncen as a power struggle over identities by competing persons or groups with varying abilities to 

assert or defend their claims (Li, 2000).  

The changes to natureculture experiences in Sancang have touched all aspects of the experience of 

the forest, for residents and visitors.  

In the past in the forests the sounds were the birds, or the animals of the forest, it was the 
animals that made the forest busy…different from now, now it is motorcycle sounds. 
(Interview 10, 1 February 2013).  

 

Past the warung and ojek stand is the worn staircase made of stones that leads you into the areas of 

the forest not touched by the logging of the early 2000s. Here, some of the further changes to the 

traditional experience of entering the forest with a kuncen to bathe in the sacred waterfall, 

Cikajayaan, become visibly evident. At your feet are invertebrates, leaf litter, and garbage. Water 

monitor lizards forage in piles of the rubbish that have been swept up into mounds, looking for 

crumbs to eat in the discarded packets of instant noodles, breads, crisps, and drink bottles, cigarette 
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butts, and an extensive collection of clothing. The clothing is left there after pilgrim’s bathe in the 

sacred waterfall of Cikajayaan. The garments were pre-ritual, and not clean for post-ritual. The 

kuncen laments that Sancang traditions prohibited the leaving behind of garbage and clothes within 

the forest, “if the kuncen accompanies the visitor, the kuncen is responsible. Here they are forbidden 

to do anything except pilgrimage and prayer” (Interview 8, 31 January 2013).  

 

Figure 6.4  Clothing and Refuse Matted to the Leaf Litter. 
In the background is a shelter underneath the waterfall Cikajayaan  
(Image taken 19 September,2012) 
 

Even the waterfall itself has been undergoing transformations, in access to the water and volume. 

The water flows from Cikajayaan variably throughout the year, depending on rainy season or dry 

season. “Water is still abundant [in rainy season], but if its dry season the water will be unavailable, 

only small drops” (Interview 6, 31 January 2013). In three visits in three years, in the months of 

January, July, and September, I never witnessed steady flows (personal observation). There are 

platforms, man-made shelters, and overhung limestone rock shelters in use for visitors staying for 

varying lengths of time.  
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Figure 6.5  Cikajayaan in Dry Season. 
Note the dry rocks and lack of a path on the right side of the structure.  The waterfall historically descends down the 
central vine in the photo, dropping directly over the man-made shelter. Note the barricades erected in the background.  
(Image taken 3 July, 2011) 
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Figure 6.6  Cikajayaan. 
Only 18 months after Image 6.5 was taken. Wet rocks indicate water flow. Note concrete path to the right of the wet 
rocks, leading up to the now concrete barriers behind CikaJayaan. Note new metal shelter in the mid-ground, and new 
shelter in the foreground where pilgrim is sitting in the left corner. Signs are written by resident, hereditary Sancang 
Kuncen, asking pilgrims to not throw their ritual discarded clothing into the nearby river, as it is polluting the river, and 
instead to leave on the ground here. Structures, paths, and barriers have been built by tourists and extra-local kuncens, 
according to local residents.  
(Image taken 26 January, 2013). 
 

As seen in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the structures were visually different on subsequent trips to Sancang, 

depicting the rate of change and degree by which humans are renegotiating their relationships with 

Cikajayaan through reinterpretation, opportunism, and material as well as symbolic contests over 

practice. In the kuncen’s beliefs, the trouble with the garbage, the changes in water flow, and the 

construction of the facilities, is that “the magic never exist in the town square…it must be in remote 

area…It’s about the grandeur, charisma. Not anymore [Sancang] has the prestige because the forest 

was damaged” (Interview 8, 31 January 2013). The kuncen, as in exclamations on the soul being 

inseparable to the gibbons and to the forest, is presenting a transcendent quality to the value of the 

resources in the forest. Following Bakker (2010 pp. 719), I argue that “affective connections and 

emotional relationships between humans and nonhumans play an important role...in shaping 

consumption desires and resource extraction practices.” For the kuncen there are emotional 

relations between humans and the forest, and that degradation of the forest is not simply an over-

extraction of resources. When the forest is damaged, it not just the trees, water, or animals that are 

threatened, it is its grandeur and charisma as well.  
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The scope of this research does not claim to empirically validate the narratives of declining visitor 

numbers or observed waterfall flow rates, or the rate of change. The results do support traditional 

political ecology arguments from 2.4.2 that there are complex and uneven interactions contributing 

to changes in the identities of kuncen and the culture of the sacred ritual. The pilgrims assume there 

is a shared cultural goal in reaching Cikajayaan and bathing in its rivers. However, the methods, 

means, and experiences are variable, and there are tensions between the changes being enacted by 

the extra-local kuncen, the rejection of kuncen roles by eligible Sancang men, and the traditional 

practices of the remaining ‘authentic’ kuncen.  

I follow political ecology interpretations of these processes, through which the identity of kuncen and 

pilgrim are being continually made and remade through the ritual processes (Thoyre, 2015). Silvery 

gibbon researchers who have sought to connect the sacred rituals to ethics of care that may 

engender conservation support, I argue, need to explore in more depth these tensions, rather than 

simply trying to tie a contested and dynamic cultural identity to the gibbons’ futures (Reisland, 2013). 

As the young ojek driver and the elder kuncen have reflected, Sancang’s own kuncen recruitment 

struggles, further marginalising the ability to contest the extra-local changes. As has occurred in other 

cultural identities, participation can suffer when the self-conceived value of their own customs is 

facing external marginalisation, especially when internal beliefs influence who can participate, as in 

the strict traditions on inheriting the kuncen role in Sancang, limit recruitment (Goldman & Millary, 

2014).  

The identity of the kuncen should not be reduced to the degradation of the forest or the changing of 

the customs, or even Cikajayaan. To do so would be to oversimplify their identity (Gupta 2013). Each 

element is a factor amidst the wider political-economic factors influencing the fluidity and dynamic 

naturecultures, and the ojek driver or any other man who has chosen not to take up his father’s role 

as a spiritual leader does not necessarily share the particular cultural identity of the current kuncen. 

Tying Sancang too closely to the sacred rituals also overlooks the diverse livelihood strategies by the 

other residents of the communities. The previous section argued that kuncen are a manifestation of 

co-constituted mutual accommodation between the nonhuman and human agencies present in the 

forest. The relational histories that are co-produced are not immune to political economic pressures, 

and a kuncen’s identity is one more example of the complex subjectivity required to understand the 

human-forest dynamics in Sancang.  
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Many Sancang residents have no livelihood interest in the sacred rituals. Some are dependent upon 

the pilgrims for income through hospitality and provision sales, but others stake their livelihoods in 

fishing or farming on the nearby rubber plantations. Yet even these residents believe in a Sundanese 

idiom that “if the forest is green, then we can eat…lest the forest is cleared, then we become hungry” 

(Interview 1, 29 January 2013). The fishermen, permitted to live within the park on the beach, believe 

“the sea that is connected to the forest has more abundant [fish] yields”’ (Interview 3, January 30, 

2013). Others associate the forest with protection, from high winds, drought, and even tsunamis “If 

there is a tsunami, it will not be as bad, like the Pangandaran tsunami” (Interview 2, 29 January 

2013). The narratives of Sancang residents acknowledge a co-produced relationship between the 

forest, wildlife, and their own wellbeing. The reverence of some for the wildlife, forest, and 

environment also oversimplifies their daily behaviours and decisions. Respect for the forest and its 

spiritual history does not mean that residents of Sancang or other nearby villages do not extract 

goods from the forest. The increased access has made trips by motorbike to forest edges easier. 

Below, in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, are images of extracting flora and fauna for use and sale.  

 

Figure 6.7  Plant Reeds for Roof Thatching Being Carried Out of the Forest. 
The man on the motorbike is travelling on a well-worn path between Sancang village and the primary forest. This image 
was taken within park boundaries.  
(Image taken 22 September 2012) 
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Figure 6.8  A Bird Poached from the Forest. 
This caged bird hanging above the Cipangisikan River was caught by a poacher, who gave permission for this image to be 
taken. The bird will be sold in Garut, with any additional birds the poacher catches.  
(Image taken 23 September 2012) 

 

The tensions and conflicts over Cikajayaan, the river, and the forest biodiversity are contests over 

resource access. The sacred ritual has been commodified by extra-local kuncen and the pilgrims who 

pay them, forcing hereditary kuncen and Sancang residents to adapt to the changing conditions and 

find their own livelihoods from the value of the forest to outsiders rather than simply in its own right. 

The commodification of nature is a step to treating nature as separate from culture, and evidence of 

the inherent unevenness to capitalist development (Smith, 1984). In 2.2.1 I discussed how political 

economists influenced early political ecologists, in connecting the ways that disparity becomes tied to 

changes in political economies and biophysical environments (Smith, 1984).  

Throughout this chapter I have discussed how Sancang is a convergence of multi-scale political 

economic tensions. The particularly rich situated context of syncretic religious and spiritual beliefs, 

cultures, and legacy of the post-Reformasi era of decentralisation all contributing to the novel 

iterations of naturecultures proliferating at speed within the protected area. Political ecology offers 

few tools for assessing environmental degradation from lenses other than conflict, political economy, 
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or power inequity (Watts et al. 2015), and continues to champion the agenda of pointing out who 

wins, and who loses (Kull, de Sartre, & Castro-Larrañaga 2015), as in the marginalised Sancang 

kuncen outcompeted by external kuncen. This section has contributed to foundational and still 

relevant theories on the multi-scale complexities shaping dynamic naturecultures countering the 

degradation discourse. Although the previous section argued for the multi-generational belief in 

nonhuman agencies, this section demonstrates that the nonhuman agency of silvery gibbons and 

other animals are becoming overpowered by human agendas for how the forest is accessed and 

managed.  

 Animal Knowledges 

Animals can be a projection, an unfixed reference, or even something barely acknowledged in how 

humans perceive their options for engaging with their surroundings (Granfield & Colomy 2009). In 

Sancang, animals are envisaged as the corporeal manifestation of humans’ spiritual ancestors. The 

sacred values humans have for the animals, and even their respect for nonhuman agency, are not the 

only important contexts necessary for understanding the complexity of humangibbon relationships in 

silvery gibbon conservation. I predict in 2.4.1 that assumptions about how residents value the social 

and biophysical landscapes vis-à-vis gibbon conservation would shape TAF’s engagement. 

Throughout this chapter I demonstrate how Sancang contrasts with the nature/culture binary and in 

this section, I turn towards the silvery gibbon to examine how this reflects on the knowledges of 

gibbons, gibbon protection, and gibbon conservation. In 2.4.1, I establish that much political ecology 

literature problematised the nature/culture dichotomy, and any policies that reify the dualism are 

likely to fail because they are based on such a myth (Bixler, Dell'Angelo, Mfune, & Roba, 2015; 

Robbins 2011).  

Recent critiques of political ecology argue that this well-trodden argument focuses too much on 

establishing the complexity of multi-scale social and economic forces on ecological interactions to 

explain why interventions fail (Lave, 2012). How these interactions underpin misguided interventions 

is important, but critiques point out that insufficient attention has been paid to the production of the 

conservation science that predicated the intervention (Lave, 2012; Robbins & Moore, 2013). TAF has 

proposed the silvery gibbon as a flagship species, and that knowledge of that species will be 

instrumental in gaining public support for any interventions they undertake for gibbon conservation. 

In this section, I explore how residents understand and identify silvery gibbons, and what the gibbons 
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mean to them. I argue that the production of knowledge of what gibbon conservation is and why 

people should support it matters, because it constructs an externalised nature, an externalised 

essence, of what a gibbon is, and what it needs, for survival. Yet, Mansfield et al. (2015) point out 

that the tendency to focus on the complexity of the socially produced natures again externalises 

nature “by treating it as an abstraction over which people struggle both materially and discursively” 

(285). To avoid this trap of simply reading the complex naturecultures onto gibbons, I aim to present 

a diverse, relational portrayal of how gibbons and their socio-ecological environments are dynamic 

and relational to Sancang residents’ own understanding of the animals and their value. However, I 

consider how these co-produced knowledges fit within in situ and ex situ conservation schemes 

aiming to use flagship conservation models.  

6.4.1 Ekor, No Ekor: Tail, No Tail 

In 3.2.1, social knowledges on biodiversity conservation were demonstrated to shape interventions, 

with some knowledges being more relevant than others. Extreme human degradation is often used 

to justify interventions that lead to externally controlled resource management of protected areas, 

and that information that does not conform to the desired intervention is viewed as inconvenient or 

irrelevant (Bryant, 2002; Ojeda, 2012; Laurance et al., 2012). Species identification, and description of 

species, is a politically laden process of moving subjective information to objective information, and 

thus gains power for use in conservation agendas (Latour, 2004; Stott & Sullivan 2000). In 3.7.1, this 

information is argued to be central to successful flagship conservation approaches, but the approach 

usually assumes that there is an opportunity to teach that information by the interveners, and thus 

control the content and its portrayal (Smith et al., 2010; Verissimo et al., 2011). I suggest that by 

already knowing how to describe a species in knowledge and language terms familiar to Western 

conservationists, Sancang residents subvert the political opportunity for TAF to intervene and present 

the knowledge as novel and important.  

The opportunity to be the primary, if not the initial, source of information on a species intended to be 

a flagship for protected area conservation interventions, is associated with the opportunity to define 

appropriate human-wildlife relationships (Srinivasan, 2014). It is possible that Sancang residents’ high 

level of knowledge is due to the physical proximity to the gibbons. Despite the deforestation that 

pushed the edge of primary forest several kilometers away from the last Sancang houses, it is not 

uncommon to see or hear gibbons when traveling towards Cikajayaan or the beaches. Even when the 
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forest was still dangian, and children and adults alike dared not enter without a kuncen, the gibbons 

came all the way to the trees outside the houses. “Once, before the Sancang forest was damaged, 

the owa was not separate from us. It was not rare, not separate” (Interview 8, 31 January 2013). The 

kuncen is expressing his knowledge of how the degradation of the forest and corresponding drop in 

gibbon numbers has created a physical nature/culture gap that was not there before the 

deforestation.  

There has also been exposure to Western academics who have shared knowledge on silvery gibbons 

with the communities, and Javanese students and scientists who come to observe and study the 

biodiversity (see Malone 2007; Reisland 2013). In Image 6.9, a banner calling for owa jawa 

conservation hung by Reisland in 2010, is shown still hanging at the raft site used by visitors to cross 

the Cipangisikan river to reach Cikajayaan in 2012. In following narratives, the use of the word 

monkey is used, and this refers to the macaque. Lutung and surili are the Bahasa Indonesia terms for 

the ebony langur and grizzled leaf monkey, and these as well as the macaque can also be found in 

Leuweung Sancang.  

 

 

Figure 6.9  Image taken from The Cikajayaan Side of the Cipangisikan River. 
This image shows the raft, raft guide hut, and the banner sign erected by a primatologist.  
(Image taken 19 September 2012). 
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During the interviews, one of the shared questions was for the individual to describe the gibbon. 

Repeatedly, it was noted, “It looks like the monkey but it has no tail….” (Interview 10, 1 February 

2013). Six of the interview respondents drew attention to the lack of tail, not only in itself, but also in 

contrast to the other primates found in Sancang. “It is, in my opinion, [pause], the difference 

between owa and the monkey, the monkey has a tail but the owa has no tail. That’s it, the size is also 

different, owa is bigger” (Interview 3, 30 January 2013). It is not only that they note there is no tail 

and other primates have them, residents can also identify the other primates with tails as well: “The 

owa that often seen here is first, the fur, ya!!! Rather greyish, it is also much larger than the monkey, 

lutung, surili. That’s the local owa, It’s big, rather big” (Interview 2, 29 January 2013). The relative 

accuracy of the descriptions reveals a level of observational awareness by residents that would 

typically be viewed as a desirable precursor by conservation interventions hoping to capitalise on 

flagship species (Douglas & Verissimo, 2013, p. 98).  

The kuncen, who has spent a comparatively significant amount of time in the primary forest than 

most residents, offers a description that covers physical and behavioural characteristics, including 

references to how humans have manipulated those behaviours to catch the gibbons.   

The first time I’ve been told that the animal I see is an owa, it has no tail. At that time, I often 
went to the forest with my grandfather and we often saw owa here. The fur looks greyish, like 
that ya?! It looks soft, like what’s that, like wool. Different from monkey or lutung fur right? 
Owa is different, and the fur is more beautiful. And the forehands are bigger. The owa’s 
character, if they walk they are not proficient, like human ya?! Like human, but if it chased on 
the ground it is often caught. If on the branches it is very skilful, it is an expert. That is my 
experience and knowledge in the matter of owa. (Interview 8, 31 January 2013).  

 

Another resident also brought up silvery gibbon locomotion, “Then sometimes they walk like human 

do, in the monkey, it walks with both hands and feet. In owa they walk like human” (Interview 1, 29 

January 2013). The knowledge of their characteristics is even applied to conservation, articulated by 

the following insight: “In my opinion because the owa is very…mmmm…what…very rarely give 

birth…if it…maybe…if needing to breed the owa maybe it is very difficult…so we have to protect them 

strictly. The owa rarely give birth…” (Interview 6, 31 January 2013). The information is no just a 

description, it is indicative of co-produced, interactive feedback loops, including an understanding of 

dynamic and interlinked ecosystem processes. The nuanced behavioural ecology explanations 

demonstrate that localised ‘indigenous’ beliefs can adapt to multi-scale, novel, interactive knowledge 
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systems (Gavin et al., 2015). Gavin et al. (2015) point out, however, that while sacred sites are often 

conserved spaces, this does not mean that external conservation interventions are as able to 

incorporate the values into their own management systems.  

Applied to Sancang, residents may be willing and able to add external conservation values to their 

own practices, but TAF may not be willing to add Sancang’s produced knowledges to its own. I argued 

in 3.8 that combined in situ and ex situ conservation relies on a binary management style that 

separates people and wildlife, and TAFs own rhetoric discussed in 5.7 relies on the dichotomy. 

Conservation interventions that trend towards binary models of management continues to resist not 

just practices, but knowledge systems, that incorporate people in the approaches (2015). This is in 

part because species conservation is laden with selectively applied knowledges, and pre-conceived 

information is harder to erase, as well as limiting how future knowledges may be incorporated or 

applied (Gabriel, 2011). In documentation on release site criteria, it is stated that a potential release 

site should have very few or no ‘wild’ gibbons, and that the site is a protected area with strongly 

guarded borders (Javan Gibbon Global Cooperative Management Program Workshop, 2010, August 

5, 6). I have demonstrated throughout this chapter that Sancang fails to conform to these 

boundaries. However, as an outcome, it has organically developed one of the more difficult 

qualifications, that ‘locals’ have awareness of the species, and knowledge of its value and significance 

(Javan Gibbon Global Cooperative Management Program Workshop, 2010, August 5, 6). 

I discussed in 5.7 that TAF’s pre-established model of framing ‘local’ humans as threats to gibbons is 

met with the desire to present gibbons as flagship species aligned with their own rhetoric of the 

gibbon needing to be the icon of a forest free of human degradation. This perspective is significantly 

challenged by the established humangibbon relationships in Sancang, where the making of 

environmental subjects could be made more difficult by not being the source of gibbon information. 

Alternatively, it is possible that the pre-existing social knowledges may be compatible with 

exogenous narratives, despite disparate foundations or motivations (Whitfield et al. 2015). I expand 

on this argument in the next section, in which I share some of the reasons that Sancang residents 

support owa jawa conservation.  

6.4.2 The Call of the Gibbon, The Call of the Forest 

The release site criteria for returning ex situ gibbons to in situ habitats are comprised of perceived 

ecological and social qualifications (see 5.5.2). Biological criteria for an introduction render 
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positivistic reasons for excluding Sancang as a release location. In this section I continue to build a 

case for how Sancang meets the subjective qualifications of having a proud, conservation aware, and 

species-specific understanding of the value of silvery gibbons. In the following chapter I argue that 

the protected area chosen as a release site lacks these qualifications but has the desired ecological 

criteria that Sancang lacks. I suggest the choice of privileging the biological criteria discounts serious 

engagement for more participatory practices or genuine commitment to support by residents near 

the parks. This is line with practices that trend towards fortress conservation models, where the 

preferred form of social support is compliance with territorialised boundaries of human and nature 

rather than relational and co-produced conservation processes. Fortress style conservation process 

have also historically discounted the more situated contexts for understanding drivers of protected 

area fragmentation, degradation, and social infractions of legal protections for resource extraction. I 

have shown in this chapter that wider political economic changes are influencing activities within 

Leuweung Sancang, but some of these external exchanges have contributed to high conservation 

literacy in addition to mythical social values of animals.   

There is strong taxonomic bias in both social science and biological sciences towards charismatic 

species, and conservation from either source embraces the anthropogenic qualities (see 3.9). While 

conservation continues to rely on notions of an ahuman nature to justify interventions, subjective 

values of charismatic species continue to underpin in situ as authentic and natural (Fa et al., 2014). In 

this section, I turn towards some of the subjective valuations of the silvery gibbon, and how residents 

internalise their experiences of the gibbons into conservation values. Even the name of gibbons is 

emotively descriptive. The owa is an onomatopoeia for gibbon in Bahasa Indonesia, and in West Java 

the word is used to refer to the Owa Jawa, or Javan gibbon.  

Silvery gibbons call daily in Sancang forest, echoing throughout different areas of the forest variably. 

“Yaaa, the sound matters. The next generations should know about the owa…the sounds matter… 

different from the other kinds such as monkey, lutung, surili” (Interview 3, 30 January, 2013). 

Residents comment on how the owa’s vocalisation is different from the three other diurnal primates 

found in Sancang, and they see the owa’s unique call as important. The sound of the gibbon is a 

desirable trait of the species for the residents and repeatedly used to bridge to the idea of 

conservation by residents. West Javan primatologists have hoped that this perceived charm of the 

gibbons could be an asset to conservation organisations wanting to persuade peoples to protect the 

species and its forest environments (Supriatna et al., 2010).  
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 [I hope that] my children and grandchildren can hear the owa’s sound in the 
forest...hopefully there are officers who will preserve them. Especially the Sancang forest, as 
most people would be grateful and support that. If it will be preserved, the owa that still exist 
will be protected and preserved by the local communities. We have said it, that we will hunt 
the people who hunt the owa. (Interview 2, 29 January 2013).  

The village leader, who lives about a half hour walk from the legal boundary of the reserve, echoed 

similar sentiments on the sounds of the gibbon and conservation.   

The benefit, it must be useful to have more owa. It is said they are rare. The first [benefit] is 
that if there are owa in the forest then it becomes more boisterous by the sounds. The second 
is that the younger generations will be able to recognise the owa, ‘oh that is the owa, oh that 
is the sound’ Ya now it is far away today. Ya it is expected that if there is a government 
program for example [pauses as motorbike goes by his house], if now there were some kind 
of program to Sancang forest I’ll be ready as the head of the village to protect them. 
(Interview 1, 29 January 2013).  

 

It would be rash to assume that these residents, though they independently commented on the 

sound of the owa, used the sound to bridge to the concept that there are now fewer owa, and on 

their belief that a conservation intervention would be welcomed, are unanimous. The BKSDA officer, 

in contrast, characterised the villagers as unable to value conservation, saying “Please take care of it 

…ya like that we give the comprehension to the communities. If we give it in detail the villagers 

cannot understand, too difficult, or they hear it but they are reluctant.” (Interview 5, 31 January 

2013). It is possible that the residents were simply trying to offer a desirable response, yet the shared 

emotive and subjective element of the gibbon’s territorial calling belies a purely calculated answer. 

The BKSDA officer’s response does potentially indicate, however, that there is variation in 

interpretation as to what actions are necessary to protect the forest. The divergent response 

demonstrates that even is conservation is seen to be a shared goal, what exactly is being conserved, 

and how, may vary (Hurley & Halfacre, 2011).  

The collective responses on silvery gibbons, their values, and conservation, all suggest that 

conservation is at the very least not a novel concept, nor one that is outspokenly resisted or viewed 

as unwelcome. There are differing motivations, but the most striking dominant theme in all the 

varied narratives is a lack of reference to a notion of ‘wild,’ or of a human-free nature, or human-free 

forest. There are responses that recognise a need to stop resource extraction and degradation, but 

none that correlated that with needing to remove all humans. TAF’s strategy of putting ex situ 
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gibbons into in situ protected areas relies on the validity of a difference between them, and thus the 

maintenance of a nature/culture dichotomy.    

6.4.3 In situ Gibbons  

Throughout this chapter narratives and analyses have argued that Sancang is a relational site 

undergoing increasing multi-scale pressures within the situated locale, proliferating competing novel 

naturecultures within the protected area. The boundaries of the protected area are referred to only 

in terms of deforestation or on the signage as you enter to the park on a cement path. Humans are as 

audibly and visually present throughout the forest as the gibbons. In situ habitats, in contrast, have 

been presented in concept as human-free spaces, separated by a material and semiotic boundary 

(Braverman, 2013). An in situ gibbon, thus, is by this definition one that lives in a habitat free from 

humans. It would be challenging to frame Sancang as having a human-free forest for gibbons when 

the gibbons sit over Cikajayaan and watch pilgrims bathe in the water and researchers take note of 

both. 

One could conclude simply that perhaps TAF has not selected Sancang as a release site because it is 

not in situ habitat for the gibbons. Ecologically, there is also the evidence that there is insufficient 

habitat for more gibbons than are already there, though that is based upon an assumption that 

currently fragmented forests will remain so in perpetuity. However, I argue that these two are 

actually related concepts. Braverman (2014) emphasises that the continued use of the term in situ 

reinforces the discourse that this concept actually exists as a neat category. For Leuweung Sancang 

then to fit the category of in situ as understood by conservation practitioners, it needs to be seen as a 

wild nature, divorced from human culture, and removed of the captivity ex situ implies. In order to 

release ex situ gibbons in situ, there needs to be a clear demarcation between the captive status of 

the gibbons before, and the wild status of the gibbons afterwards. The concepts of in situ and ex situ 

do not allow to for multi-natures (Lorimer, 2012). 

Literature on protected areas conservation continues to stress that in situ conservation be matched 

with high levels of management against human degradation (Watson et al., 2014). There is little 

centralised management of Sancang, and thus under current conservation schemes, in situ 

conservation by TAF seems improbable. In 2012, however, members of JPCP collected faecal samples 

from the Sancang gibbons. I show how the staff of JPCP, and TAF who directed the study from the UK, 

present the biological sciences as objective. I problematise their process and results by 
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demonstrating they are at best incomplete, and at very least far less objective than portrayed (Little, 

1999; Zimmerer 1994). 

The Aspinall Foundation, as part of its preparation to return the ex situ gibbons back in situ in West 

Java, wanted to ensure that its captive gibbons that have Gibbon Hepatitis B Virus (GiHBV) did not 

transmit the disease to in situ gibbons (Campbell, Cheyne, & Rawson, 2015). TAF attempted to 

sample the faecals of wild gibbons to screen for GiHBV before releasing its in situ gibbons (Campbell, 

Cheyne, & Rawson, 2015). I was present for the sample collection, done in Leuweung Sancang from 

23 September 2012- 25 September 2012. The site was chosen because of the accessibility of the 

gibbons, and their habituation to human presence meant we could follow the groups and visually 

note when one defaecated and collect the fresh sample from the forest floor- the first of which we 

collected from the group over the staircase at 6:20 a.m. (personal observation, 2012). 

The contradiction is that it is the human presence that has allowed TAF to collect samples from ‘in 

situ’ gibbons, and also calls into question the validity of the results. The high level of human contact 

in Sancang forest does not inspire medical confidence that GiHBV could not still reflect human-

gibbon exchange of zoonotic disease, but it is not my intention to undermine the credibility of the 

results, only to point out the contradiction in the discourse when it served its own purpose, in this 

case of meeting the international guidelines for release of ex situ organisms back to in situ locations 

without risk of exposing the in situ populations to diseases they may have lacked historical exposure 

to and therefore defence against (Cheyne, Campbell, & Payne, 2012). The very concept relies on the 

idea of being able to maintain a biological stability of the disease within the population, despite 

uncertainty of its transmission and zoonosis. It also relies on the power of discourse to consider the 

gibbons of Sancang as in situ, natural, wild. Without this, the extrapolated meaning for the disease in 

ex situ gibbons is meaningless.  
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Figure 6.10  TAF Staff Collecting Faecal Samples from Owa Jawa in Leuweung Sancang Nature 
Reserve. 

Note the gibbons have dropped faecals directly over a well-worn human path in the forest. These gibbons are members 
of the Cikajayaan waterfall group. 
(Image taken 23 September 2012) 

 

 Conclusion 

Sancang does indeed face severe fragmentation, and gibbon populations are likely already at their 

maximum capacity in available habitat (Reisland & Lambert, 2016). The situated history of multi-scale 

spiritual, social, ecological, and political economic activities has created a protected area entrenched 

in the wider Indonesian Post-New World Order landscape. Political instability has led to weakened 

authority by BKSDA officers (see Chapter Five), as this chapter demonstrated in the lack of will for the 

officers to restrict pilgrims’ access and resource extraction by residents and extra-locals. The absence 

of centralized control is perhaps one of the most consistently distinguishing traits of Sancang. 

Residents’ experiences suggest multiple, changing, external political economic pressures are causing 

fissures in traditional practices, traditional regulators (kuncen), and livelihood choices. These lived 

experiences paint a dynamic and richly detailed portrait of a nature reserve without authoritarian 

control, and with multiple expressed, iterative values of humanforest and humananimal 

relationships.  
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In contrast, exclusionary tactics necessary to keep up the human/nature divide required continual 

maintenance of rhetorical and biophysical boundaries to uphold the façade of a fixed and static 

protected area (Bixler et al., 2015; Thoyre, 2015). Pervasive attention to power, who wins, and who 

loses, overlooks the opportunity to engage with nonhuman agency and thus misses novel 

explanations for how people perceive conservation and development (Bennet, 2010). Out of the 

legend of Prabu Siliwangi came accounts of respecting nonhuman agency, and the role that these 

extrinsic agencies have in the lives of Sancang residents. Unlike traditional political ecology framings 

of nature’s agency, the narratives in this chapter do not portray nonhuman agency as a set of 

restraints against human activities in the forest, or as passive or inert. Instead, this study contributes 

to arguments challenging the separation of nonhumans and their relations to social processes 

(Mansfield, 2003a). Sancang is a co-produced network of resources, that have collective, 

transcendent inputs rather than simply instrumental values, and these are essential to explaining the 

impact of human presence within Sancang.  

This chapter contributes to discussions within political ecology on the value of nonhuman natures 

and nonhuman agencies to engage with the ecology in political ecology as an active participant in 

environmental change rather than a backdrop to political economic dynamics (Turner, 2016). The 

complex webs of ancestral animistic agencies challenge the desire of conservationists to locate and 

contain nonhuman species, both materially and semiotically (Blomley, 2008). While some of the 

gibbons in Sancang accommodate the presence of human activity in the forest, observing people 

moving throughout the understory, they retain their independence and agency. In this way, the 

gibbons are mutually accommodating the political, ecological, and spritual interrelationships with 

people. Indeed, the kuncen themselves are an iterative example of mutual accommodation over 

generations of co-constituted relationships (Turner, 2016). Only by taking the subjectivity of 

nonhuman agency seriously can the kuncen persist. 

Sancang residents’ naturecultures strongly contest a Cartesian divide that is inherent in the framing 

of in situ and ex situ gibbons, or nature and culture, as separate. I argue that TAF’s flagship approach, 

based upon the in situ/ex situ dualism, is intrinsically incompatible with the reflexively transient 

material and semiotic boundaries of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve. Not only because of a lack 

of separation between forest and human community, but also because the ability to create primate 

conservation subjects and to fix gibbon agency has been co-opted by the advanced and intuitive 

knowledge systems of residents. In this chapter, TAF only intervened to frame the gibbons as in situ 
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and collect information from those gibbons to prepare for a combined in situ/ex situ process. I 

believe this is in part due to TAF’s approach to in situ and ex situ conservation processes that favour 

fortress conservation assumptions. The inability to enforce the boundaries of protected areas and 

human resource extraction within the reserve is seen as far too more important than the strongly 

supportive conservation awareness and historical sacred rituals that proliferation and (re)produce 

naturecultures compatible with gibbon conservation values.  

In closing, I share my own observational narrative, not to end the chapter with my voice as primacy 

over the narratives in this chapter, but as an open reflection on my own positionality. I also think it is 

fitting, because I am reflecting on a moment when a gibbon was similarly observing me. The shared 

moment was one in which we were each considering the other’s likely actions in order to decide our 

own. In the next chapter, I discuss a very different protected area, one that TAF has selected for 

releasing ex situ gibbons.  

21 September 2012 

Today at 5:45 a.m., the gibbon group from far upstream Cipangisikan makes very short 5-
minute calling. Already there are many people in the forest today. Several large groups, one 
with children, and several groups of 4 men. They are extremely noisy and the sounds are 
carrying up the staircase, up the river, down at waterfall. No sign of movement or activity in 
the trees of owa or lutung. On staircase we saw a macaque, and heard a group of surili at 8:45 
a.m. We were in lone female gibbon’s area at 8:45. The group with the juvenile, Group B, that 
is typically near Cikajayaan, began calling from high up and far in range. The lone female 
immediately retreated. She passed right overhead, pausing to look down at me, then crossed 
the river again using the island low hanging branches first, and then climbing high to where 
the tree overgrowth has created a passable canopy jump. 
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Figure 6.11  Lone Female Adult Gibbon Looking Down at the Researcher. 
She then moves away from the calling family group.   
(Image taken 21 September 2012) 
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Chapter 7: Ex Situ Becomes In Situ: The Production of Species 

Conservation in Gunung Tilu National Park. 

 Introduction 

I argue in Chapter Six that dynamic and relational naturecultures expressed in Leuweung Sancang 

offer complex and alternative explanations for the environmental changes. Narratives on the 

material and semiotic histories of humans in Sancang contribute to political ecology arguments in 

favour of a relational understanding of nonhuman agency. Residents argued that the forest was co-

produced, presenting emotional and transcendant inputs that explain the relationships between 

humans and nonhumans. These explanations, combined with more traditional political ecology 

arguments that problematized the dominant reasons for degradation of the Sancang forest, 

produced a broader exposition of the practices, forces, actions, affects, and effects of human 

presence in Leuweung Sancang. In this chapter, I examine sites where resource access is mediated 

through control over social relations, and how in situ/ex situ silvery gibbon conservation by the Java 

Primates Conservation Project, JPCP ultimately contributes to the territorialisation of protected 

areas. I explore two locations where JPCP is active in silvery gibbon conservation, Patuha and Gunung 

Tilu. “Access to resources is always socially constrained”, and in this chapter I argue that a divided 

approach to gibbons, as either in situ or ex situ, (re)produces material and semiotic boundaries 

between humans and nature (Batterbury 2015, pp. 28). Through narratives reflecting on the lived 

experiences of residents in these two regions, silvery gibbon conservation is imagined in terms of 

access and control, both physically and conceptually. The process of translating a gibbon from ex situ 

into in situ contributes to theoretical arguments about the links between imagined human free 

landscapes and resurgence in fortress conservation tactics (Davis & Zanotti, 2014).  

In Section 7.2, I explore how territory is produced and managed in particular ways to facilitate the 

creation of the ex situ primate centre. I then move from boundary maintenance and iterative efforts 

at creating an ex situ place to conceptual characteristic categories that define ex situ. The diction 

used by TAF and JPCP staff to describe gibbons as ‘unnatural’ in ‘captivity’ and falsely inflate it as 

Natural in the ‘wild,’ influences interpretations of the conditions and characteristics of silvery 

gibbons. These framings return the discussion to nonhuman agency. I argue that the categorization of 
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gibbons into in situ or ex situ is an attempt to simplify and fix the agency of the gibbons in order to 

make their liveliness manageable. I draw on recent theories on how the translation from ex situ to in 

situ is a form of commodification, making them into conservation objects abstracted from their 

liveliness (Collard & Dempsey, 2013). I argue that the belief in the significance of the separation 

between humans and nature reduces the gibbon into a resource with particular conservation value 

depending on its biophysical setting and relational humannature interactions (Seagle, 2013). 

Categorising silvery gibbon behaviours and interactions into wild or captive, natural or unnatural, has 

implications for the lived outcomes of each gibbon at JPCP. The dualistic framing hides alternatives 

explanations and employs the degradation narrative to justify conservation interventions to save ‘in 

situ’ gibbon habitats. 

In Section 7.3, I explore how the unique historical conditions of living within a nature reserve have 

enhanced rather than challenge fortress conservation practices. Whereas in the previous chapter 

being within the forest resulted in challenges to boundary formation and caused a proliferation of 

human/forest nature/cultures, in Gunung Tilu I argue a different process has emerged. I highlight 

how power and control are overt and pervasive in the lived experiences of residents, and hierarchies 

are amplified. Within the wider historical social context of West Javanese political and economic 

uncertainty in the post-Reformasi era (see Chapter Five), the localised microcosm of a persistently 

hierarchical, authoritarian, surveillance society is rationalised by some residents as a source of relief- 

a now rare system of predictability based on a social contract of compliance in exchange for security. 

Importantly, these conditions pre-date JPCP’s silvery gibbon conservation intervention, but I argue 

JPCP contributes to a strengthening of the nature/culture territorialisation.  

Finally, in Section 7.4, I demonstrate how delineating in situ from ex situ, when applied into the 

situated territorialisation of Gunung Tilu, results in conservation knowledges that reinforce 

stratifications of access and control (Rocheleau, 2008). Narratives of tea plantation workers in 

Gunung Tilu support political ecology theories that boundaries, blame, and responsibilities are 

divided up along articulations of knowledge in ways that frame our own power-laden relationships 

with wildlife in terms of moralistic values (Philo & Wilbert, 2000). Controlling access to opportunities 

for Dewata employees or residents in Patuha to participate in gibbon conservation is a way to delimit 

knowledge production, and enforcing these regulatory controls is an expression of power, giving 

some knowledges primacy and legitimacy over others (Vaccaro et al., 2013). Seemingly homogenous 

support for gibbon conservation, I argue, is not a problem with scalar inquiry, but a reflection of how 
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conservation may actually reinforce rather than reveal inequity (Rocheleau, 2008). The power 

imbalances systemically entrenched at Dewata tea plantation became tools that benefitted the JPCP:  

surveillance practices were translated into species protection in the name of saving endangered 

animals. As a result, JPCP is able to co-opt mechanisms of power and control to frame in situ and ex 

situ silvery gibbon conservation in its own narrative of rehabilitating and releasing gibbons back into 

the ‘wild’ with the support of the ‘local’ communities. Despite the boundary practices, there is 

evidence of alternative assemblages, and quietly from within, and intentionally at the margins, 

challenging the human/nature construct of Gunung Tilu. 

 Producing the Needs of Ex Situ and In Situ 

In this section, I explore how in situ and ex situ is explained through the lens of gibbon behaviour as 

either natural or human affected, and how this delimits processes of human-gibbon and gibbon-

environment conservation processes. Narratives on returning gibbons into forested spaces reflect a 

“struggle with the question of what to do with the designation of wild” (Collard 2014, pp. 154), 

regardless of whether the narrator accepts, as Collard does, the collapse of wilderness as a human-

free construct. Conceptual polarisation of captive and wild entangles gibbons in commodity value 

relations in which value production is correlated with degree of human control over the livelihood of 

the animals (Collard & Dempsey, 2016). I argue these value relations entrench silvery gibbon 

conservation interventions into political and economic systems of access and control fortified by the 

nature/culture dualism. I am interested in not simply critiquing the validity of claims of differences 

between in situ and ex situ gibbons, but in understanding how those prescribed differences come 

about, and why it matters for gibbons and for gibbon conservation.  

7.2.1 Multi-Scale Politics of Place 

In this section I delve into TAFs silvery gibbon project in West Java, Indonesia. I return to the Java 

Primates Conservation Project centre in Patuha, Ciwidey. In Chapter Five, I examine the situated 

context within which the primate centre created physical boundaries to be erected, maintained, and 

defended. In this section, I explore some of the performative aspects of territorialising the primate 

centre. As much as the centre is designed to keep primates in, it is also designed to keep some 

humans out. Some TAF staff uphold the performative and the structural aspects of creating an ex-situ 

place of silvery gibbons.  
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There are two entrances to JPCP: one is located at the northern boundary of the leased land, on a 

motorbike path leading through mixed cash crop agriculture. The second is on the southern side, on a 

footpath that ends at the Patuha Resort that is owned and managed by the Perum Perhutani. At each 

entrance are hand painted signs for the JPCP, including emblems of TAF, BKSDA, and Perhutani. 

Inside the gates but clearly posted for visibility to those outside the gates is another sign stating that 

the centre is not open to the public. As literacy may not be guaranteed, gates and barbed wire are 

erected as physical barriers (see Figure 7.1). Already, the physical boundary formation is explicit 

about controlling human access to TAFs silvery gibbon spaces, and that powerful multi-scale groups 

manage that boundary. Boundary formation is also maintained through policing. One JPCP’s 

employee is tasked with acting as “security in the rehabilitation centre”, (Interview 20, February 9 

2013). The structural and applied expressions of governance privilege power and distinguish between 

humans and nonhumans who can access the centre, and those who cannot.  

 

Figure 7.1  Northern Entrance to JPCP. 
(Image taken 26 June 2010). 

A permanent staff member defends the practice of excluding people as part of the rehabilitation 

process for the gibbons, commenting “from the behaviour they need to, uh, learn first to avoid the 

humans” but that additionally the boundaries are for “security” (Interview 4, 30 January 2013). The 

moral imperative to restore the gibbons’ ‘natural’ qualities is used by TAF as justification for 

enforcing physical barriers keeping the gibbons in, and uninvited humans out. These narratives 
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support arguments from Chapter Three that single species conservation projects benefit from the 

nature/culture dichotomy, by mobilising the charisma of wild megafauna to justify the social and 

political costs (Wapner, 2014). The reference to the behavioural requirements of the ex situ gibbons 

will be examined in the following section, but first the categorisation of authorised and unauthorised 

access to the ex situ conservation site is complicated further to argue that the bio-politics are not 

uniformly implemented or unchallenged. 

The security of the property, despite fences and security personnel, is not a fixed or unchallenged 

notion. Staff observed that they were able to delineate between trespassers that were viewed as 

facilitating positive community relationships, and those seen as threats to the security of the 

property and the gibbons. The justification for the selective tolerance to breaching the boundaries is 

that the farmers who are allowed to harvest grass or other vegetation within JPCP “report and keep 

the facility safe…if there are some hunters they will warn us in advance. It has also happened that the 

hunters had not yet arrived [to JPCP], but they [the farmers] already informed the hunter it is 

prohibited” (Interview 39, 13 February 2013). The security guards feel that hunters are dangerous, 

and a threat to safety not just security, and that this is why “the practice with the grass harvesters 

just goes on, but with one condition that we have to protect each other” (Interview 38, 13 February 

2013).  

The hunters used to come for birds, but now “the birds are rare here, already gone” (Interview 16, 9 

February 2013). Instead, “the hunters used animals, they used dogs to hunt, the don’t use guns” 

(Interview 16, 9 February 2013). Another person shared a similar reflection when asked if the hunters 

ever bring guns:  

Dogs, rarely bring the guns, just spear mostly. In the past there were many…they shot the 
birds. Now there are deserted/less hunters who use the guns, now is none. The hunters are 
also sometimes the outsiders, far from here, not from this area…like from Soreang (Interview 
17, 9 February 2013).  

 

The politics of the security of JPCP are based upon the ability to differentiate between desired and 

undesired persons, to polarise and categorise access to the centre, for itself or as a path to get to the 

forest. The dividing practices remain hierarchical, with the JPCP controlling the terms of agreement 

with the farmers. But these agreements require maintenance and upkeep through socially 

(re)produced arrangements achieved through negotiations and relationships, delineated in Chapter 
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Three as modes of territorialisation (Ribot & Peluso, 2003; Adams, Hodge, & Sandbrook, 2013). The 

hunters, exogenous to these maintained social networks, threaten the processes but also create new 

networks of collaboration between JPCP staff and farmers who worry about the hunters. The 

territorialisation of the ex situ space, when asserted to the hunters by JPCP staff, is asserted through 

the bio-power of the endangered species. 

In one altercation, staff attempted to speak to the hunters and reason with them about the safety of 

the gibbons. Downplaying authoritarian power in favour of portraying the protection of the physical 

ex situ landscape as ruled by conservation requirements, not by state mechanisms (Biermann & 

Mansfield, 2014). The bio-power of JPCP does not necessarily guarantee legitimacy in the 

perspectives of hunters, or outweigh other motivating factors, “because the hunters are often 

desperate” (Interview 28, 11 February 2013); and the perceived right to enter that property may not 

have been destroyed by the territorialisation of JPCP (Kelly, 2015). When the bio-political physical 

and social systems fail to defend the boundaries of JPCP, the security guards revert to centralised 

authoritarian power structures to try and reassert the resource access management. One day, a band 

of hunters with a pack of dogs slipped under the fence and into JPCP, using the centre as access to 

adjacent forest blocks.  

The hunters who came here were outsiders, from Banjaran, Soreang. So, for me, it must be 
communicated to the BKSDA rangers, not only handled by me…we should be assisted by 
rangers because the scope and authority is theirs…So! In fact, the Perhutani leader is called 
and we have no help, they say ‘you only call if you need us’ so I think it’s not good, because 
that’s not funny (Interview 38, 13 February, 2013).  

 

The Perhutani ranger’s refusal to help, offering only coy banter and a none-too-subtle suggestion of 

requiring further encouragement in order to assist the JPCP security guard, worried the JPCP guard. 

He felt that it was not a joke that the Perhutani were asserting their dominance over the JPCP, 

refusing to come at his request without recognition of their status. In this case, the comments by the 

JPCP security staff regarding a feeling of a lack of support from Perhutani reflect the multi-scale 

power relations that can burden the demonstration of authority (Kelly, 2015). The guards concern 

also emphasises that JPCP may be trying to use the gibbons to give the perception that conservation 

is de-politicised, but when contested, the political past becomes complex and competing (Hapsari 

2011; Duffy, 2006). This section has demonstrated how JPCP uses dividing practices to govern the 

boundaries of ex situ primate facility, through which access is enforced, contested, but largely 
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sustained, in the pursuit of primate conservation. More importantly, it has resonated deeply with 

arguments that have long been essential to political ecology debates (see section 2.3) about the 

fallacy of an apolitical nature, herein observed in the evidence of a conservation centre steeped in 

political interactions between persons or organisations.  

I argue that in situ is hierarchically privileged over ex situ, and that the deals between TAF, BKSDA, 

and Perhutani expressed an authoritative power over the displaced farmers. However, I also 

demonstrate how the categories, be they an organisation, or a space just as JPCP, are at times fluid, 

fixed, or both (Norman et al., 2012; Mackinnon, 2011). Ex situ is a socially produced, relational 

process that TAF succeeds at varying points to varying degrees to project an appearance of as a fixed 

entity. The MoU establishing the centre is an attempt to fix scale by territorialising the network of 

persons and organisations. There are parallels between the territorialisation of scale, both within the 

particular space of JPCP as ex situ conservation centre, and between the MoU parties, and the 

territorialisation of in situ space examined later in the chapter. The physical boundaries erected, and 

agreements made to uphold those boundaries, demonstrate a systemic pattern of trying to control 

and fix boundaries, material and semiotic, that I argue lead towards conservation strategies in the 

manner of fortress conservation and resist more openly relational networks. Categorisation and 

labels are an attempt to limit engagement with alternatives, or at least heterogeneity within those 

spaces, and I seek to acknowledge the conformity of the categories without oversimplifying the 

people and places referred to (Dahal et al., 2014).  

7.2.2 Constructing Ex situ Gibbon Characteristics  

In this section, I contrast theoretical arguments from Chapter Two that destabilise the concept of an 

apolitical nature and collapse the nature/culture dichotomy with arguments from Chapter Three on 

how species-based conservation has made room for resurgence in the dualism in praxis. Political 

ecologists have used particular places to understand socio-ecological interactions, and in this section, 

I am interested in production ex situ. This is important because on first thought, the question of what 

is an ex situ gibbon, versus an in situ gibbon, does not appear to be a geographical distinction. 

However, “examining these cases reveals that geographical imaginations are central to the kinds of 

distinctions made” (Mansfield, 2003b pp. 340). Ex situ and in situ are Latin phrases that denote 

whether something is in, or out, of its place or state (Braverman, 2014). Ex situ habitat is understood 

in this way to be out of place of ‘nature’, with the implication that in-place habitat is the desirable 
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state. In this way, “nature is enlisted as a boundary marker,” such that an ex situ gibbon is one that 

lives in an ex situ habitat, and is un-natural (Blomley, 2008 pp. 1825). I argue that the geographical 

distinctions is not one of natural versus social, but one of creating an abstraction between the 

gibbons and the material practices that construct the boundaries around them.   

Ex situ as a descriptor for a state of being for a gibbon is also an attempt to fix the identity of that 

gibbon, to assign it a suite of traits that make it antithetical to wild gibbons, and deny its agency. 

Treating an ex situ gibbon differently is a form of discrimination, distinguishing the animal based on 

“preconceived notions about the type of animal and where it lives” (Mansfield, 2003b, pp. 338). In 

2.3.1 and 2.4.2, I present theories on how fixing identity is a move to hide alternative characteristics 

and present a homogenous identity for the purposes of environmental governance, in a political 

move by those with power to justify the territorialisation of landscapes and push conservation 

agendas (Zimmerer, 2013; Reyes-Garcia et al., 2014; Peluso, 1992). I argue that fixing the identity of 

ex situ gibbons similarly justifies conservation intervention and governance over individual gibbons, 

an action necessary to move from the geographical distinctions to the management of particular 

gibbons (Head & Atchison, 2016). The identity fixing, when combined with the boundary formation of 

ex situ habitat from 7.2.1, is a manipulated delineation of “animals and landscapes as bound objects 

contained within a perimeter” (Barua 2014, pp. 928).  

The notion of instinct is closely tied to the identity of an in situ gibbons, and as something that has to 

be restored or recovered through rehabilitation in an ex situ gibbon. Without instinct it is assumed 

that “there is absolutely no way they would survive” upon release into in situ habitats (Interview 12, 

7 February 2013). Staff at JPCP hope that through their own experiences with the gibbons held in 

their ex situ facilities that they will learn and develop processes so that “animals in the future can be 

more easily rehabilitated… [to teach] the easy way for owa to return to their natural instinct” 

(Interview 25, 10 February 2013). The problem of how to restore instinct is more than a translation 

process between ex situ gibbon and in situ gibbon; it is a struggle over governance of humangibbon 

relationships. In 2010, TAF documentation noted one of the challenges to ex situ conservation is that 

there “is no rehabilitation and reintroduction manual for Javan Gibbon,” (TAF, unpublished document 

20 July 2010). The lamentation reveals a desire to create a systemic management protocol that seeks 

to separate the animals from their relations to the social processes.   
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In 2012 a different group of primate conservationists working on gibbon reintroductions in Indonesia 

published a guideline to the process, similarly emphasising that one of the core intentions of 

restoring instinct is to minimise human contact “to reduce human dependence and discourage 

association with people, to ensure that released gibbons display natural gibbon behaviours and are 

not drawn towards human settlements” (Cheyne, Campbell, & Payne, 2012 pp. 269). These directives 

are “moves of separation” creating distance not just materially but also in meaning (Mansfield 2003a, 

pp. 186). Statements made nearly two decades ago on how animals are figured “as the currency of 

various human desires, whose value rises with distance” are still relevant and pertinent to 

understanding silvery gibbon conservation (Whatmore & Thorne, 1998, pp. 451). Achieving in situ 

distance from humans for JPCP gibbons is constructed upon the belief that humans can rehabilitate 

instinct. “Yaaaa the instinct certainly still exists, but still, the instinct should be trained by us” 

(Interview 20, 9 February 2013). This paradoxical statement reflects a view of agency that is 

restricted to humans and denied to nonhumans, and nature’s agency is only product of human 

activities (Lorimer, 2013). 

JPCP manager stated as the organisations’ desire, “we want to create a good link between ex situ and 

in situ [conservation]” (Wedana, 2010), but I argue this link is not a relational process. Bounding the 

animals and their habitats within a constructed perimeter reinforces control, turning the individual 

gibbons living at JPCP into objects that can now be managed, supporting arguments made in 2.2.1 

that boundaries, blame, and responsibility are being divided up along new articulations of human-

nonhuman natures. Framing gibbons and their habitat as either a source of wilderness or a medium 

against which degradation and endangerment is threatened renders the gibbons as inert cultural 

constructs of wild or captive, converting the gibbons into a materiality able to be co-opted and 

commodified (Hobson, 2007; Wapner, 2014; Castree, 2011). The material and semiotic distancing 

practices upon which ex situ and in situ are fundamentally founded require continual re-framing to 

deny alternative situs. The assumption that humans can re-instil instinct is based upon the rationale 

that we can “address effectively human threats to wild populations” (Barongi, 2015, pp. 12).  

The keepers believe that once a gibbon is distanced from humans and from ex situ spaces, it can 

become something more than what it once was. TAF primate keepers commented that it is essential 

that the gibbons “keep out of the way of people… I think they need to be taught that humans aren’t 

good but in a way that means they don’t see us as a real danger and attack us because again that 

becomes a problem” (Interview 11, 7 February 2013). To rehabilitate the gibbons, JPCP staff have a 
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routine process designed to address the loss of instinct. This is one of the threats to ex situ gibbons 

borne out of human contact. The JPCP’s team prepare the gibbons in this manner: “First, we have 

many facilities which we have to maintain, we have many primates that we have to observe...then 

there is the enrichment” (Interview 39, 13 February 2013). The purpose of enrichment is “to train 

their activity, to train their instinct” (Interview 39, 13 February 2013). There is no recognition that 

this relationship is relational or co-produced in these sentiments. Instinct is an externalised attribute. 

The individual gibbons are innocent of these characterizations of their behaviours, and their agency is 

made legible and thus controllable by bounding it to form an attribute like instinct (Latour, 2004). 

The belief that humans can control instinct reinforces the belief in human exceptionalism, a core 

element of the nature/culture dichotomy whereby nature is separate from social constructs (Fleming, 

2017).  

The task of teaching a gibbon how to act, presumably, like a gibbon, is consistently remarked upon. 

One primate caretaker ties the concept of enrichment to legitimacy of human versus wild: 

There are some animals which are isolated because of disease … they are given some 
enrichments which possibly will not be found in the forest, such as ball, clothes. These are 
legitimate, it is important that they have activity though they will never be released in the 
forest, for example as to Bobo and Neneng, and Ncep, the baby one, we serve a ball inside his 
cage…but for the process for the animals that will be released it is distinguished … we do not 
give them enrichment such as the mirror, ball, or cardboards which some food inside. They 
are given such natural/forest trees. We move them into an open top enclosure, then give 
them a doll, such as monkey and leopard doll, which are probably they will find in the forest, 
so logically to train the owa to face what they are going to find in the forest (Interview 39, 13 
February 2013). 

  

There are two elements to this comment that are revealing. Firstly, the enrichments’ intended 

purposes emphasise that the needs and behaviours of gibbons that are in situ are inherently 

different, and preferential to those that are ex situ. Secondly, the descriptions of open top enclosures 

and dolls limits understandings of gibbons to the symbolic concerns humans hold for freedom or 

consider key threats to wild survival (Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010). Whereas some enclosures are fully 

enmeshed, the open top enclosures have only wires on the sides, and no roofing, using electric shock 

to prevent escape. Ethical considerations aside (though these are considerable especially in light of 

trying to take formerly often severely restrained gibbons and encourage confidence with open 
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spaces), these electrified boundaries project upon the gibbon humans’ symbolic distinction between 

in situ versus ex situ.  

All interactions with humans is seen as a slight against survival in the ‘wild’ and a lack of appropriate 

behaviour associated with this kind of wild animal, i.e. one that dislikes humans. A choice this keeper 

approves of more, a gibbon named Regina, is “quite good at keeping out of the way of people…which 

is good” (Interview 11, 7 February 2013). In referring to another primate intended for release, a TAF 

employee echoes this distancing preference. “I didn’t personally think he was a good choice because 

he is so humanised…the girls…are a lot warier of humans so they will probably be all right” (Interview 

11, 7 February 2013). These remarks betray discriminatory assumptions that an in situ gibbon has 

completely different socio-environmental characteristics (Mansfield, 2003b).  

Gibbon conservation, as seen through the translation of ex situ to in situ, is a construction of 

conservation, not of gibbon. The lack of agency afforded to the gibbons by humans who abstract 

them as objects to be managed into having the desired characteristics, is starkly contrasted with the 

relational and co-produced humangibbon relationships expressed in Sancang. The perceptions about 

instinct, in JPCP associated with teaching gibbons to stay away from humans and human like objects, 

supports arguments from Chapter Three that the combined in situ/ex situ single species approach 

reinforces imagined ahuman Natures. As a result, I argue, combined in situ and ex situ silvery gibbon 

conservation trends more towards fortress style conservation models that reify the representation of 

gibbons as separate from humans.  

7.2.3 Regina’s Story, Wild Gibbons, and Lively Commodities 

In this section, I piece together a third-person narrative of the individual history of a gibbon called 

Regina. In doing so, I am following with the political ecology framework, proposed in 2.3.1 and 

expanded in 2.4.2, of offering an alternative perspective to destabilise homogenous characterisations 

of identities and dominant narratives of conservation processes, here by focusing on the life of one 

individual rather than assuming that all the JPCP gibbons share an identity. In addition to contributing 

to an ongoing need to challenge identity fixing, including the identities of nonhuman primates, her 

narrative also supports political ecology theories that conservation is entrenched with the 

commodification of nature. The role of Regina’s species, silvery gibbon, is unfixed in relation to how 

humans negotiate human-gibbon dynamics until the human valuation of gibbons becomes connected 

to constructions of place (Granfield & Colomy, 2009).  
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Narratives on Regina abstract her from having any agency, instead confining her to the bounded 

category of ex situ gibbon for the purposes of single-species conservation (Hobson, 2007; Notzke, 

2013). Doing so is a territorialising practice used to support human-free notions of gibbon habitat 

rather than considering the experience of being a gibbon. Regina is well travelled, and her story has 

been told before. In 2004, her image was the cover of Asian Geographic for a feature article on the 

threat of extinction to silvery gibbons (Burrows, 2004). The article highlights, initially, that in 2002 a 

panel of experts “recommended a strategy of promoting gibbons as flagship species at local, national, 

and international levels” (Burrows, 2004, p. 50), evidence that silvery gibbons have been employed as 

a charismatic flagship for single species conservation before TAF founded JPCP. 

 

 

Figure 7.2  Regina at Perth Zoo. 
(Burrows, 2004) 

Labelling her, and the spaces she has lived in, as ex situ, is a part of the reductionist process required 

to commodify her as a silvery gibbon. As seen in Figure 7.2, Regina appears with a caption that “She 

was born at Perth Zoo and has recently been relocated to Taronga Zoo in Sydney in order to start 

another breeding programme.” (Burrows, 2004, p. 57). From Sydney, Regina moved to Howletts and 

then Port Lympne, both of TAF’s zoos in the United Kingdom. In January 2013, Regina was sent to 
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JPCP in Patuha. Regina has lived in three countries and five homes. She has had two ‘successful’ 

mates and several others deemed ‘unsuccessful’ as they failed to produce offspring, and has since 

been housed alone in the UK until arrival in Patuha. A TAF primate keeper suggested that the 

selection for Regina to be sent to Indonesia had to do with housing space rather than careful 

selection for potential success of survival as she was not mated or breeding in the United Kingdom, 

as well as for publicity and media attention (private communications, 2013). A primate keeper from 

Howletts made comments that support these indications: 

It would be brilliant to think about using some of our surplus males. Kind of three or four that 
would be brilliant to be sent to like what we have here…I don’t necessarily have an opinion 
about Aspinall and his intentions but it’s not about the animals it’s about how big we can 
make the company. How we can get the foundation looking through the media (Interview 12, 
7 February 2013).  

 

Throughout her entire life Regina has not been able to disrupt the boundaries controlling her 

conditions and has been given only a few categories for her future: release into in situ forests or 

remain an ex situ gibbon. The process defends against relational or reflexive human-gibbon 

interactions that could challenge the fetishism of nature, instead fixing her identity so that she can be 

traded, bought, or sold based on her ex situ conservation value. Commodity formation relies on 

identity fixing to be able to count, locate, or contain in space the object, though this should not imply 

Regina is wilfully accommodating the terms of her commodification (Bakker & Bridge, 2006).  

There are moments during a conservation process in which there is a perceived need to demonstrate 

action and progress, and this heightens the value of the gibbon as a commodity. A Port Lympne 

keeper contextualises Regina’s role in the Back to the Wild! campaign: 

It started off focusing on the gibbons, and now we’re diversifying into the langurs as well 
because we have a lot of langurs in captivity….I think it was mainly done as a publicity stunt 
for TAF and for the Javan government. That, you know, I, I think it’s still, we’re still finding our 
feet at the [JPCP] centre…I feel we have rushed it this time a bit (Interview 11, 7 February 
2013).  

 

The TAF primate keeper is concerned about the commodification of the primates for what they are 

worth as publicity against the cost of housing a surplus of ex situ primates. The comment also 

indicates that marketing value is time sensitive, and this affects value of the primates. The 
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commodification of Regina subjugates the liveliness and agency of the gibbon’s own behaviours to 

the needs of fixing the species as a flagship for the conservation processes of TAF (Collard & 

Dempsey, 2013). Collard (2014) advocates for an ahuman agency in her experience at a wildlife 

centre in Guatemala that is rehabilitating ex situ primates for release in situ.  

Though her work does much to draw attention to how ex situ conservation fixes the identity of the 

primates in a way that demeans the dignity, sentience and diverse agency of the primates, she hinges 

her arguments on the commodification of ex situ gibbons against a, albeit problematised, wild 

nature. I argue that her concessions of a collapsed nature-culture, and scepticism of bounded labels 

for a primates’ place, is nonetheless something that is emotively reinforced when she concludes 

“Consequently, I retain the term wild life to refer to an uncaptive life” (Collard, 2014 pp. 154, 

emphasis in original). I do not claim to have avoided a similar trap completely. Spending time with 

sentient beings was, for myself as well as Collard, an emotional and subjective internalisation as 

much as it was a study. The differentiation between wild and uncaptive is, after all, based on 

emotional reactions to socially constructed notions of wildness, yet these reactions are also 

leveraged to commodify the animal into an instrumental representation of conservation (Bakker, 

2010). 

Serious engagement with the agency and liveliness of nonhuman species, when in reference to 

conservation, wrestles with guilt over the Anthropocene (Meine et al., 2006; Sodikoff, 2012). The 

moral ambiguity is not lost on the primate keepers of TAF either:  

Let’s get some captive gibbons that have never had a taste of freedom before, put them in a 
centre where they can hear other sounds and be in the atmosphere and then just plunk them 
in there and hope for the best (Interview 12, 7 February 2013). 

 

The concerned primate keeper worries for Regina, but preconceived notions of freedom lead the 

keeper to question whether Regina’s behavioural characteristics and exposure to learning about 

freedom, or even will to be ‘free’, have been established. Yet, as discussed earlier in the chapter, 

assuming that humans are responsible for all of Regina’s intellectual and behavioural characteristics, 

results in a loss of focus on the agency of the animals themselves (Hobson, 2007; Turner, 2016). The 

construction of silvery gibbons as a charismatic flagship for conservation, bounded by particular 

identities of in situ and ex situ livelihoods, is problematised as a double-bind (Notzke, 2013). The 
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long-term nonhuman agency of the species is likely dependent upon the conservation projects that 

struggle to adequately resolve agency tensions like instinct versus human driven rehabilitation 

(2013).  

Regina’s narrative is told by those who have in their careers known her, provided her with food and 

water, shaped and social and biophysical relationships, and decided her contributing role for 

conservation, making her into a lively commodity. One of her keepers from Port Lympne described 

her personality and preferences:  

Regina really likes a lot of herbs, she’ll actually eat herbs sometimes before the 
banana…coriander she loves, parsley she loves…she’s quite good at keeping out of the way of 
people. She will take food from the hand but she’s not interested in socialising with you so 
that’s good. (Interview 11, 7 February 2013).  

 

He is detailing that when given a variety of foods, Regina expresses choices and preference, a trait he 

considers a mark of her individual personality. He is describing her agency as he has witnessed it, her 

own purposeful behaviour when given choices (Kawa, 2016). Sharing these excerpts demonstrates 

that lively commodities are complex animals, and that there are opportunities to further explore the 

autonomy, and the agency, of nonhumans. Despite being a lively commodity Regina is still able to 

alter her behaviour, her activity cycles, her food consumption, and her engagement with humans. 

Though Regina lives a commodity life, her agency is a threat to the territorialisation of her as ex situ 

(Barua, 2017). I argue it is this tension that motivates humans to believe that they can re-gain control 

by teaching instinct. Claiming responsibility for instilling instinct is a way to deny ceding any power or 

control over her choice of actions to Regina. Instead, assuming to teach her the skills she needs to 

avoid humans and survive in situ is a novel expression of avoiding serious consideration of nonhuman 

agency and how she herself may be able to self-select the degree of human engagement she has, or 

impact how the people respond to her based on her purposeful behaviours.   

It is not possible to surmise that this narrative is comprehensive, conclusive, or even representative 

of Regina’s agency. While only a small insight into Regina’s life, and I believe that there is scope for 

further, more detailed research in future studies, pausing to consider Regina’s capacities for actions 

is a step towards examining the dynamic and relational properties of her liveliness (Bakker & Bridge, 

2006). This thesis does not claim to have adequately studied nonhuman agency of the gibbons 

involved in this case study, yet it does contribute to emerging discussions on how political ecology 
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approaches can advance understandings of conservation processes by considering the agency, and 

liveliness, of nonhuman organisms (Sneddon, 2007; Lorimer, 2014; Dempsey, 2010). Regina has lived 

now in three countries, with vastly different climates, diets offered, habitats, conspecific social 

arrangements, yet until Gunung Tilu, all of these situs are reduced to only one experience: ex situ. At 

the time of writing, Regina had been paired with a male gibbon called Aom at JPCP, giving birth to a 

baby. The three of them survived a landslide demolishing their open-top enclosure at JPCP, and were 

released into Gunung Tilu in 2013, where they are still alive and present in the protected area. She is 

now categorised by TAF as an in situ gibbon, free at last, and Back to the Wild! All choices she may 

have exercised, agency she may have exerted, are discounted against a human presumption that she 

is better off, naturally, in the forests of West Java.  

 Blurring the Boundaries Between Wild Spaces and Managed Places 

Once the rehabilitation process has been deemed sufficient, the gibbons are relocated to their 

designated in situ habitats. TAF has selected Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve, herein Gunung Tilu, as the 

site for releasing silvery gibbons in West Java. In 2.4.1, I demonstrate that political ecology 

approaches critique biodiversity conservation interventions as often hiding the social costs of 

managing forest access, and that the discourse of forest degradation remains the justification for 

processes that manage human activities and even control identity (Carrier & West 2009a; Cullman, 

2015). Despite prolonged research, action, and greater social awareness, disenfranchisement of the 

most vulnerable peoples persists as much as biodiversity continues to decline (Willow, 2014). In West 

Java, the degradation narrative continues to explain human livelihood practices, poverty, and 

population density, as compounding variables that are blamed for the severe forest fragmentation 

and biodiversity decline (see Chapter Five).  

Blaming humans for the endangered species allows those in power to co-opt the narrative, and as I 

have argued, delimit possible solutions to only those that perpetuate the dichotomy. In Gunung Tilu, 

pre-existing historical arrangements shape the context within which human livelihood options are 

managed and human-environment relationships are constructed. I argue in this section that the 

boundary-making processes of ex situ/in situ conservation, matched by the territorialisation of 

Gunung Tilu, results in a species-based conservation approach that contributes to the resurgence of 

fortress conservation models of regulation. I build on political ecology theories of degradation as a 

justification for intervening into a region to control human-forest access, by applying them to 
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explanations from 3.6 of why a return to the barriers renews Nature and the privatisation of 

conservation (Wapner, 2014; Pochet, 2014). I argue movement ‘back to the barriers’ is compatible 

with the fetishism of nature and commodification of gibbons. Having explored the interconnections 

of boundary-making, identity, and nonhuman agency of silvery gibbons, I now examine the material 

and social outcomes of territorialising Gunung Tilu. In doing so, I share how in situ/ex situ 

conservation, as seen from the production of in situ, affects human livelihoods as much as it does 

gibbon livelihoods.  

7.3.1 Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve 

Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve has been protected since 1978 and is over 8,000 hectares (Minister of 

Agriculture Decree 68/Kpts/Um/2/1978). Operating inside the park is Dewata tea plantation. Dewata 

tea plantation (hereto referred to only as Dewata) has special permission to continue its operation, 

despite laws against private companies operating within protected areas, because the company was 

already present and in operation prior to the foundation of the reserve in 1978 (BKSDA 2014). The 

unique arrangement means that in the centre of the reserve is a community of workers/residents 

who live inside the protected area, with the forest surrounding the tea plantation on all sides. Image 

7.3 shows the boundary of the park. The boundaries of Dewata are visible in the middle southern 

portion that is shaded the same colour as the non-protected areas, and how Dewata is completely 

surrounded by protected area. 
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Figure 7.3  Topographic Image of the Boundary of Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve. 
(Image from BKSDA website, accessed August 2015). 

 

When TAF began negotiations with Dewata and BKSDA for potential work in Gunung Tilu, it was 

framed as a mutually beneficial partnership for all three.  
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Figure 7.4  Diagram of Reflexive Relationships to Achieve Individual Objectives. 

 

In Figure 7.4, a simple cycle of the organisation’s relationships illustrates how the three cooperate. 

The objectives, identified with “ ‘a’ can only be achieved with ‘b’ ”. The power structure is reflected 

with BKSDA remaining on the top of the triangle, while Dewata and JPCP must stay in favour to 

continue their operations. On 7 February 2013 BKSDA, Dewata, and TAF managers negotiated terms 

of their agreements for activity in Gunung Tilu at a meeting at the tea plantation. BKSDA Soreang 

manager spoke first, proposing that Dewata pay financial incentives for the government run patrols 

in the outer edges of the forest, where forest conversion is encroaching into Gunung Tilu boundaries. 

The costs of forest policing are high, and the desire to prevent illegal entry or extraction are 

arguments over controlling the benefits of conservation (Neumann, 2004). Indeed, concern over 

“increasing encroachment, clearing, and destruction of the forests” was the basis for the original 

agreement between BKSDA and Dewata in 2002 to work together to protect Gunung Tilu in a way 

that shared the costs and benefits of forest protection between them (translation from slide, shown 

in Figure 7.5). 

BKSDA
a.	Biodiversity	
Conservation

b.	Resource	contribution	
by	third	parties

JPCP
a.	Species	conservation
b.	Permissions	from	
BKSDA	and	Dewata

Dewata
a.	Tea	production
b.	Permissions	from	

BKSDA
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Figure 7.5  Photo of Slide Presentation at Dewata Tea Plantation. 
Slide presentation recounts the formal agreement made on the 24-25 August 2002 between BKSDA and Dewata to 
cooperate to benefit from and protect Gunung Tilu. 
(Image taken 7 September 2013) 
 

Dewata’s owner refused, because they already pay taxes and monitor the forests as part of the 

conditions for their BKSDA permit to operate in Gunung Tilu. He pointed out they also allow the 

officers to sleep in the plantation’s guest house, an additional courtesy since the BKSDA have their 

own accommodation by the arboretum. TAF’s Indonesia manager entered the conversation here, 

offering to help fund additional patrols if Dewata and BKSDA allowed the release of ex situ gibbons 

into Gunung Tilu. As argued in 7.2.3, the Javan gibbon is again commoditised, as something to be 

negotiated and traded with amongst those with power (MacDonald, 2010). During this meeting, the 

silvery gibbon became the negotiation point for the process of policing human activity within the 

forest that is not endorsed by the three parties. The language of the agreements, based on exclusion, 

control, power, and monitoring, support arguments that conservation interventions built on 

performative structural hierarchies are fortress practices (Büscher, 2016). From this meeting there 

were only three types of human presence endorsed: (1) Tea production, which includes the 

permanent settlements of the plantation employees (2) Monitoring: approved patrols of the forest 

against any people who are not patrollers (3) Tourists and researchers or conservationists, who have 
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permission by at least one of the three parties and whose presence will be monitored or 

accompanied at all times. The agreement replicates fortress models that work to separate people 

and nature figuratively through maintaining the notion of nature as free from humans, and 

practically, by evicting anybody deemed to threaten that notion, erstwhile upholding the guise that 

the intention is for shared human benefit (Vaccaro, Beltran, & Paquet, 2013; West & Brockington, 

2012).  

7.3.2 The Road to Dewata  

The process of reaching Gunung Tilu, and within Dewata, demonstrates the layers of physical 

boundaries, social boundaries, and costs in time and fees, necessary to reach the nature reserve. 

Already, the resource commitment is prohibitive of casual visitors, and lends itself to the 

territorialisation and boundary enforcement associated with governance models that restrict access 

(Harris, 2014). I demonstrate how critiques from 2.4.1 that the long-term stability of Dewata, and the 

long-term support from BKSDA, makes the addition of TAF to the collaboration give the appearance 

of cooperation and the projection of success, while masking the more systematic and structural 

processes required to secure and sustain the material interests of those in power (Kahn, 2013). 

Furthermore, the entrenched history of the arrangement delimits alternative constructions that offer 

participation in a way that is not top-down, centralised authoritarian rule (Piermattei, 2013).  

 

Figure 7.6  Sign Welcoming Visitors at the Perimeter of Dewata Tea Plantation. 
(Image taken 22 June 2011).   
 

Leaving Ciwidey, the closest town, the road to Gunung Tilu is lined and the hillsides covered in every 

direction with cash crop smallholders and sharecropping estates, eventually transitioning into 

Perhutani managed forest. The production forest gives way to state owned tea plantations, and then, 
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a small village with a manned gate. The gatekeeper collects a small fee to lift the gate and allow 

passage to the road beyond, which now is within Gunung Tilu Nature Reserve. There are now 

thirteen marked kilometers of uneven stone and mud road to travel, with forest rising up on either 

side. One resident remembered when the road was built: “Long time ago since cart was used as the 

vehicle, we used carts to carry the logs, and then unload the logs. The plantation does not make the 

roads. They were made by the baleger, Dutch investor” (Interview 34, 12 February 2013). The 

plantation manager, referred to here as Pak Ete, spoke to me over a cup of coffee one afternoon, 

commenting that the road was intentionally kept very poor to make the trip time consuming and the 

forest less accessible to outsiders. The implication was not just to keep people out, but also to keep 

employees in, as he noted it was too far for an employee to go to Ciwidey and back on a workday 

even by motorbike. When a vista point is reached, the forest breaking into open views of rolling 

hillsides covered in lush green tea plants, flanked by the forest on all sides. A sign indicates that you 

are entering Dewata tea plantation, and welcomes you, a material and symbolic crossing into a new 

boundary (Sletto, 2011). The road from Ciwidey terminates at the factory. The factory and housing 

blocks are depicted in the diorama shown in Figure 7.7, a settlement surrounded by tea in the lighter 

green, and forest in the darker green.  

 

 

Figure 7.7  Diorama of Dewata Tea Plantation. 
(Image taken 30 August 2012) 

The forests of Gunung Tilu that are travelled through to Dewata are referenced as a potentially 

significant conservation site for silvery gibbons (Smiet 1992; Supriatna, 2006). A study, which directly 

thanks TAF’s Indonesia country manager for facilitating the research, examined the suitability of 
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Gunung Tilu as silvery gibbon habitat (Kadhafi, 2011). The researcher found that at the high elevation 

of the reserve, only particular locations had a high enough density of mature trees required for 

locomotion overlaid with sufficient density of mature fruiting trees to support silvery gibbons’ 

populations (Kadhafi, 2011). Another study investigated the habitat suitability with existing known 

populations to identify suitable release sites for gibbons that were not already inhabited (Berliana, 

2009). The Aspinall Foundation, in its own publication on distribution of Javan primates, comments 

that these studies, and others it is encouraging, are being used to identify potential release sites for 

the gibbons (TAF 2011, p. 26).  

The construction of Gunung Tilu as primary forest and the identification of portions of the forest to 

be used for releasing ex situ gibbons into in situ forests, supports theories from 2.3.2 that the 

application of produced information is used to create a system of managing resources (Lave, 2012). 

Importantly, the 2011 document by TAF comments: 

Many protected areas in Indonesia where top-down, non-participatory conservation 
strategies that are based only on biophysical considerations and disregard the social context 
have been met with significant local resistances. This has been particularly evident since the 
era of decentralisation. Instead, we recommend recognition and development of community 
conservation areas, where long-term community engagement to the care and protection of 
the local environment is fostered. (TAF 2011, p. 25).  

 

TAF rhetoric corroborates the criticisms of fortress conservation discussed in 3.3.1. TAF promises that 

their own conservation processes will use cooperative management to “empower all relevant 

stakeholders in the consultation process” (TAF 2011, pp. 26). I argue that throughout this chapter, 

however, the narratives will reflect political ecology criticisms that many TAF may claim the rhetoric 

of participatory conservation without actual implementation in a way that addresses the complexes, 

heterogeneity, and power imbalances of ‘communities’ (Hirsch et al., 2010; Adams & Hutton 2007; 

Büscher, 2014). I argue that the tri-partisan agreement discussed in the previous section reveals the 

true meaning of this statement, that they consider cooperative management and relevant 

stakeholders to be representatives from Dewata and BKSDA, which represent only the top-level of 

power. I share narratives throughout this chapter that instead support the arguments from 3.5 that 

these are empty promises of decentralised governance.  
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7.3.3 Interpreting Livelihoods within Boundaries 

Levels of centralised control may have constrained observations and interviews in Dewata. I had to 

meet with management multiple times, was asked to stay in particular housing, and was questioned 

about the interviews. Though assurances and steps were taken to protect identities, and no 

conversations were shared with Dewata management, the attempts to pressure me into divulging it 

suggest that residents’ may have been justifiably concerned. Gathering perspectives that seemed to 

an outsider like genuine, diverse, opinions were difficult- the conversations were startling in their 

consistency and replicability. The narratives that follow are far from subversive. These overtones 

were present in narratives, referencing the hierarchical authoritarian structures that are replete in 

fortress conservation processes (Sletto, 2011). I do not believe that this discounts the validity, 

authenticity, or meaningfulness of the narratives, or represents a failure to demonstrate complexity, 

diversity, and resistance so often expected in political ecology studies. The perceived hegemony of 

the Dewata employees is not employed to create a ‘local’ scale of marginalised peoples, and instead 

offers some surprising and some expected opportunities to explore how territorialisation is 

internalised through the lives of people working hard to survive in a region coming out of tumultuous 

years of instability. The personality, humanity, and unique perspectives of each interview is glimpsed 

in the hopefulness, optimism, and small acts of crossing boundaries, or stories of times they did just 

so happen to be in the forest.  
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Figure 7.8  Dewata Tea Picker. 
(Image taken 6 September 2012). 
 

A resident explained life on the plantation in contractual terms: you must work for the tea plantation 

to live in Dewata, including children after junior high school, until retirement, which is when one is 

too infirm to hold a job all day (personal communication, 11 February 2013). Surprisingly, this was 

not painted in a negative light. Instead, the assurances of the job role seemed a welcome trade-off, 

commenting ‘it’s nice to stay here…the house is ready, electricity is ready, it is ours we just have to 

work in the company…good” (Interview 27, 11 February 2013). He acknowledged that for new 

employees to the company “if they already have a family it is easier. It is harder for bachelors 

because, as you see here it is a hard life, so the bachelors will easily give up” (Interview 27, 11 

February 2013).  

In another interview, a man explains his appreciation for the certainty of life at Dewata:  

Although working here is a long distance from town, I don’t think about the cost for 
everything. As long as I want to do the job every day, I get paid for it, thank god ya! I can also 
be sure of living with my family. Every day is different and uncertain if I worked out there in 
the city (Interview 29, 11 February 2013). 
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Several men reiterated the value of a guaranteed livelihood. Another remarked on the peace of 

knowing each generation would be secure:  

From my grandmother and grandfather, until my parents, until me, until my children and until 
my grandchildren, thank god we never leave the plantation. Thank god I can feel the 
prosperity, the income. No disappointment of Dewata, none (Interview 26, 10 February 2013).  

 

The men in these conversations acknowledge there are hardships, but as Kelly (2015) argued, there is 

not necessarily a sense that communities feel pitted against nature, but rather that the fortress 

within which they are confined provides measures of protection for their own livelihoods as well as 

the biodiversity in the surrounding forests. The benefit may profit those at the top of the power 

structure more than the bottom, but universally it was acknowledged that Gunung Tilu provided 

consistent livelihoods. The owner’s son commented in the meeting that although tea production is 

not as profitable as palm oil or other plantation crops, Dewata tea accepts the inability to expand its 

area because they can charge premium pricing for the quality of their tea. The forest “removed and 

blocked pollution and provided clean and fresh water. Other plantations are near busy roads and so 

many people”. 

(personal communication, 12 February 2013). This reliability has lasted for generations, a truly 

notable factor given the wider political economic instability of Indonesia. 

One man reflected that “from my grandmother grandfather, until my parents, until my children, and 

my grandchildren…thank god never leave the plantation” (Interview 26, 10 February 2013). Another 

mused that “since 1992 working as tea picker nothing else just picking the tea” (Interview 34, 12 

February 2013). This is not to say that there have not been changes in Dewata, but simply that 

livelihoods and tea production have endured the external political changes. This provides strong 

historical context for how entrenched the structural systems of managing resources within Gunung 

Tilu are in the lives of its residents. An elderly woman was already with her family at Dewata when 

the factory was opened in 1932. She remembered that the conditions during the war were different 

with deforestation occurring in Gunung Tilu under Japanese occupation, but “that I never moved out. 

When it was war I had to eat corn all the time, not rice” (Interview 28, 11 February 2013). In that 

time, the forest has had “no differences, only for a while when there were some people who came 
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for the wood, but now there is none, that was only during the Mr. Walis period of ownership” 

(Interview 28, 11 February 2013). Similarly, the elderly man who was eighty also recounted that the 

forest went through a period of disturbance in the 1960s, but “the forest has become undamaged 

again. Nothing happens anymore. Now it has regenerated, and the trees grow again” (Interview 34, 

12 February 2013).  

Resident narratives on the forests surrounding the tea plantation gave insight into some of the 

complex values of living within the tea plantation. Residents were aware of the plentiful abundance 

of fresh clean water and breathable air in Dewata, compared to conditions of water shortage, and 

dire air and water pollution in much of the densely populated Javan landscapes. As discussed in 

Chapter Three, the resurgence in fortress style conservation projects has been defended as being 

more transparent about the social costs of inequity and marginalisation of peoples in exchange for 

being able to control human-forest relationships (McShane et al., 2011; Durand & Vasquez, 2011; 

Holmes, 2014). Recent scholarship has also challenged that the persons are either helpless victims, 

failed resistors, or overpowered marginalised, to represent them as willing acceptors of their 

conditions (Kelly, 2015). The desire to protect the fortress, and therefore protect themselves, turns 

pessimistic discourse on fortress conservation into novel interpretations of nature/culture where 

divisions are welcomed by those most directly affected by restrictions (Kelly, 2015; Büscher, 2016).    

 “If the forest is undamaged, the water will be abundant…if the forest is barren, there will be no 

water” (Interview 34, 12 February 2013). Reiterating the same notion, another resident commented 

that the “air is fresher because the forest is not disturbed”, and that water is plentiful, never has to 

be purchased, and does not have to be boiled because “the water comes from the soil” (Interview 27, 

11 February 2013). Water cleanliness is well valued as an asset to living at Dewata, “there is no dirty 

water or slop that pollutes the fresh water because the company has managed it. It is different from 

the other plantation I have visited, which have worse prosperity” (Interview 26, 10 February 2013). 

Earlier in this chapter, I argued that the in situ/ex situ dichotomy devalues agency and assumes 

freedom as desired states for the gibbons. Many critiques of fortress conservation have challenged 

the lack of choice that marginalised humans have over their livelihoods when prevented from using 

forest resources or converting forest into more preferred resources like agriculture (Brockington, 

2004; Holmes, 2014). Narratives of Dewata residents assert their appreciation of how these 

restrictions provide other valuable resources, like clean air and water. Furthermore, the narratives 
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acknowledge hardship, but frame their livelihoods as having protection from instability and 

uncertainty.  

It took some time to absorb the narratives and share them in their own voices, without trying to 

frame them in a way that still led the reader to think hopelessly about Dewata employees as only 

marginalised and indentured. Witnessing the gratitude for what still appeared to be severe abject 

poverty versus relative wealth and power of the management and owners of Dewata was nearly 

incomprehensible. From my own privileged perspective, their marginalised existence seemed like 

meagre compensation for the minimal security they receive. Sharing their expressions of pride over 

their clean water, their obedience even, seemed to slight my subjective values of humanity, and run 

counter to a political ecology agenda of championing the marginalised. However, I think it is more 

appropriate, for a truly contextualised and situated narrative, to acknowledge the complexities of 

their situated lives and their belief that their alternatives are likely even worse. Next, I share 

narratives that give insight into the effects that such a command and control plantation have on the 

forests that surround Dewata, and why this matters for understanding the construction of the forests 

as in situ habitats for JPCP gibbons. 

 Protect the Forest, Protect the Owa 

This section explores the construction of Gunung Tilu as Nature, how it is governed, and why in situ 

silvery gibbon conservation is compatible with territorialisation of the protected area. Earlier in the 

chapter I argued that silvery gibbons are commodities used to leverage conservation. The previous 

section analysed the negotiations over management of the protected area Gunung Tilu, and I suggest 

this mirrors discussions from 3.3 that treating protected areas as bartering chips is another form of 

commodification (Sullivan, 2012). The arrangements of management, leveraging of technical 

expertise, and negotiations over agreements all commodify conservation (Castree, 2003). In this 

section, I examine the outcomes of these negotiations. Just as the Perhutani officer in 7.2.1 did not 

feel that he had to personally defend the boundary of the primate centre, BKSDA officers similarly do 

not necessarily assume individual responsibility for boundary enforcement.  

The complexity in performative governance fails to undermine the territorialisation of the space, 

largely owing to the strength of Dewata’s control over its residents. Dewata, and recently TAF as well, 

represent non-governmental technocratic governance over Gunung Tilu (Brockington, Igoe, & Duffy, 
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2008). However, there is evidence that boundaries are not impermeable, and I explore the meaning 

of the pathways into the forests, and the explanations for them. I argue that these exceptions do not 

undermine the management, but follow arguments made in 3.3.1 that those in power leverage the 

infractions to justify coercive reiteration of the tools of conservation and continual expression of 

governance over the territory (Wapner, 2014; Adams, Hodge, & Sandbrook, 2013).  

7.4.1 A Performative Governance Logic 

The trilateral agreement to protect Gunung Tilu is an example of how the Javanese government has 

managed to recentralised its power through other means, under the guise of participating with the 

communities living within Gunung Tilu. While never outright claiming to be either participatory, or to 

endorse fortress conservation, there is a situated context in Javanese landscapes of decentralisation 

to perpetuate historical centralised power (see Chapter Five). The agreement that TAF and Dewata 

will contribute to forest patrols conveniently offer a means for the state to maintain its existing 

power relationships, while conserving the resources it dedicates to governing its national reserve 

(Bixler, Dell’Angelo, Mfune, & Roba, 2015). Gunung Tilu is not impermeable, and there are footpaths 

through the forest from Dewata. In this section, I explore how one BKSDA ranger navigates the social 

landscape of the state’s presence in protected area governance in the region.  

On the 10-11th of September 2012, a BKSDA ranger agreed to take Ayut and myself into the forest on 

the trails that are accessed from Dewata. He stated that there are three rangers for the 8,000 

hectares of the reserve. He says that most rangers prefer to work at a different reserve, Patengaan, 

where there are 5 rangers for 300 hectares. They get paid more money at Patengaan, because the 

guards charge an entry tax to tourists, and the BKSDA rangers can take a cut of money from the 

guards to increase their own pay unofficially. This system reinforces the validity of the remarks the 

JPCP said were made by the Patuha ranger in 7.2.1 in wanting a bribe to exercise his authority. It also 

suggests that despite the end of the New Order Regime, traditions of bribery and corruption by the 

state persist. Governance is a performative iteration of power, achieved by demonstrating a claim to 

the land, in this case through collecting some of the tolls to Patengaan (Neumann, 2004). The ranger 

says they patrol Gunung Tilu once every two weeks for 2-3 days but catching someone is rare, so 

some patrols are skipped. Without the added incentive of a cash payment, the officers dislike 

performing their regulatory duties at Gunung Tilu (personal communication, 11, September 2012).   
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The ranger explained that he has seen a trace of logging 5 times but that nobody has been caught 

since 2010. The last time was right before Idul Fitri because they thought the officers would be gone. 

He reasoned that only illegal logging is punished because it is stealing money from the government. 

The interest by BKSDA in enforcing these laws sits with theories from 3.3 that fortress conservation 

practices exclude locals from using land in ways the government sees as competing with its own 

needs and profit (Wilhusen et al., 2002). It is also consistent with Java’s historical interest in timber as 

a state resource, to be defended with force and coercion (Peluso, 1992).  

Interestingly, the BKSDA’s physical markers of the protected area boundaries were stolen/missing in 

2012, making monitoring of the outer perimeter of Gunung Tilu difficult. Beyond Gunung Tilu is 

Perhutani production forest, and Perhutani forest allows for smallholder agriculture (Peluso 1993, 

2011). Therefore, the encroaching agriculture at the outer borders of the park could cause political 

disagreements over enforcement between BKSDA and Perhutani. The emphasis on the importance of 

a physical marker to legitimise negotiation territories between government institutions reflects both 

material and symbolic crossing of conservation boundaries, with widely divergent goals, power 

structures, and political implications on the separation of production and conservation spaces 

(Valdivia, Wolford & Lu, 2014). The Dewata plantation manager, who asked me over tea in 2013 to 

not investigate the forest conversion occurring near these blurred boundaries, confirmed tensions 

between BKSDA and Perhutani. His concerns betray that boundaries are contextual vis-à-vis 

hierarchical and political expressions of power over forest spaces. Gunung Tilu is a product of 

historical (re)negotiations over territory, access, and control, including continually defining the 

material and semiotic boundaries of the primary forest as Nature Reserve, rather than the forest as 

state production trees (Sletto, 2011).  

 

Figure 7.9  A Hunters Hide on a Well-Worn Path into the Forest. 
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Closer to Dewata, the BKSDA ranger took us into the protected forest on an established path. On our 

walks on the paths, we found evidence of hunting, as evidenced by the hunters’ hide shown in Figure 

7.9 before it was taken apart by the ranger. Dewata residents claimed the activities are carried out by 

“outsiders, Dewata’s people do not hunt, mostly outsiders” (Interview 33, 12 February 2013). The 

performative act of destroying the hide is an expression of the fulfilment of the government’s duty to 

prevent hunting in protected nature reserves (Büscher, 2016). He is one ranger, negotiating the 

layers of his job that include physical exertion, perceived poor compensation, and unwieldy scope for 

monitoring against his ‘governance logic’ that privileges his authority but employs the neoliberal 

expectations that Dewata, and now JPCP, should shoulder the burden of the environmentality 

(Fletcher, 2010). These social (re)negotiations are not at odds with fortress conservation, but 

expressions of neoliberal assemblages distributing the costs of conservation without diluting the 

perceived power structures.  

7.4.2 Seeing the Forest for the Tea 

Within Dewata, the boundaries to the forest, and processes to enforce these boundaries, seem much 

more defined and recognised. The plantation has introduced a number of policies to restrict forest 

resource extraction by employees. Here I explore some of the narratives that reveal the multi-faceted 

approach of Dewata to control access of its residents to forest resources. Moreover, I argue that 

many of these approaches represent not just territorialisation in terms of power restricting resource 

access, but also a reinstatement of the nature/culture divide. These processes pre-dated TAF’s 

involvement in Gunung Tilu, but I suggest that the in situ/ex situ approach to TAF’s silvery gibbon 

conservation aligns with a nature/culture divide.  

The belief expressed earlier in this chapter that the gibbons to be released into the forest must stay 

away from people is overlaid onto Dewata’s system of enforcing designated spaces for humans and 

the designated spaces for the forest resulting in a (re)produced nature/culture divide. I am not 

arguing that TAF consciously sought out something akin to fortress conservation. I suggest, following 

discussions in 3.6, when the forefront of a conservation agenda is a species, as the silvery gibbon is 

for JPCP, that this aligns with a trend of going back to the barriers (Miller, Minteer, & Malan, 2011). 

The return to fortress conservation allows species conservationists to overlook or even justify the 

social trade-offs involved (Wapner, 2014). I argue, ultimately, that the semiotic practice of 

differentiated in situ and ex situ silvery gibbon habitat delimits conservation methods to those that 
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similarly (re)produce the nature/culture divide, and that this results in processes that trend towards 

fortress conservation approaches.  

 

 

Figure 7.10  Sign Noting the Prohibition of Hunting and Logging.  
 (Image taken 29 August 2012). 
 

Dewata has undertaken a number of policy changes in recent years to prevent its residents accessing 

the forest for either forest resources, or to convert forest to alternative resources. Historically, 

Dewata residents had open fire stoves for their home cooking, requiring collection of firewood from 

the forest. As this lead to taking of trees rather than only collecting fallen branches, Dewata began 

ensuring that “gas [is] provided in the company store, the employees do not go to the forest for 

firewood anymore for cooking” (Interview 37, 12 February 2013). One resident explained the shift 

from having to collect their own firewood for fuel to gas as a shift to Dewata controlling the supply of 

all of their livelihood needs, “If the employee needs it, it’s provided by the company…strictly 

prohibited especially to the forest…infringement can be prevented here by the plantation leaders” 

(Interview 30, 12 February 2013). He explained that it isn’t just firewood that is prohibited.  

In a company like this, if you need medicine it is provided in the clinic, so I don’t know about 
traditional medicine from the forest… Many things are prohibited by the plantation company. 
In the forest it is prohibited to hunt. In general, the plantation cannot take anything that 
belongs to the forest. (Interview 30, 12 February 2013).    
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The estate manager stated the same regulations, as well as a ban a few years back on home gardens, 

stating that they were beginning to violate land clearing regulations and taking employee time and 

energy away from tea production. He explained the process of educating Dewata residents of the 

rules and regulations:  

About the policy… that in the edges of the plantation and the forests we put some 
sign/warning board that describes the prohibition to cut down the trees almost in every forest 
borders. Then in the main roads we posted a sign board that states that it is prohibited to 
hunt and cut down the trees…then in the indoor meeting also we always state the 
prohibition…especially prohibition to cut down the trees and to hunt the animals (Interview 
37, 12 February 2013). 

 

These policies reflect not just a systemic enforcement of a boundary between Dewata residents and 

the forest, a managed separation of nature/culture, but also a simultaneous strengthening of the 

reliance of the people on the tea plantation for their entire livelihood needs. Dewata benefits from 

couching their authoritarian control as conservation. The tactics used strengthen not only Dewata’s 

power, but also legitimise BKSDA’s state authority, by promoting the purpose of the regulatory 

control as fulfilling the agreement that Dewata manage the protected area surrounding the tea 

plantation. I argue that the appearance of decentralised power, in which BKDSA abdicates 

responsibility for protected area management to Dewata, actually reinforces the state sovereignty 

through the separation of people and forests and sustains the marginalisation of those with the least 

power, the low-level tea plantation residents (Agnew & Oslender, 2013, Painter, 2010).  

TAF’s agreement to contribute to the monitoring of human access to forests in exchange for releasing 

ex situ gibbons into in situ habitat only strengthens the control and enforces the nature/culture 

division. The narratives projecting fear of punishment for breaching that dichotomy supports the 

theories from 2.3.3 that the environment becomes politicised through multi-scale combined powers 

seeking to control resource access. Silvery gibbon conservation benefits from the manipulation the 

social structures of Dewata and accepting the management level of Dewata as the appropriate scale 

to frame participation in agreements for the silvery gibbons (Rastogi et al., 2014; Haenn et al., 2014). 

This confirms arguments that the desire to categorise human activities as prohibited or endorsed, 

and nonhuman species, is directive at the conservation level as Dewata attempts to create neat 

borders around its tea plantation (McGill, B. J., Dornelas, M., Gotelli, N.J., & Magurran, A.E, 2015).  
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Political ecologists theorised that state dictated territorialisation is being imposed by non-state actors 

in ways that allows the state and the non-state actors to benefit from the natural resources in the 

name of biodiversity conservation, while preventing the most disenfranchised from doing the same 

(Gregory & Vaccaro, 2014). At Dewata, the tea owners benefit from the tea production, while 

employees rely on the permissible conditions of their livelihoods. “If somebody breaks the 

prohibition, for example disturb the animals, I will be called for trial…I have to report it and hand 

them over to the company…nobody dares” (Interview 26, 10 February 2013). I argue that the 

management of resource access, and strict boundary maintenance between the plantation territory 

and forest territory aligns with my predictions from 2.4.1 that the enforcement of the Cartesian 

divide criminalises marginalised peoples. When asked to comment on the evidence that people do 

enter the forest, residents were quick to blame outsiders:  

If people are given some warning about it, probably it will work. Except the outsiders, such as 
people from the cities. In fact, that people who took the kind of animal are mostly from 
Soreang, Ciwidey (Interview 36, 12 February 2013). 

 

Another resident also commented, “Dewata’s people do not hunt, mostly outsiders…it is prohibited 

but also [Dewata] people are afraid…of the punishment” (Interview 33, 12 February 2013). Creating 

the social boundary of ‘outsiders’ between Dewata residents and all others reinforces the hierarchy 

within Dewata, as the following narrative reveals: 

People from Rancabalong probably... sometimes warn, sometimes let them hunt because it’s 
difficult. The hunters lack the understanding…they will not notice that it’s prohibited to hunt 
here, but if we the villagers warn them they talk rudely/angry…the company mostly takes the 
action (Interview 36, 12 February 2013).  

 

The articulation of authority and iteration of the regulations “serve to demonstrate that 

contradiction and instability are intrinsic to the very constitutions, expansion, and legitimacy of 

modern state power” (Gregory & Vaccaro 2014, pp. 357). The evidence of hunting and resource 

extraction, rather than destabilising the control of Dewata hierarchies and power, are instead 

reinforced as the employees use the system against the perceived outsiders. If found by 

management, these outsiders are “always chased by the company security officers” (Interview 35, 12 

February 2013). These politics of access and control, I argue, complement the imagined in situ silvery 
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gibbon habitat as human-free through processes of fortress style management. The JPCP agreement 

to participate in monitoring reflects buy-in to the process of maintaining social boundaries between 

production and conservation. It also overtly institutionalises their own single-species conservation 

processes as fortress style prohibition, by co-opting the pre-existing border controls. These narratives 

support arguments from 3.5 that neoliberal conservation has been able to argue for decentralisation 

of conservation without abandoning the structures of power that were critiqued in fortress 

conservation processes (MacDonald 2010). I argue that by joining the agreement to enforce the 

prohibitions, TAF is following a pattern of neoliberal conservation failing to shed territorialisation, 

and indeed actually exacerbating inequality, strengthening centralised power, and continuing to 

weigh the costs most heavily on the marginalised (McElwee, 2012; Reid, 2011).  

7.4.3 In Situ Gibbons, In Situ Conservation 

As in Sancang, residents were asked to describe the primates living in the nature reserve surrounding 

them, and similarly, surili, lutung, and owa have historically been prevalent in Gunung Tilu (Supriatna 

2010; TAF, 2011). 

Right. Once, by Mr. mmm what, mmm Mr. Handoren, during that time it was prohibited to 
shoot the owa but somebody shot it. When the owa fell down, she was still holding her cub. 
Then the owa cried, and at the same time it squeezed her breast milk to give a last drink to 
the cub. That’s why it was prohibited to hunt the owa. It cried, he said. Then to the bird 
hunter he forced the birds to be released (Interview 28, 11 February 2013). 

  

This story, which I had taken to be a memory, I later heard again.  

Once, when I work in the forest along with the military. There is owa with the cub, the mother 
been shot by a soldier. Then it was fallen to the ground with the cub. It was touching that the 
mother reached a leaf and squeeze her breast milk into the leaf and gave it to the cub to 
drink, then she was dead. From that time the soldier was felt sorry, then he said I will never 
shoot this creature anymore (Interview 34, 12 February 2013). 

 

The two narratives were shared by one male and one female at different locations within the tea 

plantation, and both more than 80 years of age, recalling a time when there was a military presence 

at Dewata in World War Two. Once more, when we were resting in a warung casually talking with 

some younger individuals, I heard the story a third time. One individual explained to me that stories 
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can take on first person meaning to whoever is telling the story. It is not so important that the events 

were true or that the person was actually present, but that stories get internalised through sharing 

again. I was not able to verify the authenticity, but concern over their inherent sentience is a novel 

reason, not expressed in Sancang, for their protection. In Sancang, a relational nonhuman agency was 

a common defense for protecting the species, but sentience was not indicated as a reason for 

protection. The story of the mother gibbon decentres anthropocentric notions of socionatures and 

reveals that the gibbons behaviour in turn affected the soldiers intentions in a real glimpse of 

relational humangibbon interactions (Bakker & Bridge, 2006)  

Physical descriptions of owa were less detail oriented and vaguer than those in Sancang, suggesting 

that proximity and recognition is lower. A Dewata resident said “all of the primates have a tail. 

Lutung, monkey, owa, surili….Owa is black” (Interview 28, 11 February 2013). The plantation owner’s 

son, who has visited JPCP, and was a decision maker in agreeing that TAF could release gibbons in 

Gunung Tilu, guessed that the Owa was black (personal communication, 2012). Colour was more 

difficult to discern for Dewata residents, an elderly lifelong resident commenting “owa is white, 

lutung is black,” that the owa “it has tail” (Interview 29, 11 February 2013). Yet another person, 

though able to name the primates, lamented “Owa?! Never seen them…I surely don’t know because I 

have never seen them and don’t know what it looks like unless it looks like surili, macaque, and 

lutung” (Interview 26, 10 February 2013). This relational knowledge of knowing the names but not 

the characteristics suggests that exposure to knowledges from other persons, and interactions with 

the primates themselves, is significantly more limited than at Sancang.  

I argue, as a result, that the single-species conservation processes by TAF for silvery gibbons do not 

consider a high level of knowledge on the species a pre-requisite for conservation, again fitting more 

closely with fortress conservation models of exclusion, and distance between humans and the 

protected species and protected places. This is not to suggest co-produced dynamic assemblages do 

not still occur, indeed the narrative of the dying mother gibbon reflects there are (re)produced 

knowledges on silvery gibbons, but there is no evidence to suggest that Dewata or TAF are wilfully 

trying to inculcate such a belief within Dewata employees. Again, flagship species conservation 

intervention discourse advocates teaching such an emotive connection to garnering support for the 

perceived trade-offs of fortress conservation restrictions. I argue that the lack of education about 

silvery gibbons prior to their release reflects a lack of genuine commitment by TAF to “empower all 

relevant stakeholders in the consultation process” (TAF 2011, pp. 26). Instead, it reveals that TAF 
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either does not consider the tea plantation workers as relevant stakeholders or does not see 

knowledge as a form of empowerment. Fostering “long-term community engagement to the care 

and protection of the local environment” is, I argue, achieved at Dewata by a culture of protecting 

the forest by separating it from people, rather than encouraging co-produced knowledges and 

physical engagement with the species and natures surrounding the tea plantation.  

The lack of awareness of what a gibbon looks like is further evidence that the residents of Dewata do 

not have a close physical relationship with the nonhuman lives that fill the surrounding forests. 

However, this does not mean that they have not, even unknowingly, exposed to silvery gibbons in 

their lives. The sound, as in Sancang, is a memorable association, recalled as “hearing usually in the 

morning. I thought it was a kind of bird sound….ooowa [laughs after making the sound] is it a kind of 

monkey?” (Interview 27, 11 February 2013). Another resident named the primates thought to be 

living in Gunung Tilu, “maybe surili, lutung, owa maybe. Owa still exists maybe because I have heard 

it. I’ve seen surili if I walk along the road to Dewata [factory]” (Interview 33, 12 February 2013). The 

owa’s characteristic calling carries beyond the edge of the forest, such that without entering the 

forest it is “heard from here, it was loud” (Interview 35, 12 February 2013). The charisma of a species, 

when considering the most consistent, cross-location and divergent ecotypes and nature/culture 

assemblages, may not always be the emblematic image of an animal.  

The narratives shared in West Java indicate that with the Owa, so named for the onomatopoeia of 

the species, is the most recognisable, and associated, with the call made by the silvery gibbons. Even 

in Patuha, residents from Patuha that are farmers working adjacent to JPCP, commented that the 

noise is “fun, it’s rambunctious. When I pass them waaaaaah they are noisy…so I just like it” 

(Interview 15, 8 February 2013). Across all three locations, the sound is positively associated with 

vibrant energy, forest, and the species. The audible presence of gibbons demonstrates that people 

(re)produce their own socioenvironmental contexts, and that these are varied, diverse, and 

persistent relationships. Despite the overt boundary between humans and the forest, naturecultures 

proliferate in the living legends, audible soundtracks, and vista views surrounding the residents of 

Dewata.  

Turning the nature reserve into an in situ habitat is a material and semiotic transformation of 

territorialising what it means to be a silvery gibbon, an owa jawa. What is gibbon, and what is not 

gibbon, moves from captive and rehabilitation into wild, again. The boundaries around what it means 
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to be a gibbon are entangled with what it means to have a forest, and therefore in situ gibbon 

conservation infers forest conservation. One person, when asked if he or she supported the idea of 

releasing gibbons into the forest, replied “about it being appropriate or not, I can’t answer that 

because I never go to the forest…good maybe because Dewata’s forest is certainly protected by the 

administration” (Interview 32, 12 February 2013). Similarly, another resident remarked “Ya if it’s 

appropriate with the plantation’s regulations I’ll agree” (Interview 30, 12 February 2013). What it 

means to be a silvery gibbon, in situ, has little to do with the gibbons in these narratives. Dewata’s 

situated culture, at the time of writing, is exemplified in its willingness to recognise and facilitate 

these boundary governances, both socially against outsiders, and physically in the forest as a 

prohibited zone. Many of the residents below management levels were not aware of the plans to 

release owa, so when told of the intention, the responses are future oriented.  

 The dividing practices inherent in combined in situ and ex situ single species conservation trends 

towards conservation processes that replicate such boundary formation and reifies the 

nature/culture dichotomy. JPCP staff who work with the ex situ gibbons that are intended for release 

into Gunung Tilu similarly reinforced that protecting the gibbons means protected the forest. 

Repeatedly, what it means to be either ex situ or in situ become tied to a physical location, in this 

context, the forest of Gunung Tilu. An in situ gibbon is one that lives in a forest but sustaining in situ 

means guarding against ex situ traits, i.e., humans. A JPCP employee explained why Gunung Tilu will 

remain an in situ habitat: 

The protection should be more tightened…if I can make suggestion for the release I prefer the 
area which is close to the plantation area, because the plantation villagers still have typically 
feudal- they still obey their leader. The administration can be the power good enough for the 
primate protection (Interview 38, 13 February 2013).  

 

The employee is endorsing the inequality as a strength for conservation. Another JPCP employee had 

a more nuanced perspective that incorporated his own experiences growing up in an area where his 

family relied upon non-timber forest products as part of their livelihood.  

The forest is very useful…many people are still utilising the forest products. Until now 
although, the humans, the present people do not realise that in the future it will be finished. 
Many benefits can be gotten from the forest, even the small things can become money. That 
is what causes little by little the extinction of the forest. So my opinion, indeed, the forest 
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needs to be protected. If we cannot protect it, the preservation programme of the primates 
will help us protect the forest (Interview 25, 10 February 2013).  

 

He went on to comment that even the forest product harvesting is power laden, with “farmers who 

have more power…more capital…can be tens of hectares they can utilise” (Interview 25, 10 February 

2013). He is more troubled by balancing the needs of people to use the forest, as his family did, with 

the awareness that in many places systems that used to keep forest use sustainable for generations is 

changing, “policy was different with present days…in the past to utilise the forest…just periodically” 

(Interview 25, 10 February 2013). He sees that this system is not working anymore because of power 

and worries that perhaps regulations are necessary to protect the forest despite a personal 

experience with the social costs to some exclusion from the forests. He concludes though that using 

the silvery gibbon to help protect the forest is necessary. Even the most complex narrative 

assessment of the heterogeneous nature/culture that exist in West Javan landscapes ultimately 

supports arguments made by conservationists returning to fortress style methods that more 

participatory and de-regulated methods of conservation are failing (Fletcher, 2010).  

 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have explored how the trilateral agreement between TAF, Dewata, and BKSDA 

reflects the neoliberal privatisation becoming common in the move back to the barriers (Pochet, 

2014). Like Kelly (2015), I began the research process with the political ecology agenda of seeking to 

highlight the stories of the marginalised and disempowered. Instead I found more complicated 

perspectives on the costs and benefits of the boundary practices of Gunung Tilu. As an outsider 

myself, I still find the willingness with which TAF accepted the trade-off of silvery gibbon in situ 

habitat protection difficult to marry with what appeared from my perspective to be institutionalised 

poverty, wilful suppression of education, structural prevention of external interactions and 

engagements, and conditional contracts that bear resemblance to indentured servitude or slavery. 

However, the uncertainty and instability faced by those living outside of Gunung Tilu is also hard for 

an outsider such as myself to internalise accurately. The relief of certainty was something the Dewata 

residents had calculated and decided was a favourable trade-off. Leaving can and does happen, but 

those that stay participate, replicate, and (re)produce the systematic divide between production and 

conservation, culture and nature.  
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In the previous chapter, I argued that the prevalence of unfixed and relational processes in Sancang 

failed to conform to the nature/culture dichotomy engendered by combined in situ and ex situ 

conservation processes. In this chapter, I argued that the deliberate fixing of a gibbon’s identity, 

when combined with the boundary formation of ex situ habitat, justifies conservation intervention 

and governance over individual gibbons. Identity fixing, and associated obfuscation of heterogeneity 

within gibbons, is necessary to move from geographical distinctions into management of particular 

gibbons (Head & Atchison, 2016). I explored how the translation from ex situ to in situ is a form of 

commodification, making them into conservation objects abstracted from their liveliness (Collard & 

Dempsey, 2013). Ex situ gibbons are characterised in ways that obscure their heterogeneous agencies 

against the consumptive desires of an imagined wild gibbon. The gibbons cannot be separated from 

their representational context when they are commodified as conservation subjects. Regina’s story is 

highlights this, with constructed stories about her life and mannerisms focusing on her role or fit for 

conservation.  

Through discussions on instinct I argued that the interactions between TAF staff and gibbons are 

emblematic of the ways in which combined in situ and ex situ conservation trend towards fortress 

conservation. I argue that Gunung Tilu, as an in situ space, also represents a strongly bifurcated 

nature/culture. Dewata tea plantation enforces a hegemonic hierarchy favoured by fortress 

conservation models wherein the dividing practices allow for discourse to focus on win/win benefits 

(Benjaminsen & Svarstad, 2010; Wapner, 2014). The win/win can be interpreted in the framing of 

translating ex situ gibbons through the habitat-based lens of nature into in situ gibbons. TAF has not 

created the nature/culture binary I have demonstrated is replete throughout the lived experiences of 

Dewata residents. However, the addition of TAF to the multi-scale agreement to manage 

conservation of Gunung Tilu has served to strengthen and legitimise the power of each organisation 

and ultimately the Indonesian government, contributing to the territorialisation of forest and 

peoples, or nature and culture (Gregory & Vaccaro, 2014).  

In the final chapter, I analyse the intended and unintended outcomes of combined in situ and ex situ 

silvery gibbon conservation processes by TAF presented in this research. I argue that throughout this 

thesis, I have demonstrated that by clinging to the rhetorical framing of in situ and ex situ as separate 

categories to be combined, the processes reject models that challenge the divide. Instead, TAF 

gravitated towards a fortress conservation intervention where the hierarchical boundary formation 

and territorialisation sustains the rhetorical and biophysical separation between a wild and captive 
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gibbon. I challenge the bifurcation and argue that acknowledging and incorporating an alternative 

nature/culture provides a wider range of opportunities for conservation that may not fit within some 

accepted wisdoms on species conservation, but ultimately expand the possibilities for silvery gibbon 

conservation. Finally, I analyse how political ecology theory has informed the research, its limits and 

advantages, how my own research has contributed to theories on single species-based conservation 

approaches. 
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Chapter 8: Silvery Gibbons: A Divided Species? 

 Introduction 

This study has examined the processes of combined in situ and ex situ silvery gibbon conservation. In 

particular, I have asked how the distinction between in situ and ex situ shapes single species 

conservation strategies. I found in the case study on silvery gibbon conservation by The Aspinall 

Foundation, TAF, is that the composite strategy corresponds with fortress conservation. I argue that 

the conceptual boundary-making required to differentiate between an in situ gibbon and an ex situ 

gibbon, and continual management required to uphold the distinction, is akin to nature/culture 

iterations. As a result, the interventions seek to physically control how humans access gibbons and 

gibbon habitat, legitimise governance over humanforest relationships, and manage knowledge 

production on silvery gibbon conservation. Unexpectedly, this thesis also contributes to emerging 

debates on nonhuman agency. I argue that the hierarchical privileging of in situ as a climax state for 

gibbons can obfuscates nonhuman agency of the gibbons. The nature/culture dichotomy inherent in 

distancing in situ from ex situ contributes to the commodification of the animal, drawing 

explanations towards the gibbons’ as representations of a particular kind of conservation rather than 

genuinely engaging with the agency of individual gibbons before, during, and after release into the 

protected area. This thesis also explored a site where the residents believe, that at least as far back 

as the Legend of Prabu Siliwangi, that beings other than themselves play a role in how social relations 

and environmental changes unfold. They acknowledge that the forest has an agency exogenous to 

their own livelihoods, yet that their futures are co-constituted. The kuncen, in particular, I argue are 

predicated upon a mutual accommodation of generations of networks of relational processes 

between animals, forests, water, and people.  

This thesis does not pretend to generalise the findings to all in situ and ex situ conservation 

processes. The findings do suggest that there is need for further research into the intended and 

unintended outcomes of these approaches, as they are becoming more common in the zoological 

industry. It is likely that the interventions will continue as zoos seek to connect their collections to 

conservation projects around the world, at the same time that protected areas continue to be 

promoted as a necessary solution to biodiversity conservation. I discuss below the material and 
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semiotic outcomes for natureculture relationships and humangibbon relationships, and for silvery 

gibbons themselves. To recapitulate, the central research question of this thesis was:   

How does the differentiation between in situ and ex situ influence processes that combine both for 

single species conservation approaches? 

The question was supported by the following objectives: 

• Investigate whether there is any relationship between combined in situ and ex situ 

conservation and protected areas management 

• Explore how material and semiotic understandings of silvery gibbons influences the 

translation of ex situ gibbons into in situ gibbons. 

• Highlight the role of the nature/culture discourse in shaping the implementation and/or 

interpretation of silvery gibbon conservation. 

In section 8.2, I discuss how the results from this study have addressed the research question and 

associated objectives. I synthesise the findings and situate them within the rich context of West Javan 

social, biophysical, and political landscapes. Section 8.3 discusses how this thesis contributes to 

literature on single-species conservation approaches and political ecology debates on nonhuman 

agency. In Section 8.4 I address some of the limitations of my research findings, including how my 

own experiences and positionality may have shaped the process. I also outline some opportunities 

for further research, specifically in relation to the contributions and unexpected findings. I conclude 

the thesis in Section 8.6 with some closing remarks.   

 A Species Told in Two Parts 

The findings from this study are situated within the place-based context of the case study on in situ 

and ex situ silvery gibbon conservation processes. Chapters Six and Seven are site specific, and the 

findings are analysed within these respective chapters. This section brings together the theoretical 

results and discusses them with respect to the research question and objectives of the thesis. I argue 

that combined in situ and ex situ single species-based conservation trends towards fortress 

conservation models for protected areas management. The conceptual differentiation between an in 

situ and an ex situ gibbon influences the processes for silvery gibbon conservation in ways that 

replicate the nature/culture divide. These understandings are reinforced by the application of 
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boundary formation in both material and semiotic manifestations, territorialising both the gibbons 

and their lived habitats.  

My research shows that privileging in situ habitats reinforces notions of wilderness. The discourse of 

wild nature persists despite the growing recognition of the Anthropocene. As discussed in Chapter 

Two, the governance required to enforce an area as free from humans is expressed through power 

relations. In West Java, one of the most densely populated regions in the world, this has been a 

contested process for centuries, as authoritarian methods have been used to restrict the 

marginalised from access to timber and non-timber forest resources. Remaining forest pockets are 

seen as under threat of degradation as people encroach on the boundaries. Fortress conservation 

protects Nature by replicating militant enforcement of boundary zones. The paradox of requiring 

strong human interventions to sustain the illusion of a human-free space is subsumed by the 

discourse of conservation and championed vis-à-vis charismatic megafauna. The Aspinall Foundation 

states, as have Javanese primatology experts, that the silvery gibbon is a charismatic megafauna and 

a flagship for conservation in West Java, and thus is burdened with the symbolic weight of saving it’s 

in situ habitat in order to save sympatric biodiversity.  

Where the nature/culture dualism was challenged, limitations of the in situ/ex situ approach were 

exposed. In situ gibbons are framed as governing their own resource access and their own 

livelihoods, wild and free. Ex situ gibbons are seen as stripped of their instincts because they are 

reliant on humans for their resources or social or physical livelihoods. The reliance on imagined 

pristine forests as a requisite to a gibbon’s survival strengthens the nature/culture dichotomy and 

creates an emotive sense of injustice to ex situ gibbons. Recurrent themes of ex situ gibbons needing 

freedom, and to be far away from humans to become in situ gibbons, reinforced how entrenched the 

fetishism of wilderness and nature is to our conceptual understandings. When applied to charismatic 

megafauna, their ability to garner human emotion heightens the preference for a ‘wild’ gibbon to be 

seen as the desired outcome. The hierarchy of in situ as preferable to ex situ becomes a defence for 

protected areas management approaches that territorialise Nature. Outcomes that restrict human 

resource access are argued to be by-products rather than intentional or explicit processes, and an 

unfortunate but necessary trade-off to ensure the in situ nature is preserved.  

The language used to define in situ conservation is shared by international nation-state agreements, 

conservation biology literature, and conservation organisation rhetoric. Definitions of in situ lean 
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heavily on notions of nature, and of species having their own natural surroundings, in place or out of 

place. The normative outcome of this attempt to create an association between an organism and its 

natural surrounding is the hierarchical privileging of in situ over ex situ. Indeed, in recognised 

definitions of ex situ, the description is of an animal that is outside of its natural surroundings. The 

conceptual weight afforded to the term nature, and its derivative, natural, sets up a perceived 

absence or presence of humans in controlling the gibbons’ access to resources. As a result, in situ and 

ex situ reiterate the nature/culture dichotomy by assuming a definitive space of what in and out 

mean, and thus what the conservation goals should be, namely to translate ex situ gibbons into in 

situ gibbons.   

I suggest that the desire to control access to resources associated with gibbons and gibbon habitats 

mimics territorialisation practices. This was demonstrated in how the farmers were compensated in 

order to relinquish their claims on their vegetable and coffee crops at the primate centre, and more 

explicitly in the leveraging of authoritarian control at the tea plantation over where tea workers could 

go, when, and why. The reliance on a neat category for in or out of place wildlife is fundamentally 

tied to the very concept of conservation. Conservation relies upon an in situ category to be 

protected, as a place, and the narratives of conservation very quickly lead towards protected areas 

and their management. While protected areas exist in a wide array of forms and management 

structures, they all assume some underlying conservation value of an in situ Nature. The social 

pressures to accommodate more fluid naturecultures have challenged the discourse of Nature as 

human free, but it has also received backlash. As discussed in 3.6, the movement back to the barriers 

cites inequitable social outcomes as a necessary by-product in order to save endangered species as 

more inclusive approaches fail to secure species survival.  

There is no clear evidence that The Aspinall Foundation explicitly sought a militant fortress 

conservation site for its silvery gibbon project. The desire to release gibbons in a place where it is 

possible to control human access, patrol boundaries, and monitor the gibbons, was explained as 

necessary to ensure the gibbons’ in situ survival against human encroachment. TAF cannot be 

credited for the authoritarian practices of the tea plantation, but its staff willingly contributed to 

these civil structures, even leveraging their own addition to patrols, to ensure the site was secured. 

TAF accepted and reinforced the boundary formation between human spaces and the forest habitat 

slated for gibbon release through multi-scale agreements, tacit support for authoritarian rule, and 

resource contributions to governance. The outcome was a legitimisation of government power over 
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forests, and forest resources, by strengthening centralised power and disenfranchisement of 

marginalised tea plantation workers. Importantly, the tea plantation workers did not necessarily 

contest the authoritarian territorialisation. Some individuals expressed gratitude for the security of 

predictability and stability in the face of wider political economic uncertainty outside the Dewata tea 

plantation. They were willing to exchange autonomy and power for certainty of basic necessities and 

a steady income, however meagre. At the primate centre, where the Perhutani forest had a steady 

rate of deforestation, TAF built a physical barrier to prevent access to the site, as patrols alone were 

insufficient to guarantee security and separation between the gibbons and residents or extra-locals in 

Patuha.  

In Section 7.2.4, I argue that the ex situ gibbons are commodified representations of nature/culture, 

unable to disrupt the boundaries controlling their conditions. Instead, the gibbons are given a fixed 

entity as captive, allowing them to be bought, sold, traded, or in this case released, to achieve a 

conservation value during TAF’s ‘Back to the Wild!’ campaign. Findings from Chapter Seven suggest 

that The Aspinall Foundations’ staff from both the United Kingdom and Java explain gibbons through 

imagined ideal in situ habitats. The requirements for an in situ gibbon are rooted in the static 

conceptions of habitat as a fixed Nature. The semiotic value of ‘nature’ is exemplified in discussions 

on instinct. Placing responsibility for restoring gibbon instincts on humans assumes persons have a 

guardian role, external to a genuine interrelationship in which gibbons and humans coproduce their 

surroundings, and instead sustains a semiotic separation between people and nature. The process 

subjugates the liveliness and nonhuman agency of the primates’ own experiences to the needs of 

fixing the species as a flagship, a commodity to be leveraged for publicity and recognition of 

achieving a conservation outcome. The commodification process defends against gibbon knowledges 

that could challenge the fetishism of nature. As demonstrated in Chapter Seven, commodification 

fixes gibbon identity so that the value can be assigned according to the hierarchical normative values 

of wild or captive. The translation process of moving a gibbon from one category to another does not 

destabilise the dualism. Instead, it is reified by heightening the value of the gibbon as it transforms 

from a deprived primate to a free ape.  

The assumed risk associated with permeable boundaries and a rejection of the nature/culture divide 

is not being able to guarantee species’ survival. In Chapter Six, Sancang’s fluid assemblages of 

naturecultures and humangibbon relationships recognised conservation practices, but not as a single 

dogma, instead incorporating them into a composite of dynamic, relational representations. The 
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alternative narratives destabilised the discourse of degradation based upon the nature/culture 

dualism, supporting political ecology theory from Chapter Two. The lived experiences did not 

discount that the degradation had occurred, only the explanations for how, why, when, and who was 

responsible. The fragmentation of the forest and human induced degradation cast doubt on the 

nature reserve as a viable site for improving silvery gibbons’ futures. Even the most argued for 

defences of the site, the sacred rituals practiced within, are undergoing intense pressure. Extra-locals 

are co-opting the traditionally hereditary role of the kuncen with little or no knowledge that is 

traditionally passed down, of the rituals or their meaning. 

The challenges are causing ecological and spiritual adaptations to threaten centuries old beliefs and 

customs, undermining opportunities for leveraging residents’ support to protect the forest and its 

animal ancestors. The alternative narratives shared in this thesis contribute to our understandings of 

why the degradation narrative can misattribute the causes and drivers of continual resource 

extraction. Residents recounted the period during the Reformasi, when decentralisation meant a lack 

of control over protected area regulation, which led to extra-locals being emboldened to log large 

tracts of Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve. More recently, extra-local kuncen are altering the 

physical and spiritual landscape and young eligible Sancang men are self-selecting new livelihood 

strategies rather than competing with extra-local kuncen for limited pilgrims. These multi-scale 

political economic forces have contributed to forest fragmentation, poaching, and pollution. The 

degradation discourse relies on the rhetoric of blaming ‘local’ people, and therefore the discourse 

prescribes solutions for alleviating degradation that withdraw the unwanted human presences. 

However, I theorise that the inability to neatly enforce the boundaries associated with separating 

nature/culture at Sancang contributes to why the conservation gaze only fixes on the site briefly, to 

extract information from its fragmented nature to support extra-local purposes.   

In situ at Gunung Tilu retains its meaning as ‘in place,’ but is supported further by its meaning in 

governance circles, where in situ refers to effective control over a space. The maintenance of in situ is 

the primary goal, creating symmetry between in situ conservation and in situ governance at Dewata. 

The preference for in situ is manifest materially through the institutional regulations. The Aspinall 

Foundation, BKSDA (Ministry of Conservation), and Dewata formed a tri-partisan agreement to 

enforce the bifurcation between production and conservation, in doing so also strengthening multi-

scale systems of centralised power. The expression of the power is used to restrict tea plantation 

residents’ access to forest resources through a series of regulations, punishments, and monitoring 
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practices. The agreement is a predictable reflection of political ecology theory of those with power 

excluding more marginalised persons from genuine participatory engagement in biodiversity 

conservation. More importantly, I argue that the multi-scale representation of the participants allows 

for TAF to represent the agreement as including the ‘local,’ by counting Dewata as one homogenous 

group of people within the tea plantation community.  

In Chapter Two, I argued that one of the debates in political ecology is that local is an often-

problematised category, but that its inherent reference point to a community remains embedded 

within the discipline’s critiques and remains the default scale against which the conservation 

processes are analysed. I discuss some of the limitations of this study later in the chapter, but I briefly 

acknowledge the risk of oversimplifying heterogeneity in this study. I argue, however, that the study 

has made a case for understanding who is constructing those scalar narratives, how, for what 

purpose, and with what outcomes. This thesis demonstrates that TAF constructs scalar narratives of 

in situ and ex situ and the ‘local’ for the purpose of silvery gibbon conservation, and in doing so 

translates knowledges into fixed boundaries between nature and culture, with the outcome of 

achieving conservation interventions in the manner of fortress conservation.  

The authoritarian approach at Gunung Tilu is a ritual maintenance of the nature/culture divide, 

operating a fortress conservation model of governance. Though TAF did not establish the fortress 

conservation practices at Gunung Tilu, the active contribution to its functioning and strong beliefs 

that an in situ gibbon must be free from unwanted human interaction show a willingness to accept 

the social inequity that is a borne from the arrangement in order to secure its own goal of silvery 

gibbon conservation. The findings of TAF’s first release of ex situ gibbons into in situ habitats 

accentuate a strong correlation between the bifurcated nature/culture beliefs inherent to the in 

situ/ex situ rhetoric and the boundary formation between humans and forest at Gunung Tilu. TAF’s 

practices actively strengthen the fortress conservation practices by instilling another layer of power 

in who is able to access the in situ gibbons and their associated habitats and attempting to exclude all 

others. In the name of the campaign Back to the Wild!, TAF’s silvery gibbon conservation is also a 

movement back to the barriers.  

Finally, the findings from this research highlight how combined in situ and ex situ conservation 

processes are also influenced by multi-scale situated historical contexts. The silvery gibbon is 

considered a priority species by the Indonesian government, and by international primate 
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conservationists, yet Indonesia has lacked the capacity to stem population reductions, and supported 

projects like The Aspinall Foundation Back to the Wild! Campaign. At the same time, increasing 

pressures on natural resources, and ongoing deforestation and habitat loss, have framed humans as 

the primary driver of silvery gibbon population declines. The history of elite control over resource 

exploitation, top-down authoritarian rule, and production forestry have met with small scale but 

widespread resistance in the form of encroachment on protected areas for smallholder resource 

extraction and challenges to exclusionary policies.  

Contrasted with the designation of Indonesia as a biodiversity hotspot, and silvery gibbons as 

endemic and endangered, the remaining forested areas where gibbon populations persist are sites of 

opposing purpose: human livelihoods versus gibbon habitats. In Chapter Five, the context of 

decentralisation was shown to have led to a period of unchecked resource exploitation, even in areas 

previously protected by indigenous and longstanding customary protection, as in the mythical 

connection between forest, people, and wildlife in Leuweung Sancang Nature Reserve. In Gunung 

Tilu Nature Reserve, a vestigial tea plantation, remnant of the Dutch colonial era, operates on the 

historical models of top-down authoritarian control, with subjugation and marginalisation exchanged 

for employment security, water, and housing, elements that have been a struggle for many 

Sundanese peoples after half a century of Indonesia corruption and contests over access to natural 

resources. 

 Key Contributions to the Literature and Applications to Conservation 

Practices 

In this section, I highlight how my research contributes to various literatures seeking to understand 

the processes of single species conservation approaches. Based upon a political ecology approach 

towards the nature/culture dualism, in concert with attention to the tradition within the discipline 

for place-based situated histories relevant to the case study, I demonstrate how my research 

contributes to political ecology literatures on conservation processes. I expected to contribute to 

debates on how the nature/culture duality delimits the range of potential conservation outcomes 

species conservation processes. I was surprised to find the degree to which this thesis kept returning 

to the role of nonhuman agency to essential to understanding the networks of associations between 

gibbons, humans, and gibbon habitats. Finally, I also point to opportunities where key contributions 
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from this research may also be applied to professionals active in the field of combined in situ and ex 

situ conservation.  

Firstly, by exploring a case study of silvery gibbon conservation at two key sites of gibbon populations 

in West Java, this research has been able to critically evaluate the processes of combined in situ and 

ex situ single species conservation. As discussed in Chapter Two, political ecologists have been 

critiquing the nature/culture dualism and biodiversity conservation processes for years, but as of yet, 

few studies have focused explicitly on interventions that combine in situ and ex situ conservation 

practices. The proliferation of biodiversity conservation interventions that are reliant upon protected 

areas is well studied and continues to be studied, and further calls for research on the processes 

emphasise the still poorly understood gains for species populations and effects on human livelihoods.  

This thesis contributes to a growing body of literature on combined in situ and ex situ conservation 

processes seeking to understand the persistent application of single species-based conservation 

strategies. The findings, that combined in situ and ex situ single species conservation efforts produce 

fortress conservation models, also contributes to a growing body of literature on the recent revival of 

exclusionary conservation, but from a novel perspective. The majority of literature, reviewed in 

Chapters Two and Three, focuses on degradation, species knowledge uncertainty, social inequity, and 

resistance that troubles biodiversity conservation processes. The contributions from this thesis 

highlight that as endangered species become rarer, ex situ populations are increasingly used to 

bolster in situ populations. The emotionally charged imagery of a captive gibbon versus a free gibbon 

offers a powerful resurgence for the nature/culture dichotomy. Flagship species approaches, built 

upon the charisma of charismatic megafauna like the silvery gibbon, are powerful emotive forces that 

overpower more ecologically based applications (Verissimo et al., 2011). These affective 

connotations create a globally transcendent moral imperitive to intervene to protect a species, often 

using ideal notions of a ‘wild’ animal to enforce exclusionary practices against unwanted human 

proximity deemed incompatible with the notions of conservation (Smith et al., 2010).  

In Gunung Tilu, the site was considered desirable because of the strict fortress style, top-down 

management capable of restricting access to the protected area. The territorialisation of human 

social spaces and protected area mirrored the distancing practices replete in categorising in situ as 

separate from ex situ. I argue that while TAF did not explicitly seek out the Dewata Tea Plantation 

and Gunung Tilu, the semantic desire to release gibbons into human-free forests was an attractant. 
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The site reinforced the imagined notion of the ability to restore and maintan an ahuman nature 

(Braverman, 2014). I argue that TAF facilitated a reinforcing of the pre-existing controls over human 

livelihoods of the residents at the tea plantation, using the chimera of an ahuman nature to justify its 

intervention (Fa et al., 2014). I argued that the conceptual divide of in situ and ex situ lended it to 

trend towards fortress style conservation spaces.  

The perceived suitability of Gunung Tilu contrasted with Sancang, which TAF and other conservation 

organisations characterised as fragmented, degraded, and under continual pressure from illegal 

resource use and sustained human presence within the protected area. In Sancang there was a lack 

of territorialisation or material boundary maintenance of the protected area, rendering it 

incompatible with in situ concepts. Contesting the meaning of a protected area is an intensely 

ideological battle (Davis et al., 2011). Without the idea of nature as separate, it is difficult to imagine 

what an in situ gibbon is, and in situ and ex situ become meaningless descriptions devoid of the 

moral rationale necessary to justify an intervention for species conservation (Braverman, 2014). I 

argue that there are material manifestations from ideologically separating in situ from ex situ and 

translating them into conservation processes. I argue that combined in situ and ex situ single species 

conservation interventions contribute to the resurgence in fortress style conservation processes.  

Building upon the iterative efforts to create material and semiotic distance between in situ and ex 

situ gibbons, my research offers key contributions to emerging literature on agency of nonhuman 

species. Some political ecologists are exploring how nonhuman entities that are the subjects of 

conservation are not simply passive recipients of the interventions (Robbins, 2007; Bakker, 2004; 

Blomley, 2008). This thesis contributes to the discussions on how engaging with nonhuman agency 

further breaks down the dichotomy between nature/culture by showing the “mutual accommodation 

of the nonhuman and human, showing how both retain independence but at the same time are 

affected by the other” (Turner, 2016 pp. 417). In this thesis I problematise in situ as an anachronistic 

artifice of Nature, and discuss why this matters for the gibbons themselves. The agency of the 

animals is impossible to ascertain in first person narrative, so is explored through narratives of 

persons who consider what a gibbon is, what it needs to survive, and how they see themselves vis-à-

vis the gibbons and their habitats.  

My research exposes how agency is obfuscated in combined in situ/ex situ conservation, by fixing the 

identity of the animals into categories that can then be commodified into the conservation rhetoric 
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of wild or captive. Doing so translates the gibbons’ liveliness into objects of tradable nature, in which 

in situ is privileged (Collard & Dempsey, 2013). This study was not designed to be a full exploration of 

nonhuman agency, instead the unexpected outcome of exploring a species divided into in situ and ex 

situ was a fuller account of the interrelationships between humans, gibbons, and gibbon habitats, 

and how agency is both enabled and constrained (Bakker, 2010). I argue that ex situ conservation 

fixes the agency of the gibbons in a way that demeans the diverse agency of the primates, and 

excludes the acknowledgement of nonhuman agency under any arrangement except the imagined 

scenario of a non-human environment (Wood & Young, 2016).  

Nonhuman agency becomes normatively assumed as existing for wild gibbons, and stripped from 

captive gibbons. In Chapter Six, nonhuman agencies are recognised and explained as relational and 

interconnected to Sancang residents’ own livelihoods, histories, and futures. Instead of 

territorialisation of the protected area, there is a concern that without the ability to value and 

protect the co-constituted liveliness between animals, forests, and people that the material and 

semiotic value of the forest will continue to degrade. The kuncen are a social manifestation of 

generations of mutual accommodation, representing and championing the simultaneous 

independence yet interdependence of nonhuman agency with human practices. Residents in Sancang 

give narratives on the relational nonhuman agency of animals, both spiritually, and in terms of the 

joy the sounds of the gibbons calling can give to the residents, and the soul of the forest feeling alive 

by the gibbons’ expressing themselves.  

Exploring nonhuman agency offers new complexities and alternative narratives to environmental 

change that move beyond the traditional debates of how political economies affect ecological and 

biophysical processes. I had not expected, at the onset of this research or even during the research, 

the recurrent theme of nonhuman agency as essential to revealing new understandings of how single 

species conservation processes are trending towards fortress style conservation. I expected to 

contribute to the more traditional political ecology debates of critiquing the truth claims made about 

the science of in situ and ex situ gibbons, to understand how those claims came about, and with what 

outcomes (Turner, 2016). My inclination to read onto the narratives my own agenda of arguing 

against the Cartesian divide initially obfuscated the relational lived experiences interconnecting 

peoples and gibbons.  
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Focusing on gibbon conservation hides the nonhuman agencies being expressed and treats the 

gibbon habitats as mere backdrops for the environmental politics. This study contributes to literature 

within political ecology, and in conservation debates, that are accepting that more relational 

proliferations of unfixed natureculture assemblages ultimately offer more opportunities for 

conservation. This study problematises reductionist processes by showing how they affects the lived 

outcomes of the gibbons that have their futures decided for them along the basis of characteristics 

associated with material and semiotic boundaries. The rejection of Sancang as a suitable in situ 

gibbon habitat imperils a living history of Javanese culture, manifested in political economies, 

spiritual beliefs and practices, and the gibbons’ and humans’ shared livelihoods. In Gunung Tilu, in 

contrast, the gibbons have been reintroduced to a forest separated by force from human intrusion, 

territorialising not only human livelihoods but also the gibbons agency. The gibbons become 

obscured in their commodified form as conservation objects.  

Finally, I highlight how this thesis may offer some contributions to practitioners of combined in 

situ/ex situ conservation. The findings suggest that as long as in situ and ex situ are managed as 

distinct processes with only one being the valued outcome, there are delimited opportunities for 

incorporating more equitable, relational, and adaptive solutions to the increasing endangerment of 

many species in the age of the Anthropocene. Through this research, I have problematised the 

validity, utility, and equitability of in situ and ex situ conservation programs, insofar as they are held 

to be morally differing and conceptually divided. Rather than trying to label a gibbon as either wild or 

captive, pluralising humannature relationships could offer a more diversified, contextualised, and 

ultimately broader base for single species-based conservation. 

Places like Sancang, that hold a staggering density and diversity of species richness, coupled with a 

number of passionate persons willing to preserve their own identities vis-à-vis the gibbons, can be 

seen to be just as strong an opportunity as the peoples of Dewata, for whom the gibbon is also a way 

to preserve their identity, but only if there is an accepted value in rejecting the nature/culture 

dichotomy. Though time is perhaps limited, there are alternative options for valuing the remaining 

gibbons on this planet, and for supporting multiple imagined humangibbon relationships. This study 

contributes to zoo-based conservation literature, recommending that organisations considering a 

combined in situ and ex situ conservation can think beyond a binary process. I argue that zoos are 

well placed to give serious consideration to the lived experiences of animals, as they are already 

experts in understanding an individual animal, not just a species population. Advancing work on 
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welfare is doing more and more to recognise and provide agency to ex situ animals in zoos. There is 

no reason this consideration cannot be applied to think of novel conservation processes that do not 

seek to control an animal or a species through its proximity to humans or degree of resource 

autonomy.  

Conservationists, zoo-based professionals, and the public could learn to see that, while there may 

always be a nostalgic desire to imagine a forest teeming with the call of owa, animals may benefit 

more from being liberated from antiquated and unrealistic expectations. I argue that the growth in in 

situ and ex situ conservation processes should be evaluated more closely for the hierarchical 

materialities is it manifested. I propose that zoos that wish to engage in single species conservation 

processes that combine in situ and ex situ attempt to put the animals back at the forefront of 

conservation, rather than distancing the from their own liveliness. There are no pristine wildernesses. 

There is simply is not enough forest cover remaining to be moulded into such a fetishized habitat, but 

the possibilities to imagine new habitats may help create innovative solutions. Seeing habitats as 

shared spaces to be co-produced may result in new opportunities for where animals and humans can 

co-exist and survive in varying scenarios, not simply in zoos, sanctuaries, or fortress style protected 

areas. We can re-think our inclination to devalue a secondary forest or easily accessible location, by 

instead looking at values of peoples, not proximity of people. In situ and ex situ limits conservation to 

such a degree that the outlook, if the path continues, is bleak, and the road will lead closer and closer 

towards the fort.  

 Limitations of the Research, and Opportunities for Future Research 

This thesis, like much research, is not without limitations. I begin with the case study. There has been 

concern that case studies lack generalisability (Blatter 2008; Yin 2013). Even without considering the 

differing conditions of other single-species approaches for say, Brazilian cotton-top tamarins, or 

California Condor, both of which have benefited from combined in situ and ex situ conservation, it is 

important to note the lack of generalisability within West Java for the silvery gibbon. As this research 

demonstrated, the cultural divergences between places only hours apart from each other can be as 

stark as the difference between lowland coastal forests and sub-montane forests. These sites are not 

the only two sites with fragmented gibbon populations, and surely the situated contexts vary in each, 

with significant impacts for conservation processes that may be enacted in those locations. However, 

the narratives of the participants in this research help validate the findings through the depth and 
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rich detail of the lived experiences and perspectives, thus bringing out the strengths of case study 

research. Nevertheless, the lack of ability to generalise to other species or locations with certainty is 

a limitation of this research.  

The research design itself was limited to silvery gibbons in West Java with TAF. There are other 

organisations releasing silvery gibbons in West Java, but political sensitivity to Javanese 

interrelationships made practical extensions to both organisations impractical. There may be future 

opportunities that will be discussed in the following section. Furthermore, The Aspinall Foundation 

has enacted its Back to the Wild! campaign all over the world. It was unrealistic to be able to analyse 

in appreciable depth the contexts of combined in situ and ex situ release carried out in other TAF 

projects in a level of detail that gives confidence to extrapolate the results from the silvery gibbons to 

its work with other species in other locations. Not being able to fully explore the multi-scale context 

of TAFs single species approaches, for a number of pragmatic reasons, could have led to an oversight 

of some key rationales, processes, or outcomes of their conservation interventions. Related to the 

limitation of engagement with wider scales of conservation action is the strength of political ecology 

theory on neo-liberal conservation. There are opportunities for further research to explore these 

relationships and reveal novel insights.  

Importantly, my positionality may be a limitation of this research. Not being a native speaker and 

being a Caucasian female in a male-dominated society, there were social and cultural barriers that 

may have influenced the observations made, and the interpretation of the interviews. Though I 

outlined the steps taken to acknowledge and mitigate these risks in Chapter Four, it is important to 

note that my interpretation of events, interactions and narrations are through the lens of an 

outsider. My selections of what was important, what was included, and what was excluded, were 

filtered through my position. In the case of Dewata in particular, it seems possible that my role as an 

outsider may have shaped what people were willing to share, given the strong references to fear of 

punishment and surveillance society practices. 

Indeed, in multiple events, Dewata managers used my role as a strategic element. In the exchange 

where one of the sons of the plantation owner asked me to study something outside the scope of the 

research because he wanted to know something put me in a position to then have to deny him, as 

the plantation manager feared it would cause problems for them with the Perhutani State Forestry 

company. In another instance, one of the tea-marketing representatives asked if I could write my 
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results up in a report. He wanted to use the report to satisfy a component of the process required for 

Dewata to retain Rainforest Alliance certification of their organic fair-trade tea. I was told that the 

Rainforest Alliance requires a social science investigation into the fair-trade practices of the 

plantation, and he wanted me to fulfil that obligation for them in exchange for their allowance of my 

interviewing the employees.  

On my final visit to Dewata, an internal disagreement between BKSDA and Dewata, wherein BKSDA 

felt they should be allowed the guest sleeping quarters when present for free, and Dewata feeling 

that they had provided an entire bunk house for Dewata staff, led to conflict over my sleeping 

arrangement. Despite offering to compensate for sleeping arrangements and having had a prior 

arrangement, the staff housed my research assistant and I in an abandoned building with a very leaky 

roof, no furnishings, in persistent heavy rain, with no cooking facilities, and in the same building 

alone. We had separate bedrolls provided, and the building had two rooms, but this was still socially 

awkward for him, as a married man in a deeply Muslim region and young single white woman. The 

situation was a surprise, and also put us in the middle of a disagreement between Dewata and 

BKSDA. The research assistant’s uncomfortableness at the situation pressed him to urge us to not 

stay as long on that trip, and our leaving then also caused further aggravation when TAF heard we 

had under-stayed our duration. However, we declined to explain fully as this would have caused 

shame and engaged in conflict, something we were reluctant to do, and as a result my own 

relationship with TAF’s country manager was partially affected.  

The reliance on a translator is another potential limitation. The translator and I spent weeks together, 

on multiple trips, before commencing the interviews. We had the opportunity to discuss the research 

in great detail, the goals, practice interviews, and converse over the stylistic approach to be taken. 

However, my language barrier meant that there was little opportunity for course correction during 

the interviews themselves. The decision had been made not to translate during the interview, as it 

would disrupt the flow and continually draw attention back to me rather than allow an organic 

conversation to flow in places as is hoped for in semi-structured interviews. However, this meant that 

delayed translations also prevented opportunities to identify gaps and go back and ask more 

questions. However, his long experience working with Western gibbon researchers, Javan primate 

conservationists, and as a Sundanese man, helped him to situate and contextualise the 

conversations. Even more importantly, he could read the social cues that I may have missed, knowing 

when not to proceed or when he could press further in ways that I may not have been able to, and he 
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was able to navigate the social contexts in sensitive and appropriate manners. This was the first time 

I had conducted field research in a country where I did not speak the native languages, and I learned 

much from the experience.  

The interviews in this thesis have attempted to conceal names and identifying factors, and the 

potential sensitivity to professional and personal wellbeing was essential. However, due to the 

locations that the interviews took place in, there may still be some ability to discern likely individuals 

from the context of the statements. In some places, interviewees expressed comfort in pride in 

having their information shared and their names are evident in the transcripts. However, in Dewata 

there was a greater concern for concealing. Even dates were hesitantly entered into citations, as it 

may have been possible for persons to be discerned by when the interviews took place. The isolation 

of Dewata and rarity of a white person speaking to the tea pickers and other labourers made the 

events notable to fellow residents. While interviews were in a location of the residents’ choosing, and 

often afforded a degree of privacy, the statements made within are sensitive to the operation and 

processes of governance at Dewata. The potential for conflicts is low on any one individual, but the 

narratives substantiate concerns that many could face repercussions if any single interview comment 

was read and interpreted unfavourably by Dewata management. I made every attempt to give a 

faithful representation of the interviews, but in any future research, removing all descriptors could 

reduce the potential for conflicts.  

Much of this thesis has attempted to problematise categories and dualisms of nature/culture and in 

situ/ex situ. I have had to employ these terms throughout the thesis, which is itself a reiteration of 

their meaning. Furthermore, the dualism is deeply embedded in English language, and there are 

limited alternatives. As a result, in places throughout this study, my own writing has contributed to 

the perpetuation of the dualism. Finally, the process of silvery gibbon conservation is still ongoing at 

Gunung Tilu. I was able to be present for the arrival of the first gibbon at JPCP but was not able to 

extend the research duration to include the first release of a gibbon in situ. While this study is able to 

offer insights into the formative processes, the outcomes cannot be completely analysed or 

confirmed, as they have not yet come to pass. In light of this, I move to the next section, 

opportunities for further research.  

Building on the last limitation, of not being present for the release of silvery gibbons into Gunung 

Tilu, there is an opportunity to extend this research further. While one group of gibbons has been 
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released, there are plans for many more to be released in Gunung Tilu. Seeing how close or how far 

TAF keeps to fortress conservation remains to be seen, as does the outcomes for the population of 

gibbons in Gunung Tilu, and the naturecultures that may be co-produced as part of the ongoing 

processes. The emerging ideas of agency without agenda deserve further exploration for both the 

people effected by the conservation interventions, and the animals being released. In particular, the 

notion of fixing the identity of the gibbons within categories as a way to commodify their 

conservation value is an opportunity for further examination of the dignity and agency of the animal. 

A deeper engagement with the gibbons, before release, during rehabilitation, and after release, 

would deepen understandings of gibbons’ lived experiences in relation to human agendas of wild and 

captive management.  

The multi-scale interests of a political ecology approach to this research would also benefit from 

further engagement at the other scales of TAF’s conservation activities. Traveling to the Howletts and 

Port Lympne zoos, to other release sites, and to meetings where TAF sits in on silvery gibbon 

conservation strategies would all allow the contributions of this literature to be vastly expanded. The 

scales of in situ and ex situ were problematised throughout, but not observed in depth in all of the 

available places. Contrasting the ex situ of the Java Primates Conservation Centre with that Western 

zoological sites could allow for a more heterogeneous framing of ex situ. In this thesis I 

problematised ex situ as a cohesive concept based entirely on the notion of captivity. However, the 

nature of the research design led to the majority of data collection focusing on the in situ habitats of 

gibbons. As such, there is an opportunity to expand on the research into ex situ. In doing so, this 

would contribute further to literature attempting to destabilise nature/culture dualisms.  

 Closing Thoughts 

This study has explored how the conceptual distinction between in situ and ex situ has influenced 

single-species conservation. The growing concern for biodiversity struggles to reconcile awareness of 

the Anthropocene with nostalgic preference for wilderness. While protected areas continue to be 

challenged and natureculture assemblages recognised, the resurgence in the movement back to 

fortress conservation signals how deeply emotive Western concepts of Nature are tied to decisions 

over multispecies’ futures. We mitigate our own actions by creating protected areas, and hope that 

the forts will be enough to save endangered species. More and more, however, conservationists are 
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starting to explore hybrid natures, where human-nonhuman assemblages are not seen as undesirable 

outcomes, but opportunities.   

Throughout this thesis, I have argued that categorising in situ and ex situ reaffirm the nature/culture 

divide, and as a result delimit conservation processes that employ the dichotomy. The more we 

challenge and erode the belief in Nature, the less clear conservation becomes. Without in situ 

conservation’s reliance on Nature, there is no hierarchy, no conceptual opposite to give meaning to 

ex situ. Instead, there are people and animals in intertwined networks, there are opportunities to 

discard historical ecological climaxes, and seek new habitats under novel (co)produced conditions. I 

understand that the problem of endangered species, the crisis, seems less daunting if broken into 

discrete portions to be worked on through conservation. However, growing literature, to which this 

thesis contributes, are starting to discuss and challenge just what is being conserved and why. New 

natures are the only ones that will exist in the future, because all natures are dynamic. I choose to be 

optimistic. In this view, more natures are possible, and more lives are valued as having their own 

agency, and more mutually accommodating multispecies environments are welcomed.  

This thesis has been an emotional and highly personal journey. In that time, I moved from being a 

full-time academic to a full-time professional working as a zoo director who oversees combined in 

situ and ex situ processes for New Zealand avian species. However faulty the results of this research 

have been, I feel it is important to acknowledge that the importance of the process, and the bearing 

it has had on my own personal goals as a professional, is immense. As a direct result of the hours and 

years of questioning the validity, equitability, and justification for combined in situ and ex situ 

conservation, I hope that if nothing else, I have created a firm foundation for my own ambitions, to 

always question who is included, who is excluded, and why it matters. I have come to believe that the 

best kind of conservation is collaboration, and that wisdom may come from the most unexpected 

collaborators. I also believe I have become a better leader, in that I am more likely to sit back and 

think how that person feels, rather than assuming we are all working towards a shared goal. As a final 

point, the concept of inclusion, in my own interpretation, strongly advocates for the agency of the 

animals, not just the agency of people. After all, there is no such thing as an ahuman nature.
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Appendix 2  Excerpts from the MoU translation of the setup JPCP, 2012 
JPG	Page	1	
	
That	on	this	day	the	twenty-five	months	of	the	year	two	thousand	twelve	the	undersigned	
	
With	the	principle	of	equality,	THE	PARTIES	agree	entered	into	this	Agreement	as	described	in	
the	following	chapters		
	
Article	1	
destination	
The	partnership	goal	is	to	restore	and	preserve	the	population	and	habitat	of	the	endemic	
primates	of	Java	in	the	Java	Island.	
	
Article	2	
Scope	
The	scope	of	this	partnership	include:	
1.	Restoration	and	preservation	of	the	endemic	primates	of	Java	which	consists	of	Javan,	Javan	
Java,	and	Surili	
2.	In	situ	conservation	and	ex	situ	species	endemic	primates	of	Java	in	Java	forests	covering	an	
area:	
					a.	West	Java	Province:	Mount	Simpang	Nature	Reserve,	Nature	Reserve	mountain	Tilu,	
Burangrang	Nature	Reserve,	Natural	Carar	Tangkumban	Parahu,	Leueweung	Sancang	Preserve,	
Nature	conservation	and	regional	biodiversity	Patengang	South	Bandung	KPH,	KPH	Kudat,	PPH	
Tasikmalaya,	and	Garut	KPH.	
				b.	Banten	province,	Ujung	Kulon	National	Park	
				c.	Central	Java:	.......	
				d.	East	Java	Province	......	
	
3.	In	situ	conservation	activities	referred	to	in	point	2	include:	
a.	research	and	development	
b.	coaching	populations	and	habitat	
c.	release	
d.	populasin	and	habitat	protection	
e.	monitoring	and	evaluation.	
	
4.	Ex	situ	conservation	activities	referred	to	in	point	2	sebagaimanda	covers	
a.	development	and	pengelciaan	Wildlife	Rehabilitation	Centre	area	of	12	ha	in	plots	79B	RPH	
Cimanggu	BKPH	Tambakruyung	South	West	London	
b.	development	and	management	of	the	Java	monkey	Wildlife	Rehabilitation	Centre	at	the	
National	Park	buffer	zone		
c.	Rescue,	rehabilitation	and	breeding	
d.	reintroduction	into	their	natural	habitats	
e.	monitoring	and	evaluation.	
	
5.	Development	of	education,	training,	educational	tours	and	awareness	about	the	conservation	
of	primates	endemic	to	Java.	
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6.	Development	of	human	resource	capacity	
7.	Empowerment	of	local	communities	
8.	Development	of	a	data	base	system	
	
Article	3	
Planned	Activities	
Action	plan	which	includes	a	description	of	the	type	and	stage	of	activity,	cost	estimates	and	
sources	of	funds,	reporting	and	evaluation	as	contained	in	the	annex	and	are	an	integral	part	of	
this	Agreement.	
	
Article	12	
cover	
Thus	the	agreement	that	was	made	3	copies	of	stamp	enough,	each	of	which	has	the	same	legal	
force,	to	PARTY	FIRST,	SECOND	and	THIRD	PARTY	PART
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Appendix 3  Example Participant Information and Consent Forms 
SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENT  
Geography, Geology, Environmental Science & Environmental Management 

 
 

Human Sciences Building  
Level 6, 10 Symonds Street  

Auckland, New Zealand  
Telephone 64 9 373 7599 ext. 88465  

Facsimile 64 9 373 7434 
Email: env@auckland.ac.nz  

www.env.auckland.ac.nz 
 

The University of Auckland  
Private Bag 92019  

Auckland 1142, New Zealand 
 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET (RESIDENT) 

 

Project title: A political ecology of Javan gibbon conservation 

Researcher: Megan Selby, University of Auckland School of Environment 

Supervisor: Dr. Brad Coombes, University of Auckland School of Environment 

Translator:  

 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

 My name is Megan Selby. I am a PhD student at the School of Environment at the University of 
Auckland. The aim of my research is to study conservation efforts for the Javan gibbon in Patuha, Bandung. My 
research investigates how what we understand, know, and share about the Javan gibbon affects conservation 
actions for the species and social outcomes for local communities. I hope to learn what you know about Javan 
gibbons, and Javan gibbon conservation, and if it affects you and your community. The site for this research is 
a specifically selected location near protected areas which may contain habitat suitable for Javan gibbons, and 
has organisations actively involved in conservation of the species. I will interview residents of the community, 
and individuals who work either directly or indirectly with conservation efforts that may relate to Javan gibbon 
conservation.  

 I invite you to take part in my research. I wish to talk with you about your experiences with the Javan 
gibbon, and with conservation in your community. I would like to use excerpts from your interview as part of 
my thesis. I would also like to discuss your particular involvement with primates, protected areas, forests, and 
any interactions with individuals interested in primate conservation, including the recent addition of the Java 
Primates Conservation Project to Patuha. The research aims to contribute to academic debates on the value of 
species conservation projects in protection biodiversity, and how community values shape conservation 
processes. The research is not directly aimed at policy or decision-making and has no effect on rules or 
regulations about use of forested areas or wildlife.  

 You are not obligated in any way to participate, and you may end the interview at any time. With your 
consent, I will audio record the interview so that I may transcribe and review it at a later time. I would also like 
to take notes during the interview. The interview may last up to one hour, but can be longer or shorter at your 
convenience. Furthermore, I will have a translator present to assist in the interview. The translator has signed 
a confidentiality agreement, meaning he/she will not discuss the interview with anyone other than the 
researcher or the researcher’s advisor. The translator may assist during the interview and afterward, when 
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transcribing the audio recording. I will not release the recordings, transcriptions, or resulting data to anyone 
for any reason, and only my advisor and myself will have access to them. 

I would like to be able to use your name and job title, but it is not necessary. You may approve the use 
of your name or job title, or you may request that I do not identify your name or position in my theses. As a 
further alternative, If you desire anonymity, I will use pseudonyms and avoid any identifying descriptions that 
may indicate your identity. However, I will be discussing the region and the organisations involved, so it may 
be possible for your identity to be understood by other members of your community. Therefore, I cannot 
guarantee you complete anonymity.   

If at any time you decide you want to withdraw any information you have provided, you may do so 
until January 1, 2013. The audio recordings and transcriptions will be stored in a secure cabinet at the 
University of Auckland, after which point it will be destroyed. The information you provide may become a part 
of my theses or possibly an academic journal article.  When I have finished my research, I am happy to provide 
you with a copy of my theses or a summary of my findings at your request.  

Furthermore, because you are aiding significantly to my research, I would like to acknowledge your 
contribution by holding 3 meetings, at different times and locations, during which participants are invited to 
come and discuss opinions, offer feedback, or express their ideas in an open forum. These meetings will not be 
used as data for the thesis, but are a chance for you to have your opinions expressed and your contribution 
acknowledged, and for me to listen to any concerns, desires, or requests you may have. I will notify you of 
meeting times and places at least 7 days in advance. These will be open and public forums, however, and so 
other participants or residents may also be present. 

 I would like to thank you for your time and energy. Please feel free to contact me if you have any 
questions or concerns about the research or interview process.   

 

Megan Selby 

The University of Auckland 

Human Sciences Building, Room 431, 10 Symonds Street 

Private Bag 92019 

Auckland, New Zealand 1142 

e-mail: msel029@aucklanduni.ac.nz 

Telephone: +64 09 373 7599 ext. 89917 
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You may also contact my supervisor. 

My Supervisor: Dr. Brad Coombes 

   The University of Auckland 

Human Sciences Building, 10 Symonds Street 

Private Bag 92019 

   Auckland, New Zealand 1142 

   Telephone: +64 09 373 7599 ext. 88455 

Director of the School of Environment: 

   Professor Glen McGregor 

   The University of Auckland 

Human Sciences Building, 10 Symonds Street 

Private Bag 92019 

   Auckland, New Zealand 1142 

   Telephone: +64 09 373 7599 ext. 85284 

For any questions regarding ethical matters you may contact: 

 

The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, 

Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142, New Zealand 

Telephone +64 09 373 7999 ext. 83711 

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE  

 

ON    __________________     FOR 3 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER: _______________________ 
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SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENT  
Geography, Geology, Environmental Science & Environmental Management 

 
 

Human Sciences Building  
Level 6, 10 Symonds Street  

Auckland, New Zealand  
Telephone 64 9 373 7599 ext. 88465  

Facsimile 64 9 373 7434 
Email: env@auckland.ac.nz  

www.env.auckland.ac.nz 
 

The University of Auckland  
Private Bag 92019  

Auckland 1142, New Zealand 
 

CONSENT TO BE INTERVIEWED (RESIDENT) 

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS 

Project title: A political ecology of Javan gibbon conservation 

Researcher: Megan Selby, University of Auckland School of Environment 

Supervisor: Dr. Brad Coombes, University of Auckland School of Environment 

Translator:  

 

I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet for the research project titled: A political 

ecology of Javan gibbon conservation. 

• I agree to participate in this research. 
• I have read or have had read to me the Participant Information Sheet and understand why I have been 

selected as a participant. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered. 
• I consent/do not consent (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) that I will be audio taped. 
• I consent/do not consent (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) to a translator being present and partaking in the 

interview 
• I understand that the translator has signed a confidentiality agreement stating he/she will not discuss 

or share information from the interview with anyone except the researcher and the researcher’s 
advisor.  

• I understand that the translator may assist in transcribing the interviews, and that this person has 
signed a confidentiality agreement stating he/she will not discuss or share information from the 
interview with anyone except the researcher and the researcher’s advisor. 
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• I understand that the data will be stored for six years in a secure cabinet at the office of the researcher 
at the University of Auckland. 

• I understand that the data will be destroyed at the end of the six years.  
• I consent / do not consent (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) to my name being disclosed in the course of this 

research project. 
• I consent / do not consent (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) to the my job title/position being disclosed in the 

course of this research project 
• I understand that even if I do not disclose my name or job title, members of my community and other 

people involved in the project may know that I have provided the information.  
• I understand I am free to withdraw from the interview at any time without providing a reason.  
• I understand that I have the right to withdraw any information I have provided up to January 1, 2013.  
• I am aware that I will be notified at least 7 days in advance of meetings held to provide feedback or 

discuss the research, and that these meetings will be public, voluntary, and open to other people.  
• I wish / do not wish (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) to receive a summary of findings of this research, or digital 

copy of the complete thesis if preferred.  
 

Signed: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name (Printed): ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _________________________________________           

 

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON    
__________________  FOR 3 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER: ____________ 
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SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENT  
Geography, Geology, Environmental Science & Environmental Management 

 
 

Human Sciences Building  
Level 6, 10 Symonds Street  

Auckland, New Zealand  
Telephone 64 9 373 7599 ext. 88465  

Facsimile 64 9 373 7434 
Email: env@auckland.ac.nz  

www.env.auckland.ac.nz 
 

The University of Auckland  
Private Bag 92019  

Auckland 1142, New Zealand 
 

 

TRANSLATOR CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 

  

Project title: A political ecology of Javan gibbon conservation 

Researcher: Megan Selby, University of Auckland School of Environment 

Supervisor: Dr. Brad Coombes, University of Auckland School of Environment 

Translator: 

 I agree to act as translator for the above research project. I will be translating from English to Bahasa, 
and from Bahasa to English. This may include transcription of interviews from audio recordings. I understand 
that the information discussed during the interviews is confidential and must not be disclosed to, or discussed 
with, anyone other than the researcher and his/her supervisor(s). Information from the transcriptions of the 
interviews is also confidential, and may not be disclosed to, or discussed with, anyone other than the 
researcher and his/her supervisor(s).  

 

Name:    ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Signature:    ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date:      _____________________________________________________________________
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